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Note on currency
A wide range of coins and currencies were in circulation in the late medieval Low Countries, Leiden’s
fifteenth-century accounts alone documented over a dozen different kinds. To calculate with and convert
these various physical coins and currencies, city scribes used units of account, which did not exist as real
coins. The standard unit of account was the pound. As elsewhere in Europe, a pound (libra, lb.), was
divided into 12 schellingen (solidi, s.), and 240 penningen (denarii, d.). Thus: 1 lb. = 12 s. = 240 d.
Cities and regions used various kinds of pounds, which differed greatly in value. Even more confusing,
the same city administration used different pounds to express sums. In Ghent’s urban records, the
standard unit of account was the Flemish groot (Vlaamse groot, gr. Vl., consisting of pounds, schellingen
and penningen). Yet in decrees the authorities here noted sums in mainly in the Parisian groot (groten
Parisis, gr. Par) while in the financial accounts (stadsrekeningen) they also used the much less valuable groot
payments. The Parisian groot was also the unit of account in Ypres’ Role de condamnations, as well as in
Ghent’s bailiff’s accounts. In Leiden and Dordrecht, municipalities mainly used the Hollandse pond (lb.
Holl.). The standard ratios between these different currencies through the period under investigation
were:
1 lb. gr. Vl. = 12 lb. Par.
1 lb. gr. Vl. = 30 lb. Holl.
1 lb. gr. Vl. = 40 lb. paym.
Another often-used currency was the guilder (gl.), which was divided into (often 24) plakken (pl.).
Deventer’s treasurers mainly calculated with pounds (lb. gr. Vl) until 1392 and then switched to guilders,
which was less stable in worth. In addition, dozens of other currencies are mentioned in the sources used
in this study, often with a note on the ratio. In the following chapters, I have referred to the sum as it was
indicated in the original source, which is often without any specification, and in a few instances added the
type of pound when helpful, such as when discussing officials’ wages.
I have made transcriptions using the “critical-normalizing method.”1 With regard to dates,
different cities used different calendars, with various starting points during the modern calendar year. I
have noted the year as it was documented in the original source and made no silent changes. One
exception is that when accounted years straddled two calendar years, such as Ghent’s schepenjaar, in the
footnotes I have referred to that year by the first date (for instance: 1327-1328 = 1327).

1

As formulated in the Richtlijnen voor het uitgeven van historische bescheiden (The Hague, 1988), 11-12.

Introduction

George was a native of Cappadocia and a tribune in the Roman army. One day he came to
Silena, a city in the province of Libya. Close by this city was a vast lake, as big as an inland
sea, where a pestilential dragon had its lair. The people had often risen in arms against it,
but the dragon always put them to flight and would venture right up to the city walls and
asphyxiate everyone with its noxious breath. So the citizens were compelled to feed it two
sheep every day in order to allay its fury, otherwise it would make straight for the walls and
1
poison the air, causing a great many deaths.

Thus run the opening lines of Jacobus de Voraigne’s version of the story of Saint George, as penned during
the late thirteenth century in his bestseller the Golden Legend. The needs of the dragon would go from bad to
worse, as it began to demand human sacrifices. When the governing elites were reluctant to supply their
share – a virgin princess – for communal needs, George came to the rescue. After the whole city was
baptized he slew the dragon and ended the sordid affair. The church built in his honor later boasted “a
natural spring whose water cures all illnesses.” 2 The legend offers a vivid metaphor for medieval public
health concerns. While the dragon may have only been alive in people’s imagination, the danger of
corrupted air as a cause of disease was perceived as a very real threat to local urban communities.
Contemporary medical ideas based on Galenic theories perceived the body as consisting of four fluids that
could be thrown off balance and cause a descent into disease by external factors such as bad food or
putrefaction spread through the air – the dragon’s poisonous breath. 3 The city dwellers, defined by the
surrounding walls as a collective body, employed a wide array of practices to fight pollution, dirt and
contamination, which helped to protect their health, sustain order, and preserve the community’s spiritual
purity. 4 However, their efforts have gone largely unnoticed in modern historiography, in which an image of
the late medieval city as the apex of disease, chaos and dirt still looms.
This study aims to make up for this neglect by reconstructing two interlinked aspects of public
health. First, practices of preventative health policies and urban sanitation in an era that is still typically
thought of as lacking any such interventions. Secondly, through studying these activities, it will illuminate
the negotiation of power by local governments over urban spaces and their inhabitants. It chimes in with a
growing international historiography that challenges the view of the Middle Ages as a period of indifference
towards issues of health and sanitation at the population level. These works have indicated that perceptions
of premodern communal health and its threats were distinctly different from modern Western conceptions,
for instance in that they more closely associated physical and spiritual health.5 Yet much like modern nation
states, late medieval authorities recognized the promotion of population health as socio-economically and
politically beneficial, indeed as a prerequisite for survival of their respective communities. Researching
public health thus contributes to a deeper understanding of the development of late medieval urban society,
and can be extended chronologically, but also, as recent revisionist scholarship has proposed, topically –
encompassing much more than the reconstructed emergence of medical professionals or the impact of
major epidemic crises. 6
1

Saint George (23 April). Jacobus de Voragine, The Golden Legend, 116.
Ibid.
3
Rawcliffe, Medicine & Society, 29–41; Idem, Urban Bodies, 55–59, 120–22.
4
Farrar, Building the Body Politic, 12–18.
5
Rawcliffe, Urban Bodies, 4–11.
6
Porter, Health, Civilization and the State, 5; Idem, The History of Public Health and the Modern State, 4–5.
2
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With a monograph on late medieval England as the field’s current crown jewel, and one on Italy
under way, our knowledge is quickly expanding. 7 Yet the Low Countries, the other highly urbanized area of
medieval Europe, with nearly half of the population in Holland living in cities by 1500, have remained little
explored. 8 This investigation therefore hopes to contribute to current debates by adding knowledge on an
understudied geographical area, but also by employing a number of innovative approaches. First, it will do
so by undertaking a comparative survey of various cities in the Northern and Southern Low Countries, with
an in-depth examination of three core case studies: Ghent, Leiden and Deventer. Secondly, it will focus on
documents of routine practice in order to move beyond the level of ideals as formulated in regulations and
medical tracts. Thirdly, this inquiry shifts away from curative institutions and practitioners, and
epidemiological crises – the more traditional foci of histories of health – to routine prevention, along with
adopting a long-term perspective from the early fourteenth to the late fifteenth century. Finally, with the
incorporation of theories on space, governance, and actor-networks, this project aims to answer three
central questions: what were the (perceived) health challenges facing late medieval urban communities and
in what ways were these issues confronted? How were responsibilities understood and tasks divided across
spatial and jurisdictional boundaries? How did striving for communal wellbeing socially, politically and
materially impact medieval cities? This study argues that various agents, with a central role for local urban
authorities, aimed to protect population health by developing policies battling pollution and disease, as well
as fighting mud, floodings, and fire hazards. These endeavors were informed by medical reasoning and
justified by a conceptual framework that considered maintaining the population’s health a part of the
common good. Thus, public health practices have not been mainly ad hoc responses but constituted an
argument for governmental interventions, and therefore a shaping force in the urban fabric and its sociopolitical and cultural relations.
Who, then, is our Saint George, slaying the dragon? While this study lacks undisputed heroes, it
intends to escape an ameliorist view in which the medieval city functions as a negative starting point from
which things slowly improved. Yet it also wants to evade an uncritical celebration of the accomplishments
of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century urban governing elites as altruistic guardians of the city, fighting filth
and disease for the greater good. Rather, it traces negotiations about what and who qualified as, to use
anthropologist Mary Douglas’ well-known adage, “matter out of place,” and who had the power to
determine that. 9 Moreover, I hope to revitalize some agents who worked to improve municipal health and
sanitation that have remained largely obscured in historiography, namely policing brigades of street officials,
market inspectors, and litigating neighbors caring for their living environment. Moreover, this investigation
also gives due attention to the very practical issues and objects of public health policies, from unclogging
street gutters to banning wandering animals, and providing fresh fish and good bread. But before we
descend into the cities, I will explain how I attempted to reconstruct them, and the choices I made in doing
so. Outlined below are therefore first the current state of the research field; sources, methodology and
theory; historiography, with a particular focus on plague debates; and, finally, this study’s structure and
chapters.
Premodern public health: debates
Global society does not look as balanced and controlled, and science not as triumphant, as it might have in
eyes of earlier twentieth-century European and American scholars. After initial successes in controlling and
decreasing epidemic disease, even eradicating smallpox, new threats emerged, such as HIV/AIDS and more
7

There is a general predominance of England in the historiography of public health. See Jenner, “Underground, Overground”; Skelton,
Sanitation in Urban Britain; Rawcliffe, Urban Bodies; Fay, Health and the City; Jørgensen, “All Good Rule of the Citee”; Cockayne, Hubbub;
Salusbury, Street Life in Medieval England; Brimblecombe, “Attitudes and Responses towards Air Pollution in Medieval England”; Woolgar,
The Senses in Late Medieval England; Bonfield, “The Regimen Sanitatis”; Ciecieznski, “The Stench of Disease.”
8
While 95 percent of Europe’s population lived in rural spaces, a “band of relatively intense urban life” ran across the Alps from Southern
England through Northern France and the Low Countries down into Northern Italy. Bavel and Zanden, “The Jump-Start of the Holland
Economy during the Late-Medieval Crisis,” 503; Tilly, forward to Strayer, On the Medieval Origins of the Modern State, vii–ix.
9
Douglas, Purity and Danger.
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recently Ebola. These, alongside recent severe outbreaks of cholera and occurrences of bubonic plague,
have not necessarily curtailed confidence in modern medicine, but have underscored the importance of
reflecting on the socio-economic, political and cultural difficulties of fighting contamination. They
demonstrate how emerging health risks exacerbate tensions and conflicts, today as well as in past societies. 10
Finally, ever more pressing topics in recent decades expanded the range of attitudes, responsibilities and
collective care for eco-systems, but also concerns about resilience – a silver lining in the face of climate
change and environmental threats, including ethical questions around increased migration flows pushed by
global warming.
Yet such crises are facts in a much broader picture. More than half of the world’s population lives
in cities today, under circumstances that are radically – even absurdly – different according to topographical
place and social position. Thus, governing cities in a way that preserves or even improves communal
wellbeing will continue to pose major challenges to local leadership and communities. It relates to a growing
awareness that preventing disease requires a wide-ranging set of practices than just fighting epidemic spread,
educating doctors or building hospitals. When investigating public health, we therefore need to include
routine practices such as urban sanitation, public and workplace safety, well-functioning infrastructures, and
food quality supervision. Policy makers recognize the impact of not only laws and education, but especially
the benefits of social, financial and spatial interventions changing behavior, such as sugar taxes and nonsmoking areas, together with cycling lanes and sidewalks to curb car use.11 Although some of these practical
interventions are distinctly modern-sounding, scholars are becoming more conscious that comparable issues
of population health in the past can be framed and investigated in the same way.
“The history of collective action in relation to the health of populations,” as Dorothy Porter
defines the research field, has thus grown not only in relevance, but also considerably in size in recent
decades. 12 And with that transformation, historians have introduced several key revisions. First, discussions
asserted that we can indeed speak about public health before the rise of the Euro-American modern nation
state. This underscores the importance of expanding beyond a modern Eurocentric focus, as some scholars
have recently endeavored to do, 13 but it also means that inquiries can be extended back, even to the earliest
traces of civilization, as has been demonstrated in particular by historians of Greek and Roman Antiquity. 14
Likewise, scholars have increasingly challenged the view of populations and governing elites in the Middle
Ages as either indifferent or helpless in the face of health threats, and sought to incorporate the significance
of preventative practices during this period into long-term perceptions of public health. 15
Second, the field considerably expanded its range of topics and objects, thereby redefining what
public health in preindustrial societies entailed. Guy Geltner has emphasized the need to broaden the
horizon by including all “physical, social, legal, administrative and political process[es] of providing [urban]
environments with the means to safeguard and improve residents’ wellbeing,” as summarized by the term
healthscaping. 16 And in her monograph on communal health in medieval England, Carole Rawcliffe
10
Green, “The Black Death and Ebola.” See on the Cholera outbreak “of an unprecedented scale” in Yemen in the summer of 2017, and
presence of plague today: http://www.who.int/topics/en/.
11
Geltner, Healthscaping Medieval Italy; Farley and Cohen, Prescription for a Healthy Nation.
12
Porter, Health, Civilization and the State, 4.
13
Jansen, “Water Supply and Sewage Disposal at Mohenjo‐Daro”; Harvey, “Public Health in Aztec Society”; Hanley, “Urban Sanitation in
Preindustrial Japan”; Kawakita, Ōtsuka, and Sakai, History of Hygiene; Waite, “Public Health in Pre-Colonial East-Central Africa”; Stilt,
“Recognizing the Individual”; Conrad and Wujastyk, Contagion. Recent modern non-Eurocentric public health histories are: Jaffe, Concrete
Jungles; Durr, “Garbage at Work”; Tam, “Sewerage’s Reproduction of Caste”; Arnold, “Pollution, Toxicity and Public Health in Metropolitan
India”; Johnson and Khalid, Public Health in the British Empire; Manderson, “Public Health Developments in Colonial Malaya.”
14
Porter, Health, Civilization and the State, 4; Hope and Marshall, Death and Disease in the Ancient City; Horden, Hospitals and Healing from
Antiquity to the Later Middle Ages; Hughes, Pan’s Travail; King, Health in Antiquity; Parker, Miasma; Jansen et al., Roman Toilets; KoloskiOstrow, The Archaeology of Sanitation in Roman Italy; Wazer, “Between Public Health and Popular Medicine.” This contention also related to
more biological explanations on disgust and perception of the dangers of filth. See Curtis, “Dirt, Disgust and Disease”; Campkin, “Placing
‘Matter Out Of Place.’”
15
Rawcliffe, Urban Bodies; Skelton, Sanitation in Urban Britain; Geltner, “Healthscaping a Medieval City,”; Idem, “Public Health and the PreModern City”; Fay, Health and the City; Jørgensen, “All Good Rule of the Citee”; Kinzelbach, “Infection, Contagion, and Public Health.” Early
contributions to the field are: Thorndike, “Sanitation, Baths, and Street-Cleaning”; Sabine, “City Cleaning in Mediaeval London”; Sabine,
“Butchering in Mediaeval London”; Salusbury, Street Life in Medieval England; Rosen, A History of Public Health.
16
Geltner, “Healthscaping a Medieval City,” 396. See also Idem, Healthscaping Medieval Italy; Idem; “Public Health and the Premodern City.”
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discusses the “control of dismissible disease, improvement of the physical environment (sanitation), the
provision of water and food of good quality and in sufficient supply, the provision of medical care and the
relief of disability and destitution.” 17 These broad definitions of public health as shaped by a complex
combination of cultural, religious, socio-political, and material considerations offer a meaningful context for
the multifaceted nature of late medieval public health practices in the Low Countries, and have guided the
present study.
The historiographical revision of chronology and studied subjects also offers a way to critically
review the place of premodern public health in a narrative of progression over the past seven centuries. Late
nineteenth- to mid-twentieth-century scholars emphasized the success over the long term in improving
population health, quality of life and longevity. They saw this as achieved mainly by limiting the spread
infectious diseases through environmental preventative reform, such as vaccinations and the treatment of
drinking water. These early studies focused on the developments in medical science, and the role and
incorporation of medical practitioners into local governments. 18 Further, the historical reconstruction of
developments towards modern sophisticated hygienic standards formed an important part of the western
“civilizing process,” as propagated by sociologist Norbert Elias. The studies he conducted and inspired have
painted a rather negative image of the Middle Ages as the starting point from which things gradually
improved through a process of adaptation of trickled-down elite standards. 19
While it is not the aim of this investigation to ascertain the actual cleanliness or dirtiness of late
medieval cities, it moves away from the persistent tendency to draw dismissive conclusions on the attempts
to improve hygienic conditions in medieval cities based on regulation. For example, historian and physician
Martinus van Andel concluded in 1916 concerning the late medieval Netherlands that “in those times there
existed still very primate and unhygienic customs, [which] may be deduced from other orders, aiming to
reform them.”20 He also argued that the population was “being reckless, stupid and obstinate to such a
degree, that it opposed […] and frustrated the best efforts to protect it against the imminent dangers,” thus
making even well-meant preventative measures “of no use.” 21 Although more nuanced formulations have
largely replaced such crude assessments, there still exists a great reluctance, sometimes outright refusal, to
adopt a broader and more inclusive view, even among historians of pre-nineteenth-century health. 22 For
instance, Frank Huisman sketched a bleak image in his monograph on healthcare in early modern
Groningen: “Five centuries ago […] streets were unlit and unpaved, running water and sanitary facilities
were unknown. The canals were used as open sewers. Dogs, pigs and fowl walked the city freely, leaving
their droppings everywhere. There were no waste collection services.” 23 However, just as a community
strictly regulating and enforcing their ban on murder would not necessarily have to be conceived as a
notoriously violent society, we should not dismiss the large amount of sources pertaining to the issues
named by Huisman – we will return to all of them. The intervention this study makes is to retrieve the often
rejected or ignored activities undertaken, rules issued, and investments made to improve communal
wellbeing. François-Olivier Touati noted that a similar “historiographical misinterpretation” generated by a
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prejudging of the sources, brought about a skewed image of late medieval attitudes towards leprosy. 24
Likewise, Carole Rawcliffe traced the persistent stereotype of medieval cities as inherently in poor hygienic
conditions, still undisputedly dominant in popular views today, back to its Victorian roots. 25
Specialists of premodern health have strongly and convincingly refuted these ameliorative
narratives of progress. This at times meant a sway towards the “darker, disciplinary side to the notion of
‘stamping out’ disease,” as inspired by the ideas of Michel Foucault. 26 From this perspective, authorities
employed public health as a governing tool over their subjects, justifying inventions in their physical
environments and daily lives that ultimately served the rise of the state, or at least governing elites’ attempts
to expand or consolidate power. Finally, some historians have sought more of a middle ground between
these heroic and anti-heroic perspectives. As Porter notes, “public health cannot be addressed as a
monolithic shift towards either inevitable progress or totalitarian repression.” 27 Key in the most recent
contributions is therefore seeking voices and attitudes towards environment health beyond (ruling) elites.
The studies of Leona Skelton, Carole Rawcliffe and Isla Fay take a position against a dichotomy of clean
elites versus a dirty populace, and reject the view of top-down implementation of public health standards. 28
The present inquiry adopts a similar standpoint, while also using the critical tools from the Foucaultinspired intervention. Here I am encouraged in particular by the recent approach of Geltner, who
emphasizes the multi-directional dynamics and competing expertises within a theoretical frame of biopower
(see below). 29 With regard to the late medieval Low Countries, the nature of the sources renders it difficult
to uncover the beliefs and attitudes of the lowest social echelons. However, as we will see, there are
possibilities to unearth “middle-up” health concerns and initiatives, while the theoretical framework helps to
uncover or create a sensitivity to the governmental bias of the sources.
The field also engages several related disciplines. Most importantly, archeology offers access to
constructions and material solutions to waste-related issues beyond the interests of urban authorities, and
has added a valuable layer of knowledge. 30 In addition, technical innovations in the past decade have offered
more ways to use medieval human remains as a source of information on population health. Bioarcheology
and human osteology shed light on the presence of certain diseases, common physical ailments and
disabilities, life expectancy, diet and signs of parasites and malnutrition, as well as funerary rites. 31 These
findings subscribe the reality of infectious diseases and the importance of providing good quality food for
survival. Whereas today cancer and heart disease are the most frequent causes of death in Europe and the
United States, malnutrition and a weak immune system made many more people during the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries susceptible to infections such as dysentery, tuberculosis and tetanus, but also plague.
High child and infant mortality, around 20-30 percent dying before the age of ten, greatly reduced average
life expectancy. Yet having survived childhood, chances were reasonable that one would reach the age of
fifty, although especially those performing lifelong physical labor could be exposed to high levels of chronic
pain at older age. 32 The capacity to measure the impact of public health policies on mortality rates, however,
remains largely an open question. Regarding the present inquiry, the evidence is too fragmentary and it is
therefore not a main objective to map and measure it, yet it aims to trace municipal reactions towards
famines and plague epidemics as diverging from more routine health practices.
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At another end of the spectrum, cultural histories of cleanliness address a large range of relevant
sources, including letters, chronicles, folklore, images, regimens, and physicians’ advice books. These studies
have reconstructed aspects of hygienic standards and domestic practices and employment of medical
knowledge in private hygienic routines, while the nature of the sources leads to a focus on elite customs. 33 It
is clear that the senses were of major importance in conceptions on bodily wellbeing. The health risks of
bad smells play a central role, but also seeing filth-affected people. However, references to intromission
through sight as a cause of disease were not as prominent in sources the Low Countries as in urban
regulation in Italy. 34 In addition, within the large field of premodern medieval medicine, considerable work
has been done on the wide range of Middle Dutch vernacular medical texts, as part of the broader genre of
Artesliteratuur. 35 As outlined in the first chapter, their insights demonstrate the availability and dissemination
of medical knowledge in late medieval urban society. Yet a wealth of further texts, especially rising in
number with the advent of print, including almanacs and etiquette books, remain to be used for further
research, as it was unfeasible to systematically incorporate them here.
Health and the environment in the premodern Low Countries
This study is situated at the crossroads of urban history, the social history of health and medicine, and
environmental history. It has benefitted greatly, indeed would not have been possible, without consulting
the long tradition of urban histories. 36 Besides reconstructing cities’ organization, institutions, economic
profiles, and conflicts and crises, recent contributions to urban history are influenced by gender studies,
anthropology, and in particular the spatial and material turns in historical studies. They highlight the
complexity and permeability of social spatial boundaries. They also complicate public/private and
male/female binaries and strive towards a more inclusive discussion on the impact of class, gender and
cultural norms on various urban spaces. My research builds on these studies by exploring the impact of
health concerns in the spatial production of, for example, the marketplace, street, harbor, workshop or
home. 37
Research on the social history of medicine in the Low Countries has identified the range of both
religious and secular actors that play a role in premodern urban health care. The scholarly attention paid to
the curative side, such as Rudolf Ladan’s reconstruction of medical practices and mortality in Leiden,
enables me to direct attention at the interventions that qualify as prophylactics. I will therefore largely leave
aside a discussion on the wide range of active medical practitioners, including many female healers and
service givers, or hospitals and other healthcare institutions, and exclusively concentrate on links with
prevention. 38 Yet the project ties into recent insights on a closely related subject, namely histories of attitudes
towards the poor, in which population health concerns play a role that can benefit from further
investigation. Especially notable is Anita Boele’s work, which explored discourses of the poor as a social
disease in context of body-politic metaphors in the sixteenth-century Low Countries, and adopts a more
33
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critical view of the connections between public health and the rise of modernity as expressed by the
secularization or centralization of charity. 39
There are several studies on preindustrial sanitation and environmental regulation in Netherlandish
cities. Key contributions include Peter Poulussen’s monograph on environmental nuisances in early modern
Antwerp; Petra Maclot’s and Werner Pottier’s edited volume on street and domestic sanitation in the same
city; Cor Smit’s study on sanitation in Leiden across five centuries; and several case studies on Belgian cities
brought together in the conference proceedings Openbaar initiatief. 40 Notable forerunners are Adriaan van
Schevensteen, again on Antwerp, and Johannes Bik’s thoroughly researched account of “medical life” in
Gouda, joining the pioneering work of Ernest Sabine and Lynn Thorndike on sanitation and hygiene in
medieval England. 41 Further, environmental histories, with a strong historiographic tradition in Belgium,
examine the relation between human interventions, pollution and the natural environment, notably water
management. 42 These contributions, such as Cloe Deligne’s work on Brussels, have challenged a slightly
different stereotype than of the dirty medieval city, namely of the unpolluted, non- manipulated (urban)
environment before the industrial revolution. 43
Adding to a few pioneering archeological studies on domestic hygiene and the material remnants of
waste routes, Roos van Oosten’s seminal work on urban waste disposal and cesspits has made a major
contribution to knowledge on health infrastructures and environment in the Low Countries.44 Her work
explores the relation between demographic trends, population density, and the occurrence and use of
cesspits in six Dutch cities over the past six centuries. She emphasizes the differences in infrastructures and
practices of waste disposal between coastal cities in Holland such as Leiden and those located more inland,
such as Deventer and Den Bosch. In addition to building on her insights, the present study surveys a
modest range of related archeological publications, but more systematically comparing both urban archival
records and material evidence as gathered in reports would undoubtedly uncover a wealth of new
information.
These works are crucial and groundbreaking in outlining the research field on this highly-urbanized
region. Above all, these earlier studies indicate the need and opportunities for further exploration. An
important lacuna is comparative work, in lieu of which general conclusions and trends have been
extrapolated on basis of studies on particular cities. Early-modern Antwerp is the current historiographical
center of gravity, yet it was a city with an exceptionally turbulent history from the fifteenth to seventeenth
centuries, and thus hardly exemplary for all of the Low Countries. 45 In addition, current literature leans
heavily on prescriptive sources, mainly those available in print, an issue that is not limited to this region. The
current assessments of late medieval communal health therefore need firmer support by additional research,
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and for some aspects demand revision, most importantly because many tend to draw on recent criteria for
health policies, arguing from a perspective of modern standards. Deligne also notes the lack of attention to
contemporary experiences of what we now perceive as pollution. 46 In addition, the focus of current
historiography lies on early modernity, and does not research in depth the developments during the last
centuries of the Middle Ages. Moreover, the insights of urban environmental studies on the infrastructures
and interaction with the natural environment can be connected to more social-political contexts of
preventative health, such as how concerns and alterations impacted the relation between authorities and
subjects. Especially in the recent explorations on early modern public facilities, led by Manon van der
Heijden, health interests seem just around the corner. More insight into health policies, also shifting further
back into the medieval period, can therefore make an important contribution to these debates on urban
governance. 47 In sum, this project hopes move beyond these more positivistic assessments measuring
standards according to modern public health definitions, by adapting the new broader definition of public
health, adopting theories on space and urban governance, and by comparing evidence from different
cities. 48
Methodology: cities and sources
While all cities likely had municipal officials dealing with issues related to health and sanitation, as far as I
have been able to establish, none of them directly produced extant records or court proceedings, which also
explains why their efforts have so far been largely overlooked. Therefore, one of the main challenges was
finding ways to recover documents attesting public health practices from series of general municipal
administrative documents. In order to compare evidence from different cities, I have chosen the following
approach. First, I have conducted in-depth archival research in three cities: Ghent, Leiden and Deventer.
Concerning the archival evidence in the three core cities, the main objective has been to juxtapose data
from parallel series, namely regulation, financial accounts and court records. Secondly, I have incorporated
additional evidence from several other cities, leading to what can be called a “core-satellite” constellation.
This also offers a means to examine cities as part of an urban network in which ideas and practices were
regularly exchanged. Cities were indeed aware of health policies elsewhere, and at times explicitly reacted to
or adopted them. Finally, although the role of urban religious institutions, which commonly have separate
archival collections, deserves more attention, the present study focuses on lay rather than ecclesiastical
responses to communal health threats.
To be able to piece together a more complete picture, it was therefore important to select cities
with extant parallel sources of three different types: financial accounts (stadsrekenignen), regulation (written
law codes, collections of oral decrees), and court records. Thus, Ghent, Leiden and Deventer varied in size
and development, and offer a view of different regions. But their excellent archives motivated foremost the
decision to select them as case studies. 49 In addition, several indexed or edited sources enabled me to collect
relevant data elsewhere. Particularly illuminating were municipal accounts from late thirteenth- and
fourteenth-century Ypres, Kampen’s Digestum Vetus, Dordrecht’s Klepboeken, and Gouda’s Vonnisboeken. 50
Moreover, surveying edited medieval law codes (keurboeken) predominantly dating from the fifteenth
century, made it possible to establish a broader view of public health regulation. I have collected nearly a
thousand relevant bylaws from fourteen Netherlandish cities in a database and organized them under six
general categories: sanitation, building and infrastructure, animals, food quality, fire safety and (epidemic)
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disease control. 51 These are referenced throughout the chapters, and the similarities are one important
indication of the connectivity between cities noted above. Finally, several chronicles and a modest corpus of
medical literature produced in this region made it possible to dip into the cultural-scientific context. This
leads to a construction of three case studies, for which I have systematically sampled serial records, and
several “satellite” cases, which offer further evidence and context to the information found in the archives
of the three core cities, and together form the basis for the thematically structured chapters.
What follows briefly summarizes the political organization in the core cities and the documents
they respectively produced during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The cities under investigation all
had semi-independent local governments under the supervision of a regional overlord. Thus, with some
variety, they share a basic political structure. 52 Moreover, urban authorities all had a broad set of
jurisdictional competences: legislation, law enforcement, daily management and communication. Urban law
courts, mostly commissioned by the aldermen and sheriff or bailiff, administered criminal (ex officio) justice
but also kept records of a large of array of accusatio procedures and more notarial court rulings, and presided
over cases brought in by lower officials such market officials, which occasionally appear in these larger
series.
In Ghent, the extant series of municipal sources reach back the furthest. Since 1301 there were two
colleges of thirteen aldermen who were responsible for the city’s daily management and administration. The
composition of these colleges was the result of a system of political representation in which the city was
divided into three “members” – the poorters, the weavers and the so-called small crafts (kleine neringen) – who
could each elect a fixed number of aldermen. The first, the poorters or erfachtige liede, were the urban gentry,
who had secured the city’s autonomy and privileges in 1170 and dominated the city’s government for the
century thereafter. 53 The second “member” were the 53 small crafts, among which were various food and
wares retailers, including butchers, fishmongers, and barber-surgeons. They collectively won political
representation in the late fourteenth century. The leaders of the weavers and fullers in particular aimed to
hold sway over urban governance, generating conflicts between these two powerful factions. 54 After 1360,
the fullers were excluded from participation, which made the weavers the third member of Ghent’s political
bodies. The weavers were moreover concentrated in a number of specific wards, which came with a
somewhat separate parallel socio-political organization, with its own institutions for poor relief and
healthcare. 55 Although political factions and stability differed greatly per period, culminating at times into
violent conflicts, Ghent exercised extraordinary political and military power in the region, clashing with
both other cities and the county’s sovereigns. 56 At the same time, the city’s governmental organization
remained largely intact until Charles V issued major reforms in 1540.
Ghent’s officials dealing with matters of public health and sanitation left no extant records of their
own until the late sixteenth century. This makes the series of noted ordinances (Voorgeboden), the financial
accounts (stadsrekeningen) and the aldermen’s registers (Jaarregisters van de Keure) the main sources for
consultation. The Voorgeboden attest officialdom’s extensive regulation on health and sanitation, and
delegation of tasks to both hired officials and citizens. They are extant from 1337, albeit with a gap between
51
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1436 and 1482. 57 The city’s financial accounts form a nearly complete series from 1314 on, and offer a great
opportunity to follow the endeavors of urban officials dealing with street supervision and sanitation, as well
as trace investments in health infrastructures. Like in the other cities, Ghent’s urban authorities collected
revenues from taxes, sale of offices, and loans, and spent on a wide variety of objects, including officials,
public works, fees to the count, and military expenses.58 Further, chapter 4 draws on the (indexed) years of
the Jaarregisters van de Keure, which contain aldermen’s rulings on financial transactions and conflicts between
citizens. 59 Finally, the earliest extant accounts of Ghent’s bailiffs, who represented the Count of Flanders,
offer an opportunity to investigate the enforcement of regulation, especially market violations, as discussed
in chapter 3.
Although starting somewhat later, the extensive collection of records produced by Leiden’s central
authorities complement the data found in Ghent in several ways. Since Leiden obtained its city privileges
(stadsrecht) in 1266, the magistracy (Gerecht), of which the core consisted of a college of aldermen and a
sheriff – the representative of the Count of Holland – gradually strove towards autonomy. The town
acquired a firmer grip on the appointment of urban officials and the administration of justice, and created
new offices. From 1351 on there were four burgomasters, who kept financial records, which are extant in a
very fragmented series.60 In the fifteenth century tasks were further distributed to several public works
officials, including ward overseers (homans van der bonnen), who supervised fire safety and coordinated with
waste management (see chapter 2). During the reign of Philip the Good (1433-1467) the city consolidated
the right to appoint aldermen – but not the sheriff – and administer higher justice. 61 This triggered the
compilation of two extensive series of court documentation, which play a central role in this study. The
Correctieboeken contain copies of publicly read criminal convictions, including market frauds, neighborhood
disturbance, and sentence imposed on people for not abiding plague regulation. And the Kenningboeken
document proceedings of disputes between citizens mainly about property and inheritance – and at times
on domestic hygienic facilities. Further, a town council of former magistrates was increasingly involved in
decision-making from the early fifteenth century on, and their extant council minutes (Vroedschapsboeken) are
a valuable source for health-related interventions. 62 Finally, Leiden’s four extant medieval law codes, the
earliest of which date c. 1360, form one of the most elaborate collections of bylaws in this region that can
be juxtaposed with the various documents of practices the local government produced. 63
Deventer, the final case study, was the second city in the Sticht, the worldly domains of the bishop
of Utrecht. The early development of Deventer’s municipal apparatus and administration is closely linked to
a process of political emancipation from the bishop in the thirteenth century, in which period it attained its
city privileges, which also functioned as a model for a number of cities in the region. A government rooted
in the merchant urban elite, schooled at the chapter school, gradually expanded both its power and
documentation, a process that Jeroen Benders has reconstructed in great detail. 64 Since the early fourteenth
century, Deventer had developed an administrative division into eight wards, which were all named after
their central streets. Each “street” elected two aldermen via two representatives, who in turn were
appointed by previous aldermen, making the control over the magistracy’s election practically fully circular
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and therefore rather exclusive. 65 As in Ghent, the aldermen’s expenditures on officials’ wages and
infrastructures left traces in the extensive financial administration (Cameraarsrekeningen), which are extant
from early on (1337) in a nearly complete series. 66 Moreover, what makes Deventer a particularly suitable
case study are the extant several years of “sub accounts”: the separate detailed records of several officials,
including of public works (timmermeesters) and street maintenance (straatmeesters). 67
With regard to the administration of justice, Deventer’s aldermen initally registered all issued fines,
but they are of little help because they lack descriptions of the offences. Fortunately they were more
elaborate when documenting criminal convictions and prison releases in the Oorvedeboeken. 68 In addition,
cases of litigating citizens, including disputes on drainage and access to wells, were written down in the
Clagheboeken. The latter was complemented by the fascinating Getuigenboeken, recording witness statements
for these cases.69 Further, traces of the authorities’ various daily affairs and requests were penned in a book
of resolutions (Memorialen). And finally, the so-called Buurspraken, extant from 1459, formed the authorities’
central communicative tool and shed light on health-related regulation.70 Like Ghent’s Voorgeboden, the
Buurspraken, with its detailed descriptions, precise chronology, and repetitions, often responding to
immediate concerns, are valuable because they are less an “end result” than those rules eventually
formalized in a law code, which may have been in use much longer than their written documentation.
In sum, my approach centers around juxtaposing information from mainly parallel series of archival
sources and comparing evidence from different cities. Although some sources have been used more
predominantly in some sections, each of the chapters combines and compares data from both the core case
studies and additional source evidence.
Theories: space, ANT, state, and biopower
To analyze the variety of sources and to constructively compare different cities, I have used a theoretical
framework that borrows from three interlinked bodies of literature. The key premise here is that
understanding the impact of health concerns in premodern urban society requires studying the
environmental-material and the socio-political together: not as fixed separate realms, but as an intrinsically
merged, moving and dynamic whole. First, spatial theories, pioneered by Henri Lefebvre and Michel de
Certeau, emphasize the influence or even agency of space and the interaction between what they perceived
as different types or layers of space. Second, actor-network theory (ANT) complements the latter with a
sensitivity towards the networks of different actors – humans, animals, and material objects – within these
spaces. Finally, ideas on governance or governmentality and biopolitics developed by Michel Foucault offer
a way to further explore the operation of power within these spaces and networks. The latter shed light on
how health concerns impact modes of governance of premodern cities, and how power interests in their
turn shaped ideas on what public health and the common good entailed. Each of these three deserves a
brief outline and some reflections on the ways in which they can complement each other, and how I will use
them with regard to the sources.
Many historians have adopted Lefebvre’s fundamental notion that space should not be regarded as
a recipient or empty container but as generating and manipulating social interactions. His ideas thus
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assumed a key position in the spatial and material turns in recent scholarship. 71 To analyze, in this case, how
space affects health practices, we can use Lefebvre’s distinction between three interlinked types. Space
concerns, first, a physical place with material objects; second, a mental or political construct; and third, a
social realm or generator of social exchange and negotiation. 72 This distinction helps to locate and analyze
material, legal and social boundaries, as well as the permeability between them. Think, for example, about
Ghent’s great meat hall (Groot Vleyshuys): a physical stone building, mentally shaped by trade regulations,
guild statutes and other modalities of power, which in turn abide and further enforce medical-scientific,
religious or otherwise contemporary ideas about food’s function for health. But it was also a space
generating social interactions, staging gendered occupational conventions, family ties, and guild gatherings. 73
ANT can help to further explore the connections between physical place, social space and the role
of material objects and beings in those spaces. It is perhaps best described as a toolbox for analysis with a
sensibility towards the role of non-human actors. This toolbox, although not a ready-made model, can be
summarized in three core principles. First, ANT extends relationality to all entities: human and non-human,
material and non-material. Second, it affords no qualitative difference to these different entities as such.
Finally, “the social” is not a separate “thing” but emerges from this hybrid chain of relations of human and
non-human entities: it is the association between entities. 74 In other words, the social is impossible without
the material. For instance, a shared water well performed many possible functions: it supplied fresh water, it
generated tools for personal hygiene, and contributed to healthy food and drink, while a polluted one could
be perceived as a health risk and source of contamination. At the same time, a well or, for instance, street
gutter required the application of expertise and technologies for regular supervision and checkups, as well as
materials to set it up and to repair it. And as such things would be negotiated among its users, it creates a
community, sometimes with interventions by urban authorities. It means that such technologies affected or
even defined relations between officialdom and citizens – while limited access might have served as a
vehicle for exclusion or social inequality. Thus, in a certain way, it functioned as both an actor and an object
in a network of actors. 75
With regard to urban studies, ANT opens up different fields, subject, actors, and forms of
interdisciplinary research. It moreover emphasizes the dynamic nature of the city; not as a bounded, stable
object, but a “variable product of concrete practices,” enacted in multiple and different ways at different
sites and times.76 Imagine a city’s streets, one of the central spaces of health-related negotiations, as a site of
different realities: paved or muddy, dirty or clean, risky or safe, populated by various animals and types of
people, different during day and night, winter and summertime, a municipally owned stage for processions
or private alley stacked with hazardous materials. It is precisely this kind of broad and ever-changing
“assemblage” of human and non-human elements that we can use as a tool to investigate what a healthy
living environment in a medieval city comprised. Further, premodern town life has been stereotypically
regarded as “closer to nature,” or more negatively: as a society less in control of its environment. But city
dwellers in this period clearly manipulated the natural elements around them as well, and aimed to create
flows throughout the city – and, of course, well beyond it – that were beneficial to them. Likewise, with
regard to public health practices, the transportation of essential commodities and fresh food, but also waste
and diseases, happened through complex urban networks. I have summarized the material part of these
networks with the term health infrastructure, while the individuals using, shaping, maintaining and negotiating
these infrastructures can be synthesized as health agents.
What makes this ANT-inspired perspective further relevant is that it offers a way to analyze power
within the city in a fresh way, namely as generated by networks, never located in one body or agent alone.
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And like power, public health is not a thing in itself, but it emerges from these connections. As formulated
by Mark Jenner: “hygiene is not simply a set of practices: it is the interaction of behavior with place and
technology, and it is also the process by which particular things or places are deemed to be clean or dirty.” 77
The complex relation between public health and power can perhaps be best explored with a critical
adaptation of Foucault’s concepts of governmentality and biopolitics. Governmentality can be defined as a
form or technique of power of any entity over a group of subjects. It does not necessarily concern a formal
political organization such as a monarchy, republic or democracy, but his theory of governmentality can
serve as a more abstract tool for analysis, one that can be applied on a wider range of contexts and power
relations. Of key importance for the present study is the governing technique of biopower, understood as
“knowledge and strategies of power that aim at governing a population’s life forces,” and biopolitics, which
means that the state or other governing agents integrate expert knowledge on health into the governance of
its subjects and utilized it as a disciplining and structuring tool. 78
However, the suggestion that biopolitics were a technique used before the advent of modern
welfare states diverges from current consensus. Foucault and scholars inspired by his ideas have sketched a
historical development of types of governmentalities, and identified only two types existing before the
sixteenth century. The first is feudal power: a sovereign endowed with absolute power over life and death –
though in constant competition with other lords over that power. Second, this governmentality was
paralleled by but never united with pastoral power in society, situated in the hands of ecclesiastical agents.
Religious power structures allegedly owned a monopoly on enforcing moral conduct, aiming to unify all
Christians under its pastoral wings. The modern state, then, adopted and transformed in its rise some
essential elements of pastoral power as well as feudal powers. During the early modern period, other types
of governmentality arose: the so-called Polizeiwissenschaft, a policing sovereign state or republic, emerging
alongside theories on the reason of state. Together with the advent of liberalism, as another style of thinking
about governing, this culminated during the Enlightenment in the arrival of the disciplining state and its
institutions, such as mental asylums and prisons, as explored in several of Foucault’s monographs. 79 In
other words, this narrative of progressive development in governing techniques attributes great novelty to
early-modern governmentalities. They eventually gave birth to the modern welfare state, which had as
essential new element the introduction of biopower, and employed public health as a means to strengthen
the state. The term biopower can thus be defined as governing a group of humans a population though
managing health, sanitation, birth rate, longevity and race. 80
However, many historians of late medieval urban societies, myself included, would find it hard to
recognize, let alone subscribe to the vision of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as adequately
characterized by the types of governance of feudal power and pastoral power. Rather than pushing the
onset of certain types back a few centuries earlier, we can adopt a less progressive vision of these
governmentalities, taken more as an analytical tool than a characterization of historical phases. Perhaps as
early as the onset of urbanization, the policing of society by worldly authorities, and ecclesiastical authorities
with worldly powers, reached into many aspects of inhabitants’ lives through very detailed and careful
regulation. Local urban authorities and several other agents such as parishes, guilds, and neighborhoods in
late medieval cities also employed techniques of biopower. Therefore, developments during the late
eighteenth century, commonly regarded as the birth of this type of governance, were more a quantitative
change in government’s reach than qualitative as an entire new way of exercising control over subjects and
spaces. In other words, many elements of biopolitics that are almost exclusively associated with the modern
nation state can be recognized in some form in late medieval urban society. 81 We thus can responsibly talk
about policing governmental agents as well as biopolitics in the medieval city, although on a different level
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of governance and informed by different medical and political reasoning. Yet rather than further reflecting
on grand narratives of development and discourses on state formation, the present study focuses on the
practical operation of biopower, which revolves around the question who and what required governmental
regulation, attention, and sometimes investments to benefit public health interests, who determined that,
and how this proceeded. Ranging from sanitation, food, animals and unwanted strangers to more traditional
subjects, such as lepers and plague victims, these issues and themes will structure the chapters ahead.
But before we launch into that, there is a brief point to be made on the constitution and
developments of local urban governments. Although the structure of urban government was different in
each city, I have generally defined it as a group of governing agents routinely consisting of a college (or in
the case of Ghent: two) of aldermen, a sheriff or bailiff, legislative and advisory bodies (raad or vroedschap),
and sometimes also burgomasters. As a collective, they can be rightly perceived as a (aspiring) form of state.
Joseph Strayer perceived in his influential work the period between 1300 and 1450 as the pivot of modern
state making. He characterized modern states as persisting in time, fixated in space, and ran by permanent,
impersonal institutions. 82 In addition, the subjects had to collectively agree on the need for an authoritative
power to make final judgements and pledge their loyalty to it, including acceptance of its moral authority
and the idea that the preservation of the state was the highest social good. 83 When Strayer’s definition is
applied to late medieval Netherlandish city governments, which were neither completely independent nor
closely ruled by monarchs or county sovereigns, it seems that there were tensions over all of these aspects. 84
None of these were set in stone, including the impersonal nature of the institutions, as well as the
magistrates’ legitimacy and moral and judicial authority. Yet that is precisely where we see governmentality
at work, and how interests to protect population’s health play a central role in their attempts to consolidate
of power or urban space and its inhabitants, indeed over state-making. 85
Finally, the theories outlined above tend to push the individuals on which these myriad health
interventions are imposed somewhat into the background. Therefore, complementary to Lefebvre’s and
Foucault’s ideas, Michel De Certeau’s socio-spatial theories can help to reflect on the role of the less visible
or dominant – though not necessarily powerless – agents involved. 86 Particularly productive is his
distinction between strategies and tactics. Strategies are, with regard to this study, the actions that are
employed by urban governments towards realizing a healthy city; including regulation, investments, material
alterations, prosecution, and the installation of officials. Strategies concern both the mental space –
regulation – but also have its impact on the physical shapes of the urban environment. Although this is very
similar to what in ANT is called a “program,” I favor the term strategy in the chapters ahead. 87 Tactics are
any form of (micro)resistance, re-use, manipulation or negotiation of these strategies. Strategies thus
likewise overlap with Foucault’s concept of governmentality, although the latter is not a per se a top-down
but a more multidirectional process. In contrast to Foucault, who tends to emphasize the disciplining or
domination, De Certeau more strongly pushes against the conception of subjects as passive receptors by
emphasizing tactics. Subjects are looking for ways to circumvent power. In De Certeau’s linguistic
metaphor: rather than just obeying grammar, people manipulate, undermine and play with language, which
gives them a certain agency. In another well-known analogy, “walking the city” stands against urban
planning and administrative regulation like the use of speech stands to its formal rules. “Ordinary
individuals,” in other words, have an influence and creative choice in how they use their spaces – although
who exactly those individuals are is one of the central points of criticism of De Certeau’s work. Moreover,
although to study these non-written, non-prescribed autonomous interactions is hard for today’s world, it is
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of course even more difficult for practices in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Even more so because
the dichotomy between (nation) state and subjects is not as solidified as in the twenty-first-century Western
world. However, the moments when late medieval citizen’s tactics clash with officialdom’s strategies unveil
some of that negotiation and conflict with social practices, and tell us much about the indeterminacy of
power.
A key challenge when tracing public health practices in the later Middle Ages is the bias of the
extent documentation. Biopolitics, the social networks in which it is situated or operates, and the power it
generated appear in archival urban records when municipal powers start to intervene or appropriate them.
At the same time, this renders the prior situation difficult to observe. Because the magistrates generated and
protected the vast majority of written documents, from their perspective they appear to have taken on the
central role in regulating the urban environment. Yet it is important to be continually aware of the biased
view we have on these networks. Urban authorities are collectively an actor that can of course be
subdivided into a multiplicity of agents, but for most of this study it is “boxed” and addressed as an entity. 88
This actor can therefore be associated with the creation of a public health strategy, which it attempted to
realize in cooperation, but also in tension with other urban agents and expertises. Understanding how such
endeavors related to communal wellbeing and polluting practices within the city at large, especially in more
domestic or private environments, requires going beyond the actions of the urban authorities alone and
unearthing the broader networks in which that strategy functioned.
One important example is the biased view on female agencies. The gendering of late medieval
society was reflected in divisions of daily tasks and in commercial activities as well as in the spatial
organization of domestic and more publicly accessible space. Likewise, men and women had different roles
in tasks pertaining to communal health and sanitation. Apart from some medical officials, there is a general
absence of women from centralized municipal offices dealing with these issues. And although this is
consistent with authorities’ patriarchal politics, women were not altogether absent or invisible, and the
dichotomy between public and private spheres was thus also in this regard by no means absolute. 89 Women
will therefore appear particularly in the exploration of the food markets in chapter 3 and in disputes
between neighbors in chapter 4.
Plague in context of prophylactics
A key aspect of recent public health research concerns contextualizing the impact of major epidemic crises.
For the fourteenth and fifteenth century, this means, most importantly, attitudes towards plague. Of the
three plague pandemics of in the past two millennia, the Second Pandemic was extraordinary severe in
death toll as well as definitely the longest when one includes the numerous outbreaks affecting Europe in
the centuries following Black Death in 1347-51. Over the past decades, the history of plague has evolved
into a vibrant and sophisticated research field. A surge of new input from bioarcheology confirmed the
relation between premodern perceptions of the disease and the modern bacillus strain of Yersinia pestis. This
intervention simultaneously sparked new questions on differences in epidemiological impact, as well as
reactions positioning against retrospective diagnosis and emphasizing contemporary experiences. It has
further led to more interest in the socio-political effects of plague, especially on governing the poor in name
of controlling plague in early modernity, which era concerns the majority of the research field, but it also
rendered Europe only a part of a far more complex global story. 90
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These insights encouraged scholars to move beyond the two main traditional strands in debates on
this subject. First, a medical-intellectual one that centered on the evolution of ideas about contagion. 91 The
second addressed political-institutional dimensions, tracing the development from a chaotic breakdown of
society to modern public health systems, especially by investigating the onset of health offices – interpreting
plague as “provoking a turn to modernity.” 92 Therefore, research into more temporary policing
mechanisms, or endowing officials with additional tasks, as was often the case for cities in the late medieval
Low Countries, has been somewhat neglected in favor of tracing permanent officials and Health Boards.
Yet even in those areas in which such governmental bodies materialized, as scholarly consensus would have
it, there was a “delayed response” of officialdom’ actions after Black Death and the epidemics surging in its
wake in the following decades. 93
Regardless of this recognized interval, the advent of plague is still commonly perceived as a
watershed moment in the history of public health. Yet a lack of sources documenting earlier attitudes or
potential responses, especially with regard to the late fourteenth century, in itself presents an important
question about the role of plague as a constituting moment for urban health policies and practices. This is
all the more important in light of debates on Black Death in the Low Countries. While the view that Black
Death ‘skipped’ the Low Countries has been refuted, the silence of the sources has sparked widespread
debate on the level of impact and the contemporary experience of the disease in this region during the
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. 94 In contrast to, for instance, late medieval England and Italy,
Netherlandish records explicitly speaking about a disease or extraordinary mortality from before 1400 are
sporadic. 95 Medical tracts and advice literature on plague produced in the Low Countries are also relatively
rare. 96 Yet in the absence of more explicit references, both paleo-archeologists and social historians, each
with their own tools, have unearthed traces such as irregularities in mortality rates that can be related to
plague, and Dick de Boer convincingly argued for Holland that silence on plague in the sources hardly
means no impact at all. 97
Indeed, we should be wary not to mistake the presence of written evidence with the initiation of
action. But the current consensus is that plague had a milder, or at least different, social impact and
epidemiological profile in the Low Countries. This especially concerned the demographic backlash. In many
parts of Europe plague effected a demographic “trough” from 1348 on, sometimes lasting until the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In England, a recurring chain of destructive events of plague in
combination with warfare and environmental disasters leading to supply shortages prevented steady
recovery after Black Death. Depopulation affected credit networks and other commercial structures, but
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also wages due to labor shortages, strengthening the position of manual and rural workers. 98 By contrast,
the demographic decline was not as dramatic in the Low Countries. Bas van Bavel and others have related
the resilience of several Netherlandish cities to reforms in proto-industrial modes of production, household
structures, marriage patterns, labor mobility, diet, and waning feudalism. They emphasized that the lower
wages compared to areas more depopulated after Black Death contributed to commercial success of
especially Holland during the seventeenth century. 99 To be sure, in most towns plague was either endemic
or revisited almost every decade until the late seventeenth century. Plague thus curbed demographic growth,
but unlike in many other places in Europe, urban expansion and endemic plague were not mutually
exclusive. 100 In fact, in some cities in Holland the number of dwellers quickly turned again into a slight to
even steady rise. Only in Ghent, by far the largest city under investigation here, plague likely contributed to
demographic decline in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries (see chapter 1), although the extent
of this decline is subject to debate. 101 Moreover, plague epidemics were one factor in a broader range of
issues causing fluctuations in mortality rates, which are often challenging to tell apart. 102
A related issue attesting a different socio-political impact and level of disruption is the extent of
mass fleeing during epidemics. Leo Noordegaaf and Gerrit Valk characterized in 1988 the plague’s impact
in Holland as a “true devastation” that “deeply affected the ideas and actions of our ancestors by its
disruption and disorganization.” 103 Indeed, there are some indications in municipal records that fleeing at
times occurred. This also reveals a discrepancy between the theoretical duty of protecting the common
good and the evacuation of (governing) elites when disease came to town. 104 For instance, Kampen’s
authorities proclaimed in September 1459 to have noted the total of ten aldermen who had been “out of the
city because of the plague” when they voted for new burgomasters. 105 They also noted directly after the
plague measures in 1468 to have suspended the wages of “master Frank” – likely the city surgeon – because
he went away without the burgomaster’s permission. 106 The latter exemplifies the reluctance of some
medical officials to practice their profession during epidemics. 107 However, the image of major devastation
in the Low Countries seems not representative for the late medieval period, and some scholars have
contested it. Rudolf Ladan argues that the effects were not as disruptive in Leiden as had been previously
argued. He found little evidence of mass fleeing, for instance among the aldermen, and indications of a
rising resilience during outbreaks in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 108
We can hypothesize that this divergence in socio-political effects of plague in the Low Countries
also concerned public health practices. It therefore may offer another reason to question the centrality of
plague in a wider spectrum of concerns threatening communal wellbeing. When taking the sheer number of
bylaws and resources invested as an indication, other issues such as fire safety or water pollution were much
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greater concerns for urban authorities than limiting the spread of plague. 109 One of the goals of this study is
therefore to examine the connections between the actions taken to curb the spread of plague and public
health policies. In other words, I wish to place plague policies in context of quotidian prophylactics.
Thus, we need to take a closer look at the earliest occurring plague measures, as they contain
several important links to broader – and pre-existing – population-level preventative health policies
examined in the chapters ahead. 110 First of all, it is important to note that a variety of informal and formal
agents were active in combatting plague and offering care, for varying prices. Urban magistrates’ roles in
organizing plague care and prevention was – and in many respects remained – relatively distant from these
socio-medical practices. Accordingly, plague precautions can be found in strikingly similar forms
throughout the Low Countries. Cities started to work out routines of response to plague, the earliest written
records of which date from the mid-fifteenth century. 111 The resemblances between these rules leave little
doubt that urban authorities were aware of action taken elsewhere, and at times may have even copied them
word for word – another example of an urban network exchanging governmentalities and knowledge about
public health. When a new epidemic seemed under way, cities commonly repeated their ordinances, often
with few superficial changes. For instance, Ghent’s registers noted that eight plague ordinances were issued
between 1483 and 1490, of which four date from a single year (1489). 112 Officialdom’s response to epidemic
threat was characterized by combining two types of actions: demarcation and containment. These policies
shaped a set of signals and signifiers that the population could ‘read’ and understand. Kampen’s plague
decree of July 1468 is typical for urban magistrates’ interventions throughout the region:
Who contracts or falls ill with pestilence, be they man or woman, should make sure to stay away from the
people and from the streets until they are entirely cured, under penalty of paying 20 lb., and whoever reports
it should have half of that penalty. Also, butchers, bakers, brewers, taverners, and barbers and any other such
professions should refrain from practicing their crafts for a month, at pain of 10 lb. And no one may dispose
of or hang any clothing, blankets or filth (onrenlicheit), coming from those who are ill or have diseased, in the
city’s streets, alleys, or any common roads. And wherever someone has died or lays gravely ill one should
113
hang outside a bundle of straw.

The straw bundle to mark plague-infected houses quickly became a commonplace. Ordinances, often
adding minimal measures and period of leaving it on display, can be found in Amsterdam, Groningen,
Gouda, Leiden, Nijmegen, Dordrecht, Deventer, Den Bosch, Antwerp and Ghent, and likely in several
more cities. 114 Another common ingredient of demarcation present in all cities named above – yet missing
in Kampen’s ordinance – was to carry a compulsory little white cane (roedekijn). 115 For instance, Deventer’s
aldermen required “anybody infected with plague, or living, caring for, watching over, or otherwise
109
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interacting with infected people” to carry one measuring four feet. 116 The decree painted the range of
continued contacts with patients as potentially harmful, and was slightly contradictory with the rule that
everyone in Deventer who had fallen ill but survived was “not allowed on the street unless they were able to
prove through honorable men that they had been healthy for over fourteen days.” 117 The text implies
ongoing discussions on how long one could be considered ill or infected with plague without dying, and
how long the threat of contagion through persons lasted. These warnings were, rather typically, enforced
with the help of peer pressure by promising half of the draconic 20 and 10 lb. fines to the reporter. The
height of the fines likely sent a frightening message, and stimulated policing by peers. As we shall see, the
latter was a technique authorities widely employed to enforce public health measures.
The remaining decreed actions can be characterized as limiting the movement of people and goods,
including waste, into public space. While authorities did not elaborate on the specific theories of infection
that informed their interventions, the proposed actions suggest that they aimed to combat transmission by
cutting off two different roads of contagion: through corrupted air (miasma) and via contact, either from
person to person or via goods or waste – or possibly a combination of all the above.118 Ghent’s aldermen in
1489 summarized that “there is no better remedy than to avoid those places where the said disease reigns
and all the corruption [such a place] engenders.” 119
We will return to the practical aspects of plague policies, such as on food safety and marketplaces,
in chapter 3, and on housing and spiritual wellbeing in chapter 5. Important here is that although measures
against plague were initially regarded in historiography as the core of public health policies in late medieval
cities, they can be placed into the context of pre- and post-existing prophylactic measures. Actions to
combat health risks such as water pollution, street sanitation and fire hazards far precede extant traces of
officialdom’s interventions against plague, and indeed date from well before the onset of Black Death in
1348. This problematizes an epidemiological perspective that regards plague as the motor behind public
health innovation. Rather than trying to explain the different demographic impact and the initial silence of
the sources in the Low Countries, the present study seeks to explore how measures against plague apply,
join, accelerate, resonate with and reinforce preventative health policies.
Themes, argument and structure
The chapters that follow bring together evidence from different cities in a comparative thematic analysis,
clustered around the subjects and spaces that featured most prominently in the examined sources. After an
outline of the definition of communal health and urban topographies in the fourteenth- and fifteenthcentury Low Countries in the first chapter, the study is divided into four main themes: city officials
managing urban sanitation and infrastructures, the supervision of food quality in the marketplace, the
negotiation of health facilities around domestic environments and among neighbors, and finally, the
associations between public health and morality. For each of the themes, the goal is to connect the
following interlinked aspects: first, the perceived challenges to communal health and the negotiation of
responsibilities across various agents and spaces; secondly, how arguments on health and communal
wellbeing were employed to consolidate urban governmental power and preserve social order; and finally,
the extant to which health concerns impacted the layout and shape of cities. Together the chapters seek to
answer the study’s central question: how did local communities seek to create a healthy city, and how that
concept was then understood.
Chapter 1 investigates premodern equivalents and perceptions of public health as informed by
contemporary medical theories. Of particular importance was Galen’s concept of the six res non-naturales:
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external factors affecting bodily health, which strongly connected the functioning of the body to its
environment. Relating these ideas to the Netherlandish urban context, this chapter demonstrates that
concerns for the population’s health and wellbeing play a role in discourses of the common good (ghemenen
oirbair), a concept widely employed in urban records. A humoral conception of the functioning of the body
and the influence of the cosmos surrounding it informed late medieval urban officialdom’s conception of
health and the notion of the common good, as well as shaped organic political metaphors and civic
discourses. Indeed, the resonance of ideas on balance, flow and expulsion demonstrate the operation of an
organicist discourse on communal health that offered guidelines for governing issues in the interest of the
community. In addition to discussing this context of ideas on health, we also zoom in on the specific
topographies of the core cities featured in this study, while offering a first outline of how health concerns in
their turn were a factor shaping or impacting cities during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Two
aspects in particular had their impact on urban landscapes and sociopolitical organization and form a
context or key connection with health interests, namely fire safety measures and military threat, of which the
latter also related to the hiring of what traditionally has been a core subject of premodern health
historiography: the hiring of medical officials.
Chapter 2 argues that public health rules were not hollow threats from hopelessly ambitious local
governments, but rather routinely practiced and enforced. Drawing especially on the financial
administration of Ghent and Deventer, it reconstructs the activities of city officials working to protect
health infrastructures and coordinating urban sanitation. Such officials take various forms in different cities,
sometimes with colorful names such as Ghent’s coninc der ribauden or “ribald’s king.” They were responsible
for a large array of issues perceived as potentially polluting, damaging or otherwise threatening health, and
moreover were adaptable to changing circumstances. Streets and sanitary officials played a vital role in the
policing of urban spaces and the implementation of municipal health policies. Like any healthy body, a clean
and healthy city was imagined then as a city in movement. It needed unobstructed routes and a continuous
“flow” that not only safeguarded economic, military and social functions, as well as enabled dirt to be
properly disposed of and/or put into useful place – for example debris for road paving or dung on arable
lands. Preventing various kinds of blockage was therefore paramount for preserving the health of the city as
a whole, because stagnation potentially caused air corruption and therefore made the city vulnerable to
illness. Further, authorities targeted not the city in its entirety but rather focused much of their efforts on
sustaining cleanliness and flow in a network of economically and politically important spaces, including
gates, markets and harbors. Thereby they also confirmed the status of such spaces as public or citymanaged, and made assigned officials an important tool to maintain physical governmental presence in the
city.
One of these spaces, the marketplace, formed a particularly visible site of negotiation of health
concerns. This is the subject of chapter 3, which argues that health interests and preventative care were key
to officialdom’s definition of good governance as seen especially in the marketplace. The extensive
scholarship on late medieval marketplaces has demonstrated the importance of this multifaceted public
space for the urban community. It has outlined the political and economic function of the centralized sale
of foodstuffs, including taxation, the control of licenses to trade and prices. However, the role of public
health concerns in the spatial production and governance of the food market has remained understudied.
Urban authorities in the Low Countries targeted population’s health through the supervision of food quality
and provision as part of an enhancement of governmental control. Judicial documents from Ghent, Leiden
and Ypres reveal the tensions between agents of official policing and traders – between strategies and
tactics. It therefore offers a perspective on the impact of perceived health risks on the regulation of food
trades and social interactions at food markets.
The second and third chapters thus review late medieval health interventions in a network of public
spaces that the authorities deemed central to the preservation of urban health, that is, as it lay within the
interests of the governing elites. Moreover, the records they produced convey a desire to spread costs and
delegate responsibilities to other agents, as well as a wish to have some control over the myriad health risks
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stemming from more private and commercial urban spaces – the subject of the fourth and fifth chapters.
These spaces commonly come into view the moment central authorities initiated some form of policy or
intervention. This is illuminating in terms of how health interests played a role in their power claims over
the city, but, as noted above, it also offers a rather narrow perspective on health practices in medieval cities.
One way of becoming more aware of this bias is by using court records that, though admittedly produced
by urban governments, more clearly show the initiatives of inhabitants to secure health in their direct
environments. Local authorities in Ghent, Leiden and Deventer each year documented multiple cases of
neighbors complaining about defects on health infrastructures in and around their houses caused by
surrounding dwellers. Such documented disputes are at the heart of chapter 4. In these records, we
encounter yet another part of the city’s health infrastructure: the wide variety of pipes, wells, gutters and
routes for waste in and around private properties that connected to municipally managed infrastructures.
These two parts of the networks taken together – and their users – form a continuum that fits the
description of an ANT assemblage. Based on these court records and urban building regulation, chapter 4
argues that inhabitants as well as authorities sought to secure access to hygienic domestic facilities and fresh
water and to ban stench and other nuisances from their living environments, both cooperating and
negotiating with local neighbors, who were sometimes acting in collectives of neighborhood communities.
Therefore, this chapter demonstrates how health-promoting practices played a role in various forms of local
community formation, and how factors of spatiality and materiality related to the more social ties between
dwellers.
The final chapter explores the moral dimensions of communal health and wellbeing. It investigates
in what ways health concerns related to the practical policing of social order, and what conditions, including
perceived norms and concerns of public image and civic prestige, triggered the use of a discourse on
morality and health as a tool for interventions. It led to actions such as limiting the presence and mobility of
animals – mainly pigs and dogs – and suspect individuals or groups. Using a variety of court records and
public criminal convictions as well as prescriptive sources, this chapter argues that the assumed
responsibility of urban governments to promote sanitation and physical health closely related to the policing
of urban morality and social order. To answer the question of what constituted a “good neighborhood”
(guede gebuerte), we can follow the magistrates’ holistic approach of striving towards a salubrious city. The
chapter therefore brings together a wide array of subjects that are rarely discussed in relation to one another,
for example linking food shortages and emerging epidemics to vices such as prostitution and adultery, but
also to bans on poor migrants or begging lepers. Together they help to demonstrate that local authorities
and other urban agents perceived the eradication of sin as part of public health strategies.
Finally, the conclusion revisits officialdom’s attempts to prevent plague spread as interventions that
can be placed into the broader context of pre-existing prophylactic measures. It then proceeds to draw
some tentative lines of developments over the investigated period. And as the present study in many
respects is a first comparative exploration of these topics in this region and period, it also offers several
suggestions for further research.
Concerning the chosen timeframe, my inquiry goes back as far as the extant written records allow,
around the start of the fourteenth century, and stops at the beginning of the sixteenth. 120 It therefore does
not compare public health across the traditional medieval-early modern divide, but neither does it subscribe
to the idea of the transition into the early modern period as a watershed moment. It is important to note the
risks of distortion and occlusion stimulated by the use of traditional periodization. As Kathleen Davis
argues, the medieval-modern divide was formulated “at the height of, and in tandem with, colonialism,
nationalism, imperialism and orientalism.” 121 Since then, the European periodization of the Middle Ages
and (Early) Modernity has been globally exported and imposed, leading to “medieval” as a mobile pejorative
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term to address those who have not yet arrived in the(ir) modern era. 122 As noted above, the absence of
public health policies and hygienic standards, as it is perceived through Western eyes, still too often features
as a vestige of persistence of an image of the “Dark Ages.” Even more broadly, public health can function
as a prominent marker in mechanisms of othering, which can be applied to premodern as well as
contemporary non-western societies. This is one of the reasons motivating my investigation into nonmodern public health, and to take these radical critiques of periodization as an inspiration. Therefore, for
want of better terms, and as a historiographical tactic in the sense of De Certeau, I will sometimes use the
terms “modern” and “premodern” or medieval, but prefer to refer to the centuries in question, rather than
characterizing them as such. But I contend that to advance in these discussions it is important to gain a
better understanding of public health in the period under review in this study. Because premodern
conceptions of communal wellbeing diverge in fascinating ways from their modern counterparts, it is
neither productive nor fair to measure perceptions and initiatives to contemporary definitions and
standards. Thus, we can now start to examine the cultural, religious and scientific ideas that informed
policies, in their social, political and topographical context, and identify the agents at work.
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CHAPTER 1
Health and the public good: changing urban landscapes
When the Dutch Ministry of Health merged in 1994 with the national Departments of Welfare and
Sports, it was the latest of a long line of reorganizations in governmental organs dealing with public
health. Incorporated into the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 1801, preventative health policies formed
one contested arena in which national and municipal jurisdictions clashed during the nineteenth
century, culminating in the establishment in 1902 of the first national Board of Health. 1 In 1918, care
for population health was assigned to Social Affairs, then shifted towards the area of environmental
issues in the 1970’s, only to be switched again ten years later, when Health moved towards the Ministry
of Culture, and Milieu landed under the governance of infrastructures. 2 Beyond the regular horse
trading of politics, these shifts show the inherent connectivity of public health issues and fields of
expertise with other areas of governance, such as welfare, labor and environment. It not only poses a
challenge for managing communal wellbeing today, but it is also an issue with a historical dimension,
of which the roots are often cut short. For example, the narrative produced in an online national
government portal basically denies the very existence of any interventions in the premodern era:
Before the eighteenth century there were barely any governmental interventions in public health and
wellbeing. Care for sick and poor people was left to private initiatives. The hygienic conditions under
3
which the Dutch population lived were bad.

The example illustrates two important points. Firstly, it shows how textbook knowledge is amplified as
public knowledge, and perpetuates also in education a modernity bias, despite much evidence to the
contrary. 4 As outlined in the introduction to this study, such a view ignores a considerable body of
historical scholarship investigating the array of measures undertaken to protect the wellbeing of late
medieval urban communities. Secondly, it reveals the difficulty of defining what communal health
means and how it can be protected and improved, even for today’s society. This makes it all the more
important to further historicize and contextualize the concept when documenting and studying such
negotiations in the past. In other words, we need to question what medical, political and spiritual ideas
defined the concept of a healthy society in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and if we can see any
reflections of the pursuit of urban health in the shape and development of Netherlandish cities during
this period.
This chapter therefore sets out to examine what public health entailed in the cultural, social
and environmental context of the late medieval Low Countries. Defining health leads us to premodern
medical theories of health preservation, while the notion of “the public” or communality features
prominently in contemporary discussions on the common good. These two aspects related to the
formation of an organic political discourse, which likened the function of (urban) society to nature and
the body. Besides providing an ideal image of a healthy city and a justification for social hierarchy and
harmony, these systems of belief also offered guidelines for practical interventions to govern health,
including policies to prevent stench, air corruption and water pollution.
1
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The sections below begin by discussing the context of ideas, namely how Galenic or humoral
theory related to and resonated in political theories of the common good and the body social, and
consequently in urban governance. We then proceed to the specific topographical context of late
medieval urbanity, including a brief outline of the changing layout of Ghent, Deventer and Leiden.
This chapter is not meant as a linear reconstruction in any detail for these case studies, but rather
offers concrete examples of how preventative measures shaped city’s morphology and allowed them to
grow and develop. To further explore this, the subsequent sections focus on three aspects that form a
context and foundation to other public health practices described in the chapters ahead. First, fire
prevention policies, including building subsidies, were among the most large-scale and far-reaching
interventions in premodern urban society. It changed urban morphology, affected relations between
urban authorities and residents, and played a major role in shifting communal responsibility towards
the aversion of health risks. It also opened the door – sometimes literally – for policing other
environmental and health-related hazards. Second, political violence and war were a routine part of
urban life in this period, which made protection against military menace and the preservation of public
safety an essential element of urban wellbeing. Policies for health-promotion and military safety could
further be mutually reinforced but also potentially undermine each other. A final topic addressed here
is the function of medical practitioners in city service, whose impact in earlier studies has been
regarded as the core of premodern public health. The widespread efforts made by urban authorities
across the region to attract and hire qualified healers suggest that they aimed to ground their health
policies in the ensured presence of medical expertise. These highly mobile medical officials, combining
curative, military and judicial tasks, might have also had a role in routine supervision of health hazards.
However, such responsibilities were not formalized in any way, which renders uncertain their
presumed centrality in preventative health practices, and thus motivates a shift toward examining
different (municipal) agents. In sum, linking these ideas and practices, this chapter argues that
population health interests, as part of the pursuit of the common good, influenced socio-political
organization and urban landscapes, and impacted the morphology and development of cities.
Humoral health and the six res non-naturales in urban governance
In his extended commentary on Avicenna’s Canon of Medicine (c. 1025), the Flemish physician Jacques
Despars (1380-1458), educated in Paris, reflected on urban health in his country of origin. He noted
the importance of a salubrious environment to preserve bodily health, and proudly described the
hydrographic constructions of lead pipes in Bruges that transported clean water through the city from
the late thirteenth century on. 5 Such water infrastructures provided not only a source of civic pride but
helped to combat health risks specific to this area. While Avicenna was suspicious of the stagnant
Middle Eastern lakes and preferred the water of a turbulent river, Despars argued that although the
people of the Low Countries were spared the harms of excessive heat and drought, their supplies were
threatened by other health risks, one of which was pollution. For instance, Despars mentions the
harms caused by the retting of flax in waterways, an industrial practice that was forbidden in various
towns in Flanders from the early fourteenth century on. 6
This medicalized notion of Flemish cities highlights the more general connection between
theories on health preservation and the (urban) environment. One Dutch vernacular health regimen
defined health as follows: “A person is called healthy when one can perform his usual tasks or works
without pain or trouble.” 7 This conception of individual wellness at first sight does not diverge
5
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radically from modern definitions of functionality, and resembles the healthcare concept of activities of
daily living (ADLs). It indeed evokes a biopolitical view of health as a prerequisite for social
functioning and contributing to the community. Yet medieval ideas about health and the causes of
illness were part of a distinctly different paradigm, one shaped by humoral or Galenic theory. From the
twelfth century on, intensified contacts between Europe and the Middle East gave impulse to an
importation and appropriation of new medical texts, while at the same time reinforcing the authority of
Classical writers such as Galen, Hippocrates and Aristotle. This varied corpus of health theories spread
through Europe. It was transmitted in particular via Salerno, one of the main nodes of production and
transmission of medical knowledge, and from the thirteenth century on through teachings at the newly
established universities. 8 Scientific guidelines to preserve health were further welcomed by a broader
audience of readers, as reflected in various specially produced health regimens such as the Regimen
Sanitatis Salnernitanum, in particular disseminated in the edition of Arnau de Vilanova (c. 1240-1311),
and the Tacuinium Sanitatis, as well as related genres such as of Books of Secrets (Secretum Secretorum),
Books of Hours and recipe books, all soon also appearing in vernacular versions. 9
Often these health advice books did not clearly differentiate between medicine and food, or
medical treatment and hygiene, which reduced the contrast between preventative and curative
prescriptions. Moreover, since receiving a cure or contracting an illness was ultimately the will or wrath
of God, praying or visiting relics – or, on a larger scale, organizing processions through the city – could
be as effective as consulting a doctor. 10 This reinforced a more direct relation between sin and disease,
and between healing and redemption. The boundaries between medicine, science, and religion were
thus particularly permeable, and religious and ‘secular’ health measures were not essentially conflicting
or mutually exclusive. The macrocosm of moving celestial bodies, moreover, strongly impacted the
individual body’s microcosm. For example, according to the earliest plague tracts, such as the Paris
Compendium of 1348, the position of Jupiter provided an explanation for the outbreak of epidemics. 11
It reflected how astrology and medicine were closely related sciences, as further attested by the creation
of calendars or almanacs prescribing the right times for bloodletting and other medical procedures.
Such tracts educated citizens about how to stay healthy according to the celestial calendar, as well as
potentially informed urban health policies because they offered important clues about what could
expected as impacting the environment and elements, especially air, and the balance of the humors of
inhabitants during the year. Magistrates at times endowed (city) physicians with the privilege of creating
such calendars for a city, which provided another opportunity for protecting the population’s health. 12
Thus, the premodern medical conception of the body had universal, even holistic elements.
But compared to modern Euro-American views and etiology it was also much more individualistic,
because each person had a different composition or balance of the humors, which in addition changed
according to a wide array of varieties such as gender, age, and season, and moreover determined a
person’s character and emotional disposition. This individualistic aspect created a profitable market for
specially-made regimen and health advice literature, which was part of a larger “medical marketplace”
in which consumers had a variety of options when seeking care or cure. Also, it offered different
possible explanations for why someone fell ill to a certain disease and others did not. 13 In sum, all
these ingredients merged into an overwhelmingly complex yet fascinatingly consistent worldview, with
humans in simultaneously intimate and holistic connection with the cosmos surrounding them.
8
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These ideas likely spread among urban literati across the Low Countries during the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, although precisely locating the dissemination of medical knowledge in these
cities in general remains challenging, and medical practices and ideas were likely pluralistic in nature,
with different coexisting traditions and various means of exchanging and using knowledge. 14 Urban
authorities could indeed be informed about their health policies by resident physicians and barbersurgeons, as cities commonly appointed qualified healers in municipal service (see below). 15 And
although the implications of theories on the function of the individual body for ideas on population-level
health likewise remain to be explored in depth, the emphasis on external or environmental factors
offers several important connections. Humoral theory perceived the human body as consisting of four
humors: blood, phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile. Like all things on earth, these four bodily fluids had
distinct “qualities”: they were hot or cold, and dry or moist to a certain degree. Masterfully juggling the
balance between the fluids formed the key to a sound body, indeed to a long and healthy life. 16
External influences could affect the balance and the substance of these four fluids. An
important part of humoral theory were therefore the six res non-naturales: “unnatural” in the sense that
they affected the body but were not intrinsically part of it. They were, in other words, “factors or
processes that the human body was bound to encounter or perform in its daily life,” organized into six
categories: air, food and drink, sleep and being awake, movement and rest, ingestion and expulsion,
and emotions or the passions of the mind.17 Besides encountering external physical injuries – the
domain of the surgeon rather than the learned doctor – most generally stated individuals fell ill by two
causes. It could either be a form of corruption, such by infected air or food, or an imbalance: when
one humor gained the upper hand and disrupted the body’s functioning. The six res non-naturales could
therefore be a cause of illness, but also employed to restore the balance and cure an ill person, such as
by the right counter diet, taking medicine, or expulsion through bloodletting or bathing. 18
The ideas on the effects of the res non-naturales can be linked to population-level health
governance of cities. Concerning food and drink, for instance, magistrates across the Low Countries
carefully supervised the quality of meat, fish and grain, and worked to expel corrupted wares from their
markets to avoid the onset and spread of disease, as further discussed in chapter 3. Spoiled foods,
moreover, not only posed a risk for those who consumed them, but were also a source of air
corruption spreading through town. Indeed, concerns for healthy air are perhaps the most obvious
example of applied Galenic theory, and form one of the main threads in our present investigation. 19
Late medieval medical authorities perceived a direct, even causal, relation between stench and disease,
which led to a preoccupation with odors. This fixation strongly resonated in medieval urban legislation.
Regarded as a fume or invisible mist which entered the body through the mouth, nose or even through
the skin, oder thus transmitted a copy or “essence” of its source into the air and then into other
bodies, where bad smells potentially brought corruption of the humors, which then, depending on the
complexion and vulnerability of that body, could cause disease. Conversely, pleasant fumes and
fragrances could have healing effects. 20 Urban authorities across the Low Countries reflected an
awareness of the risks of “bad air,” corrupted by stench from waste, stagnant waters, (dead) animals –
and humans. Organizing and regulating sanitation, protecting water quality, and creating waste
14
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infrastructures such as street gutters, paved roads, and sewage therefore can all be related to health
concerns. Further, in addition to bad odors as a cause of disease, the fear of the spread of disease
through infected air stimulated the containment of plague-infected residents and their possessions in
their houses. 21
In a more metaphorical sense, ingestion and expulsion, the fifth of the res non-naturales, were
key concepts in the preservation of the urban community. Although the idea of balance might invoke
images of something static or still, in a premodern conception it was impossible to maintain balance
without movement. The Galenic complexion, in other words, constituted a dynamic equilibrium. 22 The
ideal of unimpeded flow retained a very central position in thinking about health, and disturbance of
both the individual and the collective urban body was perceived in terms of disruption of an otherwise
smoothly moving whole. The desire to maintain flow and prevent various kinds of blockage, which
also benefitted air quality, prompted authorities to tackle very practical issues concerning infrastructure
and waste disposal. Yet it conjointly had more violent implications, when such concerns targeted the
exclusion or disciplining of social marginals and deviants. 23 Thus, a good or healthy neighborhood was
clean, orderly and peaceful, which likewise related to the final res non-naturalis of emotions. As becomes
clear in chapters 4 and 5, court litigants employed a rhetoric revolving around the ideas of disturbance
and damage, both in a material sense, for instance to fight nuisances of malfunctioning latrines and
drainage around their houses, and in a more moral or spiritual sense, such as when complaining about
to vices like nightwalking or adultery. 24
These subtle organic references fit into a larger discourse of organic metaphors and analogies
used in late medieval political thinking. Ideas on the social body politic were present throughout premodernity, developing from ideas on the Greek polis, the thought of Stoic philosophers, to
theologians envisaging the collective of Christendom. And from the fourteenth century on, the
discourse was increasingly used by spokesmen for the rising secular royal statehoods. Although
historiography continues to discuss the stability and permutations of the body social analogy, it is clear
that its validity persistently rested on the precise structural and functional correspondence between the
natural and political or metaphorical bodies. In addition, the humoral analogy linking the elements of
fire, water, earth and air to the bodily fluids offered a framework of analysis for societal sickness and
health. 25 For instance, adopting the organizing theme of John of Salisbury’s Policraticus, Christine de
Pizan’s Livre de corps de policie (1406) described “the whole of the people in common” as:
Formed and joined in one whole living body, perfect and healthy. For just as the human body is not
whole, but defective and deformed when it lacks any of its members, so the body politic cannot be
26
perfect, whole, nor healthy if all the estates of which we speak are not well joined and united together.

Although the body politic discourse emphasizes the importance of cooperation among the members as
prerequisite for societal health, this organic image offered above all a means to clarify the need for
inequality and thus confirmed political hierarchy. It lent itself well to conceptualize the supportive role
of several lower social groups as carrying the elites, and to not have any aspiration beyond what was
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naturally assigned to them. Yet it also made it possible to open a discussion and reflect on the position
on each of the social body’s members.27
The city connected to this discourse in several ways. First, the idea of a population as a living
body, with the same message of reciprocity and hierarchy, could also concern a city and its inhabitants.
The conceptualization generated favorable parallels of governing urban elites as the head, and of
magistrates as the physician to that body. It led to unfavorable metaphors of the workers as generating
greed and lust, although with the gradual improvement of the commercial classes in the body-social
hierarchy. 28 Second, as most famously used by Augustine, the concept of a city could also help
envisage a space of spiritual order. The city, then, was a type of miniature kingdom in the aspiring
image of Augustine’s vision on the heavenly city of God. The elites had the duty of leading the
populace towards a city pleasing to god, striving towards “temporal benefits of a salubrious peaceful
environment” and cooperation among citizens. 29 Finally, as discussed in modern anthropological
literature as well, one of the most important ways the social urban body orders itself is through its
ideas of pollution, dirt, contamination and purity, but also more practically in governing its metabolism
by targeting the wide range of practical issues noted above. 30 In sum, while explicit analogies of the city
as body were not a prominent mode of expression in urban records, the resonance of ideas on balance,
flow and expulsion demonstrate the operation and influence of an organic discourse on communal
health that offered guidelines for governing issues in the interest of the community.
The common good and public urban space
In 1352, the jurist Philip of Leyden (1326-1382) offered a first version of his tract “On the care for the
public interests and the role of the monarch” (De cura reipublicae et sorte principantis) to his employer,
Count Willem V of Holland (1330-1389). Schooled at the university of Paris in Roman and Canon law,
Philip reflected in this book, consisting of 85 cases, on the position of the sovereign and how he
should act to protect public interests in his domain. He expounded his ideas on what could be
delegated or sold to lower aristocratic and urban powers without impeding the res publica, but in
particular he revealed a great sensitivity towards issues of communal wellbeing. 31 Lacking elaborate
theoretical reflection on this subject from the hands of urban magistrates, his discussion offers valuable
insight into a premodern conception of the common good and its relation to the population’s health.
The public or common good (ghemeen oirbair, ghemeen goet, bien publique, bonum communis, utilitas
communis) or public interest (res publica), was a crucial concept in defining just government. 32 It
concerned the preservation of those things that served the needs of the community and generated
necessities: to organize defenses, levy taxes, avoid struggle and strive for peace, and to enforce law, as
well as, as noted above, to protect the community’s health. While the discourse of the common good
was sometimes reserved for the monarchy – such as in late medieval France – in the Low Countries it
arguably originated in cities and was then appropriated by regional powers to push their political
agendas and legitimatize claims for (financial) support and obedience. This made the concept
something of a double-edged sword: not only could oppositional political viewpoints both be defended
27
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by appeals to the common good, it could also legitimize both intentions to change the status quo as
well as conservativism. 33 In fact, Philip was rather critical of the independence of cities in making their
own laws, which he saw as potentially putting in jeopardy the common good of the principality,
embodied by the Count. He saw these tensions, for instance, over the pollution of waterways, as easy
disposal benefitted the craftsmen in question but impeded communal interests (see also below). 34
Like the body-political metaphors, the common good essentially entailed a reciprocal
hierarchical relation. Indeed, we see the same Galenic ideas of balance and harmony in the discussions
of the common good.35 The authorities’ role was to serve and govern the population’s wellbeing, while
at the same time the people had a duty to contribute to it – both financially and by personal example.
Philip argued that all that benefitted a community and provided it with safety had to be maintained by
that community, which included the improvement of roads, waterways and fortifications. His
argument exemplifies a widely-employed legitimation of taxation by cities and sovereigns for public
works, and an ideological framework that considered such measures as beneficial to the community. 36
Behind this lay more theoretical legal questions of possession of spaces – and following from that,
responsibility for its correct functioning. His discussion reveals a crucial point, namely that the public
nature of roads and waterways was deeply contested, and Philip shows an awareness of the tension
between public interests and (partly) private ownership. 37 Like other scholars in this period, Philip too
was motivated to ground existing political practices on a theoretical basis by connecting them to
Roman law. He therefore compared the waterworks of the late medieval Low Countries, with its dikes,
canals and sluices, to ancient aqueducts and wells.38 He regarded public use of waters for communal
benefit of great importance: even if owned by individuals or institutions, water infrastructures had to
remain available for the community, or rather the sovereign governing the community, thus elevating
the interests of the common good beyond legal possession. 39
Moreover, managing infrastructure and water pollution pertained directly to population level
health. Regarding cities in particular, Philip criticized magistrates who allowed pollution of waters by
industries, such as dyers, because “the people’s health is [thereby] obstructed” (sanitas impeditur populi)
and the fish population infected and diminished. 40 In a legal sense, city’s magistracies were one of
many land- and water owners in towns, yet their ownership of certain sites and infrastructures not only
enabled them to make them public – that is, accessible and used by many – but it also came with a duty
to maintain their cleanliness, which was ultimately to their benefit. Because, Philip added,
It is in the interest of the common good that the people rejoice in health […] and therefore it is argued
that everything needs to be removed by the city’s rulers (rectores civitatem), that can impede the people’s
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health and the common good, as either they generate a weariness (taedium), or they will be driven away
41
by routine relief/support (solatio consueto).

The phrasing undisputedly endowed urban magistrates with the responsibility for population health by
preventing hazards, as part of protecting the common good. However, the latter addition is somewhat
curious, and seems to suggest that health issues at times will sort themselves out by the intervention of
other agents.
With his concerns regarding urban water pollution Philip may have had his home town Leiden
in mind, a city that thrived on an emerging textile industry. Leiden’s urban authorities, with close ties,
even overlap, with the city’s cloth magnates, developed their own conception of the common good in
their municipal regulation, one that was more in line with their political and economic benefits – which
therefore diverged on important points from the interest of Holland’s Counts. 42 Like many other city
governments, Leiden’s magistrates employed the Middle Dutch term ghemenen oirbair to refer to the
common good. A typical, if elaborate, example of the rhetoric opening decrees and bylaws can be
found in Leiden’s keurboek of ca. 1360:
In God’s name, the sheriff, aldermen and councils of Leiden proclaim to all […] that our intent is to
strengthen the common benefit (ghemenen oirbair) of the city and to pursue a righteous path […], by
which the common good (ghemeen goet) emanates from the regimen (regimente) and governance of the
43
people.

They similarly referred to the city’s oirbair when prescribing the width of streets and canals, 44 creating
alleys, 45 surveying meat quality 46 and collecting taxes for dredging, 47 and particularly often when
regulating the city’s drapery. These public appeals to the common good expressed magistrates’ moral
and judicial claim of authority over the city, and were at the same time part of their strategy to maintain
it. And although scholars studying Philip’s work have largely overlooked them, his ideas on urban
health did not fall on deaf ears. Rather than being a lone genius foreseeing the modern welfare state,
his views dovetailed with the actions of numerous premodern urban governments across and beyond
the region. 48 Even in the case of Leiden’s dyers, the authorities were by no means ignorant of the risks
the industry posed. 49 Moreover, looking at the application of the concept of the common good in
specific social and spatial contexts offers a way to further differentiate whose interests exactly were
served by these appeals beyond the opposition between regional sovereigns and urban governing elites.
Therefore, to better grasp these specific contexts, we need to briefly explore the topographies of the
main case studies.
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Health interests and urban development
Cities and towns in the Low Countries changed considerably during the late Middle Ages, but the
process rarely commenced from or ended on similar grounds. Looking at the three cities that form the
core of the present study, we can discern different demographic and topographic characteristics.
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Figure 1.1. Population trends in late medieval Ghent, Leiden and Deventer. Sources: Lourens and Lucassen, Inwonertallen van
Nederlandse steden; Benders, Bestuursstructuur, 16; De Boer, Graaf en grafiek, Ladan, Gezondheidszorg, 30, Boone, Geld en macht, 134,
178; Idem., Bourgondische Hertogen, 26; Ryckbosch, Van Gavere tot Cadzand, 159.

Ghent, first of all, was the southern giant. Located in the county of Flanders among other full-grown
hubs such as Bruges, Ypres, Brussels and Antwerp, this city was established between the marshy banks
of two intersecting rivers: the Leie and the Schelde. 50 And while discussions about the nature of its
earliest settlement continue, the tenth century is generally regarded as the onset of Ghent’s
urbanization. 51 By the early fourteenth century, when Deventer and Leiden had populations well below
10.000, Ghent likely boasted around 60.000 residents within its walls, making it one of the largest cities
in north-western Europe, exercising considerable political influence in the region. 52 Of our three cities,
only in Ghent plague likely contributed to demographic decline in the late fourteenth and early
fifteenth centuries (figure 1.1). 53 While evidence for the initial phases of urbanization is thin, it suggests
that urban authorities from early on performed thought-out and deliberate interventions in the urban
fabric and its infrastructure, such as the large open squares of the Vrijdagmarkt, the Korenmarkt and
the Plaetse – the city’s administrative heart.54 As in many other Netherlandish cities, there was no rigid
spatial segregation along class lines, yet some streets and areas were populated by specific crafts.
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Figure 1.2. Map of Ghent. Braun and Hogenberg, Civitates orbis terrarium, 1576.

Their location could be either voluntary or out of convenience – such as breweries built near water –
or ordered by governments out of concern for pollution. 55 By the early fourteenth century, a spacious
twelve kilometers of city walls had replaced the wooden ramparts and moats of two centuries earlier.
These walls were the city’s physical as well as mental boundaries and economic gateways, yet even in
the sixteenth century, they still contained untilled spaces within them, sparsely populated by the many
textile drying looms (ramen) and serving as a buffer or outlet for floods (see figure 1.2). 56
If Ghent was the colossus in the south, Deventer signifies the slender old merchant in the
east. Although it was much smaller than the Flemish hub throughout the late medieval period, the first
traces of permanent settlement preceded it – and many other Netherlandish towns. Extant material
remnants indicate that Deventer came into being in the Carolingian era as an outgrown missionary
post, and developed into one of the main worldly and religious centers of the Northern Low
Countries. 57 Deventer grew on the sandy dunes along the river IJssel, which meant that, for steady
trade and safe living, the river had to be subdued. Land elevation works thus characterized the first
phases of Deventer’s urban development. Rising by two meters, the ninth and tenth centuries saw a
drastic rise of the terrain, with the help of strategically disposed soil but also accumulations made by
debris and other refuse, while the maintenance of the river quays with wood remained a prominent
issue.58
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Figure 1.3. Map of Deventer. Braun and Hogenberg, Civitates orbis terrarium, 1581.

Further, during the fourteenth century, Deventer invested in large infrastructural works, with
new town walls, which started around 1338, and a city moat. The walls were not yet a double row as
depicted on figure 1.3, and the bridge over the river IJssel was realized after 1490. Yet the map gives a
good general impression of the topography of medieval Deventer. The construction of the walls also
demanded a reorganization of the water supply: in 1378 the town invested in an aqueduct channeling
water over a distance of nearly four kilometers into the town moat from a brook east of the city to
secure the water level. 59 And since Deventer had no waterways inside its walls, it seems to have made
the functioning of the street gutters for drainage and waste disposal a more prominent concern in this
town (see chapter two).
Leiden was newer than the other two cities, and may be characterized as the protoindustrial hub. Likely somewhere in the eleventh century, it started as a rural settlement on a dam on
the river Rhine in the proximity of a stronghold (burcht). The village consecrated a church in 1121, and
slowly grew into a regional administrative center with a population of around 1200 by the midthirteenth century. 60 Although the level of growth varied due to recurring plague epidemics and food
crises, Leiden, like Deventer, experienced continuous expansion throughout the following two
centuries, stimulated by its emerging textile industry. With a particular jump between 1440 and 1480,
the city surpassed Dordrecht as the largest town in Holland. 61 Like many other Netherlandish cities,
Leiden was concerned with the continuous construction and maintenance of its walls as well as its
waterways.
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Figure 1.4. Map of Leiden. Braun and Hogenberg, Civitates orbis terrarium, 1581

The canals were as characteristic for the urban layout of late medieval Leiden as their seventeenthcentury counterparts were for Amsterdam. Further, the city employed several ways to finance the new
town walls around the carefully planned extension of 1386, the last large-scale urban addition until the
mid-sixteenth century, which is depicted on the first extant detailed city plan (figure 1.4). 62
Although authorities were not fully in control of planning urban development, interventions
promoting safety and health benefits for the community impacted morphology, and endowed certain
places in the city with a distinct communal function. Some of these places, but not all, were also legally
owned by local governments. In all cities under study here, streets formed a complex boundary
between communal and private interests and became the battleground of much public health policies.
Historians have made contrasting claims about what streets commonly looked like in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries. Some have sketched an image of an organically grown and cramped disorder,
lacking space and devoid of intervention. 63 Others have presented it as an orderly large village:
farmsteads surrounded by yards, with many animals and agricultural activities. Rather than arguing for
a precise middle ground between these viewpoints, it is important to note how much the layout could
change in different parts of towns, with more open spaces towards the walls and around religious
institutions, which often owned considerable plots of land within the city. Based on the sixteenthcentury maps (figures 1.2-4), which likely idealized the patterns, these three cities were a combination
of grid and more curved and meandering streets. 64 Moreover, these debates revolve around population
density, which differed per city. Fourteenth-century Ghent, for instance, was more and more
deliberately open than the narrow curvy chaos often associated with the medieval cities, nor did it have
a rural layout. 65 In addition to the large market squares, numerous smaller squares provided places for
more informal neighborhood interactions as well as industrial activities, sometimes complemented with
public water access. 66 Similarly, historians of Leiden link the diminishing of space between houses with
the fourteenth-century transformation “from an agrarian village to a center of commerce and
62
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production.” 67 But as in Ghent, it did not mean a crammed and densely built town. The city’s
expansions were more the result of the local elite’s desire to claim and distribute new land than driven
by demographic pressure, and more planned, as attested by a series of public announcements regarding
the city extension in 1386. 68 Generally speaking, street patterns reflected the gradual changes in
urbanization. Building density increased in the decades and centuries following first settlements, and in
many places inside the walls houses more closely connected to adjacent buildings, closed off yards, and
thus (re)shaped networks of streets and alleys. This posed new challenges to clean water access, and
left less room for solid waste disposal in (cess)pits and as well as for drainage construction to get rid of
rain and wastewater. These developments stimulated regulation by authorities to protect infrastructural
flow not only by regulating house constructions, but also by promoting sanitation. 69
In addition to evolving street shapes, several interrelated material developments changed the
layout of the urban fabric. Elites preferred to build with stone from the onset of urbanization, and
buildings with a representative function were often made of that material. 70 However, from the
fourteenth century on – slightly later in the northern Low Countries – there was significantly more use
of especially bricks in building, a characteristic process known in Dutch historiography as verstening:
“brickification.” Streets came in a variety of materials, including wooden planking, gravel surfaces and
laid stone. 71 Paved streets offered such a convenient solution to many nuisances – holes or unwanted
elevations, carts with merchandise stuck in the mud, stench from stagnant filthy pools – that urban
authorities, organizations such as neighborhood communities, and citizens all proved willing to invest
in it. Nonetheless, the (semi-) private legal status of many streets could lead to complex negotiations
over who would pay for and maintain these improvements. 72 Contracts with pavers in Leiden reveal
some details of the possible divisions between municipal and private tasks. The local magistrates
agreed with street pavers in 1384 and 1433 that their main task was “to fix all the holes of [the roads]
belonging to the city lying within half a roede (c. 1,80 meters),” and not neglect any of the city’s paving
requests. 73 The distance of about two meters might refer to the connections with non-city owned
roads, which thus fell outside the municipal paver’s workload. And while he was entitled to a uniform,
he did not receive an (annual) wage but could collect his payments from his budget for purchasing
stones, as was likewise confirmed for the street paver hired in 1433. 74
Paved streets also provided new opportunities to create (covered) gutters and innovate
systems for drainage channeling rain water and liquid wastes, to which we return in chapters 2 and 4.
Moreover, streets paved with stones needed to be cleared regularly rather than trampled to preserve a
smooth, accessible surface, while ground elevation also threatened homeowners with costly alterations
67
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to their (partly) stone houses when the buildings dropped below street level. Therefore, the use of
stone in both house constructions and streets made further elevation unwanted, which thus provided
another incentive to regulate or even organize street sanitation and waste disposal.75 However, since it
remained a costly endeavor, houses built with wood or timber frames retained a strong presence in the
urban landscape far into the early modern period, as well as many hybrid forms that combined wood,
clay and bricks. 76
Fire and flow: building regulation and organized firefighting
Increased building density, combined with the pervasiveness of open hearths in domestic spaces –
people used fire for heating, lighting, cooking, as well as in a range of crafts such as brewing, forging
and baking – led to continuous concerns for fire safety. Indeed, fear of fires can be regarded as one of
the main motivations behind governmental interventions in the built environment and citizens’ daily
routines. Concerns for fire safety and issued municipal subsidies (see below) stimulated developments
and rules regarding the design of housing, street(width), and waterways. And along with rules and
investments came inspections and enforcement. Moreover, the organization of firefighting helped to
shape political structures, from the administrative division into wards to the formation of the night
watch and other defensive tasks. Fire safety measures thus led to and facilitated increased interaction
between local governments and citizens and among neighbors, and are therefore a crucial but
understudied factor in urban morphology and governance. They are also of key importance here
because fire concerns provided political tools for an expansion of the sphere of governmental
influence, and with that, of policing and regulating a much wider array of public health issues in and
around domiciles.
Fires could consume considerable parts of towns and quickly destroy goods, capital and lives.
They were thus commonly perceived as one of the worst things that could happen to the urban
community. 77 Frightening metaphorical images, from smoldering in purgatory to an eternally hot and
flaming hell, reflected the prominent place of fire in the late medieval cultural imagination. For
instance, miracle books from Holland and Brabant contain many examples of fire aversion by divine
intervention, often in the form of a sudden wind. 78 In addition to arson, urban authorities considered
creating a fire hazard, intentional or not, a criminal offence. And even the containment of the mentally
ill, whose erratic behavior near flames was thought to pose a communal threat, could also be justified
or requested in court as a fire safety measure. 79
Urban bylaws across Europe attest concerns for fire safety, but the issue seems to have been
particularly influential in the Low Countries. Carole Rawcliffe argues that official action to prevent
major fires, mainly by stringently regulating building practices, was “remarkably effective” in late
medieval England. 80 While fire hazards were part of London’s assize of buildings and listed among
nuisances such as stench and pollution, major incidents were absent in this city from the fourteenth
century until the Great Fire of 1666. Larger cities in the southern Low Countries had a similar pattern.
The last major incident in Ghent was in 1179, and in Bruges in 1184, although in 1415 a considerable
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incident led to further regulation and preventative investments. 81 Yet many Netherlandish cities,
especially further north, kept expanding during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and major
incidents continued to occur. 82 And besides these large-scale disasters, many smaller fires demanded
administrators’ attention almost every year. For example, dozens of smaller fires occurred in Ghent
during the first half of the fourteenth century, almost five per year on average, with large fires in 1341
and 1360 each destroying around three hundred houses. 83 In sum, fear of fire and efforts to reduce its
risks have been lasting and prominent in the Low Countries.
Since most hazards were located in and around private dwellings and production sites, fire
precuations in building regulations attest some of the earliest governmental interventions in private
urban space. Extant bylaws date to as early as 1232, when Aardenburg adopted bylaws that Bruges
promulgated in preceding years, 1250 (Douai) and 1312 (Antwerp), and were repeated, extended and
reissued in all towns throughout the late medieval period. 84 Magistrates prescribed the type of materials
used and the minimum distance between neighboring houses, often demanding open spaces for
waterways and drains (oessendrop), or otherwise took precautions by regulating the sharing of walls.
Further, bylaws also adapted to building trends, rather than mainly shaping them. Wooden one-story
houses, which were initially the standard urban dwelling, were increasingly required to have a
freestanding hearth in the middle of the house with an opening in the roof, or one surrounded by
stones and a chimney. This made the height of the house an issue of fire safety, as a very low output
could also be hazardous for neighboring houses. 85
In addition, local authorities targeted hazardous industrial activities, for instance through
prohibitions on working with combustible materials such as textile and flax at night, which would
presumably happen near open fires. Some more dangerous industries, such as lime kilns, were confined
to one place or banned from the city, the latter measure also aiming to reduce air pollution. 86 For
example, Kampen’s magistrates demanded in 1469 that a certain man limit the use of his lime kiln
located on the opposite river bank, in particular if the northern wind blew the smoke towards the
city. 87 The decree brings together several interests, of fire but also of air pollution, and clearly argues
from a perspective of protecting the community at large from the harms of one entrepreneur.
Straw roofs are central in these first building interventions and remained a focal point of urban
regulation. Authorities were aware of the difficulty to demand such a major investment from all
inhabitants at once, besides the logistical challenges of supplying large amounts of building materials.
Therefore, such changes were often gradually implemented. Ghent first targeted the city center,
“within the old moat,” where neither houses nor sheds could have thatched roofs and had to be altered
right away at the cost of the owners. Beyond the center, however, only new houses had to use harder
materials. And in 1416, Ghent’s aldermen forbade all thatchers to practice their profession within the
city. 88 Further, around 1450 Leiden ordered all new houses to build roofs only of hard materials.89 And
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indeed, in the few extant accounts of Leiden’s sheriffs, of 1489-1490, several people are fined
substantial sums of a few pounds for building with thatch. 90
Besides issuing regulations, which would be enforced with inspections and by issuing fines,
urban governments also positively encouraged compliance. Multiple cities subsidized home owners
when they invested in roof tiles or other “hard materials” for roof covering rather than the more
combustible thatch. Large fires were not only an incentive to act against this threat but at the same
time offered an opportunity to improve and innovate because many houses had to be rebuilt at once. 91
Reports from fires in other cities were another important incentive to increase prevention. Ghent
chroniclers, for example, noted numerous incidents and often reported fires in other Flemish cities. 92
And “because of the great burden and disaster of fire that took place in Amsterdam,” Leiden’s
municipal council decided that all residents in the Maersmansteeg, an alley with many traders, had to
alter their houses’ wooden fronts or sides, for which compensation would be provided. The same was
true for all dyers and brewers, two industries that intensively used fires. 93
A particularly destructive disaster in 1334, in Deventer, which also killed several inhabitants,
motivated the magistracy to start a major subsidizing campaign. 94 Between 1337 and 1425, the financial
records contain long lists of citizens per ward who had received financial support to build with bricks
and tiles, up to an average of 63 individual subsidies per year during the two surges of construction
activity (figure 1.5). The town also built ovens for brick baking outside the city walls – in itself a major
fire hazard – to ensure supply. Finally, around 1450, the city demanded that all houses standing along
public streets be covered by hard roofs – an intensification of the more voluntary subsidies provided a
century earlier. 95

Figure 1.5. Roof subsidies issued in Deventer (1337-1425). N= the # of years with extant documentation. The left axis notes
the number of subsidized tiles (x1000), and the right the number of issued subsidies. Reprinted from: Van Oosten, De stad, het
vuil, en de beerput, 173; De Meyer and Van den Elzen, De verstening van Deventer.
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Deventer’s initiative was not only one of the earliest implementation of fire subsidies, but also one of
the largest in scope. 96 Other cities in the Low Countries followed suit in the fifteenth century, but
hardly all of them. A short survey of relevant literature uncovered twelve other cities in the Low
Countries with documented traces of fire-related building subsidies. 97 For instance, Bruges offered to
compensate a third of the costs of altering roofs in 1417, while several decades earlier Tournai decided
to keep the subsidy at ten percent. 98 Leiden and Deventer granted subsidies too, but Ghent seemingly
did not. However, the latter was hardly indifferent towards the issue, as the authorities monitored the
quality of building material with inspections to uphold their ban on thatched roofs, and aimed to keep
their prices low. 99
Besides the burden subsidies brought unto the city’s coffers, one of the reasons that cities
might be reluctant was the additional problems brought on by changing roofs, for which Leiden’s
records provide a telling example. The city council announced in 1450 that they would choose around
three hundred houses that had to install hard roofs, to which they would give financial support. They
clearly investigated the city and its functioning closely – and likely personally – to select these houses.
Around the same time, they ordained all new houses to do the same. 100 However, citizens soon
complained that “many large houses that have been selected and ordained to make hard roofs had to
be torn down and rebuilt from the ground because of the weight of these hard roofs.” 101 Negotiations
for additional compensation continued, particularly between the magistracy and clerical houses, which
all were ordained to change their roofs within three years. None the less, Leiden’s city accounts attest
considerable investments in these subsidies. 102 In sum, because tiled roofs were much heavier and
needed at least two stone walls to support them, fire safety regulation and subsidies stimulated
increased overall use of stone. This could be a very gradual process, per part of the house – for
instance having two wooden and two stone walls, one of which containing a hearth and chimney –
thus leading to many hybrid houses that combined materials. Fire concerns gave thus a major incentive
for the urban process of verstening. 103
Authorities not only stimulated safe construction and responsible use, but also installed
equipment and developed organizations to effectively fight the flames in case they arose. Municipal
accounts contained expenses on extinguishing equipment, listed compensations for those who helped
to carry water and occasionally reimbursed residents for homes that had to be torn down by fire hooks
to prevent spreading (figure 1.6). 104 In 1378, for instance, Gent’s aldermen ordered one hundred
buckets to be delivered to the town hall. When disaster struck, citizens had to fetch one each and assist
in extinguishing the flames. 105 Leiden’s aldermen inventoried equipment rather obsessively in all public
buildings, including commercial halls, hospitals, monasteries and churches (see figure 1.7). 106
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Therefore, the sight of many dozens, if not hundreds, of buckets as well as numerous ladders seems to
have been common at town halls and other public buildings; a material representation of the fight for
the common good. Buckets and ladders were not always properly returned afterwards, or brought to
the fire as quickly as desired. Leiden’s magistrates even sent out town servants to retrieve them, and
those in Ghent warned that offenders purloining buckets risked being exiled for ten years. 107

Figure 1.6. Fire ordinance with ladder and hook, Kampen. The city prohibited to heat pitch and tar (the kettle on fire) inside
the city, and orderd each household to maintain buckets and fire hooks. SAK, Digestum Vetus, fol. 26v (1457).

Figure 1.7. Inventories of fire extinguishing tools, Leiden. Noted per
location and ward, with appointed ward overseers’ names often
crossed out and new ones added. SAL, Stedeboek (photocopy, original
heavily damaged), fols. 223v, 226r.

city’s sign” decorated the hall (halle). Another scribe added a recount of 107 buckets that were returned in 1518 “after the fire at Frans
Geryt’s house had been put out.” The city also appointed “bucket supervisors” per ward. SAL, Stedeboek, fols. 223v–226r (1448, 1518).
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This harsh penalty indicates the importance the authorities attributed to citizens’ duties of assisting in
case of fire, and of the moral gravity of misbehavior. 108 It illustrates how fire safety was a quintessential
preventative measure that needed to be upheld; one that shaped and mobilized the commune as a
collective acting against a communal threat. Besides fire-fighting equipment in public buildings, citizens
had to keep their own tools: a tub of water and sometimes, depending on the house’s size, also a ladder
and hooks. For instance, for the town of Brielle extant records attest the counting of mandatory
buckets for hundreds of houses. 109 Inspections were an important means of enforcing these measures,
and town heralds were paid to announce regular checks. For instance, in 1323 Ghent’s magistrates
rented “two horses with which the servants (garsoene) rode to let water tubs be placed.” 110 And a herald
named Pieterken “went on the streets with his trumpet to let ladders and tubs be placed outside,” while
another joined the aldermen “to supervise the fires in taverns” – and likely prosecuted those in neglect.
Moreover, judging by the height of the payments, they did so multiple times per year. 111 Likewise,
heralds in Leiden were paid to urge people to mind their haystacks or “for yelling: ‘put your water and
ladders at the door!’” 112 In sum, these actions offer another example of how fire safety justified in
many ways interventions in domestic and commercial spaces, as well as street supervision.
Indeed, by checking houses inside and out authorities moved across boundaries of public and
private spheres and thus extended their power over a range of social spaces. Officials made rounds and
perhaps even went inside domiciles to make sure dwellers had the right layout and materials around
their home fires. Another preventative activity was demolishing hazardous structures. Ghent routinely
paid officials from the early fourteenth century on to “go around with the hammer,” in order to spot
and remove what they commonly referred to as “bad ovens and furnaces.” 113 Besides the coninc, with
whom we will get further acquainted in the next chapter, this was a joint effort, and other agents
involved were the city’s surveyors (erfscheiders), who were also in charge of public works, and
occasionally the guild deans, for example of the smiths. 114
The administrative division into wards in itself could be regarded as a tool to streamline the
fire-fighting organization, which also impacted the municipal organization of sanitation and delegation
of public health tasks, such as cleaning canals. Magistracies delegated responsibility to wards, or were
interested to appropriate or coordinate preexisting practices, but also to urban militias, which were
often organized either along guild or ward lines. Further, spotting fires and sounding the alarm was a
core duty of the night watch. 115 Leiden’s magistrates appointed overseers (homans, see chapter 2) in
each of the city’s wards (bonnen) to closely supervise fire equipment and organize response to threats,
who also oversaw sanitation and street maintenance. 116 It illustrates how fire safety measures created
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structures and organizations that opened the door for policing other environmental and health-related
hazards, in both domestic and commercial environments.
Moreover, the accumulation of waste gatherings in itself could be hazardous in a number of
ways, not in the least because piles often contained ashes from house fires. Leiden’s municipal council
voiced concerns in 1454 over the fact that “recently there have been many waste heaps, which could
cause fire at night because they have been gathered in such large piles.” They ordered that “each ward
should have their own barge ready to discard it, to be done at the neighbors’ cost.”117 While the use of
these barges for waste disposal will be further discussed in chapter 2, it is important here to stress that
piled waste in public spaces was a concern because of blockage, stench or miasma, as well as the
combustible nature of waste. Maintaining unobstructed routes and a continuous “flow” in general
enabled dirt to be properly disposed of, but also for a quick reaction to fires it was important to
remove waste blocking passages to water. Therefore, part of Dordrecht’s elaborate bylaw on fire was
the prohibition on discarding domestic waste in the harbor or from bridges. 118 And it was clearly an
issue on the minds of Utrecht’s magistrates when they started to appoint cleaners (slijkburgers) in the
fifteenth century to care for the staircases leading to the city’s lowered canal waterfronts. 119
Finally, as part of a broader range of health-related factors shaping the built environment, fire
prevention stimulated the creation of wells, canals, wider streets and open spaces. However, these
adjustments in turn gave rise to a number of new challenges. The demand to build hard roofs led to an
increased use of stone and thicker sidewalls, which were more often shared by neighbors. Moreover,
stone walls with a chimney also provided new possibilities to build multi-level houses – with families
living above one another – which started to appear more often in towns. Together it created a new
proximity to neighbors. This not only meant shared maintenance responsibilities and ownership
disputes, but often also impacted water supply – crucial for firefighting – drainage systems, and access
to other hygienic facilities such as latrines and cesspits. 120 Further, because more houses were built
side-by-side, the number of passages and alleys to back yards, where both latrines and fresh water
supplies were often located, decreased.
To conclude, preventative concerns shaped Netherlandish cities from the outset. Although
magistrates financially stimulated public health strategies in several ways, the contributions made to
prevent fire, including subsidies for adjusting private domiciles, were of a rather exceptional scale, and
had a considerable impact on the urban layout. These material changes went hand in hand with a
renegotiation of social and spatial boundaries. Officialdom made claims on the public nature or
function of certain spaces, which fit into the theoretical duty to maintain infrastructure and spaces
important for public use in the interest of the common good, as outlined in the sections above. Yet fire
safety also required expanding towards domestic and commercial spaces, which underscores the
slippage between public and private spaces when it came to promoting preventative interventions.
Finally, as we now move on to explore, fire policies connected to military safety.
Military threat and public safety
Many technologies, health-related and otherwise, integrated into today’s Western European society
were developed in the context of war in the past century. At the same time, the destruction brought on
by violent conflicts posed major risks, as well as susceptibility to epidemic disease. During the late
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Middle Ages, communal wellbeing and military practices were likewise related in many ways, at times
mutually reinforcing and innovative in terms of technology, stimulating administrative and
sociopolitical organization and community formation, but also potentially mutually undermining or
outright destructive. Cities in the late medieval Low Countries were regularly involved in conflicts,
varying from small disputes about trade or privileges to major military clashes – although some
scholars have resisted the historiographical consensus regarding the general crisis and waning in the
late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 121 More generally, the biographies of the individual cities
discussed here knew distinctive highs and lows. Both situations of threat and of thriving, both
destructive and constructive events, affected public health practices. Together with (military) safety,
these were both part of a spectrum of interests connected to the pursuit of the common good.
Moreover, health preservation was of crucial importance for governing armies, much in the same way
it was for governing cities, as documented in, for example, military tracts. 122 Although an in-depth
investigation of specific contributions and risks or on theories on health and the art of war are beyond
the scope of our investigation, we can outline some general characteristics and concrete examples of
the connections between urban safety, sanitation and population health.
First, military interests physically shaped medieval towns. Cities constructed and maintained
fortifications such as walls, moats, ramparts, gates and towers, but also more general a well-functioning
infrastructure benefitted smooth transport of urban militias in case of emergency, for instance to
respond quickly to arson. Leiden, Gouda and several other Netherlandish cities punished criminals by
obligating them to pay for the town wall, in amount of bricks, including for offenses related to public
health and morality (see chapter 3). Such forced contribution to the wall was both a clear symbolic
gesture – the wall symbolizing the common good, particularly community cohesion and safety – as
much as a practical solution, namely to generate financial support for a rather expensive public works
project. 123
While fortifications at the city’s borders helped to protect residents from foreign armies, they
also potentially conflicted with needs to maintain flow and open routes for the supply of fresh water
and the disposal of waste. 124 Some scholars viewed expanding cities such as Antwerp as “suffocating
between their walls,” yet the boundary might not have been as strict and impending. At any rate, the
challenges around town walls could be very concrete. For example, Deventer’s city wall ran between
the houses and the docks and quays at the Yssel’s waterfront – known as the Welle (see figure 2.2).
Many dwellers had made holes in the bricks to dispose of waste or perhaps even run sewage pipes
through them. 125 These holes posed a risk of pollution of a commercially important space, as well as a
liability for military safety. Indeed, the installation of guards and tower watchers, who also were paid to
manage sanation, imply that clean gates and quays also served military interests. 126 Thus, for instance,
in 1466 the city urged owners to close or narrow these holes in the wall, and also warned that anyone
who did not remove the “dung or filth pushed through [them]” forfeited 5 lb., half of which went to
the person reporting the transgression. 127
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Guards, watchmen, and other officials overseeing public safety could report on (military)
danger as well as health risks. But they could also be hampered in their mobility by illegally constructed
hygienic facilities. For instance, Amsterdam’s magistrates started a campaign in the late fifteenth
century to ban all pigsties and latrines from the town wall. These shacks not only formed a dangerous
source of miasma for those nearby, but by blocking the watchmen’s routes, they also posed a military
threat. 128 Likewise, Kampen ordained in 1456 that no one should build any pigsties in front of their
doors, near the city towers, nor in the arches of the walls, and those who owned such constructions
had to remove them within a week at a ten-pound fine. 129 Amsterdam’s authorities did allow the
temporary storage of waste on the fortifications in various ways, including in waste containers on the
ramparts (burchwallen) and near the town walls. However, they aimed to fight potential hazards and
nuisances, for instance by making sure refuse would be covered with wooden planks.130 Indeed, debris
and other waste served to fortify and elevate ramparts around the city, and could both be an advantage
as well as a risk to safety. It largely depended if it was posing blockage and creating miasmas, or
enabling access or flow of supervising officials.
The mixing of public and private functions of infrastructres and forticifactions was often
complex in practice. It is exemplified by a dispute in Deventer between three neighbors about a
passageway in between their houses “that belongs to the city.” The said alley was not only property of
the municipality, it also had an important public function, namely as the thoroughfare for the town’s
watchmen to their tower. But it was not completely open: a door had been made there “to prevent the
accumulation of any sweepings or other dirt from nearby residents (nabueren) or other people dumping
it there, so that the alley remains clean and the watchmen can pass in case of emergency.” 131 The
neighboring couple had also led their water through the alley, which had “corrupted” (verderfft) the road
because it gathered there and did not flow through.132 A closed-off alley preventing dumping of waste
– still a common way of solving illegal disposal today – did not exclude a public function; the
watchmen supposedly had a key to the door. It illustrates how important cleanliness was. Conversely,
Leiden’s authorities distributed in 1441 the upkeep of four of its towers and gates by subletting them
to private tenants. “Honorable citizens” could rent them for storage and even as living spaces, as long
as they cared for the upkeep of the roofs, and on the provision that in times of war they could be used
“for the city’s benefit.” And relating again to fire provisions, those who invested in making roofs with
fireproof (harder) materials could count on governmental financial support for their upkeep. 133 As
further explored in chapter 4, such arrangements complicated the boundaries between public and
private spaces, and we perhaps more adequately can speak of social spaces. In sum, the coordination of
flow by preventing obstruction was important for both communal health and military safety.
Besides influencing urban shape and management of infrastructures, concerns for safety also
provided an important stimulus for thinking about the populace’s health because cities and regional
powers rarely maintained standing armies; citizens generally were the military force. This also influenced
the conception of “good” citizenship and citizens’ responsibilities. And as for firefighting, urban
authorities used the division of a city into wards or quarters, and sometimes also the guilds, as an
administrative and organizational tool. Citizenship came with requirements of joining the city’s watch
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or military expeditions, and protecting the community from outside menaces. 134 While adult men
potentially faced injuries or even death during clashes of towns waging war, all dwellers could be
affected by fluctuations in food supply and by the economic insecurity of trade embargos. Such affairs
undermined communal health, also because epidemics, including plague, could hit cities in the wake of
food shortages, as a result of bad harvests and political conflicts. 135 Moreover, investments in
infrastructures and sanitation could also suffer from exorbitant fees and ducal war taxes. For example,
Ghent buckled under the sanctions following its defeat by Philip the Good at Gavere in 1453, and
both Ghent and Leiden nearly went bankrupt at the end of the fifteenth century due to the fines levied
by Emperor Maximilian I in reaction to their unsuccessful revolts. Leiden’s inhabitants also felt the
heat of the long-lasting Hoeken and Kabeljauwen conflict, which was eventually cooled by the
intervention of Philip the Good of Burgundy, but faced the most of economic hardship in the last two
decades of the fifteenth century and during the first half of the sixteenth, a change that is reflected
especially by the stricter rules on foreigners begging in the city (see chapter 5). 136
Conversely, periods of relative stability, prosperity or economic growth, or of political
emancipation, could affect governments’ means to finance public works and health-promoting
interventions positively. Ghent experienced such a period during the second half of the fourteenth
century; Deventer achieved its greatest successes in international trade during the decades around
1400; around 1420 they invested in the extension of their harbor and docks (the Welle), and installed
officials to coordinate sanitation (see chapter 2). And Leiden flourished as a job-creating textile
magnate in particular from the 1440’s until the late 1470’s – also investing, as we have seen, in fire
safety by providing subsidies. The episodes are not as golden and glorious as they used to be in the
eyes of nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century historians, and recent studies have nuanced these
narratives and introduced a more critical interpretation of the social impact of political and military
successes. 137 Yet periods of economic and political stability clearly offered the financial means for
magistrates to innovate and to start large public projects, such as city extensions and new walls, the
creation of new officials, a new harbor or new systems for public water supply or sanitation.
A final concrete example of the interlinkages between public health and military safety are the
assignment and tasks of policing city officials. Between 1350 and 1379, Ghent’s period of relative
political stability, the aldermen installed sanitary officials (conincxkinderen) to coordinate sanitation and
supervision of several important public spaces (see chapter 2). However, during Ghent’s Revolt (13791385), these officials reassumed military tasks and were no longer paid to manage sanitation – though
they did keep the competence to enforce public health regulation. Deventer’s authorities annually paid
wages and a uniform for several guarding officials, stationed both at the gates and at several
(market)places inside town. Yet rather than switching tasks altogether, they seem to have routinely
combined them, as the gatekeepers often were reimbursed separately to keep clean around the places
they were overseeing. 138 More generally, urban officials were adaptable to varying needs of communal
wellbeing. This was also true for healers, who formed one group of city staff that has traditionally
received much attention in histories of public health and whose installation was indeed tightly linked to
the city’s military aspirations.
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Medical officials and prophylactic healthcare
As part of his reflections on the common good, jurist Philip of Leyden added that “the local populace
should have to be able to enjoy the services of certain medical practitioners (medici), and to retain them
by paying certain salaries.” 139 Once again, his advice corresponded with urban practices. At least since
the late thirteenth century, well before the arrival of Black Death, both urban authorities and courts
throughout the Low Countries employed the services of medical practitioners. This relates to a wider
trend occurring earliest in thirteenth-century Italy and appearing in many parts of continental Europe
in the subsequent two centuries – though with the notable exception of England. 140 Most often, city
magistrates contracted (barber-)surgeons, yet we also find on the municipal payroll learned physicians
(doctores medicinae), apothecaries and midwives. 141
Local authorities’ desire to guarantee the presence of competent healers could in itself be
regarded as a preventative health measure because it would make medical expertise and knowledge
available for consultation in matters of governance. Physicians and city surgeons performed several
distinct tasks that were understood as contributing to the pursuit of the common good. Some of their
activities closely related to military interests and protecting citizens as military assets, as well as
extended to supervising the medical guilds, and more curative tasks such as caring for the poor ill and
later also plague patients. They further played a role in the diagnosis of infectious diseases, including
leprosy. Indeed, historians of premodern public health initially perceived the rise of the medical
profession and their connection with urban governance as the core of health policies. However, their
function in disease prevention may not be obvious as previously thought to be.
As a representation of medical knowledge or health literacy in the city, it helped to legitimize
the urban regime itself in their claims over how to govern the city’s populace. But as far as I have been
able to establish, nowhere did urban authorities explicitly delegate the task of setting a public health
agenda, so to speak, to appointed medical officials. Neither are there any extant statutes or agreements
in which magistrates endowed medical staff with the preventative supervision of health hazards such as
stench, pollution, or checking food and water quality. In other words, while municipal policies reflect
an adaptation of health theories and Galenic thought on what a healthy city was, there is hardly a
visible exchange between medical elites and governing elites. The scarcity of such data has sparked
historiographical discussions regarding their broader function. 142 However, to dismiss their potential
preventative function because of the scarcity of written records would ignore some important
indications. We therefore can to look at their main and routine tasks and how, indeed to what extent,
these activities relate to prophylactic healthcare.
The extant documented traces of hired medical practitioners in the three core cities confirm
that they were routinely part of the municipal apparatus. On these as on other matters in this study, the
records for Ghent go back the furthest. City surgeon Arnoud van der Leene appears in the earliest
extant municipal accounts (1314) and would serve the city for over forty years. 143 After he disappeared
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from the payroll, a period of more fragmented employment of medical personnel followed, also with
varying wages. However, three contracted surgeons per year was not exceptional during the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries.144 Likewise, Deventer’s magistrates commonly paid at least one surgeon and
often also a physician, and from mid-fifteenth century also midwives. 145 For example, they continually
appointed a physician between 1397 and 1427, and an apothecary between 1373 and 1382. 146 And
although the first statutes on medical officials in Leiden date as late as 1481, Rudolf Ladan’s
reconstruction shows an almost continuous hiring of city surgeons from the 1390’s on, as well as a
total of 31 learned doctores medicinae, and thirteen municipally hired midwives working in the city
between 1400 and 1600. 147 Further, city salaries very rarely provided a full income for any type of
medical officials, for they augmented their earnings as private practitioners; thus the attraction lay
partly in the increase in prestige and repute that came with the office, in spite of their contact with the
poor and dangerously ill. 148 Moreover, some governors might have enjoyed a medical education. For
instance, a certain Jan Sycleer was both alderman and pharmacist in fifteenth-century Ghent. 149
Like the multitasking sanitation brigades discussed in the next chapter, medical officials
performed many different tasks. Some of the activities of city surgeons, by far the most recurring type
of official, fell into the domain of curative care. Firstly, and here the connection with military interests
emerges again, city surgeons regularly joined military expeditions and attended to the wounded. 150 A
well-known example is Jan Yperman (c. 1260-1332), author of several vernacular medical tracts, who
filled the office of city-surgeon in Ypres. In this capacity, he worked mostly at the city’s Belle Hospital,
but was also active as military surgeon, joining Ypres’ troops on campaigns. 151 But even our three core
case studies contain numerous examples. Ghent’s city surgeons treated inhabitants injured during city
service, both inside the city and well beyond. For instance, Arnoud was paid handsomely for treating
many injured soldiers while joining an expedition in 1340. 152 Likewise, Deventer’s city surgeons cared
for citizens during military operations, at times assisted by a “wound healer.” 153 Urban authorities also
routinely compensated wounded officials and sometimes citizens as a type of disability benefit, such as
Ghent did for “Simon Mathijse, because he lost his leg [during the military confrontation] at Tournai,”
and for Wouter’s widow, as Wouter died during the same event. 154 And Deventer’s city surgeon treated
one Aernd Reyners for a bone fracture in 1380, which he suffered “in our city’s service,” while the
aldermen also paid for “a woman who cared for [him] during his sick bed.” 155 Further, in addition to
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assisting in military efforts, some cities, such as Kampen and Nijmegen, specifically noted that
surgeons were expected to accompany city officials on journeys. 156
Secondly, perhaps the most well-known task of city surgeons was to care for the poor ill. They
commonly visited the sick in hospitals, which often also contributed to their salaries. For example, the
caring tasks of Leiden’s city surgeons revolved around the patients in St. Catherine’s hospital, while in
Ghent’s they were active in the Bijloke. 157 It fits into a broader governmental policy across the Low
Countries of assuming some control over hospitals’ function by consolidating the right to appoint
governors and wardens (see chapter 5). Thirdly, city surgeons also played a role in the judiciary process,
as they were required to report and investigate injuries resulting from conflicts and criminal offences,
and act as coroner in case of suspicious deaths. City surgeons were to tend to suspects tortured during
interrogations, and convicts after they received corporal punishments. 158 Midwifes too occasionally
assisted during criminal investigations. 159 Fourthly, and here we approach most closely a preventative
function, city surgeons and physicians both had a role in monitoring other practitioners and reporting
under-qualified healers, which relates to a broader municipal meddling with medical guilds, for which
urban authorities often endorsed statutes. 160 Finally, plague patients were often part of the task
descriptions of city surgeons, whose contract clauses at times explicitly prohibited them to flee during
epidemics, sometimes against guaranteed double wages. 161
Concerning a prophylactic function, we might expect more from the municipally paid doctores
medicinae: learned physicians who had attained a university degree. 162 City physicians fulfilled similar
duties of caring for (poor) patients as city surgeons, and commonly supervised the city’s medical
practitioners. Yet in contrast to the rather permanent presence of city surgeons, large gaps occurred in
the employment of physicians, the reasons for which are subject to debate. Some historians have
argued that many cities did not find it important to permanently provide this facility, especially in times
of financial difficulties. 163 Others have argued that, rather than a sign of disinterest, the scarcity of
learned physicians in the region made it a challenge for urban authorities to fill vacancies. The often
considerable height of their salaries compared to other medical officials further attests the need and
shortage of local expertise. This is also apparent by physicians’ high level of mobility during their
careers, as well as the requests for the services of city physicians by members of the nobility and
princely courts. 164 Rather than being preoccupied with incorporating physicians into the municipal
staff, authorities seem to have focused on attracting medical professionals to live in the city, for
instance by promising tax exemptions. 165 Such arrangements also blurred the distinction between a
municipally contracted physician and an independent one receiving benefits for residing in town –
which might explain the often large intervals between salaried city physicians. Surgeons and midwives
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could likewise count on additional perks such as subsidized housing and clothing, and a similar
divergence of interpretation concerns lacunae in the contracting of midwives. 166 Physicians’
competence to inform preventative health measures was also reflected in their ability to draft almanacs.
Further, physicians and surgeons could diagnose someone as leprous, as well as infected with plague –
a task they respectively shared with specialized centers of leprosy inspection and (occurring somewhat
later) plague doctors. 167 In other words, they potentially assumed a role as “gatekeepers” or policing
agents with a responsibility towards the urban community, and in this capacity, they may well have
advised on measures to more generally fight or prevent diseases. However, evidence explicitly
confirming this preventative role, such as court records, payments for consultation, or even hints in
council minutes, is largely lacking.
Conclusion
The sections above have outlined that the protection and improvement of urban populations’ health
was perceived as part of the preservation of the common good. To repeat Philip of Leyden, “it is in
the interest of the common good that the people rejoice in health.” 168 Galenic theories informed ideas
about what endangered population health and how to preserve a healthy urban environment. Practical
interventions to govern a city were subsequently expressed in an organic political discourse, with
concepts such as balance, flow and expulsion offering guidelines for governing issues in the interest of
the community. At the same time, applying the rhetoric of the common good and references to health
interests had political implications and could help justify claims of power.
In addition to laying out this cultural-theoretical groundwork, this chapter has introduced the
specific urban topographies and landscapes that determined public health practices. The pursuit of the
common good, entailing health, safety and economic prosperity, can be related to an elaborate set of
(dis)incentives that late medieval urban governments used to change citizens’ behavior and impact the
built environment. This was an ongoing process: to protect innovations and investments, new decrees
were issued, and new mechanisms for enforcement and supervision as well as systems of warning and
guarding were installed.
Finally, ensuring medical practitioners’ presence, even if at times inadequately realized,
legitimized officialdom’s governance of health on a more abstract level. Yet it also opens up discussion
on their centrality in urban health prevention. To be sure, cities used medical officials for curative,
military and judicial policing ends – thus employing them in service of the common good. However,
the absence of extant documents for the medieval period, such as payments for consultation, renders it
uncertain to what extent urban governments were informed by doctors regarding matters of disease
prevention, or assigned them with tasks in this regard. Yet we do not have to wait for the advent of
records who do confirm physicians’ involvement. It suggests that we should - and can – shift our focus
to different types of health agents. 169 The Galenic emphasis on the impact of external factors and
environment suggests the importance of a clean city and well-functioning infrastructures for safety and
health. Therefore, one principal area of interest are city officials managing these issues, to which we
will turn in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

The purged urban heart: municipal sanitation
In the first extant law code from Ypres, the magistrates issued a bylaw titled keures de toutes choses
communales, consisting of 76 articles on “communal affairs” decreed between 1280 and 1309. These
measures fit a broadly defined perception of public health, focusing particularly on protecting
infrastructural viability. The city regulated waste disposal, organized the upkeep of roads and systems
of drainage (watergangen, fosséis), and sought to protect the installed pipes and wells for fresh water
supply. Another considerable portion pertained to order and safety: from fire measures to prescribed
conduct in taverns. 1 These bylaws were no hollow threats or hopeless ambitions; urban authorities
across the Low Countries were well aware that governing communal wellbeing required the installment
of mechanisms of enforcement. For example, Ypres’ urban governors prohibited “to dispose of any
dung at the markets, in front of the halls or in the streets, or in the river.” The 20 s. fine could be
“collected by the mud officials (muedergraven), each in his station (lieu), at one-fourth of that sum.” 2 This
short reference suggests three things, which, as we will see, are typical for governmental sanitary efforts
in this region and period. First, there were multiple of these mud officials; second, they were regularly
stationed in various places in town; and, third, they generated income by prosecuting environmental
offences. Moreover, such a presence of sanitary overseers, and indeed of enforcement of health rules,
corresponds with payments in Ypres’ accounts rolls to various officials endowed with public healthrelated tasks. In 1311 and 1315, the city reimbursed Jan Yperman – the writing surgeon we
encountered in the previous chapter – and a female healer. But their fees are listed among those to
several other individuals who could equally, perhaps even more so, qualify as public health officials.
Ypres paid overseers of fresh water supply (pipemestres) as well as cleaners around the town hall and the
central market, and spent 8 lb. on “keeping all the gutters clean.” They also reimbursed a certain conte de
ribaud, perhaps an official similar to Ghent’s coninc der ribauden – one of the main stars of the present
chapter. 3
Ypres’ records are the earliest testimonies, as far as I have been able to assess, that
Netherlandish cities installed officials to sanitize and supervise certain spaces.4 But they were by no
means the only ones. Such officials dot the late medieval Low Countries, under various names and
titles, some of which explicitly invoked tasks of handling refuse and transporting manure. For instance,
so-called ‘dung carriers’ (moosmeiers) were active in Antwerp, 5 and the similarly named meuderaars or
moerknechten, formed Bruges’ waste collection brigade and transported manure to the farmers in the
city’s surroundings. Both were first attested in the fifteenth century, which is typical for many of such
officials and municipal workmen. 6 From 1405 on, moddermeiers and scavengers appeared in urban
1
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records in Brussels, as well as officials endowed with cleaning the city’s fresh-water system, who were
also present in Ypres and Damme. 7 Further, so-called “waste citizens” (slijkburgers) in fifteenth-century
Utrecht were both policing and cleaning specific places in town in return for citizenship, which were
similar to arrangements made in Den Bosch. 8 To the northeast, the town of Deventer also hired
sanitation supervisors and workmen transporting refuse from a number of economically and politically
important locations from the fourteenth century on.9 The so-called hovelingen van de schutten enforced
environmental and market regulation in Groningen at least from 1497 on. 10 Lacking colorful names but
equally important were municipally appointed cleaners in Louvain and Haarlem. 11 Sanitary officials
were often assigned to specific places, but their organization could evolve into or be complemented by
public works officials, such as street pavers, or a broader waste collection service. Moreover, as we
shall see below, governmental representatives such as public works officials, city messengers, or
municipal servants could adopt sanitary chores as well as perform inspections. Finally, the function of
cleaning-supervising officials is not unique to the Low Countries, but illustrative of the organization
and pursuit of public health policies in late medieval towns from England, Italy, Germany and France
to Iberia and Scandinavia. 12
Public health policies in medieval towns, although at times strikingly similar, were the
outcome of local historical processes, in which negotiations between various stakeholders, as well as
the specific demands of local topography – urban infrastructure and the surrounding countryside – all
played a role. And, by extension, the division of tasks between officials responsible for enforcement,
ranging from physically handling waste to conducting inspections or other policing functions, also
relating to public order and safety, differed considerably per city. For instance, Leiden did not have a
cleaning brigade regularly stationed in key urban public spaces, and the menial aspects of managing
waste were more separated from policing public health issues than for instance in Ghent. 13 While taking
these local variations into account, officials working in the fourteenth and fifteenth-century Low
Countries also had an important general characteristic: they were multitaskers, adopting a wide variety
of tasks, being rather flexible in switching from one job to another during the year – and during their
careers. The sources thus reveal neither static offices with clearly outlined and stable sets of officials
and activities, nor a linear process. Rather, making efficient use of a relatively small group of officials,
urban magistrates set up municipal sanitation fluid and dynamic organizations, adaptable to the various
challenges facing late medieval urban communities. This tendency can be summarized as the flexibility
model.
Following officials policing infrastructures and sanitation uncovers a wealth of information
on the practical implementation of communal health policies. Parallels of urban sanitary management
in the Low Countries, and across late medieval Europe, have hitherto remained largely unnoticed in
general historical urban studies. Scholars are certainly aware that such officials existed, and have
occasionally outlined some of their duties, but they rarely investigate the individuals performing those
tasks and how their work changed over time. Besides a general historiographical focus on regulation
rather than practice, two factors have shaped this lacuna. First, these officials often performed a wide
array of tasks (the flexibility model). This makes them different from and less distinct than later, more
specialized, sanitary and health-promoting outfits. Second, they have left no records produced by
7
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themselves predating the early modern period. Therefore, their activities remain difficult and timeconsuming to reconstruct, contributing to the view of the early modern period as an era of innovation
or even as the beginning of municipal concerns about sanitation, indeed about public health. While
some historians have acknowledged that such groups of sanitary officials may have been in place much
longer, the evolution of their offices over the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries remains to be explored
in depth. 14 Moreover, the scarcity of sources presents a difficulty when trying to reconstruct the
specific health discourses and how these officials and their employers used them as an argument for
intervention. However, the activities in itself, and for example the fact that supervisor-cleaners often
wore uniforms and participated in civic rituals, help to reveal the connections between their routine
tasks and a governmental vision on communal wellbeing.
This chapter argues that officials in charge of policing sanitation and infrastructures,
managing aspects of communal health, were an important tool to maintain physical governmental
presence in the city. They offered a way to routinely enforce the detailed regulation the aldermen issued
on many aspects of daily life. The concern for urban health was thus more continuous than ad hoc
reactions to crisis – and precede the advent of Black Death. It moreover fits the theoretical framework
outlined in the introduction to this study, in the sense that health interests were situated in a network of
specific urban spaces, materials and agents. Concerning the latter, we can juxtapose the city officials
executing strategies in pursuit of a healthy city, and the tactics of dwellers. They latter had various
reasons to undermine governmental strategies. They may have sought secure the cleanliness of their
direct environment; or acted maliciously or to express resistance; or they could neglect tasks simply out
of convenience or laziness, since environmental sanitation took considerable efforts from the part of
citizens. Thus, by tracing these activities we gain further insight into the negotiation of power by urban
governments over private and public spaces and their inhabitants.
Combining evidence extracted from a wide range of archival sources, especially series of
municipal accounts and publicly announced decrees, makes it possible to follow supervisor-cleaners in
their endeavors.15 But before we start to trace them, this chapter first discusses the broader negotiation
of sanitary responsibilities around streets and waterways between inhabitants and local authorities,
which offer a key context to understand the tasks and functions of sanitary officials. Next, the main
parts of this chapter will reconstruct the evolution of two extraordinary well-documented outfits, in
Ghent and Deventer, to show how they and similar groups of officials were routinely coordinating
sanitation, preserving cleanliness and flow in a network of economically and politically important urban
spaces, including gates, markets and docks. Finally, the case of Deventer in particular offers an
opportunity to broaden our view to a wider spectrum of municipal agents involved in managing
infrastructures, including the aldermen themselves. Taken together, these cases challenge an ameliorist
view that ties municipal sanitary organization in the Low Countries to early modernity, shifting the
focus to routine practices and enforcement and away from normative ideals emerging from legislation.
Clean streets and clean waters
Waste management was part of a socio-economic and environmental cycle that did not necessarily
demand governmental organization or instigation to function. But several reasons made it relevant for
governing agents to insert themselves into it. Namely when private interests, such as of residents
looking for affordable housing or crafts and industries seeking easy and cheap waste disposal methods,
clashed with communal needs – or at least the needs of political elites – for a clean, healthy and
accessible urban environment. One main reason was that waste, especially manure, had value and
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money could be made by exploiting it.16 The same could be said of levying fines on environmental
offences. Yet perhaps even more important than generating income was that managing sanitation and
health issues had value as a tool to govern or discipline and establish authority over the city, including
private, corporate and commercial spaces.
Urban authorities seem to have generally held citizens responsible for sanitation and upkeep,
or framed as delegation what might have been a new governmental interest to coordinate pre-existing
practices. Moreover, the status of late medieval urban streets and waterways was varied and complex,
as they were often publicly accessible but legally private spaces. This led to an attitude towards
municipal sanitation that encompassed two main aspects or claims. First, governments were interested
to sanitize and supervise several key or public spaces by stationed sanitary officials, who cleaned the
urban heart, so to speak. This also helped to define or designate which places were public or fell under
control of the urban authorities. This claim closely related to a second one, namely that governing elites
were responsible for the pursuit of communal wellbeing by dividing sanitary tasks among different
agents. Since cities rarely had centrally funded and organized waste collection services, governmental
decrees stated that each inhabitant was expected to take care of a small part of urban sanitation and
infrastructural maintenance, thereby contributing to the common good and communal health. Thus,
the absence of a municipal central organization for waste collection hardly meant that authorities were
disinterested in enforcing urban health and sanitation. It suggests we need to adopt a more inclusive
view rather than focus mainly on the instigation or predecessors of such a municipal sanitary office,
which has been central in earlier studies. 17
Urban sanitary negotiations revolved around three types of infrastructures: streets, gutters,
and waterways. The duty of cleaning the streets in front of houses was so widespread that according to
some scholars it became a proverbial characteristic for the Netherlandish population. 18 Jurist Philip of
Leiden, mentioned in the first chapter, traced the duty back to Roman Law. 19 Some town ordinances,
including in Amsterdam, Haarlem, Zutphen and Gouda, spoke directly to the maids and servants, who
were in charge of cleaning indoors, to extend their duties to the street and gutters aligning the house. 20
Deventer’s aldermen, for example, reminded all inhabitants in 1479 to “clean their streets and dispose
of waste” each Saturday. The next work day, the city messengers (baeden) would inspect every street and
“collect right away from anyone found in neglect a 1 lb. fine, without making any exceptions.”21 It was
an efficient way to employ these officials, who were particularly mobile, to police citizens’ sanitary
duties around their homes.
Secondly, cities across the Low Countries had systems of water drainage for rainwater and
liquid wastes running through channels and gutters along houses and streets, which came in great
16
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Amsterdam, 342 (1497); Rollin Couquerque and Meerkamp van Embden, Rechtsbronnen Gouda, 238, 326; Krom and Pols, Stadrechten
Nijmegen, 27, 123; Huizinga, Rechtsbronnen Haarlem, 486 (1503), 473 (1517), 474 (1538).
19
Philip of Leiden argued that the bailiff should appeal to urban dwellers to clean the streets and gutters around their houses, referring
to the Digesten. See Spruit, Feenstra, and Ligt, Corpus juris civilis, 43.12.
20
Breen, Rechtsbronnen Amsterdam, 342 (1497); Huizinga, Rechtsbronnen Haarlem, 486 (1503); Rollin Couquerque and Meerkamp van
Embden, Rechtsbronnen Gouda, 238 (1510); Hordijk, Rechtsbronnen Zutphen, 27 (15th century).
21
“Voert sall een ygelick des saterdage avendes, soe veer alst gien hilligedach ist, sijn strate schoenmaeke ende den dreck ende
onrellicheyt en wech doen brengen. Ende offtet des saterdags hilligedachs weer, dan salmen dat doen des neesten hilliges avendes
dair te voere. Ende des naesten werckedage dair na sullen die baeden in elcks straet ommegaen ende wien sij dair inne gebreke
vynden, terstont 1 lb. panden, ende en sullen dair nymande, hie sij scepen, raet, meentesman, burger, off inwoener, vrou off man,
inne verschoenen, dat die baeden alse mede in oere eet genomen hebben te doen.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 60 (1479). The referred
oath, as published in Benders, Bestuursstructuur, 315, stated that city messengers had to report all the transgressions they detected
and “justly levy their fines.”
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variety, from a simple ditch to a covered stone pipe. 22 Gutters, both in streets and on private
properties, had to be routinely cleaned and maintained to prevent hazards and nuisances. Ghent’s
magistrates referred in a decree on plague to the dangers stemming from dung and “foul-smelling
gutters” and ordered to daily remove “designated waste heaps and clean gutters as long as the disease
reigns.” 23 Deventer’s aldermen ordained that no fullers or weavers were allowed to discard the filth of
their cloths in gutters or drains because they would corrupt the soil, water and air, and therefore harm
their neighbors. 24 They used the active verb verstenken: to affect someone or something with stench. On
top of that, blood from either butchers or barbers ought not be poured in there. 25 Authorities routinely
paid for the costs of maintaining drainage and waste water infrastructure in and around key public
spaces, such as gates and on several main thoroughfares and bridges. 26 However, this task landed
mainly on residents’ shoulders – and it may have been part of household maintenance even before
central authorities started issuing regulation on the subject. For instance, authorities in Deventer
publicly ordained in 1469 that if citizens would “cause nuisance to others by elevating their streets and
gutters.” They had to return them to their original state if the burgomasters ordered them to do so or
when neighbors complained, or pay a fine for each day their remained in neglect.27 This was rather
typical. Bylaws in Utrecht, Zutphen, Dordrecht, and Haarlem all voiced the same concerns for
unwanted elevations or lowering of street gutters. 28 This further suggests that officials preventatively
inspected at least those drainage constructions intersecting with roads and other more publicly used
spaces.
Thirdly, besides demanding dwellers’ contribution to street maintenance, authorities also
mobilized them to maintain waterways. In a medieval city, living next to canals, rivers or even moats
brought conveniences and economic advantages. They supplied a key ingredient – water – for many
industrial activities, which made its quality of great importance, especially for brewers. They connected
to an intra-urban “highway” for trade and other traffic, and especially strong currents offered an easy
and convenient means of waste disposal. But living alongside waterways also came with duties and
challenges. Managing this urban waterscape was an important aspect of safeguarding the common
good, and urban governing elites sought to protect their interests and investments in waterworks by
prescribing strict policies on using water infrastructures. Local authorities decreed which substances,
including the outpourings of gutters, latrines and more solid forms of dirt, could be disposed of where,
and which types were altogether forbidden to end up in the waterways. 29 Well-functioning waterways
furthermore required a streamlined organization of regular cleaning and maintenance. Ghent’s antipollution policies to protect the rivers, to which they on various occasions referred as “the city’s most
22

Deventer, for example, likely had a network of gutters, often made of wooden planks or tree trunks. A fifteenth-century decree that
demanded to open a specific gutter and clean it suggests that they were sometimes covered. SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 61 (1479);
However, a late fourteen-century criminal verdict mentioned a man being assaulted and “thrown into the gutter (greppe) at night,”
which implies that at least some were open. UB Leiden, Oorvedenboek, fol 23r. See also Spitzers, “Archaeological evidence,” 117–36.
23
“Vanden vuulen stynckenden greppen […] ende insgelijkcx alle andere gecostumeerde messinghen ende de greppen rumene tallen
tijden als [the plague epidemic] reynt.” SAG, Voorgeboden 93/26, fol. 12v (1489).
24
“Gheen wevers of vulres den dreck ende onrenlicheyt van den laeken storten noch […] in geroepen noch in zylen dair sij oer nabeur
mede verstencken, tot elcker tijt bij 5 lb.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 20 (1462).
25
Latrine contents, however, are rarely explicitly mentioned in these bylaws. Rollin Couquerque and Meerkamp van Embden,
Rechtsbronnen Gouda, 239 (1510).
26
Examples of works on the condutes are: Rek. Gent 1280-1336, 375 (1323), 612 (1327), 982 (1334); Rek. Gent 1336-1349, II, 91 (1340),
154 (1341); Rek. Gent 1351-1364, 108, 130 (1353), 219 (1355), 287 (1356), 368 (1357), 406 (1358), 492 (1360); Rek. Gent 1365-1376,
26 (1365), 72 (1367).
27
“Weert sake dat yement sijn straete off groepe hoger gemaket hadde offt noch hogher makede dan die straete ende groepen were
an beyde tzijden, ende dair claeghe off queme, dat dan die ghene die zijn straete off groepe ghehoeget hadde, die weder maken sall
als die was, ghelijck der straeten an beyden tzijden. Die dair voer weygeringe inne dede als hem dat van den borgemeisteren off
straetscepene ghebaeden worde, die sall dair omme ghelden 5 lb. ende voert alle daghe een pont thent hie die straete ende groepe
weder gheboerlaken ghemaket hadde.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 3 (1469). Since the 1350s, the burgomasters or maandschepenen
collected fines for misdemeanours. Benders, Bestuursstructuur, 150.
28
Fruin, Rechtsbronnen Dordrecht, I, 329 (1470); Huizinga, Rechtsbronnen Haarlem, 483 (1502); Hordijk, Rechtsbronnen Zutphen, 13
(1349); Muller, Rechtsbronnen Utrecht, I, 25 (1340), 164 (1390).
29
See chapter 4.
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beautiful jewel,” form a fairly typical example. 30 The fourteenth-century Voorgeboden already contained
numerous prohibitions on discarding waste in waterways, which were annually repeated during the
early fifteenth century, with penalties varying between 3 and 5 lb. 31 In addition, every few years the
aldermen proclaimed that all inhabitants living next to waterways had to clean and clear them, as well
as the aligning quays and grounds. 32 In 1420, the authorities announced a large-scale cleaning
operation. They would open the city’s sluices to stimulate currents “to the benefit of the city” for a
limited amount of time, while urging “everyone who has been ordered by aldermen in the previous
year” to “widen their rivers, deepen behind their quays (werve) and dispose of soil.” The authorities not
only delegated tasks to home-owners but also asked everyone to act “who has discarded waste or dung
in the rivers or had anyone to do it for them.” 33 An elaborate version of this decree was reissued in
1492, which suggests a reoccurring practice to protect urban water quality. 34
Since no waterways ran through Deventer, maintenance responsibilities in this town focused
on those properties lining the river IJssel. A typical and more or less annually repeated call ran as
follows: “Everyone should commence maintenance works on their quays so that they will be repaired
within the next fourteen days. If anyone fails to do so the city will repair it at double the cost.”35 This
did not fall under the remit of the cleaning officials but that of the public works masters (on both see
below). In addition, the threat of taking on the works at double the costs suggests that cities could
appropriate inhabitants’ tasks – and collect payments for it. Similarly, Marc Boone notes for Ghent an
entry in the city accounts with a taxation for cleaning the rivers in 1456. 36 In sum rather, than trying to
completely centralize maintenance and sanitary activities, authorities at least initially tried to delegate
much of the burden of upkeep to inhabitants with aligning yards and houses, while references to
collection of funds suggests a dynamic organization that could either temporarily shift to or gradually
develop into municipally organized works funded by taxation. 37
Leiden’s magistrates did not interfere or invest as much in street drainage infrastructures as the
other two cities, focused particularly on ensuring flow in the network of canals. 38 This city offers an
insightful evidence of the practical division of tasks for municipal sanitation between government of
officials and inhabitants – for both streets and canals. It therefore deserves to be briefly elaborated
upon here, as a slightly contrasting case study compared to the sanitary brigades in Ghent and
Deventer discussed below.
Leiden’s ward overseers (homans van der bonnen) seem to have been the key officials who
routinely oversaw a range of health-related interests and coordinated sanitary efforts.39 During the
30

“De rivieren binnen der stede tscoenste juweel es.” Voorgeboden Gent, 99 (1366); repeated in SAG, Voorgeboden 108/2, fols. 50v,
67v.
31
Voorgeboden Gent, 91 (1366), 108 (1371), 145 (1373), 145 (1377), 153 (1378). SAG, Voorgeboden 108/2, fols. 5v, 8r, 10r, 13r, 17v,
21r, 22r, 26r, 31r, 39r, 49r, 60r (1404-1417).
32
These calls are extant since the early fifteenth century. In 1415 they demanded to clear the canals “up to the former bottom.” SAG,
Voorgeboden 108/2, fol. 49v (1415). See also fols. 17v (1408), 38r (1413), 60r (1417), 78v (1420).
33
“Item dat hem elc vorzie van water ende dies der rivieren an cleest mits datmen plancken tSente Baefs trecken ende de sluuse ter
Braembrugghen winden sal […] ende dat dwater van beede rivieren sal bliven lopende omme den orbuer vander stede tote verzworen
maendaghe […] ende dat alle de ghene die int jaer voirlede bij scepenen ghewijst waren de rivieren te widene ende hare werve achter
te stellene diepen sullen ende de eerde wech te doen elc voir tsine naer den haude pas van den watre binnen de rivieren voirscrevene
[fine: 10 lb.]. Ende voert dat alle andere die greys mul ofte mes in de rivieren gheworpe hebben ofte doen werpe dat zij dat rumen
sullen [fine: 3 lb].” SAG, Voorgeboden 108/2, fol. 75v (1420).
34
SAG, Register BB, fol. 17r. Published in Gheldolf, Coutume de la ville de Gand, 679–85 (1492).
35
“Elck sall sijne welle antasten te maeken van stonden an soe dat die wall gemaeket sij bynnen 14 daegen ende weert sake dat des
niet en gheschege soe will die stad die welle laeten maeken ende nemen dair aff dubbelt gelt.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 8 (1460),
repeated on pp. 15 (1461), 30 (1463), 39 (1465).
36
SAG, Stadsrekeningen, nr. 18, fol. 305r (1456). Cited in Boone, “Openbare diensten,” 95.
37
Thus, waterways formed a “broad boundary” of the domestic sphere, and authorities, such as in Utrecht, sometimes drew the line
for responsibility right in the middle of alleys or canals. See Coomans, “Varkens van de Werf.”
38
But also in Leiden goten are mentioned in passing, for instance in a council decision to pave a street on city costs “in between the
gutters.” SAL, Vroedschapsboek 382, fol. 96v (1471). They further paid an official to dig out the moat “when the pipe (gote) was being
made below the Reynsburger Poorthuys.” Meerkamp van Embden, Stadsrekeningen Leiden, 262 (1412).
39
These homans van der bonnen are not to be confused with another type of homans: a sort of treasurers, appointed with major
intervals between 1400 and 1450 to reorganize finances and deal with debts. The latter also coordinated, often in pairs, investments in
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second half of the fourteenth century, the city’s government ordained that all wards would choose
“two men” who would “each in their own ward supervise (bewaren) all deficiencies in streets, quays,
ladders, fire hooks, buckets for extinguishing, (drying) ovens, holes in the ice, and keep the streets and
water ways clean.” 40 The bylaw thus closely associated cleanliness and well-functioning infrastructures
with fire safety, as we also saw in the previous chapter. In 1445, the magistrates further specified that
each ward (bon) should have four overseers, who had to help organize the night watch, and check the
mandatory grain reserves in the houses of well-to do. 41
The ward overseers were to enforce the magistrates’ policies on cleaning the city’s waterways.
The latter had issued several bylaws that prohibited dumping waste in city waters. 42 These rules were
accompanied by a system to clean them annually. All houses with value over 100 nobel were obligated
to fill one barge (aelman) every year “with dredgings (baggers) taken out of the water or raked with nets,”
while all houses below that worth made do with filling half a barge. 43 However, some notorious water
polluters had to compensate for their activities by paying for more shiploads: tanners as much as
twelve; brewers four; and master fullers two. The fine for disobedience remained rather mild (12 s.),
which implies that it could be levied as an additional tax when municipally hired workers had to take
over. 44 Further, the ward overseers collected contributions to clear the city moat, a task that intersected
with those of the moat surveyors (vestmeesters). 45 A degree issued in 1471 offers an enlightening example
of the routine, which the ward overseers had to coordinate. In July, the magistrates informed all
inhabitants that they had summoned the ward overseers to the town hall in order to instruct them on
how they should go about “collecting and transporting the dredge […] from day to day and time to
time, as ordained according to size and amount of houses they have in their wards, and to start where
they regarded it most needed.” 46 They also reminded all citizens to pay their contributions (baggertgelt or
ongeld), implying a slightly more centrally organized system than two decades earlier.
That the authorities actively sought to consolidate their jurisdiction is also attested by their
rulings over conflicts among residents. In 1446, for example, a certain Bolle Ghijse was sentenced to a
penal pilgrimage for scolding the sisters from the House in the St. Jansvosstege. The former claimed
that “it was reported to him that the sisters had piled their dredgings (baggairt) on his pier, which caused
him damage.” The crime was, however, that he “could have complained about this to the magistracy,

public works and could employ the revenues of collected fines. This brought along tensions with the burgomasters or poortmeesters,
who since 1325 had similar competences. For example, stone donations for criminal offences (see chapter 3) had to be delivered to a
location “indicated by the poortmeesters.” See for instance SAL, Correctieboek A, p. 213. The old type of homans became known as
treasurers around 1440, when the documents start to use homans to refer to the ward overseers. Marsilje, Het financiele beleid, 66–
67, 81; Brand, Over macht en overwicht, 23, 147–49.
40
“Elx in hoir buyrte bewaren sullen alle ghebrec van straten, platen, ledderen, branthaken, oesvaten, oven, eesten, biten, ende
straten ende watere doen reyn houden.” Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 7 (1406), 93 (14th c.). These decrees do not mention overseers
by any official name or title.
41
Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 477 (1445), 140, 149 (1450), 237–38 (1447). See also chapter 3.
42
Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 138 (1450), 280 (1508). The earlier Keurboek of 1406 contained a prohibition specifically aimed at
tanners and other leather crafting activities. Ibid., 7.
43
“Alle jair eens een aelman vol baggers uten water up sel doen laken of mit netten ophalen tot ordonancie van de homans van den
bonnen.” Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 148 (1458), 280 (1508).
44
“Item is overdragen dat men die veste tusschen die twie Rijnenen baggeren sel bij ordonnantie vanden gerechte die dair drie of vier
toe ordineeren sullen als homans, bijden welken men twerc beleden sal dat die vest wel gebaggert ende schoen gemaict wort.” SAL,
Vroedschapsboek 382, fol. 68r (1471). See also SAL, Correctieboek C, fols. 161v–162r (1487); Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 483 (1443).
45
From mid fifteenth century on, the vestmeesters were appointed with intervals (according to Marsilje to cut expenses) “for the city’s
benefit and utility,” and had to “maintain the city moat (vesten), gates, towers, and bridges, wherever it is required.” Their works were
financed with revenues from levied fines, augmented by the burgomasters’ resources. Although they occasionally interfered with
health-related issues, including the management of the city’s mentally impaired and orphans, they did not seem to have been key
agents in urban sanitation. Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 162–63; Marsilje, Het financiële beleid, 124; Brand, Over macht en overwicht,
153–54. On their involvement with mentally impaired see SAL, Vroedschapsboek 382, fol. 16r.
46
“Hoe zij elcx inden hore dat doen ende dien baggert sullen laten ophalen ende voerenende […] van dage te dagen ende tijt te tijt soe
hem luyden bevolen is elc na grootheyut vande veelheyt van den huysen die zij hebben in hore bonnen ende dat beghinnende dair zij
elc meene dattet hem nootlicxste is.” SAL, Correctieboek B, fol. 220v (1470).
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but the said Ghijs intended to act as his own judge.” 47 Finally, to further secure the flow and
cleanliness of waterways, Leiden’s authorities occasionally issued extra announcements to repair and
clean alongside houses. In August 1447, for instance, when the magistracy proclaimed that the “waters
are very shallow and polluted by stone, waste and dredge, and need to be cleared, because there is
currently a great drought.” This was also a blessing in disguise, they noted, because the low water levels
made it relatively “little work and at low cost” for everyone to clean the waterways in front of their
houses. 48 In sum, the ward overseers had a broad jurisdiction as well as a maintenance budget to
protect communal health and infrastructural viability. Through their inspections in service of (fire)
safety, sanitation and grain reserves they extended governmental gaze into private realms, while at the
same time calling for dwellers’ contributions to the upkeep of spaces used by the collective. They most
likely cooperated and sometimes clashed with other officials, most notably the burgomasters
(poortmeesters) and moat surveyors, who both managed city budgets and public works. 49 But while they
seem to haven’t handled waste themselves, their activities also intersected with semi-private waste
collectors, and the city servants (stede knechten), who performed occasional sanitary chores and other
more menial tasks. 50
Regarding the latter, two extant contracts with waste collectors from Leiden, dating 1404 and
1407, offer rare insight into these negotiations. 51 The city hired in 1404 two men as city-wide waste
collectors. For 24 lb. per year they would “collect and dispose all waste that people bring to the waters
besides the alleys and on the people’s streets without any attempts at deceit (sonder argelist).”52 The
addition implies that their job was vulnerable to corruption. While they may have been inclined to
collect less waste, if they earned money by selling waste, this could also mean that they collected more
and from more (private) places than they were allowed to – although the worth of dung as fertilizer in
Leiden might have been low because of the relative scarcity of nearby farmers willing to pay for it. 53 In
contrast to this mandate for city-wide collection of refuse put out on the streets by inhabitants, the
contract dating 1407 emphasized that this scavenger was foremost hired to gather waste from spaces
that were owned and managed by the urban authorities. The city therefore supplied a certain Jan Claes
Wittenz with equipment to transport via the waterways, to “dispose of all waste lying in front of all
alleys and quays and all that is owned by the city” including around town hall, and was obliged to heed
all calls for sanitation made by urban authorities (van stadswege). 54 Just as private dwellers and
institutions owned parts of towns, so did “the city.” However, the latter had additional interest in
47
“Om overmits dat bij hem gebrocht was dat die susteren horen baggairt op sijn plaet souden hebben laten schieten ende hem dair
mede schade gedaen, welke hij mogelic den gerecht geklaicht soude hebben, an alsoe die voirs. Ghijs hem selven daar in heeft willen
rechten.” SAL, Correctieboek A, p. 254 (1447).
48
“Omdat de graften ende de wateren vander stede zeer ondiep ende onreyn van stien vulnisse ende baggairt, wairt bij van node is
dat die gediept ende schoen gemaict ende die vulnisse up getoegen wordet, ende alsoe als nu een grote droechte is, soe dat een ygelic
voir syn huysen ende erve mit clienen arbeyt ende coste dat wel diepen ende schoen maken mach.” SAL, Correctieboek A, p. 249
(1447).
49
See the conclusion to this chapter.
50
For example, the moat surveyors complained in 1449 to the magistrates that the city moat needed to be cleaned, a task to which all
residents were supposed to contribute, each in their own ward (homanscap), or pay 6 groten to be relieved of this service and the city
could hire workers in their place. SAL, Vroedschapsboek 381, fol. 6v.
51
SAL, Stedeboek, fols. 244v, 284r.
52
“Item is overdraghen mit Jacop Heermalen ende met Gherijt Kaighen dat si alle vulnesse die men to water brenck neffen den steghe
ende opte lude straten sonder argelist wech sullen voeren.” SAL, Stedeboek, fol. 284r (1404).
53
The watery bog grounds in the town’s surroundings had fewer arable plots compared to the sand and clay grounds in inland areas
such as around Den Bosch and Deventer. Van Oosten, De stad, het vuil en de beerput, 181–85, 217, 233–35; Thoen,
Landbouwekonomie en bevolking. Cor Smit argued that the dung trade was a sufficiently profitable business to exist. Smit, Leiden met
een luchtje, 36–39.
54
“In deser manieren sijn de poortmeesters over draghen mit Jan Claes Wittensz., eerst so levert him die stede een halve scoude uut
twien bomen met 1 roeder een scep, een vorck, ende een crodewaghen, dair den eighendom der stede of bliven sel, ende dit en sal hi
nement lienen noch verhuren. Hier voer sel hi alle die vulnes wech voeren die voer steghen en steigheringe leit ende der stede toe
behoert scoen te houden ende alle vulnes die voer ende besiden der stede husen leit, ende al dat der stede toe behoert, sonder dair
vander stede yet of te hebben. Voert als men vander stede weghen sijn arbeits te doen heeft, so sel hi mitter scoede bereet wesen der
stede te dienen voer yement ende des sel hi elx daghes hebben op sijn selfs cost drie einkel bot. […] Dit sel duren totten poortmeesters
weder segghen. SAL, Stedeboek, fol. 244v (1407).
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expanding their gaze and jurisdiction through regulation and officials, which were partly motivated or
justified by concerns for the preservation of the population’s health.
These health concerns become explicit in decrees of the later fifteenth century. As noted in
chapter one, medieval preventative medical literature identified the pollution of waters as a source of
environmental and air corruption that eventually could also cause disease among the populace. While
this idea resonated in Netherlandish urban regulation at least since the early fourteenth century,
municipal bylaws on the sanitation of waterways more explicitly framed water pollution as a health
hazard during the late fifteenth century. For example, Dordrecht’s authorities issued a routine call for
widespread urban sanitation in 1411, stating that everyone had to “clear, clean and sanitize the canals
behind his yard [and] in streets and alleys.” Any transgressions would “be inspected by good men (guede
luden), who will levy a fine without pardon.” 55 Almost a century later, and after repeated plague
visitations, an ordinance connected perils of water pollution to fire, plague and miasma:
To avoid the disaster of fire in the streets, and to prevent deaths caused by pestilence, which commonly
stems from bad air and stench coming from the waterways, the [authorities] […] have ordained to
56
dredge the canals, and everyone has to repair the quays near his house.

Extra costs resulting from insufficiently executed works would be passed on to the owners. And
because of the rush stemming from this imminent health threat, all foreign workmen could be
contracted as regular carpenters, thus breaching the guild’s monopoly. Around 1500, Amsterdam’s
policy makers targeted the same problem with the same solution. While multiple bylaws prohibiting
waste disposal in city waters are extant from the early fifteenth century on, Amsterdam’s authorities
spoke of grave issues with water pollution at the end of that era. 57 Corrupted waters flowed through
the city because of waste, which made them shallow and foul “to the great danger (pericule) of the
communal wellbeing (welvaert) of the common citizens of this city.” The city prohibited (again) the
disposal of any waste in both streets and waters and urged homeowners aligning canals to dredge the
part in front of their doors and behind their yards. 58
Thus, while the rhetoric changed and more directly invoked communal health, the actions
proposed to fight hazards were not radically altered. It suggests a stable Galenic preventative mindset
for the previous times the same actions were ordained. In other words, a health rhetoric explicating the
“dangers” of pollution impending the common good became more explicit in regulation on waterways
in the later fifteenth century, but the customs of organized cleaning were much older, and likely based
on similar prophylactic theories. Street and sanitary officials, to which we now turn, therefore played a
vital role in the implementation of municipal health policies, and were thus an important tool to
maintain physical governmental presence in the city.
Ghent’s King of dirt 59
In 1847, Henrik Conscience wrote a historical novel based on the character of Jacob van Artevelde
(1290-1345), Ghent’s political leader who became a symbol of Flemish national identity. In this work,
Conscience sketches a vivid image of one of the city’s officials, named the coninc der ribauden.
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“Oprume ende ladike ende schoenmake, ende horen stabboem after aen horen erven maken ende doen maken, tusschen hier ende
Bamis naestcomende. […] Ende wies niet en dede, men sal dan gaen scouwen biden gueden luden, men soude hem die boeten [3 lb.]
ofnemen sonder verdrach.” Fruin, Rechtsbronnen Dordrecht, I, 256 (1411).
56
“Om ongevallen van brand die in afterstraten te verhouden, en om ook te verhouden sterfte van pestilencie, die gemeenlicke coemt
van quaden luchten ende stanken, die uut de graften comen mochten.” Fruin, Rechtsbronnen Dordrecht, I, 347 (1509).
57
Breen, Rechtsbronnen Amsterdam, 26 (1415), 62, 69, 74 (1462), 100 (1475), 370 (1498), 400 (1502).
58
“Tot grooten pericule van den gemeenen welvaert der gemeenen poirteren deser stede [fine: 1 lb. Hol.].” Breen, Rechtbronnen
Amsterdam, 413 (1504).
59
This section features in J. Coomans, “The King of Dirt: Public Health and Sanitation in Late Medieval Ghent,” Urban History (published
online 18 April 2018), 1-24.
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Geraerd Denys stepped under the archway of the Walpoort and knocked on a small door on the left side.
He asked the ribald who opened the door: “Is Mr. Mugghelyn, your king, present?” […] The peculiar
king wore on his face the undeniable proof of a rough life and excessive drinking. His nose and cheeks
were shiny red, spotted and purple, and a beastly smile, without emotion or sophistication, made his
features rather repulsive. […] His eyes, which were almost hidden by his low forehead, seemed to betray
60
a coarse and selfish cunning. Yet he had a tall posture and looked very strong.

Conscience gives us a stereotype of a blunt and boorish but streetwise medieval workman, one whose
historical roots in fact run rather deep. Indeed, in Ghent, in the 1330’s, the coninc der ribauden in charge
was a certain Janne Mugelyn or “Muglin the king,” captured in various spellings in the city’s municipal
financial accounts (stadsrekeningen). 61 The ribaud who opened the door in the fragment need not stay
anonymous either: it could have been Gossin, Willekin, Fobrie, Fante or Fierkin, who all received,
together with the coninc, an annual salary and a winter and summer outfit from Ghent’s urban
government. 62 However, while the same accounts sometimes added “of the ribalds” (van de ribauden) to
characterize the coninc, they never speak of “a ribald,” like Conscience does. This “king of the ribalds”
received assistance from his companions (cnapen or gesellen), who collectively were curiously called the
‘king’s children” (conincxkinderen) – their names often ending with the diminutive “-kin.”
Ghent’s historians have characterized this peculiar official as a factotum or jack of all trades,
who served the city’s magistrates along with his minions as a sort of general support, anywhere strength
and assistance were needed. 63 Hans van Werveke described the coninc in the early twentieth century as
“endowed with, among other things, responsibility for urban sanitation,” 64 while Charles Diericx
remarked as early as 1815 on his strong resemblance to the Roman curator viarum or operum publicorum. 65
And indeed, there is a notable parallel with the activities of public hygiene officials in thirteenth- and
fourteenth-century Italy, who worked to protect the city’s health by performing a wide array of
supervisory tasks. 66 Likewise, while broad in scope, the tasks of the coninc and his helpers gain a striking
coherence from a perspective of preserving the city’s communal wellbeing.
As urban officials roaming the city, they were responsible for policing streets and waterways,
including waste management, assisting in military operations as well as public works, manning the fire
brigade, and participating in civic ceremonies. They were thus managing various spaces and objects,
including certain people and animals, perceived as potentially polluting, damaging or putting health at
risk. From their set of tasks emerges a picture of what premodern urban authorities regarded as
essential issues and spaces that required their attention to protect the city’s wellbeing.
The coninc’s name and evolution were remarkable and in certain ways rather unique, and its
activities particularly well-documented, yet in many ways they are also illustrative for the
implementation of health policies elsewhere in the region, as further explored in comparison with
Deventer. The sections below first briefly outline the historiographical debates and discuss the coninc’s
origins and jurisdiction, before moving on to tracing the outfit’s activities and its development over the
course of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Finally, a sketch of the early modern “king of dung’’
(moorkoning) offers some indications over the long-term evolution of the office.
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The coninc’s origins and tasks
Late medieval Ghent had multiple ‘kings,’ as noble titles could be used for various leaders or officials,
mimicking hierarchical relations, perhaps with ironic undertones. Ypres’ pipemestres were in Latin the
“counts of sweet water” (comitibus dulcis aque), and also routinely paid a similarly named compte de ribaud. 67
The word ribaud likewise had several meanings. The name coninc der ribauden could arguably originate in
the coninc’s task as supervisor of ribauden, meaning vagabond and whoremonger. Such a characterization
seems to have been apt for certain officials in late medieval France and Italy called roi de ribaud or roi de
ribaldi, who also managed municipal brothels. However, since Ghent’s record do not use the word in
that sense, the more neutral meaning of workman or porter seems more probable. 68 Like the office
itself, the name further evolved at the end of the fifteenth century. While in 1406 the accounts still
mention him as coninc van den rebauden, from 1436 he is commonly the ‘king of the children’ (coninc van
den kindren). 69 Around 1500, the name had morphed into one directly referring to their task of handling
waste: the king of dung (moorkoning) with this “dung children” (moorkinderen).70
Recent scholarship has suggested that the coninc and his companions were originally a
paramilitary corps, who had settled permanently in Ghent in the early fourteenth century, while
maintaining some of their earlier functions. 71 My survey largely confirms this, although the
development was not a gradual shift but rather a switching back and forth. The coninc and his minions
routinely managed tasks related to health and sanitation, yet at times of war or political crisis they
reassumed their military functions and joined Ghent’s army on expeditions. In the first decade of
extant accounts (1314–1324), an anonymous coninc is mentioned in the lists of compensations for urban
officials, while in 1325 he is commonly referred to by surname and full title. 72 In contrast to later years,
in these first two decades the coninc still appeared irregularly in the annual salary listings, but he did help
to move sand and debris (grees) around for street paving and in 1314 received payment for “cleaning the
streets of the city,” 73 which indicates that waste management and work on the city’s infrastructure was
part of the coninc’s tasks from very early on. 74
Although we lack sources offering a cohesive task description or reflecting on their perceived
position within urban government, Ghent’s public ordinances (Voorboden), extant from 1337, outline
some of the coninc’s and coninxkinderen’s jurisdictions. They were increasingly awarded with the privilege
of imposing and collecting fines. Urban authorities seem to have been particularly interested in
enforcing their rules on waterways and central squares, which the city also paid the coninc and his
brigade to clean and supervise. The coninc could punish citizens who carried their domestic leftovers to
places they were not allowed. 75 During the fourteenth century, the fine was usually 5 s., with the
exception of bringing pig manure to the Steendam, which carried a staggering fine of 10 lb., “and
forfeiture of the dung.” During the early fifteenth century, however, penalties for illegal disposal rose
to 3 and even 5 lb. 76 Another decree forbade all citizens from discarding dirt or relieving themselves on
the Plaetse, of which the privilege of prosecution was farmed out to the coninc (1349). And from 1350
(repeated in 1366 and 1372), the coninc could also collect a 5-s. fine from anyone who kept pigs on the
67
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streets. Even the latter, modest sum was equal to a few days’ salary for a workman, while any fine more
than a few pounds would have meant a severe financial blow for most residents. 77
These initiatives are part of a much larger set of decrees defining the correct disposal of
waste throughout the city. It reflects a governmental interest in waste management beyond certain core
spaces, yet with a different division of responsibilities. Like many other urban magistrates in the Low
Countries, Ghent’s aldermen did not regard the collection of “private” waste a municipal task. Nor did
they consider most of the streets as falling under municipal sanitary organization, but preferred private
citizens, neighborhoods and other institutions taking on these tasks. Caring for one’s own section of
streets, quays and even waterways was thus promoted as a communal responsibility to fight pollution in
the city. 78 For example, in 1373, Ghent’s aldermen ordered all inhabitants to bring their waste to “the
designated place between the four poles, under surveillance of the coninc.” During a period of plague
threat around 1488, several of these officially designated places existed but they did not completely
prevent health risks in the ways the aldermen had intended, as they ordered greater obedience to
“prevent the great dangers (dangieren) stemming from the dirt (vuylichede) and from the smell of the dung
heaps (messinghe), lying in the streets.” 79 The phrasing reflects the fear of waste and stench as a health
issue, which the coninc was expected to prevent. Indeed, a decree in 1408 commissioned the coninc and
his brigade to supervise the cleaning of rivers by residents with aligning properties, on clearing the
grounds (aerde) “by everyone who uses them,” and [to uphold] the prohibitions on “discarding any
coals or pig excrement, or wash intestines in the rivers.” 80
In addition to managing material waste and roaming pigs, the coninc gained jurisdiction over
the management of groups and individuals perceived as a threat to the city’s social order and public
morality. He was to ensure in 1349 that no prostitutes would wander on the Plaetse after sunset, or
near the Veebrug, under the penalty of losing her overgarment. 81 Such duties relate to the assignment
to police foreign poor, which the city gave to the coninc in the early fifteenth century, as discussed
further below. Moreover, since they were in charge of containing various sorts of dirt, miasmatic
corruption and other indirect disease threats, it is no surprise to encounter the conincxkinderen in plague
regulations. For example, during a plague epidemic in 1489, they were assigned the task of policing
central squares, the meat hall and the fish market to prevent plague patients and those who had been in
contact with them from mingling with the crowds. 82 Although evidence for this specific task dates no
earlier than the 1480s, it made sense that they were endowed with additional tasks of curbing disease
spread in locations that were already under their supervision for a very long time.
The cleanliness and order of the fish market was another of their assigned targets, which fits
into broader health concerns regarding the city’s food markets. Yet the coninc and conincxkinderen were
not the only ones. Multiple officials were put in charge of policing the fish vendors: the market
inspectors (vermaenres), the city’s messengers and the conincxkinderen were all entitled to a third of the
levied fine when reporting offenders – the other parts divided equally between the overlord and the
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city. 83 Therefore, the conincxkinderen likely competed with other officials to obtain revenues from such
fines, and in doing so promoted magistrates’ quest to expand their authority over commercial spaces,
which included concerns for sanitation and health.
The jurisdictions outlined above suggest that the coninc and his minions were not cleaners pur
sang, but at the same time assumed a more supervisory role. On the one hand, their inspections brought
them into contact with other policing agents, such as city servants (garsoenen) and messengers, but also
more military styled groups of officials, of which Ghent’s aldermen had an unusually high number at
their disposal. 84 On the other side of the spectrum, the coninc performed menial tasks of various sorts
and therefore resembled other workmen such as street pavers and porters, and furthermore related to
or even competed with other waste collectors and scavengers. 85 In fact, late medieval cities seem to
have often had very diverse – though difficult to identify – groups of agents active in waste collection.
Guilds were endowed with sanitary responsibilities around their work spaces, of which the meat
business is the most explored example (see chapter 3). 86 But Ghent’s authorities also awarded St.
John’s Hospital with the right to manage the livestock market (Veemarkt), including the task of
“keeping the market clean.” 87 We can find similar examples elsewhere: the greengrocers in Gouda had
the exclusive right to collect waste in their carts, and in early-modern Amsterdam the magistrates
delegated waste collection and its revenues to the poor orphanage. 88 Furthermore, Ghent’s financial
accounts contain a few indications that the city might have outsourced domestic waste collection. We
see an initiative in 1338 “to clean the streets in all parishes and purify the grounds,” while two city
servants made their rounds with custom-made carts, which is similar to Leiden’s contracts with waste
collectors noted above, as well as Deventer’s accounting of number of carts of waste (see below). 89 The
city paid the carters for the remainder of the year, but these carts do not reappear in the accounts. This
suggests that such a waste-collection service continued independently of governmental support, or
simply did not last for long.
Practices: following coninc Lanenman
Ghent’s aldermen assigned the coninc and his helpers with tasks designed to preserve the viability of
streets, squares and waterways. Their intended role was to prevent pollution and obstructions by waste
or goods, animals, and even unwanted individuals – chasing pigs as well as prostitutes off the streets
and thus designating “matter out of place.” 90 While the work for which the coninc received annual wages
remains unspecified, the many chores paid for separately reveal important aspects of their routines.
Financial entries therefore help us to move beyond the perspective of what they were entitled or ideally
supposed to do. Between 1314 and 1382, not a year goes by without payments to the coninc and his
servants, amounting to over four-hundred entries. The reimbursements to the coninc and his minions in
the fourteenth-century accounts can be grouped into seven types, and tell us much about his healthrelated duties de facto. In descending order of frequency, these were: clothing and salary, sanitation,
messages, military operations, public works, firefighting and guard duty or night watch.
The coninc and a few of his companions received clothing and a salary, usually of 10 lb.
payment. Per year, while the city also regularly paid an increasing number of coninc’s servants for cleaning
and supervising specific locations (see below). The coninc as well as his servants also often worked as
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messengers. Moreover, many of the duties summarized under “military operations” involved
transporting equipment and repairing infrastructure around Ghent. In this respect, their duties were
similar to their contribution to public works, which included construction and reparations on streets,
waterways, bridges, (water)mills, and public buildings, but also cleaning and transporting debris. 91 The
carts the coninc and his helpers were in charge of, mentioned in many of the entries in the accounts,
could be used for both military operations as well moving and removing materials for the city’s
construction projects. 92 Further, they participated in fire-fighting. Ghent’s accounts routinely list
compensations for those who helped to carry water, including to the coninc and minions, and for
residents whose homes had to be torn down to prevent fire from spreading. 93 The records also reveal
regular investments in extinguishing equipment, especially buckets. 94 While during the sixteenth
century the coninc is mentioned explicitly as in charge of the city’s ‘bucket basement’, his involvement in
helping as well policing hazardous structures is also evident two centuries earlier. 95 Finally, the coninc
and minions occasionally helped to guard within the city, often for a few nights, or during special
occasions and festivities. 96
In addition to the tasks outlined above, the accounts contain recurring references to
compensations for the coninc and companions’ efforts concerning civic rituals. Most notably was their
participation in Ghent’s delegation to the procession of the Flemish communes at the cathedral of
Tournai. 97 With a group of between five and seven minions, they annually provided practical support as
well as joined the rite, starting in 1339 and with few exceptions throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. 98 The coninc and his consorts also helped and guarded during another core civic tradition,
namely the night watch procession (Auweet) at mid Lent. 99 In addition, they provided logistical support
and sanitized during more incidental festivities, such as jousts and inaugurations.100 Besides being of
practical help, it also suggests that they were integrated in ceremonies celebrating civic identity, order
and wellbeing on a more spiritual level. Finally, ceremonies in town stimulated the enforcement of
street sanitation. City heralds were paid to proclaim cleaning instructions to inhabitants, and the coninc
and his consorts could impose a 5 lb. fine if residents of the streets through which the Auweet
procession would pass did not remove their filth. 101
To further explore the function of a fourteenth-century coninc in Ghent, we can trace the
activities of Janne Lanenman, who held the job for nearly a decade, between 1339 and 1348. Lanenman
started his career with a busy year. As usual, he received his wages as well as a doublet made of striped
cloth. 102 While four of his servants were paid to clean around the town hall and three market squares,
Lanenman worked multiple times as a messenger, arrested two men and kept watch over them during
the two days they were pilloried, and participated with seven companions in the procession of Our
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Lady of Grace in Tournai. 103 Political upheaval then pushed the coninc towards military tasks. Dressed
in a new frock he accompanied a party to Kortrijk to the Count of Flanders, and made preparations for
military actions. For the latter task Lanenman joined forces with former coninc Muglin and 26 others,
who left the city to repair the roads and inspect the city’s carts. 104 He repeated this task to enable quick
transport for soldiers and equipment for thirty days in 1342, as always with the help of a group of
companions. 105 In 1340, a political conflict between Ghent and Tournai culminated in a military
confrontation. With an unusually large number of 33 companions Lanenman “labored with great
effort” to transport the carts. They were collectively rewarded with nearly 500 lb. for eighty days’ work.
This was a large sum compared to the annual standard salaries per person, yet a minor expense in the
total war cost of 80,990 lb. 106 And while the coninc and his companions took up care for infrastructure
and transport, six physicians offered on-site medical assistance. 107
A key player in this military confrontation was Jacob of Artevelde. Together with Edward III
of England, Jacob took part in the siege of Tournai in 1340. This implies that he employed the coninc
and companions for his political ends. However, the office of the coninc far precedes Van Artevelde’s
reign, and the coninc and consorts should not be confused with Jacob’s small private army. 108 Moreover,
while Jacob was murdered in 1345 and many of his allies in Ghent’s urban government were replaced,
coninc Lanenman retained his position. 109 The stability of the office suggest its integration as enforcers
or preserver of the public good in the eyes of Ghent’s governing elites beyond a particular political
faction.
Back in Ghent, Lanenman punished a “mad woman’”(dullen wive) by binding her over the
river Schelde for two hours, and later put her in St. John’s Hospital, which functioned as an institution
for the mentally ill since the early fourteenth century.110 The siege of Tournai did not create permanent
hostilities between the cities, as the next year Lanenman again joined Ghent’s delegation at the religious
procession there, while also clearing the Vrijdagmarkt of dung for local festivities in the city. 111 Finally,
in 1347 he rounded up thirteen companions and went out on the streets to ‘destroy ovens and furnaces
and pull out the May trees.’ 112 While the latter seems to have been connected to clearing the streets
after the maypole festivities, the former task related directly to fire prevention, as did making ice holes
in the frozen rivers (loemen hiewen) in winter, a task coninc Lanenman performed with the help of nine
companions. 113 In sum, Lanenman and his servants were assigned an ostensibly eclectic set of tasks,
subject to change in times of upheaval and war, yet focused at protecting and maintaining urban order,
safety, infrastructural viability and sanitation. Since the development of municipal sanitation has often
been regarded as a response to Black Death and reoccurring plague epidemics, it is striking to note that
all these endeavors took place before its onset in 1348.
The coninxkinderen: Ghent’s sanitation brigade
Like the conincs before and after him, Lanenman had the help of a varying number of conincxskinderen.
The group receiving annual payment comprised never more than ten men, usually less, but as noted
above, their numbers grew considerably when military activities intensified. Moreover, some of the
coninc’s companions were appointed as cleaners on specific locations. During the first half of the
fourteenth century, the number of hired cleaners and places steadily grew from occasional expenses,
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from two to five annually paid cleaners. 114
This part of the sanitary organization developed quickly after 1360. The Plaetse and
Vrijdagmarkt were persistently central targets, augmented by the Vismarkt, the Kouter (1361–1362),
the Watermolen, the Steenbrughen, and the Korenaard, which added up to a total of seven hired
cleaners in 1365, nine in 1366, and between nine and ten until 1376. At that point crisis again
interceded with sanitary practices, as the city engaged in intensive political conflicts and expenses were
largely reduced to war efforts. Visualized in figure 2.3 (see below, at the end of the chapter) are all ten
locations assigned to municipal cleaners in these decades. These places were of political, social and
economic importance, essential nodes in an infrastructural network: markets, waterways and urban
entrances and squares aligning municipal buildings. Moreover, these places also contained the city’s few
public wells, which were created and maintained with municipal funds (see chapter 4). Commercial and
economic motivations seem to have informed their selection, but the most and longest supervised
location, the smaller Plaetse (present-day Botermarkt), housed one of the two Aldermen’s Houses (the
Schepenhuis van de Keure), and was thus above all a politically charged space, symbolizing as well as
staging urban identity and independence. 115
The installed cleaners did not only target specific places, these tasks were also executed by
specific persons. It suggests the importance of a regular face representing the regime in the public
sphere rather than just a uniform. For instance, Staeskin de Kersmakere maintained the Plaetse
continuously for nearly twenty years (1362–1380), 116 and Pieter Orchies supervised the Korenaard
between 1338 and 1345. However, the latter also went on a journey to deliver a letter to the pope in
Avignon in 1339. He even got robbed on the way back, but was repaid for his misfortune. Moreover,
because of his long absence that year, his wife received some small alms.117 Pieterkin den Dievel,
cleaner of the Walmere, died while being on the road in service of the city and therefore the aldermen
paid for his mass.118 Finally, a certain Gossin Knesselare first appeared in the lists of payments in 1335
“for [cleaning] the Plaetse.” He held this job for five consecutive years, perhaps even longer. 119 He was
likely among the unspecified group of companions assisting coninc Janne Lanneman in his endeavors
discussed above. In 1343 the city even donated a house in the Nuwelstege to Gossin for his efforts. 120
And by the 1350s he had clearly been promoted, as the city paid in 1357 24 lb. for overdue wages to
“Gossine, the coninc, who previously was a city servant.” 121
The phrase “keeping clean” or “having kept clean” shows the continuous nature of the
cleaners’ appointment to one location, where they assumed double roles of enforcer-supervisor and
cleaner-collector. The supervisory role of the concincxkinderen is evident in the term versien or verwaren,
which translates as supervising, policing, protecting or guarding, and highlights the multifaceted nature
of their work as well as their routine – though likely not permanent – physical presence in these
spaces. 122 The coninc’s and minions’ modest wages as compared to those of some other officials, and
their reimbursements for separate tasks, suggests that this was not a full-time job. The annually paid 10
lb. was the lowest wage of all contracted urban officials. For example, the long-term employed street
paver earned around 25 lb. and the two surveyors, who played a major role in both public works and
more domestic construction activities, annually received 48lb. each. 123 On the higher end of the
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spectrum, a city physician received between 60 and 80 lb. 124 The conincxkinderen were likely only present
on certain (market) days, and during other days performed their various additional tasks. The day wages
for the coninc and his minions varied from 1 d. gr. per day in the first half of the fourteenth century, to
around 3–5 d. gr. during the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. Thus, the 10 lb. payment. a
coninc’s minion received for cleaning-supervising a certain square equaled wages for anywhere between
twenty and sixty days. 125
As for their socio-economic profile, complemented with the compensations in clothing and
for additional tasks, the coninc and his brigade earned a sum that likely put them well above the lowest
social echelons. One entry even documents a reimbursement to the conincxkinderen “for creating a draft
or cost evaluation (bewerpe) of the works.” 126 This suggests that at least some were literate and at any
rate technically skilled and knew what was required to build, maintain and adjust urban infrastructures,
as well as to estimate the costs involved. Yet they clearly also carryied out menial jobs, sometimes with
specially designed machinery. 127
It was, in sum, a stable municipal office. As such, their appointment stands in sharp contrast
with, for instance, the five anonymous dog slayers (hondeslagers), paid 9 lb. in 1339 for going around
town for several weeks to slay stray dogs (see chapter 5). Not only the more menial nature of that job,
but especially the temporality of their duties distinguishes the coninc and servants of such ad hoc
initiatives targeting a specific (health) threat.128 Surely those cleaner-companions who sanitized the
same place for years on end must have been a familiar sight for citizens and market vendors alike.
Moreover, the personality and ambitions of individual conincs and conincxkinderen could expand the
nature of their work and how they used their jurisdictions. Therefore, they were not only a clear
instrument of enforcement of sanitary regulations, but also more generally a physical representation of
government in the city, likely recognizable, judging by the annual cloth donations, by their uniforms.
Developments of the coninc’s office
The activities of the coninc and his men underwent significant changes during the fourteenth century.
While their sanitary activities as well as investments in public works rose, the number of military-related
tasks diminished in the relatively tranquil period between 1350 and 1379. 129 However, during Ghent’s
rebellion against Count Louis II of Flanders in 1379–1382, the group of conincxskinderen expanded and
reassumed its military functions. 130 Changes in the city’s finances during these decades likely explain the
dramatic drop in reimbursements for sanitation in the 1380’s. The coninc and companions received suits
of armor and joined nearly a dozen military expeditions. 131 Ghent’s defeat in November 1382 also
impacted its municipal documentation, which is fragmented in the two following decades. In what is
left of the city’s records for the 1380s and 1390s, the activities of the coninc or his outfit are barely
visible. By 1400, the reimbursements for sanitary supervisors on the squares had vanished completely.
However, the office did not altogether disappear. Both coninc and servants still received
clothing, but the city reduced their wages. 132 The focus of the coninc’s tasks shifts in the early fifteenth
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century to assisting in public works, which expands further during the 1420s and remains a standard
part of their activities until the end of that century. 133 Judging by the payments per month, it provided
the coninc and companions with their main source of income and must have kept them occupied most
of the year. For example, in 1336 the conincxkinderen earned for public works a total of 10.135 d. gr. In
1498, they collectively received 9324 d.gr.vl. This amounts to an average of around 30 day wages per
week, which had to be distributed among the group – perhaps around 10 persons working a little over
fourteen days a month. 134 It fits into a broader investment in public works, which on average took up
7.7 percent of the city’s annual funds. 135 In addition, the city reimbursed them with small alms,
including peat and wine, while also using them to deliver alms that the city donated to various
institutions such as hospitals, monasteries and guilds houses. 136
The first decades of the fifteenth century also show a considerable increase in governmental
interest to regulate the presence of unemployed strangers and foreign beggars in the city, a growing
concern throughout the Low Countries. The aldermen limited the time such individuals were allowed
to stay within the walls to solicit for alms to one day, and threatened offenders with imprisonment and
corporal punishment followed by expulsion from the city. They also prohibited gambling in churches
and cemeteries, and placed enforcement of both laws in the hands of the coninc, together with the
church deans. 137 These decrees, defining a form of social and moral hygiene, correspond with
payments noted in the accounts for the coninc’s brigade, such as in 1457 and in 1436, when the coninc
and his minions were paid for expelling from the city three poor workmen after the torturer (coc) had
administered a beating. 138 Strikingly, the entries carefully outline that the execution of corporal
punishment was not part of the coninc’s job. 139 Finally, as mentioned above, the coninc “escorted”
mentally ill people to St. John’s hospital: one person in 1406, four in 1426 and two in 1436. 140
In sum, the payments for the coninc and companions shift from cleaning and supervising
(market) squares, bridges and quays in the second half of the fourteenth century to appointments
mostly as workmen for public constructions in the fifteenth century. At least from 1400 until the early
sixteenth century, they were no longer explicitly reimbursed for waste management and overseeing
central squares. And while it is certainly possible that some form of sanitation and waste collection
arrangements continued to exist more independently and without financial support by the aldermen –
and therefore likely largely invisible in the municipal records – the fifteenth-century sources do contain
fewer investments in sanitary activities. Another possibility is that these changes are the result of shifts
in de routines of municipal administration. At any rate, the coninc and companions maintained, perhaps
even extended, the jurisdictions to levy fines on matters related to sanitation and social hygiene. Thus,
less means to invest or interest to document investments in public health did not necessarily mean less
interest in regulating citizens’ behavior. Rather, it suggests that the coninc and coninxkinderen generated
income from the fines for sanitary offences and other transgressions discovered during inspections of
streets and squares as well as from selling waste. The fact that they could collect the fine right away
implies that written records of these fines simply never existed. Moreover, the coninc and servants, like
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other street officials with jurisdictional competences in direct contact with potential offenders, might
have been rather prone to corruption.141 What can explain such a shift? There are very few indications
that fear of plague or other epidemics played a major role. Instead, political unrest and related financial
pressure leading to multiple crises in the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries may have at times
negatively impacted resources and public health policies. 142
The coninc’s institution within Ghent’s government lasted deep into the early modern period.
During the sixteenth century, the coninc’s brigade developed into a separate municipal firefighting and
sanitation department. Within this long-term process, the group and its leader also changed their name
to moorkoning, who now presided over the “dung children” (moorkinderen or moorknechten). 143 A decree
from 1540, more than two centuries after the first traces of the coninc, outlines their duties in detail.
Sanitation was still a central part of their job. They were responsible for keeping filth out of the streets,
acted as dung and waste collectors and managed two waste disposal sites – and may have sold the
manure and debris.144 The coninc and minions sanitized two central streets in particular (figure 2.3), but
were also tasked with preventing damage to any buildings, bridges, quays and wells by regular
inspections. In keeping with his medieval predecessors’ tasks, the early modern coninc oversaw
fortifications (stadsvesten), monitored roaming animals and the containment of mentally ill dwellers. The
1540 instruction confirmed the coninc and conincxkinderen as in charge of firefighting and equipment,
while they also executed janitorial tasks at the town hall, including ritual functions of escorting guests
into the building – similar to ceremonial privileges in earlier periods. 145 New additions to long-term
duties were the tasks of offering unsold wheat on the market for sale the next morning, and
constructing the scaffold in case of criminal executions. 146
A late seventeenth-century ordinance elaborated on their daily routine, and reveals a similar
set of tasks to that of the 1540 instruction, but also to early fourteenth-century evidence. The coninc and
his minions, now reduced to four persons, supervised the Vismarkt and Vrijdagmarkt on Wednesday
and Friday, and would urge vendors to clean up at the end of the day. Two were permanently stationed
near the town hall, which was also the place where they would gather in case of emergencies. 147
Another main task for the coninc, as described in this early-modern ordinance, was the supervision of
the disposal of building debris, which suggests a persistence also of their function as public works
assistants. 148
The long-term development of this brigade contains both key continuities and some
important shifts. The early modern brigade had the same double function as supervisors and cleaners,
yet were now expected to consult and negotiate their public health tasks with Ghent’s neighborhood
organizations (gebuurten). They likewise held remarkably long appointments, often for more than a
decade. 149 This long-term employment suggests a permanent sanitary organization, which to an extent
can be attested for the fourteenth century. While most of its functions were already clearly present
from the early fourteenth century on, the main difference seems to be the loss of fluidity of functions
compared to preceding officials, moving between different tasks within Ghent’s municipal
government. Finally, the military duties seem to have disappeared by the mid-sixteenth century. Future
studies of their social practices may, however, further illuminate continuity and change in performed
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activities.

To conclude, the coninc and conincxkinderen were among the stakeholders who negotiated the
meaning of urban sanitation and communal wellbeing. Political upheaval, changes in the city’s financial
administration, and especially its financial resources, impacted the duties of and payments to the coninc
and his minions, and shows that this group of officials were multitaskers, while the attention paid to
specific problems could change considerably over time. At any rate, they became an integral part of
Ghent’s government apparatus for managing tasks related to health, safety and sanitation inside the
city, and at times of war or political crisis (re)assumed military functions. Moreover, many of them
moved between different tasks within Ghent’s municipal government. While policing the streets and
squares to detect fire hazards, illegally dumped waste, roaming animals and unwanted dwellers likely
brought the coninc to myriad places in town, much of his activities focused on a specific set of urban
spaces. Therefore, health concerns in a broad sense were an important factor shaping the boundaries
between public and private spheres, and helped to define the public nature of certain spaces in the city,
and how they became public also by recourse to health and safety measures.
Deventer’s Brink brigade
While this chapter’s introduction outlined the existence of sanitary or policing officials in many other
cities, Ghent’s extraordinary size and military-political status poses the question to what extent the
development, competences and routine practices of the coninc were typical to the late medieval Low
Countries. Deventer’s sources offer a possibility to comparatively investigate this issue. The evidence
discussed below suggests a development in urban sanitary practices that has many similarities to Ghent.
Deventer’s aldermen also appointed officials in the fifteenth century with double roles of policing
agents and cleaners, and stationed them in a specific set of politically and economically important
places, yet with a stronger focus on gates as targeted locations, where sanitary and supervising tasks
coincided with guarding duties – as summarized by the middle-Dutch term verwaren. However, the
(visible) beginning of such activities dates to a later period, and there was no comparable drop in paid
sanitary tasks during the fifteenth century. Rather, Deventer increasingly incorporated cleaners as
officials into the municipal staff. Moreover, as in Ghent, so in Deventer, changes in modes of
documentation might explain why we see some initiatives for a limited amount of time in the
documents. Finally, the supervising-sanitizing brigade was part of a larger range of officials working to
keep the city healthy and infrastructure viable and preserve flow, including road masters and
inspections by aldermen, which will be discussed in the final sections.
Let us start again with waste policies at the level of regulation. While Ghent’ decrees show that
the coninc and minions could levy fines, no extant sources confirm that their colleagues in Deventer had
a similar mandate. Transgressions were likely to be reported to aldermen or burgomasters, who then
instigated legal procedures. However, they may have routinely generated income as reporters of
offences, since these were commonly compensated by receiving part of the fine. The decrees registered
in the Buurspraakboek offer insight into the ways in which sanitary regulation and citizen’s duties
connected to the investments and tasks of officials. 150 This register comprised instructions to dwellers
on a wide array of aspects important for communal wellbeing and the city’s economic interests,
including on trade, food quality, taxes, and travel advices for merchants. A substantial part, moreover,
dealt with health and sanitation, which can be divided into two types. The first were calls to inhabitants
for periodic cleaning and maintenance on infrastructures and waterways. The second type of sanitary
rules were instructions on the disposal of waste and goods in the very same network of central spaces
in which the city installed supervising-sanitizing agents, mainly the gates, markets, quays and harbor
(Welle).
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The decrees thus display officialdom’s pursuit to keep Deventer’s markets and entrances
unhindered by waste or bad smells, or blocked by any other materials or animals out of place. 151 As
waste also served as land elevation, extra layers for the fortifications, or simply because the heaps
required a designated place, the authorities did instigate or tolerate waste heaps outside specific gates, a
little further down the road, and often at a prescribed minimum distance to the city. For instance, at
the entrance for overland traffic to Kampen and Zwolle, the city forbade dwellers in 1460 to “carry
nor transport filth (keerquaet) or mud or debris (steenmot) outside the Noordenberger gates, nor inside
the new gates that have been made there.” Instead, they had to bring it “outside the Meypoort, four or
five roedes [about twenty meters] away.” 152 Further, these demands on the export of refuse went hand in
hand with preservation of the flow of goods. Officialdom especially sought to protect the functioning
of the city’s internationally renowned timber market. As dwellers imported and sold timber in large
quantities, storing the beams at safe places without blocking flow seemed to have been a continuous
challenge, and owners usually had three days to organize removal under penalty of forfeiture. 153 The
coordination of this logistical challenge and the detections of offences was likely an important part of
the timber market’s overseer (see below).
Developing sanitation
Deventer’s financial accounts are extant from 1337 on and thus far precede the city’s regulation on
urban sanitation. They offer an opportunity to reconstruct in detail the payments for cleaning and
infrastructural management. As the municipal sanitary organization gradually transformed over the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, so did its documentation in the accounts. This was a three-step
development. First, payments to scavengers before 1400 were scattered among daily expenses,
sometimes advanced by the city messengers or one of the aldermen. Second, cleaning tasks were
grouped into one rubric, named after the city’s central market square, the Brink. Third, as municipal
sanitation expanded towards more places, this rubric disappeared again, and the city treasurers merged
wages for cleaners into the salaries and clothing sections. We will look briefly at each step.
In the decades preceding 1401, there are already numerous references to sanitary activities.
For instance, in 1337 the city paid diggers to clear the town moat, and “a servant to clean the
streets.” 154 And a certain Maurekino was paid in 1360 and 1361 “for cleaning the streets throughout the
year.” The aldermen had also invested tenfold in “carts that will clean the streets,” which were an
addition to the barrows already in use in that year. 155 The men gathering filth from the streets using
these carts received, as many other workmen did, compensation in drink (drincghelde). 156 For example, in
1362 a certain Aren de Hellevoerd and a workman (knaap) used carts to sanitize around a city gate
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(Brinkpoort), while in the following year two others also helped to discard eight carts of refuse. 157 All
these works cost between 10 and 20 s., which suggest that they were ad hoc chores, which complement
a much wider array of inspections of waterworks and infrastructures, construction and repairs (see
below). 158 Further, to quantify sanitary efforts, Deventer’s authorities routinely calculated payments by
the number of carts of refuse scavengers filled and deported, a custom that also appears in Arnhem’s
accounts. 159 The size of a cart might be similar to those depicted in Kampen’s Digestum Vetus, which
show a cart, pulled by a mule or ass, with a kind of mechanism to tilt the waste out of the cart on the
designated spot (see figure 2.1). The carts’ contents, commonly referred to with the generic term slijc,
was street refuse, likely consisting of kinds or a mixture of debris, dung, ashes, straw, mud and perhaps
some industrial residues.

Figure 2.1. Carts used for waste disposal, Kampen. The depictions are drawn next to sanitary regulations on dumping dung
and waste in certain urban spaces. SAK, Digestum Vetus, fols. 30v, 37r, 60v.

The Buurspraakboek commonly talked about refuse or sweepings (keerquaet), debris (steenmot), dung (mes
or dreck) or uncleanliness (onrenlicheyt). 160 While slijc suggests something wet and slimy, in the drawings it
seems quite dry and to create a dust cloud when discarded.
Second, developing from such occasional reimbursements for sanitary chores, around 1400
comes into full vision a group of scavengers working to sanitize the Brink, Deventer’s most important
commercial space. The Brink was Deventer’s Vrijdagmarkt: a central market and the largest town
square, where all five annuals fairs – key events for the city’s economy and international reputation –
157

“Aren de Hellevoerd die de Brinkpoerte sal helpen schoonmaken mit eyre carren, 20 s.” CMRDev, III-1, 154 (1362); “Eynen knaap die
mit eynre molenkarre die Brinkpoort schone gemaakt had tot drincgheelde 10 s.” Ibid., 159 (1362); “Den slijc tusschen den Brinkpoerte
ende der Voertpoerten en wech hadden laten vueren, daer sij 8 karren to hadden […] 12 s.” Ibid., 266 (1363).
158
By contrast, it cost 4 lb. to have workmen clean out the town moat near the Noorderbergerpoort and Stakelretoren in the same
year. CMRDev, III-1, 278 (1363). This was also the place where the tanners were ordered to work from 1391 on. SAD, Copienboek, fol.
133r (1391).
159
“Item doe betailt Danelt, dat hij noch 38 karren slijcks, dat uyt der beke was gecomen, ewech heefft gevuert. […] Item bi der
bruggen bi Derick Gruters huys een kar kesellings ende 3 karren sands, ende bi Wendel Zengers 8 karren sands ende 4 karren
kesellings, ende van dair ewech gevuert 4 karren slijcks.” Gelderlands Archief, Oud Archief Arnhem, Stadsrekeningen, nrs. 1247, 1246,
transcription: R.A.A. Bosch and R.C.M. Wientjes, fols. 19r, 20r (1455).
160
“Mes, dreck, keerquaet, steenmot, off ander onrenlicheyt.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 39 (1466); “Geen keerquaat steenmot eerde
noch andere dinge storte noch brengen in die Ysel noch op de welle tusschen der Duijckpoirte ende den vier mueren, 5 lb.” Ibid., p. 32.
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were held, and with the weighing house (Waghe) standing at its southern end. 161 The dates across the
year for reimbursements to cart away refuse suggests a heightened concern for the cleanliness of public
spaces during the main religious holidays as well as a practical measure for the logistic challenge the
fairs posed to the city. It thus exemplifies the relation between urban sanitation, spiritual communal
health and civic reputation. 162 In 1401, the city paid a little under eight guilders to two men “who this
year transported 550 carts of filth [from the Brink] out of town, for each three carts 1 placke.” 163 The
aldermen also compensated “the old verger (den olde coster) and three workers,” who had “gathered the
filth and helped to shovel it into the carts for ten days.” 164 The same old verger was assigned to
supervise during that year the peat market and timber market. 165 During the next year, around Easter,
workers carried away from the Brink 120 carts of refuse. And on the evening before Corpus Christi,
three companions cleaned for three days. The treasurers likewise repaid in that year a man for 132
carts, another for working 10 days, and a certain Johan Pynne and “the old verger’s son” for six. Two
men, who also worked as scavengers earlier, took their carts back and forth from the Brink and
Bergpoort gate outside the city 400 times, bringing the total amount to 752 carts. 166 While that might
seem a substantial amount – although not much compared to modern urban waste collection – these
numbers were common. In 1408 the Brink brigade even gathered and disposed of 1426 carts of
refuse. 167
Of the six men mentioned by name in the first separate Brink rubric, four recurred as
cleaners in the following years. Henric Wenken, active already in 1401, and Rode Berend, who joined in
1403, seem to have formed the brigade’s core. Some of these men were also doing similar work in
preceding years. For instance, Johan Berg, part of the brigade in 1401 to 1403, carted such quantities of
filth from the Noordenbergerpoorten in 1400 that the aldermen gave him 10 pl. “because he has
labored many times.” 168 Supervision of these markets squares and gates also occurred decades earlier,
but from this moment on began to coincide explicitly – and in persons – with sanitation. 169 In 1403,
Johan Pynne replaced the old verger on the payroll as overseer of the timber and peat market and
emerged as the head of Deventer’s sanitary organization. Like Ghent’s coninc, Pynne and similar
supervisors received both salary and clothing – but not as many separate reimbursements for specific
tasks.170 And he held the job for a rather long time; staying on for twenty years, until 1423. 171 Further,
161

Job Weststrate, In het kielzog van moderne markten, 156–157.
Deventer’s municipal records commonly refer to Christian feasts to indicate dates.
163
“[Voer den Brink scone te maken] Johan Berg ende Henric Wente die over iaer 550 karren slijkes uyter stat ghevuert hebben vor 3
karren 1 pl maken 7 gl 16 pl.” SRDev, II, 54 (1401).
164
“Den oelden coster zelf 3 gesellen die en slijc verghaderden ende in die karren hulpen slaen elc 10 daghe elken des daghes 3 pla
maken 3 gl 18 pl.” SRDev, II, 54 (1401).
165
It was a job he shared with and then took over from a certain Henric Coesvelt’s wife – a very rare and short-lived instance of a
female market supervisor. Henric Coesvelt had this job in 1394 and 1395, after which his wife shortly took over. The aldermen must
have regarded a woman supervising a market as rather unusual or unsuitable – all the coninc’s minions were men – and she shared the
task with “Papen the old verger.” Two years later, he had the job for himself. CMRDev, V, 60 (1394), 122 (1395), 195 (1396) 301 (1398);
He also appears in 1400. SRDev, I, 384, 412 (1400).
166
“[Voer den Brink scone te makene] In der Passie weke die oelde coster zelf 4 ghesellen elc 4 daghe, elken des daghes 3 pl. maken 2
gl. Item Johan van Birck die hondert ende twintich karren uytghevuert hadde ende Heyne Wencke die 105 karren uytghevuert hadde
[…] Item up Sacraments avont doe oelde coster zelfde derde ghesellen, 3 daghe […] Item Henric Wencken 132 karren uyt te vueren […]
Item Heyne uppen Kerchove voer middenwinter die 10 daghe ghearbeit hadde […] ende de oelde coster ende ziin soene 6 daghe des
daghes te ghader 5 pl.; Item Johan Pynne 6 daghe. […] Clawes van Loen ende Hyene Wencke die den slijc van den Brincke ende van
den Berchpoerte en wech vuerden, 400 karren [Total: 15 gl. 4 pl.].” SRDev, II, 128 (1402).
167
SRDev, II, 444 (1408).
168
He did this together with Rinquin, who also helped on the Brink. “Johan Berch die den slijc buten der Noordenberger poerten
ghevuert hadde, wat hij over iaer dar vele arbieds ghedaen hadde bij onser scepen ghehiete ghegeven 10 pl. […] Rinquin karreman des
ghelikes die den slijc vuerd buten der Brinkpoerten, ghegeven 10 pl.” SRDev, I, 376 (1400).
169
From the fourteenth century on, Deventer’s magistrates paid guards (wachters) to stand at all the cities gates as well as outside the
town at a lever near the leper house, and on the communal pastures. During the fifteenth century, they expanded this group with
several tower watchers. The former seems not to have a direct relation with supervising the city’s lepers, but served as a toll post and
military lookout. See Vermeulen, “Het middeleeuwse tolhuis en de middeleeuwse landweer,” 36. Officials were thus at the
Noordenbergerpoorten, Zantpoort, Bergpoort and Brinkpoort with relative permanence. CMRDev, II, 731 (1360); CMRDev III-1, 53, 60
(1361), 237 (1363); SRDev, III, 33 (1411).
170
“[Clothing] Die oelde coster die den torfmarct ende holtmarkt waert […] [Wages] Den olden coster die den torfmarkt ende
holtmaerct waert 1 gl 3 pl.” SRDev, II, 56–57 (1401).
162
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Pynne was evidently able to divide his attention between multiple places. He oversaw the timber and
peat markets, while in the same year he was in charge of keeping the Brink clean, as well as organize
sanitation around the town hall. This demonstrates he was managing the waste collection of the main
nodes in the infrastructural network, entailing a web of politically and economically important places –
from gates and harbor to markets and the town hall – similar to what Ghent’s coninc and companions
protected.
A third step in the development of Deventer’s municipal sanitation strategies entailed an
expansion of places and a further and more permanent integration in the municipal apparatus. Between
1410 and 1413, only Pynne’s name is mentioned, the rest of the workmen are just named as his
servants, which suggests that he was contracting others. This also renders uncertain if Pynne himself
was shoveling dirt into carts. Rather, like the coninc, presumably he acted more as supervisor than as
scavenger. At any rate, by 1413, the “cleaning of the Brink” rubric had disappeared again from the
accounts. 172 Its name had become inapt because sanitary activities had expanded to several other
places. Indeed, between 1404 and 1420, the cleaning brigade was already active beyond that central
market square, and continuously focused on between four and seven sites – though not all locations
appeared every year. Besides the Brink, officials initially worked at the peat and timber markets, the
Polstrate, around the town and cloth halls, and at three main gates – the Brinkpoort, Bergpoort and
Noordenbergerpoort (see figure 2.4 below). The Polstrate connected the Brink with the town hall,
while the timber market was a notoriously crowded space located between the Brinkpoort and
Bergpoort, bustling with international visitors and the vendors’ logs likely stacked beyond the town
walls. 173 Further, the precise number of carts with shoveled dirt noted a decade earlier had by 1415 also
disappeared again. It is possible that officials – perhaps the overseers – kept track of this separately,
maybe by simple turfs on tally sticks, and then reported to the treasurers.
The officials installed in this network of economically and politically important nodes acted as
supervisor, guard or policing agent, but also as organizer or contractor of sanitation and waste
collection. This multi-functionality is reflected by term verwaren. For example, to man the gates served
multiple functions, such as monitoring the traffic of people – relating to public safety – and goods, and
levy tolls. Yet a dignified entrance to the city was also of civic importance, and a well-functioning
“input and output” was a practical prerequisite for a healthy urban community. As in Ghent,
Deventer’s magistrates saw the efficiency of endowing the very same individuals with a multiplicity of
tasks. 174 Take, for instance, Gadeken Henric Soen, who received a salary and a uniform in 1414 and
1415 for guarding (waecen) the Brinkpoort.175 While Pynne was paid in 1415 to clean the
Noordenbergerpoort, Gadeken received a little over one guilder “to do the same at Brinkpoort.” 176 In
1417, he enjoyed a complimentary gift of wine because of his cleaning activities in addition to his
general salary of 15 guilders as a gatekeeper of the Brinkpoort. Yet he was also paid the same amount
“for keeping the Brink clean.” And while Pynne remained market overseer in that year, Gadeken was
additionally reimbursed about two guilders to clean around cloth hall and city hall, as well as a similar
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After which the post becomes anonymous for a few years and a successor named Lubbert appeared. SRDev, II, 179–180 (1403); IV,
336 (1422), 472 (1424).
172
In 1410 the rubric is called “Voer den Brinc scone te holden, vor de Raethuys, ende poerten.” SRDev, II, 509 (1410). For examples of
sanitary expenses advanced by messengers see SRDev, II, 42, 45 (1401).
173
Elberts, Beschrijving van Deventer, 26.
174
The term is also used in Ghent’s records with regard to the coninc. Whereas in a large city such as Ghent the duties of gatekeeper,
market inspector (vinder), and policing officials such as the coninc were slightly more distinct, we still see a similar mobility of
individuals moving between municipal jobs, as well as a typically varied task description in both cities. See on verwaren inside the walls:
SRDev, II, 246 (1404); SRDev, IV, 261 (1420).
175
“Gadeken die den Brincpoort waect, 3 gl.” SRDev, III, 68 (1414). Pynnen was supervising the timber and peat markets during the
same year.
176
The accounts of 1415 lists officials stationed at the Noordenbergpoort, Brink, cloth hall (wanthuys), each receiving around 12 gl.
Pynne received for overseeing the timber market 27 pl. and the Brink 13 gl., for the cloth and town hall 23 pl., and to sanitize in
between the Noordenbergerpoorten, 10 pl. Gadeken got 25 pl. for cleaning the Brincpoerten. SRDev, III, 228 (1415).
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amount to manage sanitation at this base, the Brinkpoort. 177 Moreover, during an annual fair he
worked overtime and hired extra guards. 178 In sum, one man – there is one example of a woman briefly
overseeing the timber market 179 – could clearly hold both jobs of guard and cleaner or sanitary
supervisor in various locations during the same years. 180
Shifting focus: the Welle
While earlier efforts focused mainly on the Brink and northern gates, during the fifteenth century the
magistrates shifted their focus towards the Yssel. The town began to pay for cleaner-supervisors
installed at the gates and towers located alongside the fortified south-eastern docks and quays known as
the Welle. The growing centrality of this place in the eyes

Figure 2.2. The Welle and IJssel, Deventer. View of the city from the south. “Waerafftige affconterfeytinge der heerlicke
keyser vrie Anse stadt Davontur.” Anonymous woodcut, 1550. Printed in: Geschiedenis van Deventer I, 174-175 The large tower
on the left (Noordenbergertoren) and the wooden bridge over the IJssel were both built around the 1490’s. Below: details of
the left river bank, with the pier for downstream disposal and what might have been the public latrine (borgerhuusken).

of urban administrators may have been related to an intensification of trade and traffic over water, and
thus with issues of flow. This was a mutually reinforcing nuisance. Waste and debris in the waters
created pollution and stench, and hampered ships docking. And as the river silted, the current
insufficiently carried away discarded waste, which accelerated the process of accumulation, leading to
even shallower and more polluted waters, and putting in jeopardy economic interests as well as
177
“[Wine donation] Gadeken van den Brinc scoene te holden, 23 pl.,” SRDev, IV, 53 (1417); “[Wages] Gadeken Henric soen bi der
Brincpoerten, 14 gl. […] Berend Hermens soen die die wruchte waert, 15 gl. […] Hermen Scherping voer dat Wanthuys te verwaren, 2
gl. […] Pynne voer den torfmerct ende holtmerct te verwaeren, 27 gl. […] Gadeken Henric soen voirs. voer den Brinc scone te holden,
15 gl. […] Den selve voer den Wanthues ende Raethuys, 23 pl. […] Dien selven tusschen den Brinkpoerte schone te holden, 25 pl. […]
Item tusschen Noerdenbergerpoerte schone te hoelden, 10 pl.” SRDev, IV, 67–68 (1417).
178
“Bi Gadeken in Sente Johans mercte [around 24 June] voer den Berchpoerten, 2 daghe, 6 pl., ende voer den Brincpoerte des
ghelikes angherekent 6 pl.” SRDev, IV, 56 (1417); “Gadeken zelf andere voer der Brinkpoerten die warde te hoelden in Sente Johans
mercte elc 2 daghe elc des daghes drie placken maken 12 plakken.” IV, 108 (1418); see also on fairs Weststrate, In het kielzog van
moderne markten, 156–157.
179
SRDev, I, 195 (1396), 301 (1398). See also chapter 2, note 165.
180
Finally, while Gadeken held on to his gatekeeping tasks in 1418, newcomer Henric van Stenvorde took charge of waste collection at
the accustomed places. SRDev, IV, 123 (1418).
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communal health. Around 1500, the city would experience serious problems in this respect, but
perhaps the contours of these issues were perceived earlier – and reacted upon. Yet it did not mean
that the officialdom altogether prohibited the use of the river for waste disposal. In fact, on the Welle
stood at least one public toilet (burgerhuuysken) that presumably emptied into the water. 181 Rather,
Deventer’s aldermen issued detailed instructions to dwellers on disposal and use of the quays, and
installed mechanisms of enforcement.
When we look at the decrees in the Buurspraakboek dating from the second half of the
fifteenth century, we see a similar preoccupation with the Welle. Just as waste and other materials
ought not to clutter the soil and infrastructures around the gates or marketplaces, the magistrates
especially sought to ban any filth, waste or dung from the harbor and quays at the southeastern borders
of town, which were also fortified by a high city wall, as is clearly visible in figures 1.3 and 2.2. 182 And
although some of these spaces were publicly accessible and served public functions, many parts of this
area were not city-owned but private properties. The authorities thus appealed to what they framed as
the sanitary responsibilities of legal owners of the quays (see above). Further, they prohibited to “carry
any debris (steenmut) on other people’s quays without their consent,” or to “store or dispose any soil,
refuse or debris in the Yssel or the harbor above the Paardewetering.” 183
The aldermen made several slight shifts in designated locations for waste disposal into the
water. In 1461, for instance, a decree banning waste from “anywhere in the harbor (havene),” as well as
from the timber market and bridges, urged inhabitants to bring it into the IJssel up unto the
Paardewetering, which was perhaps downstream to where horses were watered.184 Four years later, the
city instructed to discard waste between the latter spot and a certain city tower, and issued another
similar prohibition on waste on the Welle. 185 In 1462, the city magistrates ordered in early summer to
only discard waste “at the hole at the docking crane (craene),” and repeated this in December. 186 In 1479
they stated that anyone wishing to bring waste to the Vispoort – a gate on the Welle – had to throw it
over beams (wellebalcken) near the public toilet (borgerhuuysken). 187 And people in 1475 could not dump
waste “between the Vispoort and the Stekelertoren, but bring it into the IJssel.” 188 An anonymous
woodcut of Deventer from 1550 (figure 2.2) depicts these places on the Welle (the river flows from
right to left). On the right, up unto the crane, the quay is fortified and shrouded with wood and/or
stone steps. On the left, the waterfront has a more gradual slope, which allowed animals to drink, but
also to discard waste. Indeed, a small figure on the very left seems to wash something or dispose the
content of his or her cart or barrow in the water, while two others appear to be carrying an animal hide.
181

The accounts of the city carpenters (timmermeesters) of 1437 notes several expenses on a borgerhuusken: “Om holt ant
borgherhuysken an Stekelertoern […] voir leyen nagel ende meyserloen ene de loet ende copellen ant burgerhuysken.” SAD,
Timmermeesters 5 (1437). The Buurspraakboek mentions in a “burgherhuysken bij den craene.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 63 (1479).
The term burgerhuusken is not noted in the Middle Dutch Dictionairy but also occurs in Kampen and Arnhem. In 1468, Kampen’s
authorities forbade anyone to climb on, dock or put any ladders against the city’s public toilets (der stat borgerhuuskens)” – perhaps
they were used to illegally enter the city. They appear in 1469 a decree on the placements of the pig market near the Koornpoort. In
1470, owners who had constructed huuskens on the water banks (weteringen) had to remove them within a fortnight. SAK, Digestum
Vetus, fols. 80r–v (1468-69), 109r (1470).
182
“Nement en sal op des anders welle vueren noch dregen steenmut noch ander eerde noch keerquaaet.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 8;
“Ende wye steen up der welle liggende hefft die sall den oick margen blyven dat hij in der wege niet en ligge 5 lb.” Ibid., p. 7.
183
“Nymans en sal op des anders welle vueren noch dregen steenmut ten sij bij consente der geene die die welle toebehoert by 5 lb.
Oic en sall nymans gienrehande eerde, keerquaet noch steenmut vueren noch storten in die Ysele noch in die haevene tot gheenre
steden baeven die perde weteringe tot elke tijt 5 lb.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 8 (1460), repeated on pp. 15 (1461), 30 (1463), 39
(1465). See also a similar decree on p. 33.
184
“Voert nergent in die havene noch in de Ysele thent an die peerde weteringhe noch oick en sall nymant gien weyde dair inne
schoenemaken noch enich dinck van den geweyde storten; 5 lb.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, pp. 15, 19.
185
They reminded dwellers not to “dispose any refuse, debris, soil, or likewise at the Welle between the Dijkpoort and the four walls.”
SAD, Buurspraakboek, pp. 32 (1464), repeated in 39 (1466). The latter entry mentioned the Fluyminstoren and Peerdenwetering.
186
It remains unclear if they meant the the quay or the wall. “Nyemant steenmut, dreck noch ander dinck vueren noch dregen op die
welle noch in die Yssele dan an dat gat bij den kraene [fine: 5 lb].” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 23 (repeated on p. 26).
187
“Wie ter vijsspoirten dreck off keerquaet uytvueren off brengen willen die sullen dat aver den wellebalcken storten beneden dat
burgherhuysken bij den craene, tot elcker tijt bij 5 lb.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 63 (1479).
188
“Geen […] onrellicheyt storten op der welle tusschene den Vyschporte ende den Stekelertoern, zy en sullen dat brengen in die Yssel
[fine: 5 lb.].” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 49.
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The shifts in designated locations along the river quays, the large number of detailed instructions and
the temporary doubling of fines for transgressions does suggest occasional tensions between the
magistracy’s strategies and the daily reality at the Welle.189
The large IJssel river was a convenient place to dispose of waste, but it also easily caused
nuisances when improperly or too intensively used. Having precisely indicated at what point dwellers
could discard their waste into the river, it was tempting to dump it a little less far up. It is thus hardly a
surprise that the city paid officials to supervise these spaces. For example, between 1420 and 1440, two
guards routinely received pay for “supervising (verwaere) and disposing of filth (slijc)” at a sewage outlet
outside the Zantpoort (see figure 2.4 below, at the end of the chapter). 190 This either concerned a
rather new construction, or perhaps the increased use of the harbor and quays impended its
functioning. The officials had to ensure the unimpeded outpouring into the river Yssel, against varying
salaries, likely depending on the amount of (cleaning) and maintenance this required. 191 Second, two
men supervised sanitation at the docks between the Zantpoerten and Dijkpoerten, compensated by 2-3
guilders per year (from 1423). And another cleaned “the Welle near Melcstersteghele and the crane”
(from 1427). 192 In 1447, we encounter someone paid to oversee the disposal of drab (dreck) at the
Paardenwetering. 193 And around 1460, yet another official policed “the Welle from the crane up to the
Stakelretoren, so no one carries filth anywhere else than beyond Stakelretoern.” 194
With the shift to the Welle in full swing after 1425, this constellation of focal points (the
northern gates, the three main markets and southern docks) was remarkably continuous throughout the
rest of the fifteenth century. In 1470, cleaners were still paid for working in between the
Noordenbergherpoorten, someone cleaning the Brink routinely received a uniform, while others
managed several specific spots at the Welle. In 1480, 1491 and 1499 this remained basically
unchanged. 195 Further, the rubric of wages and cloth for uniforms became more or less standardized
by 1420 in the annual accounts, and the listed officials’ and the height of their salaries help to indicate
the nature of the cleaners’ or scavengers’ tasks and their position among a broader group of officials
(stadsdieners) working in municipal service.
The payroll in 1430, for example, looks as follows: the magistracy, consisting of twelve
aldermen, a council of former aldermen, and treasurers, awarded themselves substantial wages, which
was rather exceptional for late medieval Netherlandish cities. Another part was reserved for donations
to municipal staff at Shrove Tuesday. 196 Further, a total of 549 guilders in salaries was spent on
stadsdieners, and an additional 220 on cloth to supply them with uniforms. The main town clerk and two
pensionaries earned fl. 150 and fl. 108 respectively. The gatekeepers, messengers, two cow herdsmen,
pipers, a trumpeter, and bell ringers all were paid between 10 and 26 guilders, and received clothing
worth between 2 and 15 guilders. The more expensive (black) fabrics were for the messengers – who
also could levy fines for sanitary offences – and pipers, which suggests that they wore representative
189
Unfortunately, no registrations of these fines are extant. As argued in the previous chapter, the fact that these regulations were
repeated often is not necessarily an indication that they were not obeyed. “Die welle an gene zijde der peerde weteringe storten ten
sij mit erloff des geens die de welle toebehoerden […] 10 lb.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 15; “Nyemand steenmut, dreck noch ander
dinck vueren noch dregen op die welle noch in die Yssele dair an dat gat bij den kraene [fine: 5 lb.].” Ibid., p. 23.
190
“Item bi den verwaerre des gotiers buten der Zantpoerten […] voer sliic en wech te vueren” SRDev, V, 262 (1420).
191
They got a modest compensation for the sewage supervision of 8 plakken – though increased to one guilder in 1423. SRDev, IV,
336–338 (1422), 397–98 (1423), 472–473 (1424); V, 71 (1425).
192
SRDev, IV, 184 (1419). “Item Henric Zoest die die welle schoen holt ende steyger tusschen Melcsterstegele ende den crane, 5 lb.
maket 2 gl. 19,5 placken.” SRDev, V, 169 (1427). See also Ibid., 237 (1428), 289 (1429), 368 (1430), 491 (1433), 557 (1434); VI, 46
(1435), 97 (1436), 158 (1437), 231 (1438), 291 (1439), 356 (1440); CMR47, 55 (1447).
193
“Item Henric Hoppenbrouwer die die welle verwairt dat die dreck beneden die perdeweteringe in die Ysele gedragen worden, 4 gl.”
SrDev, VII, 55 (1447). The 4 guilders pay suggests that this required more time, or routine inspections.
194
“Die die welle vanden drecke verwaert, 4 gl. […] Van die welle schoen te maken vanden kraen thent Stekelretoen ende dat men
ghien dreck anders nergens dragen en sall dan buten Stekelretoern, 15 kr.” SAD, Cameraarsrekeningen, 23b, fol. 8r (1460).
195
The cleaner of the Brink only received a uniform and no payments in 1480, 1491 and 1499. SAD, Cameraarsrekeningen, 27b, fol. 8v;
28b, fol. 7r–8v; 28p, fols. 6v–8v.
196
They got 30 lb. each. The twelve council members each received 15 lb. The treasurers themselves, the gruyt master, and timber
masters each gained 3 lb., and 52 lb. was reserved for donations to municipal staff at Shrove Tuesday Finally, some of the aldermen
were compensated for keeping a horse, which amounted to 218 gl. SRDev, V, 346–347 (1430).
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uniforms and were therefore a clearly recognizable presence moving through the city. 197 Compared to
the gatekeepers and messengers, both the cleaners and the market overseers inside the walls earned
considerably less: a standard fee of 2 guilders and 19 pl. per year. Only the cleaner of the timber and
peat markets received clothing complementary to his salary. 198 Conversely, in later decades the cleaner
of the Brink only received a uniform and no wages. Finally, a wine donation for nearly all urban
officials, including some of the cleaners, completed a list of their perks. 199
This overview gives the impression that, as in Ghent, in the hierarchy of officials, cleanersupervisors stood at the bottom. Further, many officials listed on the salary payroll for cleaning certain
spaces remain anonymous, except for some cleaners working on the Welle. For example, in 1433 a
certain Geert Vuystloek replaced Henric Zoest, who policed and cleaned on the Welle for three years.
Geert stayed on until 1440 and commonly received one guilder per year for his efforts. 200 More than
affirming social status, however, it suggests that their sanitary tasks were not fulltime jobs but rather
entailed regular inspections and occasional chores. This is also attested by the fact that the same
officials were able to sanitize and guard various places during the same year. Like Ghent’s coninc and
companions, they were likely active during market days, processions, holidays and other important
events, and in addition stopped by at regular intervals for inspection, or waste collection. Moreover,
whereas cleaners only received a few pounds per year, environmental offenders risked a 5-lb. fine. The
fact that reporters of illegal waste disposal were entitled to part of the fine at least theoretically
provided such supervising officials with a substantial addition to their wages.
The cleaner-supervisors were part of a much broader group working to keep the city’s
infrastructures functioning, and thus contributing to communal health. The total number of city
officials (stadsdieners) gradually expanded from 26 in 1420, to 34 in 1448, 46 in 1470 and 57 in 1480. We
see a steady rise in number of city guards (stadswachters) tower watchers, as well as medical staff –
consisting of multiple physicians, surgeons and midwives (see chapter 1). 201 Further, the city employed
several masters of public works, who received uniforms and annual budgets, and kept their own
documents. 202 As the latter’s activities and jurisdictions concerned the same spaces and issues of
sanitation, we can explore the connections between the sanitary brigade described above and these
public works outfits.
Officials and infrastructures in Deventer: a spectrum
Cleaner-supervisors were not the only ones working or policing infrastructure and nuisances
endangering communal health and wellbeing. There are parallels in other cities such as Ghent and
Bruges, as explored in the studies of Beatrix Ballieul and Anne Duhameeuw, and Jean-Pierre Sosson, as
well as the expenses on public works in analyses of urban finances, for Ghent conducted by Van Van
Werveke, Boone and Ryckbosch. 203 However, Deventer’s documents offer an excellent opportunity to
explore these connections with other officials active in maintaining and supervising infrastructures,
because they had a rather great variety of such officials, whose detailed accounts for several years have
been preserved in the archives. Moreover, the aldermen themselves performed routine inspections of
various kinds from the early fourteenth century on, which in many respects precede their delegation to
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SRDev, V, 367–369 (1430).
“Ons stad 4 boden 3 poerters 2 wechters, Willem van Woeldenberg, Lambert misselgier, Bruen van Soens, Pynne van den Brinc
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It included overseers on the Brink and timber and peat markets, and tower watchers, as well as a guard surveying the animals (wilt,
likely swans) in the city moat, who may have also monitored any illegal waste disposal. SAD, Cameraarsrekeningen, 25b, fol. 8r (1470).
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Baillieul and Duhameeuw, Een stad in opbouw; Sosson, Les travaux publics de la ville de Bruges; Sosson, “A propos des ‘travaux
publics’”; Van Werveke, De Gentsche stadsfinancien; Boone, Geld en macht; Ryckbosch, Tussen Gavere en Cadzand.
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these officials.
Starting with the latter, a sample of 25 years between 1337 and 1450 resulted in over two
hundred of such aldermen’s visits, of which over seventy percent targeted places outside the town
walls, ten percent focused on the city’s borders and fortifications, and another ten percent comprised
the annual rounds inside the city to check on citizen’s armory and, occasionally, inventory the grain
supply.204 The magistrates made their inspections in groups – including servants they could go around
with as much as twenty men – and thus gained a rather ritual presence at construction sites or moving
across town, effecting a visual display of (those in) power. Some early examples are an inspection of the
Welle in 1339 with several workmen, or in 1344 of the town moat. And in 1340 the aldermen went
around to inquire on the state of citizen’s armory (toraces), as well as check “on the city wall at the
smiths.” 205 Moreover, the number of annual inspections are not evenly divided over the period, as
there are two peaks in activity, namely around the 1360s and the 1400s, suggesting that these were
phases of more intensive urban renewal. 206
The aldermen also coordinated the so-called buurwerken: public works executed by citizens,
mainly in the city’s surroundings. While citizens were endowed with responsibilities for routine
maintenance and correct waste disposal, especially those with properties alongside the quays, they also
had to participate in the buurwerken. As each of the aldermen was responsible for a neighborhood, they
had to mobilize all members of their wards to come out and help with works on the waterways, dikes,
fortifications and pastures.207 This was important to preserve accessibility, flow and to prevent flooding
of the lands. For instance, they organized buurwerken in 1362 on the Weerde and in the following year
on the Mersch – both were fields aligning the river located just outside of town. 208 And while the
neighbors (straatgenoten) worked the grounds in 1381, the aldermen “who went with our burghers to dig
the fortifications (lantwere) and stayed in the fields” supervised their activities while enjoying a glass of
wine. 209 Some of this wine might have gone to the community for their trouble and the fact that they
sacrificed a work day, but they were not paid as workmen. While the aldermen consulted with and
contracted workmen, also when the works were unfinished or insufficiently executed, yet it was
essentially a communal task. 210 The phenomenon of summoning neighbors for public works seems
rather unique to Deventer, nor did it last a very long time. During the first half of the fifteenth century
such tasks would be increasingly converted into a tax, thus exchanging physical and social contribution
for a financial one. 211 Yet it offers a particularly strong illustration of the hierarchical reciprocal relation
that we have seen in theories on common good outlined in the previous chapter, with private citizens’
responsibility, in this case by physically contributing to the city’s wellbeing, and the aldermen as
overseeing guardians, as policy makers.
204
CMRDev, I, 88, II 86, III-1, 20 (grain), 51, 59, 60, 103, 105, 106, 107, 156 (grain), 163, 317 327; V, 360, 363 (lepers). On the inspection
of lepers see also chapter 5. See on the inspections in general Benders, Bestuursstructuur, 140–143.
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“Gerardo de Ummen qui vexit scabinos ad perspiciendum vallas vulgariter wellen nuncupatas, 12d.” CMRDev, I, 56 (1339); “Quando
scabini perspexerunt toraces, 4s.” Ibid., 88 (1340); “Scabini cum Gobelino perspexerunt murum civitatis apud fabros.” Ibid., 92 (1340);
“Gerardo meynoldi ad perspiciendum aqua civitatis super valore earundem 31 d.” Ibid., 167 (1344).
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The decline in inspections does not necessarily a mean a loss of interest in supervision. After 1430’s the inspections outside town
are delegated to an official and therefore become less visible in accounts.
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For example, two aldermen and a works official went “outside the Noorderbergerpoerte and divided among the streets what part
they should dig around the mill.” CMRDev, III-1, 62 (1361). See also CMRDev, II, 32 (1348).
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“[The aldermen of the Polstrate, Waterstrate, Noordenbergstraat, Bisschopstraat, Nieuwstraat and Overstraat] die oppen Weerde
gearbeit hadden, 2 lb. 15 s.” CMRDev, III-1, 159–160 (1362); “Herbert van Rectem ende Herman Lalant [on the] Mersch, daer die
Waterstrate ende Polstrate groven.” Ibid., 214 (1363). See also CMRDev, III-1, 362 (1363).
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Such supervisory picnics might already have started on the boat transporting the magistrates beyond the walls, and were concluded
with a dinner party back at city hall. “[Six aldermen] die mit onsen burgher die lantwere te graven ten velde ghewesen hadden voer
wijn dien sie mede nemen ende voer die maaltijt weder te huys, 5 gl. 4 pl.” CMRDev, IV, 371 (1381). See also III-1, 159–60 (1362).
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For instance, in 1364 three aldermen went out twice to the Toog, one of the lands just outside town, “to inspect where should be
dug.” They went again by ship together with two diggers, whose contracting was sealed by drinking. CMRDev, III-1, 331–333 (1364). In
1339 diggers and stone carriers went together with aldermen: “fossoribus et lapicidis quum scabini cuerunt ad perspiciendum opus”
CMRDev, I, 54 (1339). See also V, 369–71 (1381). Benders names another example of insufficient work: Benders, Bestuursstructuur en
schriftcultuur, 104.
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In the decades around 1350, the city routinely paid workmen for public works. A certain
Spiete and another man named Scaep performed jobs such as paving, digging, dredging and building
for over two decades. 212 They forebode more officially integrated public works masters (timmermeesters),
street masters (straatmeesters), outside road masters (wegenmeesters) and pasture overseers (weidegraven), to
whom the aldermen further distributed both public works and inspections. Since the fourteenth
century, these officials received their budget from the treasurers, yet there are several sub-accounts
extant for the fifteenth century, in which these officials specified their expenses. These sources are
rather unique and offer rare insight into their routine activities, and as such reveal several important
characteristics of urban sanitary management. First, their accounting of materials confirms the
existence of an infrastructure for waste, in the form of street gutters and pipes. Second, these sources
also demonstrate the practical use and utility of debris and other refuse, Finally, their tasks and the
spaces on which they worked – infrastructures, fields and fortifications – overlapped considerably, and
therefore also fit the model of flexibility.
First, the office of the public works masters (timmermeesters) was likely one of the oldest. 213 In
charge of public works, they were key officials putting materials into place and spotting matter out of
place, and organized the logistics around building materials. The public works masters had an adaptable
crew at their disposal, hiring as much workmen a certain job required, for instance for the alterations or
repairs on public buildings such as the meat hall and cloth hall, and officialdom’s head quarters
(Raethuys). In addition, they worked on street paving and maintenance, fixed holes and levelled the
roads, repaired the city walls, and dredged the city moat and harbors. They were especially active
around the gates and marketplaces, and routinely fixing drainage constructions such as street gutters.
They commonly specified expenses – materials and wages – per project, surmounting to considerable
costs. For example, in 1423 they spent 665 guilders to make a pier at the Welle. 214 Likewise, as noted
above, the public works masters were the ones to inspect the maintenance works by citizens on the
Welle. 215 They also had to ensure people did not make holes in the city walls that ran between their
houses and the Welle to dispose refuse and dung on the quays – thus both a military and sanitary
liability. 216 However, their accounts contain no visible signs of legal follow-ups. Moreover, the accounts
of both the street masters and public works masters show that they routinely used debris, mud and
other refuse for land elevation, waterworks, fortifications and road levelling, which is also attested by
archeological findings. 217 In 1417, for example, the public works masters dug and repaired the “poles”
around Noordenbergerpoort, raked “soil and mud from the city moat (borchgraven) for six days,” and
later deported the “debris (steenmotte) laying at the Noorderbergpoorten coming from the moat.” 218 At
the same time, they transported 100 carts with debris from the Bishop’s domains (Bisschopshave) “to the
Welle at the pier,” likely to fortify it. 219 In sum, they were putting materials out of place and into place,
as two sides of the same coin, to sustain flow.
Secondly, the street masters (straatmeesters) appeared after 1360 and, as their name suggests,
were charged mainly with paving and drainage constructions in roads – as a sort of specialization of
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“Spiete die mit 7 knechten die den graven zuverden […] tusschen der Brincpoerten ende der Noerdenberghepoerte, 2 lb.” CMRDev,
III-1, 290 (1363); “Meyster Spiete die in den groten water den dyc op de Toghe stoppede dat hi niet doer en brac.” V, 299 (1380). See
also CMRDev, II, 724 (1360); III-1, 211, 264 (1363); III-2, 291 (1370). Spiete was eventually promoted: “Spiete meyster graver ende
weydemeyster, 36 lb.” Ibid., V, 346 (1380).
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Timmermeesters, 5 (1437).
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See chapter 1.
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Lubberding, “Een houten straat in Deventer”; Spitzers, “Archaeological Evidence”; Veeckman, “Some Archaeological Aspects of
Infrastructure.”
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eerde gegraven ende gemaket. […] Henri van Muysse die self derden inden borchgraven die eerde ende modde uut worpen, dair an
geweest 6 dage […] Van den steenmotte voir der Noirdenbergerpoirten uuyt den borchgrave gekomen en wech te vuere steenmut.”
SAD, Timmermeesters, 2 (1417).
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“Uut des Bisschopshave gevoert an die welle int steyger 110 karren steenmut […] 3 gl.” SAD, Timmermeersters, 4 (1423).
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duties that fell under the public works masters. 220 Since street and embedded gutters and drains (zylen
and grueppen) were generally the responsibility of home owners, the street masters were particularly
active in ensuring the smooth flow of traffic, and dispose of superfluous waters and liquid waste in the
by now familiar network of economic and politically important spots, including the town (commercial)
halls. Thus, in addition to street paving, they were busy with digging, repairing, covering, opening,
adjusting, sealing, and installing bars for a number of sites per year. 221 For example, in 1483 they
worked on the drain at the friars minor in the Polstrate, and “repaired the street on the Welle,” for
which three carts “with old bricks and debris had been collected at the cemetery,” and another 375
carts of debris and old stones were gathered at “various places alongside the Welle.” 222 In 1480 they
were repairing the drainage pipes at the Bergpoort and fixing the holes at the Brink. 223 Finally, the
street masters had to inspect citizens’ duties for street upkeep, and may have routinely reported
transgressions to the aldermen. However, their administration only shows the material side of their
activities, and no income generated by levied fines. 224
Thirdly, the daily supervision of animals and the maintenance of pastures initially fell under
the public works masters, yet after 1362 were delegated to so-called pasture or field overseers
(weidegraven). These were commonly not workmen but members of governing elites, and from 1464
formally required two of the four to be aldermen. 225 In contrast to the other officials, the pasture
overseers were largely self-sufficient, generating funds out of the branding of cows and managing the
herd. They were also allowed to confiscate wandering animals, thus protecting damages to crops, roads
or other nuisances. And as they spent their income on the maintenance of the fields surrounding the
town, they thus coordinated upkeep and likely oversaw various other matters related to communal
wellbeing, including pollution, disposal of refuse and safety of waterworks.226
They shared their workspace with the outside road masters (wegenmeesters), in charge of roads
beyond the walls. 227 Working predominantly with wood, debris and sand, and occasionally with stone
and iron, they surveyed and maintained roads, bridges, dikes and the fences and fortifications known as
the lantweer. 228 The roads officials also checked several roads for which the upkeep was in the hands of
communities (buurschappen) living alongside them – much like citizens inside town were responsibly for
streets and quays along their houses. Their workspace thus coincided with various other governing
agents and their representatives: inspections by aldermen, the pasture overseers (weidegraven) and later
by especially appointed dike officials, but also by the more regional water boards (Hoogheemraadschappen,
see conclusion to this study). 229 This illustrates the importance of and the care for cleanliness and flow
beyond the walls, as well as the power claims and jurisdictions at stake.
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As early as 1337 they apper in the rubric ad structuram. The first reference to the subaccounts is in 1386. Benders,
Bestuursstructuur, 283. SAD, Straatmeesters, 1 (1414), 2 (1480), 3 (1482), 4 (1484), 5 (1485), 6 (1486), 7 (1487), 8 (1490). Each
numbered year contains ca. 1-6 unnumbers fols. Spitzers, “Archaeological Evidence.”
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In addition to both cleaners and public works officials outlined above, the city accounts also
routinely note additional sanitary expenses. 230 Most notably, between 1406 and 1418, the treasurers
created a separate rubric for “cleaning the moat (borchgrave).” 231 The fact that these workmen required
ropes, ladders and even a special “water tunic” (waterroc), suggests that cleaning the moat involved
repairs and was thus more related to technical public works than street and market sanitation. The
head of affairs was a certain Leffert, a long-term and experienced official who was listed on the payroll
as the overseer of fortifications (wruchte) – yet another title or official type occasionally mentioned in
the municipal list of wages. 232 Yet from 1417 on the moat’s clearing was increasingly outsourced. 233
Furthermore, in the town’s surroundings there were periodical inspections of waterworks, in which
sanitation also played a role. For instance, governmental servants regularly rode outside town for
inspections – presumably of the dikes and waterworks – and at times cleaned the city’s canal moat or
wetering. 234
Surveying the activities of these various governmental outfits demonstrates how the pursuit
of the common good and health was routinely put into practice. The payments for sanitary supervision
and waste disposal in this city – including the counting of carts to quantify sanitary efforts – correlated
with the activities of those managing infrastructural works, creating a cooperation and overlap in
officials’ tasks to safeguard infrastructural viability and sanitation. A notable difference with Ghent is
that in Deventer, a relatively small city, they seem to have had fewer jurisdictional competences, which
were kept rather closely at hand by the governing aldermen. Besides their clearly shared function, the
local differences between the two cities explored above suggests we need to be careful in drawing
conclusions over developments and wary of generalizations.
Conclusion
As this chapter has sought to trace practices of municipal sanitation, the tasks of three city servants
(stede knechten) in Leiden offer a final illustration. Between 1391 and 1399, city servant Dirc Gerijtszoon
performed a by now familiar set of activities: guarding, delivering messages, but also assisting at
renovations and public works – carrying materials or making roofs – and cleaning, such as around the
meat hall. 235 Two decades later, Meynart “the city servant” was paid a little over 10 lb. “for a year to
discard dirt (slijc) and clean the city tower and town hall.” 236 But he also walked with many messages
and maintained bridges and fortifications, likely working in his new shoes and an black uniform.
Moreover, the city paid to repair his boat (scouwe), “with which he transports the dirt.” 237 Whereas in
his early years he worked more as a messenger and cleaner, as Meynart became older, he specialized
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For instance, while renovating the Noordenbergerpoort, two workmen carried carts of dung (drecks) while on their way back
brought sand and lime to build with. SRDev, VI, 360–61 (1440). SRDev, III, 201 (1415). And in 1414, a workman transported the dung
and dirt (mest ende slijcs) gathered at the Duimpoort in the IJssel. SRDev, III, 175 (1414).
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more in public works and street paving. 238 Finally, a city servant named Florijs is in multiple entries
referred to as “Florijs, who transports the dirt (slijc),” and was active as messenger, guard, and assistant
in public works. 239 Furthermore, these men might have had separate contracts granting them waste
collection privileges, as described above in the first sections of this chapter. Such examples suggest that
although Leiden lacked routinely stationed sanitary officials, the city servants took on these tasks,
much in the same way in which Deventer’s gatekeepers cleaned and supervised waste disposal, and in
which Ghent’s conincskinderen worked as messengers or helped during military expeditions. It therefore
fits, although somewhat differently than in Ghent and Deventer, into a flexibility model in which the
city adapted the tasks of officials to specific challenges.
Becoming more acquainted with the various multitasking sanitary agents in Netherlandish
cities affects the views on public health in late Middle Ages in several ways. First, the reconstruction
challenges the vision of late medieval urban authorities’ indifference and incapability towards these
issues of communal health and sanitation. More than viewing local authorities’ interventions as
successful achievements, it demonstrates that sanitary policies were part of the structural operation of
governmental power over urban spaces as well as the behavior of its inhabitants. In this regard, the
case studies of both Deventer and Ghent have important similarities with roads officials in thirteenthand fourteenth-century Italy. 240 Moreover, the demand for dung and other uses for waste not only
provided private waste collectors with income, but also offered an economic incentive to organize
waste collection, by and beyond central initiatives. Managing sanitation reinforced the claim of
authority to ascertain control of communal wellbeing in two ways. The first revolved around assigning
sanitary officials to police – and define in the process – public spaces. The second was by demanding
each inhabitant to contribute to sanitation and infrastructural maintenance. Rather than a sign of
disinterest in urban sanitation, such a distribution of tasks took considerable political strength to
enforce.
The first claim is reflected by an active interest in preserving flow of commercially and
politically central spaces and infrastructures. In all cities, officialdom denounced the accumulation of
filth and wastes heaps, and the presence of animals and materials out of place as unwanted at the city’s
busiest places and entrances. Ghent’s coninc and his minions, Deventer’s cleaning overseers, Leiden’s
ward overseers and waste collectors, and other similar governmental outfits therefore played a vital role
in policing flow in specific spaces and the implementation of urban health regulations. Either paid for
policing and sanitation or generating their own income out of fines, they were thus an important tool
to maintain physical governmental presence in the city and correlating claims to power. In addition,
relating to the second claim, performing inspections throughout the city and though routine
supervision of infrastructures, either by ruling magistrates or appointed officials, became integral to the
governance of late medieval cities, a tool that also pushed officialdom’s authority into other social
spaces.
Whereas (early) modern municipal organization more strictly divided tasks and competences
between separate individuals, a mix of functions characterized sanitary management during fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries. That one group of officials embodied this varied yet clearly delineated set of
tasks suggests a governmental vision of urban wellbeing. The flexible and dynamic nature of their
work, both in large cities such as Ghent or smaller ones such as Deventer and Leiden, makes it
challenging to reconstruct the organization more than seven centuries later. Yet we can argue that the
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development of municipal sanitation was not a linear or a steady expansion of governmental
involvement and investments, nor does it show a break in practices between the medieval era and
(early) modernity. The development of their respective organizations could change or (temporarily)
expand considerably. It happened in Ghent during the second half of the fourteenth century, and in
Deventer the first half of the fifteenth. Leiden’s authorities seem to have increased interest in these
matters in the second half of the fifteenth century, although here the evidence is less strong. For the
latter, this corresponded with a demographic boom, yet this was not the case in Ghent, and neither do
we see a strong correlation with demographic rise in Deventer. Finally, a notable difference between
the cities is that the military tasks of Ghent’s coninc and minions were much more prominent than those
of Deventer’s supervisor-cleaners, or Leiden’s homans or stadsknechten.
The exploration of Deventer’s public works officials put these supervisors-cleaners into a
wider context of urban officials managing urban spaces and infrastructures, which in their turn fit into
an even broader landscape of agents working, with various incentives, to improve and protect
communal health and sanitation. These become visible in glimpses of, for instance, privileges by guilds,
religious institutions and neighborhoods, but especially by appeals to citizens. Further researching
them, and their interrelations, would offer greater insight into the development of communal health
practices. For now, it is clear that the work performed by sanitary-supervisory outfits was one crucial
part of that, and confirms that the myriad health rules were no hollow threats but routinely enforced.
These health-promoting practices can be explored further by zooming in on one key space: the food
market.
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1. Locations of cleaner-supervisors in Ghent. 1. Korenaard, 2. Vismarkt, 3. Vrijdagmarkt, 4. Plaetse, 5. Kouter, 6. Walmere, 7.
Molen, 8. Steendam, 9. Reke, 10. Werengarenstraat [1540 instruction], 11. Paddenhoek [1540 instruction].
Birds’ eye view on Ghent, 1534. STAM Gent © www.lukasweb.be
Photo by Hugo Maertens. Indications of cleaners’ locations added by the author.

Figure 2.3. Locations of cleaner-supervisors in Ghent..
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1. Brink, 2. Brinkpoort, 3. Bergpoort, 4. Timber market (houtmarkt), 5. Town hall and cloth hall, 6. Noordenbergerpoorten,
7. Polstrate, 8. Crane, 9. Vispoort, 10. Melcster Steghele, 11. Zantpoort.
De Stadsplattegronden van Jacob van Deventer, 5. Indications of cleaners’ locations added by the author.

Figure 2.4. Locations of supervisor-cleaners in Deventer 1400-1499.
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CHAPTER 3

Food, health and the marketplace

1

Market places, as key places of trade, political identity and social public life, were in many ways the
center of medieval towns. While we have encountered them as a focal point of municipal sanitation
and policing efforts, supervising the goods sold within these spaces was likewise of interest for public
health. 2 As in several other regions in Europe, urban authorities across the Low Countries commonly
limited the exchange of meat, fish and grain to specific locations, often explicitly prohibiting their sale
elsewhere. Concerns for their perishable nature motivated supervision over the former two, while fear
of shortage – potentially followed by social unrest in the city – stimulated magistrates’ desire to
monitor the sale of grain. 3 Local governments sought to consolidate power through food markets,
defined here as a specific urban space for the policing of food quality. This encouraged the installment
of mechanisms of enforcement, which at times clashed with the ways in which vendors contested,
negotiated, resisted or avoided such interventions or strategies. It is also one of the few places that
illuminates the presence of women in the medieval public sphere. For instance, the “inspectors (vinders)
of the meat market” in Leiden had summoned in 1446 a vendor named Aene, wife of Jacop Dircx,
because she had “brought bad and spoiled food to the market.” Yet after she denied the market
inspectors’ allegations, things went from bad to worse. Aene was brought before the aldermen’s court,
[A]nd in the presence of the aldermen and the aforementioned inspectors, she expressed bad, false and
unfortunate words, speaking angrily to the inspector: “you lie about this, you did not summon me.” The
magistracy does not allow anybody to speak so confusedly and regrettably to its officials because of
4
their duties, and we will respond appropriately.

Using assertive rhetoric, this verdict referred to the installment of a meat market (in this case a hall
attached to the town hall), the appointment of inspectors, and the importance of their duties. Together
with the characterization of Aene’s resistance as emotional and confused, and the forced donation of
3000 stones for the city walls, these aspects can all be regarded as part of strategies to govern the food
market. The conflict therefore related to official regulation and control over food exchange, including
the sale of meat. Urban bylaws and guilds’ statutes prescribed how traders were to preserve and
transport wares, select healthy animals, and under what conditions they should sell their merchandise,
including price, location and time of day.
Historiography on late medieval market places has outlined the political and economic
function of the centralized sale of foodstuffs, including taxation and monopolizing exchange,
regulating sale permissions, monitoring prices and mediating in conflict resolution. However, the role
of population health-concerns in the spatial production and governance of the food market remains
understudied. This chapter therefore seeks to explore that aspect by investigating the role of public
health interests and the impact of perceived risks in the regulation, spatial layout and social interactions
1

Parts of this chapter have been used for: “Food Offenders: Public Health and the Marketplace in the Late Medieval Low Countries,” In
Sanitary Policing in Premodern Europe, edited by Carole Rawcliffe and Claire Weeda (Amsterdam University Press), [forthcoming].
2
Generally, Netherlandish urban authorities focused on upholding their grip – monitoring provision, price, and quality – on meat [and
fish], grain, and cloth. These four strictly regulated trades, three of which were food types thus pertained most directly to the common
good. Isenmann, “The Notion of the Common Good,” 145–48; Howell, Women, Production, and Patriarchy, 58.
3
An exception to the centralisation was perhaps the sale of food on annual fairs. Beek-Mulder and Polman, De Hallen in Haarlem, 37–
40; Nicholas, The Growth of the Medieval City, 194–95. Isenmann, Die deutsche Stadt, 112; Romano, Markets and Marketplaces;
Welch, Shopping in the Renaissance; Rawcliffe, Urban Bodies, 261–62.
4
“Alsoe die gezworen vinders van den vleyschmarkt Aene Jacop Dircx Wijff bekeurt hebben van dat sij quade ende ongave spijse ter
marct brochte, dat sij niet bekennen en heeft willen, mare heeft in jeghenwoordichheyt van scepenen ende den voirs. vinders quade
lochende spijtige woirde gegeven, seggende miten heten fellen woirden totten vinders: ‘ghij liecht dair an ende ghij en hebt mijn niet
bekeurt.’ Ende alsoe het gerecht niet en staet te lyden hoir dienaren om oire dienste wille soe confuselic ende spitelike toe te spreken,
men soude daer in voirsien als behoirde. [penalty: 10.000 stones].” SAL, Correctieboek A, p. 213 (1446).
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at urban food marketplaces. It argues that population level health was key to officialdom’s approaches
to governing the food market.
Concerns about the sale of unwholesome commodities resonated with ideas stemming from
coeval medical literature. Prescriptive medical texts attributed great importance to a good diet for
maintaining health, both at an individual level and for the population at large, and directly linked bad
food and drink to the onset of disease. 5 While the detection of corrupted food and framing
transgressions as health hazards functioned as a means to rhetorically justify the exercise of
governmental control over the food trades, the detail and extensiveness of regulation suggests more
than a simple quest for power by a governing urban elite. It does not undermine the idea that
officialdom had genuine concerns about the dangers of substandard wares. Because rather than a form
of altruism, it offered a means of protecting a town’s political and economic interests, because
(epidemic) disease would harm the city and its population, and poor quality wares on the market would
damage its reputation.
Reviewing food policies and their enforcement suggests that preventative health agendas were
realized through altering, coordinating, and monitoring the food market, as a strategic location and one
of several visible focal points or at-risk sites within the city. The supervision of quality, provision and
behavior were another area in which authorities employed governance techniques of biopower, and
where spatial politics played an important role. 6 The production of the food market spaces, with its
political-spatial restrictions, fits within a context of socio-economic urban development, but was also
very much a political intervention. Following Lefebvre’s division (see introduction), the production of
this urban space can therefore be broken down into three types. The food markets and halls were
physical places, but also political and legal constructions, with mental boundaries and restrictions. 7 And
they were socially and morally charged spaces: endowed with religious and moral connotations, and
with (un)written rules and restrictions about social interactions, behavior and status according to class,
gender and occupation.8 These distinctions of space types will help to structure the present chapter.
Regarding source material, this chapter is based on the same constellation of the three core
case studies, with additional data accessible through indexed or published primary sources. Especially
the traces of enforcement and subsequent tensions between policing governmental agents and food
traders have not received the attention they deserve – mainly due to the lack of separate
documentation of market transgressions. Particularly central here are therefore the extant recorded
fines from Ghent and Ypres, dating from the late thirteenth to the early fourteenth centuries. They
offer rare evidence for market rules’ enforcement. In addition, the variety of symbolic punishments
levied on offences committed by food vendors in fifteenth-century Leiden can tell us more about the
perception and communication of market morality in the context of protecting public health.
Using the conceptual framework of spatial theories and ANT, this chapter explores health
interests and food market from several perspectives. We will start with mental spaces: the instituted
mental boundaries and divisions of market space. The first sections will briefly outline two broader
debates, namely on premodern urban marketplaces, and the central position of food in Galenic
medical theories. These ideas can be linked to how various Netherlandish cities sought to realize the
ideal of a healthy and prosperous food market, with a particular focus on the meat trade. The chapter’s
second part argues that health interests also played a role in the organization of the food market as a
physical space. We then move on the food market as a social space, with a tentative exploration of
traces of enforcement, both in fines and ritual punishments. The subsequent sections focus on rules
concerning the food trades in reaction to plague, and the relations between communal health and grain
5

See chapter 1.
Gordon and et. al., “Governmental Rationality,” 2–14. See the Introduction.
7
Arnade, Howell, and Simons, “Fertile Spaces,” 516–20; Hanawalt, “Introduction,” x–xi.
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and bread provision. We conclude with some brief reflections on the role of guilds and policies to
reduce environmental pollution stemming especially from meat production. Together these subjects
sketch the network of agents, materiality and spaces involved in the urban food trades, generating
challenges and benefits to communal health, as one key playing field of urban power interests. It
furthermore demonstrates that officials in the persona of specially appointed market inspectors – and
likely also vendors – not only seem to have been aware of but applied knowledge on health
preservation and disease risks, thus employing a certain level of health literacy.
Principles for a healthy food market
Assessing the impact of health interests in governing the food market requires a brief outline of the
broader debates on the premodern urban marketplace. The extensive scholarship on late medieval
marketplaces has demonstrated the importance of this multifaceted public space for the urban
community, offering a space for trade and a stage for civic ritual and communication: in the form of
parades, processions, public decrees, punishments, tournaments and inaugurations, but also illegal
assemblies and vendettas. 9 Large market squares such as Ghent’s Vrijdagmarkt expressed a city’s
political independence and economic privileges. Further, scholarship inspired by Max Weber and
Henri Pirenne characterized the late medieval urban market a key space to explain the development of
cities over the past seven centuries, a means to locate the transformation of a premodern marketplace
to a modern market-oriented capitalist society. Within this transformation, the late medieval city had an
important particularity, namely a high level of coincidence of political identity and market space. 10
Contrary to modern perceptions of the city as a place within the nation state, the late medieval
marketplace produced and reproduced in many ways premodern urban structures of power, and offers
insight into the political ideology and tensions at work over governing the urban community. This
ideology presented the city as superior to the nearby countryside and in competition with other cities.
It moreover justified the use of force and the establishment of protected monopolies in commodity
markets and to monitor the quality, safety, prices and provision of goods. 11 The links between unity,
quality, identity, profit and health are manifest in the concept of the common or public good. As
Martha Howell argues, urban authorities were not just “facilitating commerce,” but “ineluctably linking
it to a bien publique that was intimately bound to the idea of the market. Moreover, they were giving
definition to the bien publique whose protectors they claimed to be.” 12 And although, as we have seen,
the concept was broadly used and applied, with consequently divergent meanings and significance, one
key context where this term emerged was in measures that promoted health in and through the
marketplace.
Urban authorities’ interactions with market spaces are abundantly evident from archival
records. Municipal regulations construed the intended function and status of the marketplace as a
network of mental or socio-political and physical boundaries. It made the market, as a health space,
essentially a privileged space, produced by mechanisms of exclusion of health risks and pollution – in
various forms and with various faces. To be sure, many of the strategies employed to realize the
ideology of the ideal market secured financial income for the city’s coffers, as well as for its
institutions, guilds, and trading citizens. The organization and distribution of taxation and tolls were
the outcome of a complex political struggle between regional powers, town leagues, urban
governmental bodies and guilds. Concerning the latter, authorities regulated and controlled food trades
9

Laleman, “Espaces publics dans les villes Flamandes Au Moyen Âge”; Arnade, Realms of Ritual, 47; Romano, Markets and
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“Cities in Late Medieval Europe,” 339. Arnade, Howell, and Simons, “Fertile Spaces”; Lefebvre, The Urban Revolution; Le Goff, The Birth
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by variously cooperating with or delegating to guilds, whose role in health-promoting practices remains
to be investigated further (see below). However, the abundance of officialdom’s interventions explicitly
aimed at preserving health strongly suggests that practices on food markets can be understood as a
form of biopower. Even a more cynical interpretation that regards the extension of power and
economic gain as the only true objectives for urban governments (and, to a lesser extent, of guilds),
appealing to the importance of health and food quality was a powerful instrument or ideology to justify
centralization and supervision – one shaping behaviors. Therefore, in either of these views, examining
governmental strategies for the ideal market from a public health perspective offers an innovative way
to look at market space as a social space.
To understand the mental framework of health preservation in the food trades, we may briefly
venture into the status of food and drink in contemporary medicine. Medical (vernacular) tracts,
propagating humoral or Galenic theories, precisely described the qualities or characteristics (cold/hot,
dry/moist) and impact of each food type on the body, depending on age, gender, season and
environment. 13 These texts strongly emphasized the importance of finding the right combination and
preparation of food and drink. The latter were the main suppliers and means of replenishing the four
bodily humors, with the stomach as the “oven,” cooking them and distributing the fluids throughout
the body. This food culture intertwined with health preservation, and likely was widespread among
cities in the Low Countries, as outlined in chapter 1. Such tracts prescribing wholesome diets and cures
also give a sense of what foods the more well-to do had at their disposal, information that can be
juxtaposed with what we know from trade and other sources. Before European travels to the Americas
brought back the potato, the staple diet consisted of various types of grain, such as wheat and rye.
While the poorest might have fed themselves predominantly with grain and occasionally ate fish, for
Netherlandish inhabitants the menu was often more varied, including pork, at times beef, mutton, in
addition to a variety of vegetables and dairy, and with the distances of imported products expanding
along class lines. 14
Medical authorities also made it clear that consumers of the wrong kinds of food and drinks –
or even the wrong amounts – risked falling ill. 15 First, eating spoiled food or diseased animals brought
on a corruption of the humors, and therefore engendered disease. This was equally true if one of the
humors gained the upper hand and distorted the body’s balance. Especially the latter could be caused
by food of the wrong qualities, bringing too much heat, cold, dryness or moisture into the body.
Finally, the corruption of the environment through the air (miasma) was another potential health risk
stemming from spoiled wares. This not only pertained to wrongly disposed leftovers and wastes; fetid
meat displayed in the market (hall) also potentially brought illnesses, including plague, to the
community through the putrefaction of the surrounding air, which then could spread through town. 16
The risks of meat
Several studies have demonstrated that late medieval urban authorities as well as city dwellers took
seriously the perceived menace of corruption arising from butchers’ waste and other food production
residues (see below). However, municipal initiatives to prevent health risks with regard to the sale and
consumption of foul food have remained understudied. Market regulations across the Low Countries
articulated the range of perceived threats concerning food in a very specific discourse. Food needed to
be safe for consumption, but the dangers were multifold. First, it could spoil or become rancid because
too much time had passed since the animal had been killed or victuals prepared or cooked. Many
13
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ordinances and other records used general negative terms to refer to a degenerated state: bad,
defective, dirty or stinking, which reflects the importance of smell in detecting defects. 17 Authorities
thus prescribed that no rotting fish, moldy (vunstich) bread or anything other than wholesome (gave)
goods should be found on vendors’ stalls – indeed, nothing that “smells, looks, or cooks bad.”18
Second, animals could be ill, which, according to coeval medical theory, made their meat
dangerous to eat. Illness among pigs in particular raised much concern, and urban statutes referred to
diseased pigs having blisters or lumps under their tongue, or on the meat, with the terms gortig, gaerdig,
haerig, pockig, vinnich or verzaaid, 19 and occasionally as “leprous meat.”20 Moreover, pig keeping was
widespread in Netherlandish towns – and considered a central nuisance and health risk, see chapter 5.
Combatting of the sale of diseased pigs may have also been a predominant concern because compared
to cattle keeping it was less centralized and more difficult to monitor. Moreover, Ghent’s authorities
prohibited tanners from using the hide of diseased animals. 21 Although none of the Netherlandish
bylaws mention that corrupted meat could cause leprosy, as Rawcliffe notes for England, people clearly
perceived consuming it as a risk and aimed to separate such meat from the wares that passed the
norms of inspection. 22 For example, Kampen’s magistrates prohibited butchering any pigs intended for
sale in the meat hall before overseers (keurmeesters) had inspected the animals “to check if it is also clean
inside or it is not diseased (vinnich) or sow (sogen) meat.” 23
The remark on sows related to the final issue, namely that the qualities – in a Galenic sense –
of the meat could be different if the animal was in an “altered state” before it was killed. This concern
seems strongly related to humoral theory and differs most from a modern Western or Euro-American
conception of hygienic standards. It included cows and pigs in heat (tochtig, cogich, koeiig, requerir le toreau,
en ruit, à chasse), cows that had just been with a bull, infertile pigs (gelten vleysch) and any animal that had
recently given birth and was suckling. 24 Such conditions changed the natural characteristics of the
meat. In case of animals being in heat they had to be “cooled down” (refroidées) before being sold for
consumption. 25 Bulls’ and rams’ meat also had different characteristics and seemed dangerous in its
natural state, suffused with corrupt blood, and could not be sold as such without warning. In England,
bulls had therefore to be baited by dogs to first “warm” the animal, although there is less evidence of
this practice in the Low Countries. 26
These distinctions are particularly striking because they suggest a medicalized conception of
meat as affecting a person’s humoral balance. Urban authorities and meat vendors took on the
responsibility to sell meat in such a state and quality that consumers could safely assume that eating it
would impact the body in a way that was expected according to medical theory.27 For example, the city
magistrates of Gouda punished three men for slaughtering a cow who had calves three or four days
earlier. The butchers in question had to hold a wax cow while being pilloried in church as part of their
ritual atonement. However, the butchers’ guild successfully pleaded to alleviate the punishments to
17
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three penal pilgrimages. 28 While we will return below to the punitive symbolism, which was not
uncommon, the case illustrates that although magistrates rarely referred to medical theories explicitly,
policies on the sale of meat in particular suggest that medical ideas on preservation informed
government policies. 29
What to do with rejected wares, especially since there was a clear awareness of attendant health
risks? Outright denial of sale, to anyone and anywhere, concerned meat from animals that had died “by
themselves” (alleene gestorven). Also, rancid meat was commonly banned entirely. For example, sellers of
“foul smelling meat” in Gouda risked having the rotten piece placed on a stick next to their stall, after
the rest of the rejected wares were cast into the water. 30 Those kinds of meat were called “useless,” a
term that related to the rhetoric of the common good, which propagated the utility or contributions of
both inhabitants’ behavior and material objects to the community. 31 For example, a woman in Leiden
was banned from selling meat because she had “sold much useless lard (onnuts spec).” 32
But not all questionable meat went into the river. Rejected wares were seldom regarded as
completely useless. Instead of being thrown away or taken outside the city, they were offered for sale
in different ways and places. Those willing or rather encouraged to take the risk, as presumably such
meats were cheaper, could go to a special table or stand – not unlike a fire sale for produce
approaching their due date in Dutch supermarkets today. Sometimes such wares had to be placed
outside the meat hall on a designated stand, or behind a special sign. Both interested buyers and those
who wished to avoid such meats were often warned by a red ensign or little flag (banier) that vendors
were required to place next to it. The fact that this custom existed in multiple towns suggests that even
strangers were able to understand the messages on health risks that such markings and alternative
locations communicated.33 Moreover, these prescriptions fit into a larger context of marking wares.
Carving a sign in commodities or its vessels proved something was indeed inspected, approved and
taxed. Yet it also indicated lesser quality or freshness of fish, for example by cutting the tail off, or
marking a day’s old herring, as exemplified by bylaws from Ghent, Gouda, Utrecht and Dordrecht.34
Deventer’s butchers’ guild statutes of 1324 refer to these different issues of diseased animals
and animals in an “altered state” and prescribed different regulation for each of them. For instance,
they noted that “a brother of the guild who wants to sell meat with lumps (vynnich vleys) will not sell it
on his bench but will place it below on a table.” 35 Strikingly, meat from cows slaughtered while in heat
(coeghesch vleysch) was entirely prohibited from being brought “into the meat hall to sell it.” The guild, as
was common in Deventer, was entitled to one fifth of the 25 s. fine. They further banned vendors
from trying to sell “heifers (verre), young bulls, rams, ill (wervelsieck) cows or animals that has been in
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heat before nine days have passed, or any other imperfect goods (ongave guet).” 36 Further, a revised
version of the statutes from 1479 was stricter and altogether banned both diseased (vynnich) pork and
coegich beef from the meat hall, suggesting it was deemed more dangerous in the late fifteenth than
during the early fourteenth century. 37
Some hospitals gained the privilege of receiving all forfeitures. Donation “without any
compensation” to the House of the Holy Spirit was customary for butchers in Deventer if their meat
was rejected at inspection. 38 In Leiden, all rejected goods, including moldy bread and spoiled fish, were
to be donated to Saint Catherine’s hospital. 39 Likewise, Utrecht’s council decided that all underweight
bread declined at market inspection would go to the “the ill outside town” – perhaps the lepers – the
next morning before seven at one of the city’s gates. 40Although it might seem strange that spoiled
foods were given to the sick, the latter hospital was also entitled to various other rejected goods such
as butter, textile, peat and half of the confiscated wandering pigs. 41 Moreover, this was not as cruel as it
might sound, because coeval medical theory deemed the humoral (im)balance of a diseased person
immune to illness caused by consumption of corrupted wares. 42 In October 1446, a certain Pieter
Dammeszoon from a village nearby Leiden had imported poultry that the market inspectors deemed
“bad and spoiled.” 43 He received a fine, presumably the 18 schillings that a bylaw on this offence
prescribed, but then denied that his bird was spoiled and refused to donate it to the hospital. His
resistance cost him the cash equivalent of 2,000 stones (around 3 lb.), to be used for the town walls.
The punishment will be discussed in more detail below, but the condemnation indicates that such
instructions had to be obeyed immediately after the market inspector’s verdict, while the public
announcement could have been done slightly later. To sum up, theoretical distinctions between health
risks of meat in regulation had a practical outcome in the organization of the meat hall and its
surroundings, as well as through adding material demarcations. Delving deeper into spatiality can
further our understanding of the ways in which health interests, as part of the pursuit of communal
wellbeing, shaped food markets.
Healthy market spaces
Officialdom’s policies on food types deemed unfit for consumption are one key part of a broader set
of principles for a healthy and orderly market. Most generally, health-promoting practices in the
marketplace ideally meant sufficient supplies of good quality, accurately weighed, and sold for fair
prices. Weights and assizes were subject to detailed and often-repeated regulations as well as regular
inspections, and most forcefully upheld for grain and bread. Regulating the market also entailed
regulating time: from fairs, market weekdays and working hours, to limiting time for production
processes and expiration dates for food. 44 And a healthy food market was a clean market, protected
from miasmatic menaces stemming from stench and rotting objects. As we have seen, it was fought by
investments in sanitary officials, arrangements and infrastructures for waste disposal, as part of broader
concerns about polluting aspects of the food trades (see below). Public water wells and fountains were
36
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another regular feature of market spaces, as indicated by both
archaeological and historical evidence. 45 Yet its pursuit also more
generally impacted the physical spatial organization, which can be
divided into three main issues: the formation a of market place in
the city, the establishment of commercial halls, and the
organization within the marketplace.
First, a healthy market required a clearly demarcated and
orderly environment for exchange. An early sixteenth-century
painting of the cloth market in Den Bosch (figure 3.1), while not
exclusively a food market, nonetheless visualizes the ideal
characteristics of a central market square, as formulated in
municipal bylaws. 46 They were reflected by the order and symmetry
of the market stalls, the spacious “roads” or open areas between
the stalls and the houses, which enabled the smooth flow of traffic.
Many cities explicitly forbade placing carts in certain market places,
or trotting, which also damaged roads – Deventer even paid an
official to manage the carts on the Brink. 47 Likewise, the straight
line of ornamented stone houses bordering the market in the
painting illustrate that such market spaces did not develop
“naturally” within the late medieval urban fabric. In fact, the grote
markten or grand marchés were often one of the few large open and
publicly accessible spaces in late medieval Netherlandish towns. 48
Ghent’s Vrijdagmarkt was a deliberate intervention in the late
thirteenth century. 49 This is also the period in which Deventer’s
Brink was established, and Dordrecht’s aldermen likewise
intervened to keep the market spaces around the harbor free of
Figure 3.1. The draper’s market in 's
buildings. 50 Indeed, maintaining a well-functioning open market
Hertogenbosch (c. 1530). Anonymous,
space was a major challenge for elected officials; symbolic of the
Noordbrabants Museum, 's
Hertogenbosch.
town’s prosperity or its health in a more abstract sense. In the
words of Carol Symes, “the best contemporary index of effective
municipal governance was the extent to which officials were
successful in keeping open spaces open and unobstructed.” 51
Yet however convenient for ideological depictions, conceptualizing the medieval market as one
space or entity was a normalizing fiction. Even moderate-size towns had more than one prescribed place
for the exchange of goods, with specialized markets for different wares, leaving aside all the potential
spots for informal and illegal transactions such as at the gates, on the piers during offloading of ships,
or in private homes. 52 The names of many streets and squares today still testify which goods and
commodities were sold there. Official markets could be held on streets and bridges as well, at times
45
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67.
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posing a serious challenge to the flow of goods, people – and waste. Yet having separate markets for
separate types of trades also helped to establish specialized mechanisms for supervision. Cities
organized and regulated retail in more formal ways, but not all commodities were required to have
such a strictly centered location for sale. Indeed, the spatial restriction for the sale of meat, fish, grain
and cloth was an exception to the more fluid patters of sale for other commodities. Craftsmen for
many other trades also sold from their workshops, which led to a fluid public/private divide of
commercial spaces that varied considerably over time, leading to a diverse market landscape with
complex patterns of trade. 53
Secondly, the establishment of commercial halls occurred across Europe, while the meat hall
seems to have been particularly present in towns throughout the Low Countries. The halls helped to
promote a city’s civic reputation, as well as its health. 54 Local authorities of Haarlem, for example,
stated in 1386 that for a “good city” it was “honest, useful and beneficial to have a clean (reyne) meat
hall, to prevent bad and spoiled meat.” 55 And because the former wooden meat hall became too small
and was in poor condition, Ghent’s urban government began constructing the Great Meat Hall (Groot
Vleeshuis) in 1408. The butchers’ guild financed a third of their new hall, which they not only used to
sell their wares but also as a meeting place, including at their chapel in the same building. 56 Deventer
too had at least since the 1414 a stone meat hall. 57 Moreover, in some cities these buildings contained
both officialdom’s spaces, such as law courts and board rooms, and commercial activities. 58 Rather
than a matter of efficiency, it symbolically connected urban authorities to the town’s commercial
agents. One of the earliest examples was an official permission to the city of Dordrecht in 1284 to
build a multi-purpose hall, “for the benefit of the city on a place which the community deems best.”
The ground floor, as it was explicated in the charter, would be the place for the sale of meat. All the
rights to the stalls in the meat hall (domus macelli) would be in the hands of the “aldermen and the city.”
The first floor, right above the butchers, would serve as a city council and court room, and an attached
stone house as a prison.59 Ghent’s authorities – as well as Deventer’s magistrates – did not attach their
official dwellings to the meat hall, but did choose to connect to the cloth hall, the city’s central trade.
Authorities spent on newly built city halls during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, with a knowing
glance at their neighbors. Especially Bruges’ late fourteenth-century town hall provided an example
worth imitating for many Netherlandish towns. Yet cities continued to integrate the meat hall or other
commercial halls, as happened in Gouda and Leiden. 60 The latter’s first meat hall was initially physically
detached from the municipal powers, but later, during reconstruction of the town hall in 1415,
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incorporated into the very same building, thus solidifying in space the close relation between the
development of urban government and the supervision of this trade. 61
A third core issue was the spatial organization within the food marketplace, with everything in
its “right place.” This is exemplified by municipal prescriptions on the measures of benches and stalls,
as well as precise divisions for the sale of various types of meat, fish, and fowl. 62 Further, urban
regulation distinguished fresh raw meat (especially beef) from various other products, such as tripe
(pens), pies, sausages and smoked meats such as bacon. The latter were not commonly sold in the meat
halls but often in separate locations, a custom which also consolidated in urban space the gender
boundaries of the food trades, either as official rules or socio-cultural conventions. Women often sold
various types of fish, cooked foods such as pies, fowl and small game, in addition to peddling dairy,
fruits and vegetables. They could also be active as “assistants” – often of their husbands – or in the
preparatory stages of certain trades, including meat. 63 While Leiden was lenient towards the presence
of female food vendors during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Ghent, with a strong butchers’
and fishmongers’ guild lobby and a fiercely protected grain staple, was particularly strict in this regard.
Here women were excluded from sale in the meat hall, vending sea fish, as well as selling and at times
even buying grain. 64 Taken together, these aspects produced a physical space that facilitated the
enforcement of health regulation and thus the protection of the common good. Governmental
concerns over quality, behavior and health shaped a market landscape with specific instructions on
who buys – and sells – which foods where, in which one’s place was determined along the lines of
income, social status, occupation and gender.
Implementing food policies
Market inspectors or overseers (vinders or keurmeesters), often multiple per market or hall, were key
agents enforcing municipal market policies. These inspectors often were in charge of the collection of
market taxes, which were usually distinct from or an addition to an import tax at the gates or harbors. 65
Another issue that fell to them was to monitor the arrival and correct modes of transport. 66 Most
importantly for the present study, they had to inspect the quality and safety of wares, manage the
distribution of market stalls, vendors’ sale permissions, and check if they were used according to
regulations. Ghent’s meat and fish market inspectors, for instance, were part of a group of officials
summarized as the vinders or smalle wetten. Active at least since the 1280s, they were annually appointed
by the bailiff and had salaried servants (daghers) at their disposal. 67 Two pairs of vinders managed the
small and great meat halls, as their duty was to “generally take note of the debts of meat, and with the
61
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inspection, along with all its virtues and vices.” The same phrasing described the judges of the fish
market, who also were required to inspect other victuals sold in that place such as fowl. 68
To prevent the sale of spoiled or overdue wares, inspectors were to take several precautions.
Many towns in the Low Countries insisted on the inspection of animals while still alive (levende besien).
Often this had to take place in a specifically ordained location, such as the “especially arranged pole”
on the market in Bruges, or in Ghent on the Veebrug, right next to the Great Meat Hall. 69 In
Deventer, proof of the animal’s health was given by means of a simple test: the market inspectors, i.e.
the guild deans sworn in by the city, had to “faithfully ensure that the ox or cow will eat [something]
and ruminate.” 70 Citizens or traders were initially not forbidden to import meat from outside Ghent,
but in 1430 the butchers did acquire their monopoly, “so that they will have reasonable income,”
which shows the intersection with the economic interests of the butchers at stake. 71
Bylaws and guild statutes generally prescribed an amount of “times” (malen) that meat and fish
could be offered for sale. A male was usually one part of a day: morning or afternoon, and inspection
was required at every turn. 72 Overdue (overmalich) meat had to be salted or cured, a common mode of
preservation of foodstuffs – making salt a valuable and important commodity, and its taxation subject
to much political conflict, especially in Ghent. 73 Urban authorities and guilds were aware of the impact
of higher temperatures, and cities across the region limited sale to between two and three days in
winter, and one to two in summer.74 In sum, there seems to have been a clear conception of the “shelf
life” of meat and fish. In addition, Ghent’s decrees on fish in 1427 further stimulated the import of
fresh fish by severely limiting the modes of transport. “Because the weight of the load is heavy and to
give the carriers more reason to frequent the city with their fish, to the benefit and utility of the
common inhabitants of this city,” the aldermen decided that transporter and carriers “can buy at sea a
maximum of one load and bring it within one mile from the city,” after which they could continue only
on foot with the bucket “on their backs, without taking recourse to any carts, wagons or ships, be it
summer or winter.” 75 Since we do not know much about its enforcement, such a decree illustrates
foremost a jurisdictional claim, an attempt to assert their political strength, extending far beyond the
city, in support of the urban community’s health.
A court case between three butchers and the meat hall overseers in Leiden gives us some
indication of how food regulations were enforced and what market inspection in practice entailed. The
68
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overseers defended their claim to a fine they levied on these butchers by precisely describing how they
acted according to their oath as elected officials. They emphasized their close ties with the magistrates
– whose official dwellings, as noted above, were located in the very same building.
Because the law demands that no one bring any goods for consumption to the market other than decent
ones, […] the sworn overseers have found in the meat hall, in which there is a daily meat market, a
consignment of meat belonging to the said [three butchers], which meat the overseers have fined [and
rejected], and furthermore showed it to the aldermen, who also deemed the meat bad and spoiled (quaat
ende ongans). And the said overseers have, in accordance with their oath, reported the transgression to the
76
aldermen, as is required.

The three butchers, however, “denied all allegations,” and sought the repayment of their 18 s. fine as
well as the litigation costs waived. They attempted to undermine the market inspectors’ competences,
claiming that such officials “are only ordered to price good meat and food and fend off bad meat, and
regulate times (malen) and market [hours].” Accusations of selling “bad meat,” the butchers said, should
be “inspected and investigated by the aldermen.”77 The butchers lost their case, yet no additional
penalty seems to have been given for this formal judicial resistance against market officials. It clearly
demonstrates, however, that the market inspectors functioned as the government’s eyes and especially
noses in the meat hall.
Through elected officials, authorities assumed a rather proactive attitude towards monitoring
food trades within cities, extending well beyond the market space. They may have routinely made
rounds through the city. For example, Leiden’s authorities forbade the import of birds without
inspection, cooked or uncooked, for a 100-roede radius (c. 376 meters) outside town. 78 And an
ordinance from Dordrecht threatened with a 3 lb. fine anyone who “verbally assaults the inspectors of
birds when they come into houses or on the streets to find birds to inspect, about anything pertaining
to their duty.”79 Thus, instead of being in only that place where people would bring them wares to
inspect, overseers seem to have entered domiciles and private stalls, crossing social spatial boundaries
justified by their task to protect monopolies, market quality and health standards. This was especially
important for bread, which would be checked at various bakeries rather than a central marketplace –
while the sale of grain commonly did have the same spatial restriction as meat and fish. Further, local
complainants perhaps informed the officials. As with many other facets of public health policies,
rewarding citizens who reported crimes was a common tool of creating peer pressure and extent
supervision beyond what officials themselves could detect.
Because reputation was so crucial, liability was an important issue. 80 As a rule, vendors were
only allowed to sell their own wares. This made them directly accountable for health risks, and they
could not feign ignorance about the state of their merchandise. 81 Deventer’s butchers’ guild members
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could not “help their fellows sell their meat” by standing behind their stalls.82 Likewise, Ghent’s
butchers in the two meat halls could only stand behind their own stalls, except for crafts apprentices
who still had to learn the trade. 83 Some cities also explicitly affirmed the liability of the market
inspectors. If they had passed spoiled or improper goods, or, as a bylaw in Leiden mentioned,
“inspected wares anywhere else than in front of the hall,” they were at risk of paying a fine or even
being expelled from office. If Utrecht’s overseers had approved spoiled or improper goods, for
instance diseased pigs, they were the ones accountable. 84 In sum, these food inspectors were rather
multifaceted specialists with specific jurisdictions, and although their ability to read and write remains
very difficult to assess, they employed a medically-informed working knowledge on food quality and
health threats in their work.
Further, to ensure everyone knew the rules, they were at times publicly repeated. This was all
the more important as it was common to have slight alterations in policies on food trades – especially
for grain – such as in reaction to situations of shortage, political conflicts, economic fluctuations and,
as discussed in more detail below, plague epidemics. Moreover, authorities also inquired about policies
in other cities, and new rules could be an adaptation of or reaction to what they had seen elsewhere.
For instance, Leiden’s council decided that “all salmons, sturgeons and other oily fishes will be sold by
the pound, as they do in Delft.” 85 In 1440, Deventer’s treasurers paid a messenger who “walked to
Zutphen with a letter to the town council requesting to write for us the ordinance about selling meat
by the pound.”86 Such brief notes not only indicate the active and ongoing interest of medieval town
governments in controlling the food trades, but perhaps even more importantly, they suggest that cities
and local authorities exchanged their modes of applied medical knowledge or literacy.
Market offenders: fines and strategic punishments
Having gained an overview of the connections between policies and rules – as mental spaces – and the
physical shapes of food markets, these two parts of Lefebvre’s framework can be related to social
practices and routine policing of the market. In contrast to the abundant evidence for late medieval
market regulation, testimonies of routine enforcement of market rules are scarce. Urban governments
generally punished food violations with a monetary fine, commonly levied by the market inspectors.
Yet no written documentation produced by any food market overseers in the fourteenth-and fifteenthcentury Low Countries survives, if it ever existed. Disputes rarely led to a court case or public
condemnation, and the examples mentioned above are, although highly illuminating, part of a rather
small corpus of formal condemnations. However, the fragments of the administration of fines in two
of the largest cities in the region, Ghent and Ypres, can help to further our insight into the
enforcement of market regulation. 87
Already in the late twelfth century, Ghent’s aldermen could collect fines, which revenues were
commonly divided between regional lord, city and lower official or reporter. 88 However, records of the
city’s share of collected fines, including all market fines, have disappeared almost without a trace. 89
82
“Geen broeder zal staan voor de bank van zijn gildebroeder om te helpen zijn vleysch te verkopen.” A later addition noted that they
could recommend buyers: “Een gebroeder stonde voer een anders gebroeder banck ende seghede ghevet dien manne of vrouwen
gueden copen ende solde gheen broeke wesen.” SAD, Copienboek, fol. 92r.
83
The aldermen noticed that many of Ghent’s butchers’ apprentices were far beyond that stage, “already married and living not at
their master’s place,” thus demanded that they would “do their oaths” as hired workers (gehuurde cnapen), or set up shop
themselves. SAG, Voorgeboden 108/2, fol. 38r.
84
Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 57; Muller, Rechtsbronnen Utrecht, I, 122 (1380).
85
“Voortaen sal men alle salmen, stueren ende andere vette visschen vercopen sel bijder gewechte bijden ponde, gelijc men tot Delf
doet, ende dair ene keur van maken.” SAL, Vroedschapsboek 382, fol. 60r (1471).
86
“Lambert die gelopen tot Zutphen myd enen brieve an den Rade begherende van hem ons die ordinantie van den vleysch by den
ponde te verkopen te scriven.” SRDev, VI, 334 (1440).
87
Ypres had around 40.000 inhabitants in the fourteenth century. Mus and Houtte, Prisma van de geschiedenis van Ieper, xiv–xv.
88
The division of fines was common throughout the Low Countries. Gheldolf, Coutume de la ville de Gand, 387 (1176-78); Van
Werveke, De Gentsche stadsfinancie͏n̈ , 186–88; Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 230 (1450).
89
The city accounts of 1353 list one fine, and in 1355 there is a short list of fines of 3 lb. and up. A single post of 4 lb. 16 s. “for bread
and grain” could be a total of the grain market. From 1366 until 1377, fines were gathered in a standard rubric that only listed sums of
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Most relevant data, therefore, come from the bailiff’s accounts, an official endowed with law
enforcement privileges representing the Count of Flanders. During the early fourteenth century, these
accounts shifted towards documenting more profitable dispute settlements and no longer penned
individual market violations. They may have collected lump sums of their share from the overseers
(vinders), if they received anything at all. 90 Therefore, relevant here are the earliest extant accounts,
eleven rolls from 1299, 1304-1308, and 1336, containing the collected revenues for the count – his
share of the fines – for parts of the year (table 3.2). The fines related to food and drink collectively
illustrate a focus on policing fish, meat, grain and another important trade in Ghent: wine. 91 The
records are brief and only list names and heights of fines under a heading, such as “for violating the
rules on meat” (de ban brisiet de char).
Market offenders in Ghent (1299-1336)
Foodstuff/nature of offence
Fish
Meat
Bread & Wheat
Wine
Bad measures
Birds
Illegal sale
Total

# of offenders
108
70
69
63
29
10
8
357

Table 3.2. Market offences in Ghent documented by the bailiff. Fragmented series of 11 rolls issued between 1299 and 1336.
Rek. Gent 1280-1336, 1304-1305, 1305 (parts[p.]), 1305-1306, 1306-1307, 1307 (p.), 1308 (p.), 1336. 92

Market violations are a substantial part of these early accounts. For instance, in 1304-1305, the bailiff
collected a total of 200 lb. of fines in Ghent, levied on 92 offenders, which share likely was a third of a
total of around 600 lb. Ten of these were related to food markets, comprising a sum of over 8 lb. of
bailiff’s shares. 93 In the following annual account (1305-1306), however, the total of fines amounted to
over 300 lb. for 147 individuals. Among them were 39 violators of food and drink regulations, bringing
in a total of almost 44 lb. 94 By the end of the subsequent year, the bailiff had collected around 83 lb.
from 79 food related offenders, among which were 53 vendors all fined 11 s. for “selling sea fish
against regulation.” 95 The total revenues for the bailiff also had increased to 999 lb. from 200
offenders, including 65 “for fighting” (de melleie). Thus, while the share of individual food-related
charges grew over these three years (11 to 26 to 39 %), the percentage of market fines related to food
and drink as part of the total declined. While in itself a rather substantial penalty for food vendors, the
quick increase in the number of violators might have been one of the reasons why the bailiff stopped
documenting in detail these minor offenses compared to transgressions for violence. Another
explanation might the increasing challenge by Ghent’s authorities of seigniorial jurisdiction. 96
60 lb. and higher. Rek. Gent 1351-1364, 89 (1353), 183–84 (1355); Rek. Gent 1365-1376, 34 (1366); Rek. Gent 1376-1389, 77 (1377).
See also Van Werveke, De Gentsche stadsfinancien, 186–88.
90
The bailiff’s ability to generate income through fines sometimes led to conflicts and misuse. See Rompaey, “Het Compositierecht.”
91
Nicholas, The Metamorphosis of a Medieval City, 182–83, 226–28; Boone, Geld en macht, 22,132–33.
92
While a few decades later baillifs noted their records in three roles per year, the length of the period dealt with in each roll is not
always clear yet here. See for an overview of extant rolls Nelis, Chambres des comptes de Flandre et de Brabant, 85–87.
93
Rek. Gent 1280-1336, 8–9 (1304-1305) Ghent expressed sums in groten parisis (Par.) in their decrees and the bailiffs’ accounts,
which was probably also used in Ypres’ Role de condamnations.
94
Rek. Gent 1280-1336, 18-20 (1305-1306). Sums are again the share of the bailiff.
95
“De vendre pisson de mer encontre le ban.” Rek. Gent 1280-1336, 27–31 (1306-1307).
96
In 1336, only 11 food-related fines were noted. Rek. Gent 1280-1336, 1015–16. See also Rompaey, “Het Compositierecht”; Idem, Het
Grafelijk Baljuwsambt.
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While Ghent’s Voorgeboden demonstrate that quality and health concerns informed these
commodities’ regulation, the nature of individual fines is rarely explicated. Data from the nearby city of
Ypres is therefore more helpful. Three extant so-called rôles de condamnations contain fines collected by
the urban authorities. These rolls offer exceptionally insightful evidence, also from an early period,
predating most extant regulation. In contrast to Ghent’s bailiff’s accounts, most recorded offences in
these rôles were the result of trade inspections made by officials named circuitores – a name that suggests
a proactive attitude of going around. 97 The fines regarding the sale of food are usually grouped
together in the rolls, which likely correspond to collections of fines from three locations within the
city: the fish market, the meat hall and the bread and grain market. A total of 125 offences committed
in these markets comprise 334 individual offenders. Another fifty offenders were listed for selling
unspecified goods at improper places and times, mainly at night, thus avoiding both taxation and
health or quality supervision. 98 The records include a short specification, which makes it possible to
categorize the market fines (table 2). For example, fines for bread concerned loafs that were too small
or light (parvo pane), produced “against regulation,” or made from badly grained wheat (malis
molendaria). 99
Market offenders in Ypres (1267, 1280, 1281)
Foodstuff
# of offenders
Nature of offence
Meat
91
73 % spoiled (malus, rancidus)
14 % illicit sale (bankene)
10 % altered state (carne suina/taurina)
Fish
140
44 % spoiled (malus, fetidus, putridus,“quade”)
46% avoided inspection & illegal locations
10 % illicit sale (banckene)
Bread
104
53 % too light (parvo pane)
43 % “in domum panificum”100
2% badly grained (malis molendaria)
Total
335
Table 3.3 Market offences in Ypres, documented in the Rôles de condamnations. Comptes de la ville d’ Ypres, 1-15 (1267-1268), 2672 (1280-1281).

Concerning the meat market, the focus is strongly on fighting the sale of rotten wares. While
there are some fines on stalls (bankene), likely concerning sale permissions, 101 the majority of entries –
66 out of 91 fines (73%) – explicitly mention that people had to pay a sum for selling bad (malus) or
rancid (rancidus) meat. 102 In addition, some other requirements for types of meat indeed seem to refer
to the prohibition to sell meat of an alternative status. This is attested by two women fined for selling
sow meat (carne suina) and another vendor for offering bull meat (carne taurina). 103
Similar to the fines on meat, around half of the entries on fish explicitly mentioned spoiled or
rotten wares: malus, fetidus, putridus, or when the scribe did not bother to translate: quade – a term than
could be used for a wide array of harmful phenomena. 104 While they sometimes just recorded
transgressions for “bad fish,” the entries usually noted the kind of fish it concerned, thus giving insight
97

They also supervised prices. Comptes d’Ypres, 32.
Comptes d’Ypres, I, 6, 7, 9, 14, 27, 32, 33, 35, 36, 42, 44, 46, 48, 49 53, 56.
99
Comptes d’Ypres, I, 3, 4, 34, 10, 61, 49.
100
The nature of violation in the “domum pannificum” remains unclear; it seems to be just an indication of the location rather than a
type of transgression.
101
Comptes d’Ypres, I, 36,37.
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Ibid., 4, 7, 36, 46, 67.
103
Ibid., 36, 67.
104
Ibid., 32, 33, 46, 48, 49, 61. See chapter 5 for use of the term quade in a moral context.
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into the variety sold in this city, from eel and herring to seal and porpoise (meerswijn). The other half
concerned transgressions of sale, in which health and safety concerns also played an important role:
disputed or unauthorized use of stalls (bankene), evasion of inspection, and attempts to sell unapproved
fish on the market. 105 Finally, two vendors received a 5 and 8 s. fine, the lowest recorded in these
registers, “for allowing fish intestines to be thrown on the market floor.” 106 These comparatively
modest sums might reflect the fact that, in this early period, concerns about the provision of
wholesome food were more central than the risk of miasmatic air; or perhaps the poverty of the
offenders – they could have been negligent cleaners – was taken into consideration. Yet even the
smaller fines were substantial sums, equivalent to wages for one or a few days’ work. 107
The height of the fines levied largely corresponds with the monetary penalties prescribed in
Ypres’ first extant book of bylaws, produced around 1300. The overwhelming majority of fish vendors
noted in the roles had to pay 20 s. (=1 lb.), which was also the customary amount set in the bylaw. For
bread and wheat or grains, however, the standard prescribed fine was notably higher (60 s.) than those
actually levied in the late thirteenth century, which were all 20 s. 108 For meat, the fines mentioned in
the bylaws vary between 20 and 60 s. 109 In practice, many violators again received the standard 20 s.,
but thirteen offenders had to pay 3 lb. (=60 s.).
Protecting the food markets as a common good focused on regulating particular types of
foodstuffs, namely fish, meat and grain, and we have considerably fewer extant sources on the sale of
vegetables, fruit and dairy.110 The bailiff’s account of 1336 noted 60 s. fines for five women and six
men under the heading – and this is the only example of this category I have found – “bad peas
(mauvais pois), and for selling cheese, fruits and other things against regulation.” 111 Fines on such items
are almost entirely absent from Ghent’s and Ypres’ records, yet dairy rather easily spoiled and required
a hygienic production environment.112 However, it was likely mainly produced on nearby farmsteads.
When farmers brought dairy into town, their merchandise was perhaps already checked at the gates.
To conclude, the records from Ypres and Ghent confirm, on the one hand, the enforcement
and policing of market policies. Further, the seven fines for disobedience or insults against inspectors
in Ypres indicate the occasional occurrence of tensions between governmental agents and vendors. 113
On the other hand, the evidence suggests that issuing fines was not exceptional but a part of routine
market practices. This also casts a slightly different light on Ernest Sabine’s thesis regarding London
that butchers generally complied with the rules and that transgressions should be regarded as isolated
instances, especially concerning the sale of bad meats. 114 It suggests that cities generated a steady
income of market fines – which would be used for various public works, thus redistributing funds in
the name of communal wellbeing. And while the evidence is too fragmented to reconstruct a
development, it does establish with regard to the Low Countries that developing strategies of routine
enforcement of food regulation were by no means a post-Black Death phenomenon, nor mainly
instigated in reaction to crisis.
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Comptes d’Ypres, 3, 32, 33, 48, 49, 61.
“Hanninus Gerlere 5 s. de permittendo jacere interiora piscium supra forum.” Comptes d’Ypres, 32, 49 (1280).
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explored in Bavel and Gelderblom, “Land of Milk and Butter.”
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Comptes d’Ypres, I, 32, 33, 35, 44, 46, 49, 56.
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Sabine, “Butchering in Mediaeval London,” 335–40; Rawcliffe, Urban Bodies, 243–45.
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Strategic and ritual punishments
In 1467, the urban authorities of Leiden punished three men who attempted to sell meat from a cow
they had bought and slaughtered in nearby Wassenaar. The culprits’ transgression was not allowing
Leiden’s market supervisors to inspect the animal alive, and therefore:
No one knew if it had died by itself or had any defects or nasty diseases that would have rendered the
meat unsuitable for consumption or use. This is an evil, ugly and indecent thing, which could have badly
115
affected many people, and which the magistrates tolerate from no one.

The men not only had to pay a fine, they were also required to redeem themselves through a ritual
penitence, namely to present a two-pound wax cow in each of the city’s three parish churches on the
following Sunday. Such a public atonement, in addition to the magistrates’ strongly condemnatory
rhetoric in their public declaration of the crime, likely humiliated them as well as undermined their
reputation, either as traders or as butchers. At the same time, it publicly asserted the magistrates’
authority over food trades in the name of the common good. The offense is part of a small corpus
distilled from Leiden’s Correctieboeken. 116 As was common throughout the region, Leiden’s aldermen did
not record individual market fines. Yet from 1434 on, having recently obtained from the county
overlord a wider jurisdiction over criminal transgressions in their city, they started to issue and
document publicly proclaimed punishments. These registers offer an opportunity to investigate
conflicts between food vendors and the urban authorities. Sampling twenty years across the fifteenth
century (1436-1490) yielded a total of 810 convictions, in which multiple persons were sometimes
charged in one entry. Food market transgressions occurred in eight years and comprise a total of 56
offenders – almost 7 percent. 117
The public condemnations of food vendors in the Correctieboeken are rather rare and incidental,
much lower in number than the market fines recorded in Ypres and Ghent, even when taking into
account that Leiden was a smaller city. It is therefore important to distinguish between the different
function and nature of enforcement of levied fines on the one hand, and condemnation in public or
disputes in law courts on the other. Various reasons might explain why the authorities deemed some
market violations grave enough to merit an open condemnation, likely in addition to the routine but
unannounced levying of fines. 118 Generally, these were either escalated cases or motivated by special
circumstances. First, urban authorities reacted strongly to intentional scams, repeat offenders and
resistance to market officials, which cases were subject to additional punitive sanctions. Second, there
is some correlation with crises, especially famine and epidemics. The four peaks in the number of
health-related convictions in Leiden correlate with three years of plague epidemics (1447, 1457 and
1484). Moreover, two peaks fall into known famines or periods of severe food shortages, which were
followed by plague outbreaks in the city, namely between 1437-1439 and 1481-1483. For example, in
1437, Leiden publicly broadcasted a series of punishments of fish vendors, which also illustrates the
possible means of undermining market inspections. Transgressions concerned resistance to officials,
selling uninspected wares, regrating, and two men and a woman who “held their own fish market in
front of their doors and did not bring the fish to the market as the bylaws prescribes.” 119
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“Ende want men niet en weet wat gebrec dattet heeft hadde soe als gestortet lach oft die moert yet geslege hadde of andere quade
evele ziekten of gebreken gehadt mocht hebben, wairbij men dat vleysch niet schuldich en hadde geweest te eten, te vercopen off te
gebruycken, twelke een quade ende lelike onbehoirlike saken is dair veele menschen bij misquame mochte gecrige ende tgerecht sulke
saken te hanteeren van nyement en staette lyden.” SAL, Correctieboek B, fol. 265v.
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1437, 1438, 1446, 1447, 1457, 1476, 1484, 1487.
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Rawcliffe, Urban Bodies, 264.
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SAL, Correctieboek A, p. 77 (1437). However, a plague epidemic in 1467 seemed not to have provoked a response in terms of
increased market supervision. Ladan, Gezondheidszorg in Leiden, 59.
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The variety in types of punishments levied on the food-related offences documented in
Leiden can be further analyzed as a strategy in itself, communicating specific messages to the urban
community. As in fourteenth-century Italy, the penalties for health-related offences are generally of a
financial nature, but as in medieval England, punishments also contained performative and symbolic
elements. Of all convictions documented in the Correctieboeken, the three most common penalties –
often issued in combination – are “donating” stones for the city wall, penal pilgrimage and exile.
Starting with the latter, while no food vendors were exiled from the city because of market offences,
two women were permanently banned from practicing their occupation. The city punished one for
baking bread deemed too light, and excluded another as a meat vendor because she had “sold diseased
(goerdatich) lard on the market many times.” 120 This penalty is similar to those issued in Ypres to twelve
persons, including eight women, who were all banned from their work for a year in 1268 for regrating
fish, as well as another man in 1280 for selling birds from his house. 121
The donation of stones for the city walls, expressed in the number of bricks by units of one
thousand, offered the culprit a way of redeeming oneself. Although uncommon in many other parts of
medieval Europe, this was a customary punishment for criminal offences in a number of
Netherlandish cities. 122 The forced contribution to the wall, as a major public works project, was both
a clear symbolic gesture as well as a literal example of generating funds for the common good by
policing the common good. Finally, demanding punitive pilgrimages, perhaps more associated with
ecclesiastical courts, was another rather common sanction (with financial implications) in the Low
Countries. 123 It offered the aldermen an opportunity to present themselves as preservers of moral
wellbeing. Penal pilgrimages could be regarded as a means of rebalancing the stain of committed
transgressions towards God and therefore rehabilitating the spiritual health of the urban community.
The policy of forced donations to hospitals noted above contains a similar symbolism. It thus
highlights the moral dimension of premodern communal health and the perceived importance of ethics
in the marketplace, as well as the gravity of the dishonest behavior of selling indecent wares.
Both stone donation for the urban community and penal pilgrimages occurred frequently as
punishment for violations on the food markets. Seventeen culprits (almost a third of the total of foodrelated offences) had to make a pilgrimage, many for evasion of inspection or resistance to officials.
Destinations varied from The Hague (20 km), Bergen (65 km), Den Bosch (95 km), to Aachen (210
km). 124 The majority of market offenders, however (31 persons, or 55 percent), had to pay for stones
used in the city walls. As we have seen, a refusal to donate a “bad and spoiled bird” to the hospital in
1446 was punished with a fine of 2000 stones (around 3 lb.). 125 Yet this fine was dwarfed by the steep
22,000-stones that a man and woman had to pay when they were exposed as swindlers a decade earlier,
having sold rye flour secretly mixed with ground grey peas. 126 The city also issued stone donations in
sentences regarding meat and fish, such as for Hobbe the Fishmonger, who tried to circumvent market
officials and sell his rejected tub of herring. 127 Leiden preferred stone donation to just issuing
pecuniary fines, as only 6 of the 56 food-related violations were redeemed with money. Yet even these
could be endowed with symbolism. A man convicted for buying and reselling bread “among the poor,
which greatly damages [them],” received the hefty fine of 10 lb. This sum had an explicit exemplary
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“Also Claes Coppinssoen wijf goerdatich spec tot veel tijden op die marct vercoft heeft ende tot veel tijden veel onnutts specx op
die marct verkoft heeft.” SAL, Correctieboek A, p. 77 (1437). See also p. 176 (1446).
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function – “to prevent others from doing so” – as well as a religious-ritual aspect, since it was to be
donated to the masters of two almshouses “for the benefit of the poor and for the sake of God.”128
One man in Leiden was condemned to make a pilgrimage to Aachen because he posed as an
overseer in order to extort a fishmonger from Rotterdam. He told the fish vendor that he “had sold a
bad salmon,” and convinced him to give him 9 d. gr. [more than a day’s wages] to pass on to the
sheriff’s servants or another official that would keep this silent.” 129 The extorter did actually give 2
groten each to two of the sheriff’s servants, not to hush up the sale of a spoiled fish but to keep them
from reporting his scheme. The latter two officials had to head to Den Bosch’s Church of Our Lady to
atone for accepting a bribe. 130 The episode illustrates both the potential for corruption practices as well
as vendors’ fear of being reputable for selling spoiled wares. Reputation was a crucial factor for anyone
who wanted to earn money by selling or trading goods, not least because men and women had to be
trustworthy to procure investments and loans. 131 The fear of defamation might therefore also have
been an incentive for many vendors to use the tactic of outright denial. As did Aene, who “refused to
confess” the alleged intention of selling spoiled food, mentioned in this chapter’s opening. 132
That local authorities were aware of the impact of public ritual is also attested by the fact that
several food market offenders faced atonement by symbolic performative punishments. As mentioned
above, each of the three men importing uninspected meat from Wassenaar had to offer one wax cow
in the three local parish churches, in addition to a stone fine. Another instance concerns butcher Dirk
Dirxz, alias Bralpot, who verbally resisted when Leiden’s meat inspectors fined him for selling spoiled
wares. 133 His defiance of a market official’s accusation cost him a pilgrimage and a bareheaded walk to
the town hall followed by a public plea for forgiveness in front of the urban authorities. 134 The loss of
his reputation that such a public atonement presumably incurred also very likely meant considerable
loss of income.
Finally, that these ritual elements were common in more cities is exemplified by Gouda’s
Vonnisboeken, which contain several relevant cases of market vendors punished for selling substandard
food. A certain Jan Storteback had sold meat and fish that died of natural causes, unfit for
consumption, and since this was something that “one ought not to do to Christian people,” the city
sentenced Jan to be pilloried in church. The choice of location emphasized the religious and moral
dimensions: this was also a spiritual health offence. Gouda’s magistrates further practiced what they
preached in bylaws, and Jan had to have next to him a stick displaying pieces of meat and fish. 135
Another example was a cooper, who sought to protect his wife from what he claimed was an attempt
at extortion by a corrupt market official, who had fined her for selling spoiled birds. However, because
this cooper had paid a visit to the house of Gouda’s city scribes and yelled at them, the magistrates
sentenced him to a pilgrimage to Rome and an obligatory donation of eight church torches.136
Overall, the attempts to control food markets and to exclude health risks and pollution led at
times to tensions and conflicts between vendors and officialdom. It is very difficult to escape
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“Dat Jacop Bosch voorcoop gedaen heeft van broot dat hij binnen Leyden in gecoft heeft ende weder bij penningwairden onder den
armen vercoft heeft, dair die armen zeer by bescadicht worden.” SAL, Correctieboek A, p. 83 (1438).
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officialdom’s perspective on the food trades and gain a view from the other side of the negotiation, as
the voices of traders, sellers and consumers are often only audible, if ever, through officialdom’s
records. But the evidence discussed above suggest that they did use their voices in a number of ways,
and that policing the market in name of public health or “common” interests – the public good – met
at times with resistance.
Food and plague
Spoiled meat and fish not only posed health risks when they were consumed, but also had the capacity
to engender infectious disease through air corruption (miasma). A late (1540) but strikingly explicit
ordinance from Amsterdam voiced concerns over the sale of “foul smelling or stinking wares” from
which the urban elites (goede luyden) but “especially the poor, who eat it, are exposed to the risk of
falling gravely ill and are in danger of losing their lives, while [the corrupt wares] also cause bad air and
pestilence.” 137 Such an explicit and direct link between putrefied air, pestilence, and the poor as a highrisk group is rare for the late medieval period and cannot simply be extrapolated to two centuries
earlier. However, the fact that meat of lower standard was sold in alternative ways and likely catered to
the lower social classes, in addition to the custom of donating rejected goods to the poor ill, suggest
that authorities were aware of this problem and had similar associations between poverty and health
risks in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, even preceding Black Death. For example, Timothy
Newfield demonstrates that medieval chroniclers across Europe noted the routine consumption of
diseased meat, principally by the lower classes. 138
In addition to the prevention of disease, health policies in marketplaces and on certain
foodstuffs could also be employed in reaction to curb spread or imminent plague threat. The corpus of
rules issued throughout the Low Countries from the 1450’s on sought to curtail the advancement of
plague by limiting its transmission through both people and goods, and through corrupted air (see the
introduction). 139 Such ordinances routinely prescribed isolation and in-house quarantine for infected
inhabitants, and sought to ban their presence from public spaces. Therefore, as an exchange of goods
and a key public gathering place within cities, we find the food markets and meat halls as central targets
in plague rules.
The production of food or its storage in contaminated places particularly unsettled inhabitants
and policy makers. Such practices needed to be banned to safeguard the reputation of the market – and
the city – not in the least to protect financial interests. Cities commonly issued a general ban on
conducting trades or engaging in commercial activities within infected houses. 140 People, food,
merchandise, personal items such as clothes and bed sheets, and waste were all targeted as potential
carriers of plague. 141 For instance, a man in Leiden was fined 2000 stones because his daughter had
aired the bed sheets from their plague-infected house “on the bridge behind the town hall” – thus
alarmingly close to the seats of government aiming to ban such perils. 142
Authorities especially worried about contamination through food and drink, and prohibitions
against butchers and brewers working while they were ill with plague – or living with ill housemates –
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aimed to limit disease dissemination via consumption. 143 In addition to restricting commercial
activities, cities outlawed the transportation of stored victuals out of plague-infected houses, and
especially forbade any attempts to sell such goods in local marketplaces. For instance, authorities in late
fifteenth-century Ghent forbade the sale of dairy and eggs from infected locations inside and outside
town, and explicitly mentioned Bruges’ market. 144 These bans were similar to measures taken in
Amsterdam and Dordrecht, while Gouda forbade in 1488 nearby farmers and traders of dairy and
vegetables suspected of plague to sell their wares at the market, although they could offer things for
sale outside the gates. 145
Plague patients and everybody in contact with them were either banned from public
commercial spaces such as food markets, or could only enter carrying the customary white stick as a
marker. In Ghent the conincxskinderen had to police the meat hall and fish market to ban such hazardous
presences, which demonstrates the connections in practice with broader health-promoting activities. 146
It also meant, as Amsterdam’s authorities added, that infected persons or households had to get food
and goods via family, friends and neighbors.147 This complicated the distinctions of who qualified as
being in contact with plague and therefore banned from public space and who could provide these
necessities for diseased inhabitants. It likely made the quarantine of contaminated households less rigid
in practice than in regulation. The possible gap is also exemplified by the grudged remarks about the
obedience of plague rules in Ghent’s late fifteenth-century Voorgeboden. Despite the threat of a
terrifying ten years’ banishment, some people did not carry the sticks “because they think that [they
don’t need to because] no one has died in the house they live in or attended.” 148 Others who did wear
them still mingled too much with the masses and visited the food markets. The content of these
renewed decrees therefore had to be widely disseminated, which meant nailed to the church doors “so
that no one can feign ignorance.” 149
Leiden’s Correctieboeken again offer valuable and rare evidence of enforcement, as they contain
several convictions of plague-related offences, the first dating from 1467.150 These suggest that
especially food vendors had to comply with rules of demarcation. For instance, in November 1483,
Leiden punished two fruit sellers and a baker, all living near the Reynsburgerpoort, who all had “deaths
and illness due to pestilence [in their homes] but did not hang straw hats in front of their houses in
concordance with the decree, nor visibly carried a white cane in their hands.” 151 In addition, Leiden’s
magistrates explicitly framed some punishments of market violations on grain as a health risk because
they were “prone to cause plague,” while more generally the number of public condemnations for
substandard victuals correlated with shortages and outbreaks of plague, as noted above. In July 1447, a
plague year, one entry forbade “the sale of bread baked with moldy wheat or rye that causes disease
and pestilence.” An inspection by the aldermen – and not the market inspectors, which highlights its
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incidental or complementary nature – identified as many as twelve people who had baked with rotten
grains and were therefore all forced to pay for two thousand stones. 152
To conclude, concerns for clean air, sanitation and food quality had been a part of municipal
health-promoting policies before they were employed to combat plague spread during the last decades
of the fifteenth century. Indeed, there are many indications of their enforcement well before the advent
of Black Death. 153 The connections between plague policies and broader food safety concerns
therefore suggest that rather than offering entirely new initiatives, measures to fight plague mostly
apply and reinforce and increased the importance of existing policies aiming to improve communal
health, including the food trades.
Below the breadline: regulating grain supply
With regard to food and the marketplace, health interests not only entailed provisioning populations
with good quality produce, but also providing them with sufficient amounts. 154 Social-economic
historians of the Low Countries have conducted extensive research on the poverty threshold and the
ability of the lowest classes to acquire goods needed to survive: shelter, clothing and food, of which
grain was the most important staple. 155 They have uncovered heavy fluctuations in purchasing power
during the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries, and identified the contours of a large group of people
vulnerable to the impact of environmental changes and warfare to drop below the line of self-reliance
– as families in the lower social classes spent an estimated seventy to eighty percent of their income to
feed themselves. 156 The supply of food and the closely related fluctuations in prices relate to communal
wellbeing and social order, as these could engender quickly escalating tensions. In sum, grain provision
strongly related to the preservation of public order and the wellbeing, indeed survival, of the poorest
layers of urban society. As managing a population’s life forces, it therefore can be regarded as a form
of biopower.
The anxiety is apparent in an announcement for a religious procession in Leiden in 1490,
expressing gratitude to the Lord for the safe arrival of good quality wool and pelts, and “the wheat in
the earth so it may grow along its natural course […] for the salvation and support of the people.” 157
Yet cities did not rely on God’s will alone. Officialdom’s concerns over these issues resulted in two
different types of policing efforts, namely the supply and price of grain; and the quality, weight and
price of bread. Both are reflected in the fines and convictions discussed above. Deventer also
occasionally noted aldermen’s inspection to weigh the bread, and in the rarely specified lists of fines in
their accounts mentioned in 1345 a total of 32 men and four women fined for excessus de panibus. 158
Leiden’s aldermen prescribed in their bylaws the weights and price for each type of grain and loaf, and
the aldermen made rounds to inspect the bread. For example, a certain Aernt Willems was subjected to
such an inspection in 1446 and denied to have any bread in store in his house. Yet the magistrates
distrusted his statement, and upon entering and searching the house discovered that he had quickly
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taken his bread from the window sill and hidden it in a trough. 159 His actions led to a conviction for
fraud, but they were understandable in light of judicial and economic repercussions (in this case of
donating 3000 stones). 160 For example, in Gouda a baker had to pay a large fine of 6 lb. and publicly
ask forgiveness to the magistrates in court for baking underweight bread and resisting its
confiscation. 161 These cases also exemplify the pervasiveness of municipal policing, going into houses
and monitoring storage and goods.
While the quality of grain was also subject to inspection, officialdom particularly monitored its
supply, amounts and storage. Grain trade was spatially restricted to one marketplace and on specific
market days, for instance in Ghent on the Corenaerd, which was also one of the main spaces cleaned
by the conincxkinderen in the second half of the fourteenth century. 162 The latter city provides a rather
extreme example of municipal grasp on the grain trade, which deserves some elaboration. After 1350,
the urban authorities succeeded in formally securing the staple right for grain, which meant that all
wheat and rye from France transported along the Leie and Schelde had to be offered for sale on
Ghent’s grain market. Most importantly, the city could reserve a part, commonly one-fourth of the
total amounts passing through the city’s market, as onvrij graan, which was allocated for consumption by
Ghent’s citizens, and thus forbidden to export after purchasing it. Craftsmen using grain in their
product for resale purposes, such as backers, millers and brewers, could be subjected to restrictions,
especially in times of dearth. Such prohibitions were part of wider limits on the amount of wheat
people could buy at one time. 163 The stapelheren, three prestigious officials who were annually appointed
by the aldermen, were in charge of administrating the city’s grain policies and prosecuting offences.
They also sampled the shiploads upon arrival and checked the grain’s quality before ordaining
obligatory storage. 164 In sum, with the surrounding countryside producing insufficient amounts, the
grain staple secured a steady provision of reasonably priced grain for one of the largest Netherlandish
cities, and therefore had a large impact on Ghent’s socio-economic and political stability. The large
number of ordinances on the subject in the Voorgeboden illustrates that this grain system, as a part of
public health governance, was highly adaptable to fluctuations, as well as required extensive
enforcement to uphold. 165 Moreover, it came with justification of policing both in and far beyond the
marketplace, into domiciles and even raiding the countryside to ensure supply to the city. Likewise,
Leiden did not have staple privileges but seems to have prescribed a similar mandatory storing of grain,
which was checked by the homans, and prohibitions on forestalling or regrating, which were also typical
for meat and fish.166
Local urban governments’ reach or strength, in Ghent but also in other cities, especially
manifested itself during food crises, which occurred multiple times during the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. 167 The checking of grain reserves, monitoring price and weight, seeking to control sales in
such periods occurred in each of the three core case cities. Particularly visible are the crises in the last
two decades of the fifteenth century. Deventer decreed a series of prohibitions and restrictions on the
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grain trade around 1480. These entailed both a stronger supervision on bakers regarding their bread’s
weights and quality, designated times and places for sale, and a strict prohibition on the export or
resale – at risk of exclusion from work for a year. 168 About a decade later, a very similar concentration
of ordinances, including a price cap for rye at the penalty of 25 lb., implies yet another crisis.169 In the
same period, Ghent tightened its grasp on compensations for grain collections or raids in the
surrounding countryside in the city’s financial accounts, both in the difficult years in the 1480’s as well
as during the fourteenth century – for which the latter the accounts note the involvement of the coninc
in search expeditions for grain in the nearby countryside. 170 Ghent’s staple policies were justified by
protection of the poor – and thus preventing social disorder, for example, “to protect the provision of
the poor, those inhabitants who still had wheat and rye stored in their houses “in their attics,” could
only buy the vrije grain: the parts not reserved for urban consumption.
The guilds’ role and fighting pollution
Authorities regulated and controlled local food trades by variously cooperating or with or delegating to
guilds – or in conflict with them. However, what contribution these guilds precisely made, or wanted
to make, to the preservation of urban health remains largely an open question. Studies on
Netherlandish crafts guilds since the nineteenth century have produced radically divergent views on
these organizations, from archaic residues and inefficient economic institutions, to socially beneficial
communities, to political monopolizing vehicles for exclusion. In the last decades, the historiographical
focus has shifted to discussing the longevity and success of the guilds and their role in technological
innovation, and scholars have increasingly compared local differences in the guilds’ status and
functioning in urban societies. This has uncovered the complexity and striking variety per city, shaped
by differences in urban socio-economic profiles and the extent to which guilds had been able to
formally organize and secure political representation and competences during the fourteenth to
sixteenth centuries.171 However, their “collective hold” in any city was never absolute or
unchallenged. 172 And it is indeed this latter point that is most striking with regard to issues of public
health. As protectors of the quality of urban trade and the mastery of skills – for surgeons and butchers
alike – the interests of the guilds overlapped, in theory, with the aims of the city’s pursuit of public
health. At the same time, the emphasizing the common good could also justify intolerance for
competition and protection of guilds’ monopolies, which potentially undermined quality and safety
supervision. The extent to which a city’s most dominant guilds’ interests were represented in urban
government impacted policies on communal wellbeing, yet I have found little differences in the use of
the rethoric between cities with small or oligarchic governing elites, such as Leiden and Deventer, and
in Ghent, where guilds were more directly or formally represented in government.
These differences are also attested by the varying influences of food guilds in the core cities.
The butchers and fishmongers in Ghent secured trade monopolies, political representation and
membership inheritance from father to son. The butchers in Deventer did have elaborate statutes
dating to as early as 1324, but could not formally exclude all competitors from the market. Leiden’s
authorities did not formally recognized a fish or butchers’ guild nor granted any group of traders
exclusivity. In fact, the latter only allowed the existence of craft-oriented brotherhoods without formal
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guild status. 173 The evidence for interventions in health-related issues is likewise varied. The butchers
in Leiden are not mentioned as having any say in quality inspection. By contrast, in Haarlem as well as
in Deventer, the market inspectors were the heads of the butchers’ guild, and thus to some extent
acquired the privilege of self-supervision albeit bound by an oath to the authorities to execute their
work honestly. This guild privilege included entitlement to keep a part of the levied fines, but no
administration is extant. 174
The accounts of Ghent’s butchers’ guild, extant from 1471, offer an opportunity to investigate
this issue from the other side. 175 This source attest that the butchers routinely gave gifts and small
payments to the aldermen and bailiff, partly in meat, such as for the written confirmation and public
proclamation of their statutes (Voorgebod), which included the quality and health provisions discussed
above, as well as granted them protection of their crafts from outside competitors. 176 Typically for late
medieval Netherlandish guilds, they spent predominantly on social and religious gatherings, such as on
meals, funerals and weddings, as well as participation in annual civic ceremonies. Investments in the
chapel and altar in the Great Meat Hall, including the religious objects, expressed the group’s identity
and civic pride, and they attest the function of the meat hall as a social space. 177 Furthermore, the
records exemplify that guilds helped to improve urban infrastructures, such as market squares and
halls, of which they also benefitted, both as advantageous economic spaces and to mobilize in case of
political unrest. 178 In sum, the butcher’s accounts reveal the interactions between guild, striving to
secure power, exclusivity and steady income for them as a group, and the central urban authorities,
aiming to ensure a steady supply of healthy meat for the city and control over taxes. 179 And although
such exchanges affirmed the validity, identity and prestige of the butchers’ guild, it hardly garnered a
formal position for them in enforcing hygienic standards. Except for one entry, which noted that the
guild in Ghent contributed 7 s. to help pay for two butchers who had been fined. 180 The records do
not contain any further evidence that food-related guilds held their own courts and levied fines for
petty frauds among their members, that they received part of the market fines, nor that they had any
say in the inspection.
In sum, even among the three case studies, despite their relative proximity and comparable
economic profiles, craft guilds varied in size, organization, and political influence, and were shaped in
different ways during the late Middle Ages. This makes it difficult to speak of a guild “system” at all. 181
There are several indications, however, that guilds either assumed or were endowed with the
responsibility of keeping the pollution generated by their practices at bay. Cities spent regularly on the
sanitation and maintenance of commercial halls.182 Likewise, Ghent’s butchers’ guild accounts show
that they too assumed responsibility for routine maintenance and cleaning in and around the meat hall,
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such as sweeping and carting away waste. 183 They also maintained a waste heap (messinghe) in the
Ramen, just outside the gates. 184 Besides expulsion of physical filth, the guild occasionally paid to expel
vagrants, gamblers and hagglers from the hall, especially during Lent, which more related to spiritual
health, as further explored in chapter 5. 185
Pollution policies
Leiden’s city council decided in 1461 it was time to give the fish vendors a more suitable place in town,
and ordered to “create a new fish market as one deems best for the city’s good (oirbair) and for the
benefit (profite) and propriety (galicheit) of the market,” while also ordaining to “make a place [within the
new market] that is appropriate (galike) to discard waste.” 186 This “place” was likely a waste container,
which could be found in a substantial number of Netherlandish towns from the fifteenth century on. 187
In 1463 the moat surveyors (vestmeesters) paid for the installation of a waste container on the Vismarkt,
which illustrates it functioned to protect the water quality. Moreover, sixteenth-century decrees note
the semi-privatized exploitation of the contents of these refuse collection points, which are also
depicted on an early-modern painting of Leiden’s fish market (figure 3.4). 188
The extant minutes thus underscored the importance of a clean marketplace, emphasizing the
concern for proper placement of the market within the city, with an infrastructure for its waste
disposal, as benefitting the common good. This was no exception. As noted above, the cleanliness of
the food market was both a matter of civic prestige as well as an understood prerequisite for a healthy
market space. Moreover, from a Galenic perspective, offal, entrails and blood were particularly high
miasma generators – a severe form of matter out of place. Such associations confirm the importance of
regulating the polluting aspects of food trades. As explored in detail in the previous chapter, markets
were subject of municipal sanitary practices and supervision. Decrees on Ghent’s fish market moreover
attests the desired involvement of the coninc and his minions with managing the fish market, but also
that they shared this responsibility – or maybe even competed for it – with other officials who
routinely visited this place. 189 Yet municipal interventions went further than that, and included
ordaining limited work zones in or near towns, instructing in detail routines for disposal, and
negotiating supervision responsibilities with guilds. 190
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SAG, 157-4, “Betaelt Gheert dat hijt voer vleeyschuys scoen maecte, 3 d. gr.” fol. 3v (1471); “Omme de eerde int vleyschuys wech te
doene ende schoen te makene 3 s.” Ibid., fol. 4r (1471); “Om te vaghene voort vlieshuus,” Ibid., fol. 9r (1472); “Betaelt van vor
tvleeshuys te wachtene ende vuulichede wech te dragen, 1 d. gr.” Ibid., fol. 19v (1475); “Betaelt van het vleyshuus scoene te makene,
8 gr.” Fol. 58v (1480). “Voir tvleyschuus te vaghene van scoen te makene, by twee reyse.” Ibid., fol. 96v (1485).
184
SAG, 157-4, fols. 2v (1471), 5r (1472), 13r (1473), 15v (1474), 55r (1480), 93r (1485), 19r (1500).
185
“Melsior van Marke van dat hy verdreef de ronselers huut den vlieshuusse 5 gr. […] dat hy in den Vastenen verdrief de dobbelers
huut den vlieshuuse, een quartiere van eenen lamme, cost 6 gr.” SAG, 157-4, fol. 13v. (1473). “Philip de barbier van 1/4 vlees omme
dat hij de sververe huut den vleyschhuus verdreef, comt 8 gr. […] Wijngaert 1/4 lam om dat hij de dobbeleers in den Vastene verdreeg
huutten vleyschuus, 8 gr.” Ibid., fol. 18v. See also ibid., fol. 13v.
186
“Item is overdragen dat men die nuwe vischmarct sel maken soemen best mach ten oirbair vander stede, ende tot profite ende
galicheit vanden marct. Ende dair in ordineren ende maken een plaetse die galike is om de vulnisse dair in te werpen.” SAL,
Vroedschapsboeken 382, fols. 16r–18r (1461).
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RAD, Klepboek 6, fols. 64v, 77r; Rollin Couquerque and Embden, Rechtsbronnen Gouda, 203, 240, 368.
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Van Oosten, De stad, het vuil en de beerput, 211; Smit, Leiden met een luchtje, 32–36.
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See chapter 2.
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Sabine, “Butchering in Mediaeval London”; Carr, “Controlling the Butchers in Late Medieval English Towns”; Ciecieznski, “The
Stench of Disease,” 95–98.
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Figure 3.4. The fish market in Leiden (c. 1600), with waste container (detail). Anonymous, Museum De Lakenhal, Leiden.

In addition to hiring cleaners and supervisors, governments thus also appealed to the
responsibility of food traders and guilds. Offal and entrails (ghor) had to be kept in barrels, buried or
transported outside the city – sometimes by discarding it in the river downstream. Fishmongers in
Gouda and Haarlem and meat vendors in Amsterdam had to regularly clean around their stalls. 191
Similarly, the mandatory placement of fish market stalls over the street gutters in Ghent might be also
related to a means of disposing waste, in addition to demarcating the boundaries of market space. Yet
in the late fifteenth century, the latter city demanded that each fishmonger have their own barrel (cupe)
“to put their dirt in and carry it away.” 192 Amsterdam’s city council (vroedschap) prescribed that people
from outside who came to butcher animals in the city and sell meat on the Monday market should get
rid of the dirt generated by their work. 193 And the early-sixteenth-century butchers’ guild statutes
confirmed its – perhaps already existing – responsibility to “pay for and maintain a barge to get rid of
the dirt of the fish stands, cows and oxen, and to bring it to the Amstel, IJ or another instructed
location,” which eased the burden on refuse containers (vullensvaten) placed on various central spots in
town. 194
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The town of Aardenbrug specifically ordained the burial of such waste in 1380, which illustrates the concern for the corruption of
the environment. Vorsterman van Oyen, Rechtsbronnen Aardenburg, 124; Couquerque and Embden, Rechtsbronnen Gouda, 103.
192
SAG, Voorgeboden 93/26, fol. 2r (1483).
193
Breen, Rechtsbronnen Amsterdam, 62 (1465), 139 (1539).
194
“[Gildebrief van de vischkoopers, vogelkoopers en vleeschhouwers] Hiervoor sal ‘tvoirs. Ghilde sculdig wesen te houden ende doen
onderhouden een schuyt, die alle onreynichheden van den vischbancken, ossen ende koyen uuytvoeren zal in ‘t Ye ofte Aemstel oft ter
plaetse, daer men hem wysen zal.” Van Dillen, Bedrijfsleven en het gildewezen van Amsterdam, I, 52 (1525). See also Ibid., 5 (1514);
Breen, Rechtsbronnen Amsterdam, 230 (1487), 278 (1491), 400 (1502).
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Figure 3.5. Ghent’s Great Meat Hall (in white stone), and fish market in front of it, and the Veebrug, the bridge for cattle
inspection, over the river Leie. Detail of Hires’ 1534 panorama. STAM Museum Ghent.

Perhaps Ghent’s butchers also used the nearby river flow to discard waste, like their colleagues in
Amsterdam and Kampen. The majority of Gent’s butchers lived in the same neighborhood, signaled
by the name “Butchers Street” (Vleeschouwersstraat), which was located around the corner from the
Great Meat Hall and the fish market (the present-day Groentemarkt, figure 3.5).
But disposal into the river was not always an option. Ernest Sabine came to a generally
positive conclusion about conditions of the meat trade in medieval London, where local complaints of
various sorts indicate a consciousness of the dangers of contamination of butchers’ waste – challenging
the myth of medieval London as extremely filthy. Proposed changes included relocations of scalding
houses and installments of piers from which butchers could discard waste into the current of the
Thames. 195 By contrast, we lack evidence for the existence of scalding houses in the medieval Low
Countries. The butchering of animals seems therefore to have taken place at the butchers’ workshops
or near the market, with the exception of Haarlem, where cattle had to be slaughtered in the meat hall
itself. Butchers in Utrecht, for instance, had to bring the “blood and filth daily generated by their
animals […] out of their houses and from the streets sufficiently far away that no one will be bothered
by it.” 196 Besides this explicit reference to nuisance (hinder), this suggests that butchers, after their
animals had been inspected by the overseers, slaughtered them in their shop, and then brought the
meat to the hall to sell.
We thus see traces of the interaction between urban governments and guilds on the
responsibilities to keep the nuisance of polluting activities within limits and arrangements to transport
butchers’ waste out of the city. However, it is important to keep in mind that butchers were not the
only suspects liable to create environmental hazards by leaving animal remains lying around to
disintegrate. Apart from cattle, many people slaughtered fowl and likely also sheep and pigs themselves
at or around their homes. And while very little was wasted from slaughtered animals, butchering,
flaying and cleaning intestines did produce wastes, fetid waters and other smelly residues, which were
unwanted in streets and waterways alike. It therefore was in practice much more complicated to police
pollution related to meat and fish consumption.
195

This was in addition to the custom of discarding offal at ebb-tide. Sabine, “Butchering in Mediaeval London,” 348–52.; Carr,
“Controlling the Butchers in Late Medieval English Towns,” 450–461.
196
“Bloet en onreynicheyt van hoeren beesten dagelicx komende, mitten datter hem valt, uut hoeren huisen ende vander straten doen
brengen ende brengen zoo verre uut den luiden, daert niemant en hindert” Muller, Rechtsbronnen Utrecht, I, 350 (1444); Beek-Mulder
and Polman, De Hallen in Haarlem, 62–65.
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Inhabitants were presumably particularly active in the fall. For instance, during the “period of
slaughter” (slachttijd), Dordrecht prohibited people to use the refuse containers to dispose offal. 197 And
Kampen prohibited in October 1467 –- anyone to “wash under the brewers’ well lever (putswengel) or
blow out or wash any intestines or offal (slachterie),” nor dispose any offal from a certain pier. 198 They
continued that no butcher could do any of the things named above except at the bridge over river –
where the river flow would carry it downstream away from the city. 199 The local authorities also urged
anyone not to leave any animal remains, “flayed or not flayed,” at night on the streets inside and
outside the city, but instead bury it or “forcefully throw it into the river flow (Yselstroem).” 200 It
confirms that rivers, if the current was strong enough, were routinely used to get rid of animal remains,
and I have found no noted concerns over or complaints by towns located downstream. But also that
both butchers and any other dwellers could be active in slaughtering animals, and had to comply to
these municipal regulations.
Moreover, the different position of men and women in both household and food trades, as
mentioned above, meant that attendant risks of environmental pollution were also gendered. Some
decrees explicitly refer to women handling offal and cleaning animals’ entrails. Authorities in Utrecht
distinguished butchers from “tripe men” (pensluden) and female “intestine cleaners” (wammescrobsters),
and were particularly concerned about the polluting nature of the latter’s activities. The city
increasingly banned their work, first from a number of central locations and cemeteries, but later
ordered them to use one specific pier just outside a city gate. 201 Haarlem’s magistrates were especially
worried about market women throwing fish entrails in the streets, rivers or on the cemetery, and
eventually even prohibited them from using the refuse containers to discard their waste. 202 The
nuisance of cleaning entrails (pensen scudden) seems also to have unsettled the aldermen of Ghent, who
repeatedly fought to ban it from the city. In 1338, violators would be charged with a 3 lb. fine if caught
inside city walls. Thirty years later these practices were ordained to a designated location outside
town. 203
Conclusion
Around the mid-nineteenth century, many cities in and beyond the Netherlands liberalized and
privatized the meat business and other victualing trades, leading to widespread complaints about
abuses and quality breaches. In response, both national and urban authorities aimed to improve
hygiene through the institution of municipal slaughterhouses. Finally, in 1919, a national Meat
Inspection Act aimed to solve problems that in premodernity had long been regulated and intensely
supervised at a local level and for some of the same reasons. 204 This chapter sought to reconstruct
some of those premodern reasons to promote public health regarding food quality. Combining
prescriptive sources with documents of practice collectively reveals that health concerns were key
197

During the surge in polluting activities around “the period of slaughter,” inhabitants were forbidden to “throw in the streets or in
the waste containers (kajuiten) any calf lungs, hoofs, cats, dogs, rats, or anything coming from animals and [that] has no use (orbaer) to
anyone,” but instead discard it in the river. RAD, Klepboek 6, fol. 77r (1452).
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“Soe en sel niement wasschen onder den putswengele vande brauweren, noch dair bulgen, darmen of slachterie in wasschen of
schoen maken, bij 10 lb. Oic en sal niemand sulke slachterie vanden drifstager storten of dair op waschen, bij 10 lb.” SAK, Digestum
Vetus, fol. 67r (1467).
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“Oic en sel geen vleyschouwer sijne bulge, darme of slachteie uutstorten of wasschen dan over die brugge, bij 10 lb. ende die dat
melder dat die kuer half wesen.” SAK, Digestum Vetus, fol. 67r (1467).
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“Oic en sel niemand aese of dode bieste gevillet of ongevillt laten ligen over nacht op strate up stegen in of buten der stat, hie sal
die graven of in die Yselstroem driftich warpen.” SAK, Digestum Vetus, fol. 67r (1467).
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“Vleyshouwers ende huysgesinde hun pensen ende dermen wasschen zellen by daghe opten borchwal buten die Witte Vrouwen
poort. Ende desghelijcx zullen hij hun pensen ende dermen wasschen ende schoenmaken bij nacht, als die poerte gesloten is, bynnen
opten naesten steiger by die Weerpoorte: behoudelicken dat zij op die voorseiden steyger geen ghevulde dermen brengen noch
schoenmaken en zellen.” Muller, Rechtsbronnen Utrecht, I, 387 (1451). Religious grounds were large open spaces within towns and
therefore attracted all kinds of illegal and industrial activities. See also Ibid., 185 (1371), 350 (1444), 398 (1359).
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Huizinga, Rechtsbronnen Haarlem, 472 (1491), 474 (1535), 474 (1545), 328 (1557).
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Voorgeboden Gent, 23 (1338), 41 (1349), 108 (1371), 144 (1377).
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Beek-Mulder and Polman, De Hallen in Haarlem; Schneider, Slachten En Keuren.
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factors shaping relations between urban governments and their subjects beyond the urban space of the
food market, where they intersected with economic and political interests.
In order to realize municipal health-promoting strategies on a daily basis, authorities and other
agents materially and in regulation established, intervened in, and altered the market, in order to expel
wares deemed unsafe for consumption, which in turn affected social interactions within these spaces.
And while it remains challenging to bridge the gap between medical literature and urban policy,
regulations on meat trade in particular indicate a level of applied health literacy. Although to further
reconstruct developments requires more research, the evidence presented above suggests that policing
food trades by levying fines was rule rather than exception, and by no means a post-Black Death
phenomenon. Offering a slightly different perspective than the analysis of extant fines, Leiden’s public
condemnations imply an increased awareness and additional enforcements in periods related more to
crises and epidemics. It also offered insight into how authorities linked market morality with health
concerns. It is one example of the strong association between spiritual and physical communal health,
to which we will return in detail in chapter 5.
Finally, while food policies were an important component of managing urban public health,
the polluting potential of food trades were also subject to officialdom’s intervention. Both included
roles for the food-related guilds, although their specific tasks and jurisdictions remain in need of
further exploration. The latter aspect of pollution also shows that even for such highly-regulated
foodstuffs, in comparison to many other trades such as fruit and dairy, most preparatory stages did not
take place at the food market itself but rather in more private – domestic or commercial – realms. This
brings us to health interests and negotiations in and around homes, which come into focus in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
The neighborhood: negotiating health infrastructures
Jacop Seys’s latrine was situated at the boundary of his property, and the way his household used it had
seriously deteriorated the relationship with a group of his neighbors. Many incidents related to this
facility had taken place between them before they negotiated an agreement. The two parties appeared
in 1421 before Ghent’s aldermen’s court, who ruled that “to stimulate friendship,” Jacop had to
“promise to commit himself to move his latrine standing in between both ditches to the middle of the
water on his yard.” Moreover, “no dirt could be thrown by Jacop or any of his kin with his consent in
the neighbors’ ditch.” 1 In their verdict, the aldermen thus strongly emphasized the importance of
harmony between Jacop and the adjoining neighborhood community (gebuurte) – named “Puedersollen
Poorten,” who were acting as a collective. 2 The latrine and their users had disturbed the local peace, yet
the court ruling also implies that Jacop rightfully owned that latrine and there was no legal obligation to
move it, besides the prevention of nuisance – in this case likely a hazardous stench rising beyond his
private property, and corrupting the ditch in between the domains.
The case exemplifies the connection between material damage, malodorous nuisance and
social disruption that was typical for conflicts over domestic health infrastructures. The latter term
summarizes the range of hygienic facilities, systems for waste storage and disposal, fresh water supply,
and drainage infrastructures, all of which benefitted the health of household, neighborhood – and the
urban community at large. The previous two chapters predominantly dealt with a network of “public”
spaces that the authorities deemed central to preserve the health of the city, that is, as it lay within the
interests of the governing elites. This demonstrates how health interests, including infrastructural
management, played a role in urban governance. But it also offers a rather narrow perspective on
health practices in medieval cities. Indeed, beyond the demands made by authorities for upkeep,
principally of streets and waterways aligning private properties, we still know very little about the
conditions and health threats in people’s direct living environments. What also remains obscured is
what influence sharing, contesting, or regulating domestic health infrastructures had on social and
political interactions. One way of overcoming this lacuna or bias is by using court records that, though
admittedly produced by urban governments, more clearly show the initiatives of inhabitants to secure
health in their direct environments. Local authorities in Ghent, Leiden and Deventer each year
documented multiple cases of neighbors complaining about nuisances or defect health infrastructures
in and around their houses caused by surrounding dwellers. Sampling series of court records in the
three respective city archives yielded a total of nearly two hundred cases (the details of the sources and
modes of selection are outlined below). These disputes among neighbors concern three main issues:
drainage, solid waste, and the supply of fresh water. They form the core of the present chapter.
In order to answer the question how health interests impacted domestic urban living
environment and workspaces, this chapter pursues two goals. First, it seeks to reconstruct the material
side: the nature of facilities and health infrastructures people had in and around their houses, and how
these were initiated, constructed and maintained. Secondly, it aims to analyze the negotiations and
conflicts around them and improve our understanding of how dealings with material environments
1
“Omme te schuwene alle ghedinghe die vallen mochten tussen Jacop Seys an deen side ende den ghebueren binnen den
Puedersollen Poorten ende der buurten an dander zijde, sprutende ende toe commende omme eene cleynen wille die de voirs. Jacop
heeft staende den ghebueren naer ghenouch, ende om nemie ende vrienscap te voedene tussen Jacop ende sinen ghebueren so sijn
de vors. persoene eendrachtelic commen voir scepen ende heeft de vors. Jacop belooft ende hem verbonden sijne cleyne te
versettene tusschen beede sceppen in midden der watere up sine erve, der vrienscepe wille van den ghebueren. […] Ende dat men in
de ghebueren scep gheenre vullicheden gheworpen en sal worden bij Jacop of die hem ancleven bij sinen wetene.” SAG, Jaarregisters
301, nr. 26, fol. 24r.
2
Rarely two neighborhoods disputed each other in these cases, more commonly a gebuerte took action against one or a few
individuals, likely living at the boundary of that neighborhood community. See more on the gebuerten below.
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affected social practices. It will do so by comparing and relating the records of litigating (groups of)
neighbors and aldermen’s rulings to with extant urban building regulation from a larger number of
cities (the core-satellite construction), and a modest corpus of archeological literature. Combining these
insights, the present chapter argues that inhabitants constructed and sought to secure access to
hygienic domestic facilities and fresh water and to ban stench and other nuisances from their living
environments. In doing so, they were both cooperating and negotiating with local urban authorities but
most prominently with local neighbors and sometimes acting in collectives of neighborhood
communities.
Historians have rarely used disputes between neighbors to investigate health concerns, not
least because it is challenging to locate them in larger series of court records. Yet they provide
important new insights into premodern public health practices. Principally because they reveal the
complexity of establishing boundaries between public and private spaces, and the existence of semiprivate or “neighbor-shared” types of spaces understood to have an impact on urban communal
health. Depending on their history of ownership and use, many spaces such as streets often had a
rather complex status and combined public and private functions, which blurs the dichotomy to a
considerable extent and makes it difficult to pinpoint where exactly perceived boundaries lay. Secondly,
these disputes indicate that hygienic facilities such as latrines or water wells seem to have been shared
often, while the correct functioning of the infrastructures behind them, such as street gutters or
sewage, fell under the direct responsibility of households using them, including the part situated
beyond the domestic property itself.
Another key argument of this chapter is that health interests were also an underexplored factor
stimulating the formation of smaller social entities or neighborhood communities. The hypothesis here
is that the complex division of responsibility, ownership and jurisdictions over material health
(infra)structures had a considerable impact on social interactions. In other words, what people used
and shared – and what disturbed them – when it came to daily health practices helped to determine
how dwellers cohabitated and how close they were to others surrounding them. Especially in Ghent
and Leiden these social ties grew into more formally acknowledged neighborhood organizations. And
although transience and informality seems to have characterized most of these litigating groups or pairs
of neighbors during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, they played an important role in eradicating
health risks.3 Finally, recorded disputes demonstrate that public health practices were not exclusively
born out of concerns of governing elites and implemented top-down, but that they were in
concordance with and perhaps often in response to inhabitants’ interests and desires.
The investigation of neighbor disputes brings us closer to the community’s living and working
conditions and attendant health hazards. Here we encounter a wide variety of pipes, wells, gutters and
waste routes in and around private properties that connected to municipally managed sections.4 These
two parts – and their users – taken together form a continuum that fits the description of a broad
“ANT assemblage” outlined in the introduction to this study. Such networks or infrastructures become
most visible when they are contested, do not function well or break down, much like when we are
encountered today with an extraordinary cold winter that freezes the water taps, or when waste
collectors go on strike. Or with floods, which are increasingly becoming a central issue (again) in many
parts of the world due to climate change. In theory, a city’s infrastructure is compartmentalized;
divided into parts each with their own tasks, legal ownership and responsibilities for maintenance. In
practice, however, urban health infrastructures were, in the words of historian Maria Kaika, a “messy
socio-spatial continuum.” 5 It required cooperation, delegation and negotiation between authorities, and

3

As well as policing the moral wellbeing of the local community (see chapter 5).
As we have seen in chapter 2, the authorities focused on maintaining and policing a network of economically, political and military
important urban spaces: main roads, markets waterways, and fortifications.
5
Kaika, City of Flows, 4. See also on ANT and infrastructure Hoogsteyns, Artefact mens.
4
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a variety of other agents, including neighborhoods, in order to ensure that it functioned in a way that at
least was beneficial to those in power, or the most dominant within a certain urban spatial setting.
Further, despite – or perhaps also because of – a rather varied terminology of health
infrastructures, it often remains difficult to establish the exact material layout when the sources
mention, for instance, a drain, ditch or even a latrine. Therefore, figure 4.1 offers a schematized visual
summary of various drainage and waste infrastructures in a domestic environment, and options for
disposing of latrine contents. This is an outline of possible types of infrastructures. Houses would not
usually own, for instance, both a cesspit and a sewer. But here it serves to gain a general idea of the
material layout, which will help us to conceive both the conflicts and hazards as well as health
improvements such infrastructures potentially generated.
The sections below first describe the debates on the premodern neighborhood as a sociopolitical entity and Galenic ideas on a healthy domestic environment. We will then move on to the
dataset of neighbor disputes, and successively focus on systems for human wastes, drainage solid
waste, and water pollution, before finally focusing on negotiations around the supply of fresh water.
The final part reflects on how these negotiations on the material aspects of domestic health fit into a
broader understanding of the relation between neighborhood social life and communal wellbeing.

Figure 4.1. Domestic water and waste infrastructures. Made by the author.

Domestic Galenism and the neighborhood
There are two main contexts for premodern domestic preventative health practices. The first are the
socio-political urban networks, particularly the neighborhood, that linked citizens together. The second
is cultural: what medical and scientific ideas might have informed the perceptions of health hazards in
and around domiciles. Protecting health was part of the pursuit of the common good of the urban
community at large, medical or scientific ideas about a salubrious environment also shaped ideas of a
“good neighborhood” (guede gebuerte). As outlined in chapter one, Galenic theories emphasized the
importance of external factors on the body, which included the effects of the living and working
environment on bodily health. One example available to local Netherlandish audiences was a health
regimen named simply Tregement der Ghesontheit, a vernacular adaptation of a fourteenth-century Latin
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health regimen that first appeared in print in 1482 in Louvain and in 1514 in Brussels. 6 Aimed at an
urban audience of wealthy upper-class citizens, the book offered a large variety of preventative health
advices. The living environment played a role in the discussion of the impact of the four elements on
the body. For those seeking to live in a healthy place, the author gave very practical advice. First,
The soil one chooses to live on cannot be slimy, metallic, imbued with dung, or contain or have
contained buried dead animals (prijen), nor contain foul-smelling herbs or trees, but good ones, such as
7
vineyards, willows, pine trees and other trees that are friendly to our body.

Besides a situation on fertile soil, houses should generally “be open towards the east and north,
because from these directions blow the most purifying winds to air the home.” Provided that these
winds did not originate from snowy, slimy or burnt lands, or were “corrupted in any other way.” 8
Air was very important in other respects as well: “foul-smelling or impure air corrupts the
spirit and the innate heat of the body,” and the tract therefore urged all physicians to be “careful and
meticulous with regard to air in the regimen of health.” 9 Healthy air had to have a good “substance”: it
ought to be absolutely clear and free of smells, otherwise it would “disturb [the body] and sadden the
soul.” 10 Here, the author explicitly linked the dangers of stench to both physical and emotional
wellbeing. Good air was moreover “free towards the sky, not pressed between walls and roofs.” As
with stagnant waters, which together with rotten soil were one of the identified sources for air
corruption, readers were to be especially cautious of air that did not circulate. An exception were
“times of pestilence, in which the putrefaction of the air has already taken place, and covered air is
generally preferable.” 11 Finally, unpolluted water was as indispensable as a source of drink and cooking
as it was for healthy air and environment. Again, water originating from bad, metallic or stinking soil
had to be avoided. “What greatly benefits and helps a home,” was “the vicinity of much pure, sweet,
running water, that in winter quickly turns cold and in summer swiftly warms, flowing past green
pastures and fields.” The covering of waterways had its own issues, and the regimen warned for
supplies “too much deprived from air by many trees.” 12 Using rainwater was therefore a valid option,
but if it smelled, it should be boiled before using it for cooking, “because it undoes the putrefaction.” 13
Such medical prescriptions familiarized at least some literate urban dwellers with a Galenic view on a
salubrious domestic environment, which ties in with thinking about communal wellbeing. Although
none of the litigating neighbors explicitly referred in their court hearings to medical authorities or
Galenic theories on the impact of, for instance, blocked drains on one’s health, the cases nonetheless
attest a desire to secure access to hygienic facilities and preserve well-functioning infrastructures for
both wastes and fresh water around their homes.
6

The text was a translation of a tract by the Italian scholar Maino de Manieri (d. 1368), who synthesized knowledge from the
Salernitan regimen, Galen, Hippocrates and Avicenna. Proctor, “Perfecting Prevention”; Magninus, Tregement der ghesontheyt; Pleij,
De wereld volgens Thomas van der Noot, 29. The work was reprinted in a slightly different version in 1548 in Antwerp.
7
“De aerde die men kiest om te bewonen moet niet slijmachtig moerachtig, metaalachtig alluynachtig zijn, noch daer in sijn oft in
gheweest zijn dode prijen, noch quade of stinkende cruyde oft boomen in groeiende zijn, maar goede, ghelijc wijngard, wilgen,
pijnboomen ende dier ghlijce vriendelijke boomen ons lichaems.” Tregement der ghesontheyt, chapter 37, (unnumbered pages).
8
“Wooningen moet ontdekt zijn tegent oosten ende noorde, want die twee winden sijn meest purgerende die locht der wooninge […]
wanneer de lucht uit het noorden lijdt door eenicht deels des noordes dat met sneeuw becommert is, oft verbrant of mijnachtig of
slijcachtig oft gecorrumpeert op enige andere manieren is [...] zo zou de noorderwind on suver ende onbequaemst zijn.” Tregement
der ghesontheyt, chapter 37.
9
“Is van die aengetrocken locht stinckende ende onsuver, so wort den geest ende die ingeboren hitte gecorumpeert. Daerom moet die
medecijn seer sorchfuldich sijn aengande der locht int regement der ghesontheyt.” Ibid., chapter 39.
10
“Want dat die locht verstorbeert ende die siele bedroeft.” Ibid.
11
“Midts den welcke inde tyde der pestilencie in welcke tijde die putrefactie der locht geschiet, gemeyn is te kiesen die beslote locht.”
Ibid.
12
“Voorts salmen mercken dat geen staende wateren en zijn, gelijc poelen, putten, vivers, maer fonteyn watere loopende door
santachtige aerde oft steenachtich, met geen vuyl noch stinckende ghecorrumpeerde slijck. […] Die byheit van veel suyvere, suete,
loopende water, die inden winter haest cout worden ende inden somer haest heet, ende desgelijcx den groender beemden oft
driesche dien niet seer benomen en wordt die locht mids veelheyt der bomen, des is een dinck der wooninghe seer bequaem ende
hulpe biedende.” Ibid., Chapter 38.
13
“Want die decoctie ontdoet de putrefactie.” Ibid.
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This not only concerned a relation between local governments and their individual subjects;
several social urban networks played a role. For premodern dwellers, the terms neighbor and
neighborhood could mean a variety of things, and we need to be wary of generalizations of “the late
medieval neighborhood” or late medieval neighborliness. It is important to distinguish between a
number of concepts here, namely between parish, wards or quarters, and neighborhood communities
(gebuurte or buurschap). First, the parish incorporated people into ecclesiastical structures of governance.
In many European regions, they formed the benchmark of belonging, the core of neighborhood and
identity, although considerable differences per city existed. 14 The Netherlandish urban parish churches
also hosted many of the guilds and confraternities, while some of them congregated in their own
separate houses and chapels. Second, local governments used the division of a city into wards or
quarters as an administrative, political and military organizational tool. Sometimes they used or copied
the parish structure, such as in Ghent, where the four parishes also formed the basic administrative
division of the town. 15 However, administrative documents or disputes among neighbors in Leiden
and Deventer mention parishes much less often. As we have seen, the latter’s organization revolved
around a division into eight wards named after streets, each with two representing aldermen, while
Leiden mainly used a division into wards, with their own overseers (homans and bonnen). 16
Historians have generally characterized parishes and wards as top-down institutions. By
contrast, the various forms of neighborhood communities (gebuurten), which appeared in several cities,
are often perceived as social entities initiated by neighbors themselves. Especially early modern
neighborhood organizations produced written documentation, from statutes and privileges to account
books and membership lists, which have enabled research into their functioning. The medieval period,
mostly lacking these sources, has received less attention. 17 Gebuurtes assumed tasks and activities
ranging from the practical and material to the social and ritual, including festivities around rites de
passage such as burial ceremonies, weddings feasts and annual banquets. Especially neighborhood
communities in early-modern Holland have been described as providing mainly social and charitable
services for their respective communities. They thus shared these tasks – or may at times have
competed – with urban governments, guilds, parishes and confraternities. 18
Investigations into neighborhoods in this particular region have focused on the extent to
which they generated reciprocal social relations and connections between dwellers. There is a lack,
however, of how the spatial and material environment impacted the formation of neighbor
communities. The care for health infrastructures at the initiative of neighbors themselves or delegated
by central authorities could also have stimulated their creation, as Jeroen Benders has argued with
regard to wells in Zutphen. 19 In addition to financial, legal, and health-related interests, social
motivations for a clean living environment might have sparked action. Filth, especially associations
with excrement and dung, were socially degrading and had strong connotations of sinfulness – an
example of the perceived alliance between moral and material impurity. 20 Individuals and households
were likely keen to protect their local reputation, for instance of their street, by distancing themselves
from such associations caused by badly maintained latrines and other facilities. What then remains
challenging, is how to further connect the these social and material aspects. In this regard, we can use
14

Henderson, “The Parish and the Poor in Florence.” See also on local identities and belonging Klapisch-Zuber, Women, Family, and
Ritual in Renaissance Italy.
15
The weavers were concentrated in a number of specific wards, which came with a somewhat separate parallel socio-political
organization. Boone, “Openbare diensten.” Two parishes were subdivided, and each had four judges/inspectors (vinders) managing
lower courts, who were appointed by the aldermen. There was, however, no clear demarcation of parish boundaries. Arnade, Realms
of Ritual, 44; Decavele, Gebuurteleven, 11–16. See also chapter 1 and introduction.
16
See Introduction and chapter 2.
17
Benders, “Nachbarn”; Wheeler, “Neighbourhoods.” As Benders notes, research on neighborhoods in the premodern Low Countries
is limited to a small number of cities and rarely has a focus on the late medieval period.
18
Soly and Lis, “Beter een goede buur dan een verre vriend”; Bogaers, Aards, betrokken en zelfbewust; Walle, Buurthouden; Burg et al.,
“Introduction to The Rise of Public Facilities in the Lower Countries,” 9–11.
19
Benders, “Nachbarn”; Idem, “Putten uit bronnen.”
20
Bayless, Sin and Filth in Medieval Culture; Coudert, “Sewers, Cesspools, and Privies.” See on morality also chapter 5.
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some of the tools offered by ANT to connect the social and the material aspects of public health
practices. In sum, a “good neighborhood” required several related ingredients to preserve local
wellbeing, ranging from social harmony to material or infrastructural functionality ensuring a smooth
flow.
The contributions of neighbors to health and safety of the living environment is as relevant
for late medieval societies as for modern metropoles. Therefore, scholarly interest in neighborhood
communities fits into contemporary discussions on the importance of a sense of belonging to a
neighborhood and identification with its space. Part of this discussion has been fed by negative
conceptions of the anonymous and individualized urban living experience today, which according to
Jane Jacobs and scholars inspired by her intervention, undermines a range of social values, including
street safety.21 Similarly, the private access to daily health facilities such as bathrooms, and the further
usurpation of (health) infrastructural management by municipalities diminished social neighborhood
connections that existed in the Netherlands two generations ago. However, this also risks a somewhat
idealized perception of premodern community life, as grassroots ties between citizens that have been
gradually between usurped by institutions and governmentally implemented structures, including public
health policies and biopolitics. Several scholars have criticized this dichotomy of modernity versus
tradition or gemeinschaft. Although late medieval Netherlandish urban communities had a different
division of tasks and social organization, the management of the living environment likewise entailed a
negotiation of power over duties, privileges, and legal and socio-political boundaries.
Indeed, the extent to which urban authorities recognized and used the gebuurten in their policies
heavily influenced their visibility in municipal sources. If magistrates saw either the benefit of
delegating tasks and costs to them, or if they caused no tension with other political-administrative
bodies, they sometimes granted them official status and documented their existence. This seems to
have happened in Ghent. In addition to the parishes, smaller entities of neighborhood collectives
(gebuurten) occurred, which were often named after the street, building or waterway they were situated.
During the early modern period, Ghent’s gebuurten were increasingly put in charge of managing public
health, making them, in the words of Johan Decavele, “half-official yet indispensable public city
services.” 22 For instance, the statutes of the neighborhood of the “Lange Steenstraat” confirmed in
1559 and 1584 that their dean took care of the “minor tasks of cleaning the rivers and quays, street
sanitation, and refreshing (bevryden) the air.” 23 However, the gebuurtes’ role in preventative healthcare is
not evident or formalized during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and more generally the
organization and status of these communities remains rather unclear for this period. 24 Still, the gebuurten
at times acted collectively in the aldermen’s courts, as attested by several examples in this chapter. And
already in the late fourteenth century, central authorities negotiated with groups of neighbors about
tasks and costs for maintenance of wells, firefighting tools, sanitation and street paving. 25
If neighborhoods posed no political threat, but no immediate political use either, then urban
authorities perhaps choose to largely ignore them, without official meddling in any kind of written
form. In the latter case, communities of neighbors would stay largely obscured for historians, which
might have been the case with (semi-formally) organized groups sharing wells in late-medieval
21

The alleged decrease of social ties and interactions of community life brought on by modern industrialized society has been subject
to extensive debate. Lis and Soly, “Neighbourhood Social Change in West European Cities”; Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great
American Cities; Sutter, Von guten und bösen Nachbarn.
22
Decavele, Gebuurteleven, 22–25.
23
Unless the costs would gravely exceed estimations, in which case the neighbors had to give their consent. “Omme in saken van
cleender importancien als van te ruimen de rivieren, steeghers, zuvering van straten, bevryden van luchte, ende dierghelycke, bij laste
vanden Deken gheimployeert te worden, de welke alle iaere sal woirden vernieut.” SAG, 128, nr. 146: Lange Steenstraat, Statutes from
1559 and 1584 (unnumbered fols.)
24
A contract of exploitation and maintenance of a piece of land near the city walls in 1464 speaks of a dean (deken) of a neighborhood
named The Ketelpoort, and a similar entry mentions in 1520 the leader of the Waterwijk neighborhood. After Ghent’s Revolt (1577-84)
there are more extant documents produced by neighborhoods, and more official delegation of sanitary tasks. See Decavele,
Gebuurteleven, 17–25.
25
Decavele, Gebuurteleven, 17–25; Boone, Geld en macht, 22.
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Deventer. For this city, there are very few sources on neighborhood communities other than the
administrative wards, such as when the neighbors (nabuers) in the Bisschopsstraat collectively took
action to ban a smith from their midst because of noise pollution. 26 Another exception is perhaps the
presence of neighbor collectives just outside Deventer’s town walls, which also helped with public
works. 27 Moreover, the size of the city but also of other administrative and social organizational
entities may have contributed to the variations in the status of late medieval neighborhood collectives.
For example, the relatively large dimensions of Ghent’s parishes perhaps left both physical and
institutional space to form smaller organizations. Yet Leiden’s sixteen wards (bonnen) seem rather small
units, but their existence did not prevent a development towards the establishment of several dozens
of neighborhood communities (gebuurten).
The case of Leiden further illuminates how such socio-political structures coexisted in one
city. Leiden’s magistrates had divided, or used a pre-existing division of the city, into wards (bonnen),
and appointed representatives – the so-called homans who supervised several public health issues, as
discussed in chapter 2. 28 Numbers varied, but generally there were sixteen bonnen in fifteenth-century
Leiden. Parallel to this structure, from the fifteenth century on, the town had a total of three parish
churches, with each its own socio-religious institutions. These three churches hosted most of the
town’s more than a hundred confraternities, some of which had a strong crafts-oriented focus. Thus,
the spatial setting of the parish church grounded an important part of social communal life. 29 In
addition to parish and ward, some groups of neighbors in Leiden developed neighborhood
organizations: between 1480 and 1540, around eighteen of them were established, followed by several
dozens more at the turn of the century. Although almost all evidence generated by those organizations
themselves dates from after 1580, the scarce fifteenth-century sources suggests that these organizations
in Leiden were mainly engaged in coordinating social gatherings – an elaborate annual feast – and
administering the obliged presence of neighbors at births, marriages and burials. 30 Thus, in contrast to
the tasks in Ghent, Leiden’s neighborhoods seemed to have had less to do with sanitation and
infrastructural maintenance during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, which were left to the wards
(bonnen). 31 However, the city delegated the maintenance of bridges to surrounding residents, and in
1406 decreed that all costs should be “paid by the neighbors (nabueren) and not by the city.” 32 This law
was repeated in later decades with the addition, however, that if the bridges were properly maintained
the city would pay for future upkeep and exempt the local neighbors of paying “bridge money”
(bruggelde). 33 Thereby the magistrates forced them to coordinate these responsibilities and thus
stimulated some form of smaller community formation, or perhaps reacted to and appropriated what
was already there as an informal entity.

26

SAD, Memorieboek, fol. 25v (1483).
Their contributions were checked by officials such as the road masters (Wegenmeesters, see chapter 2). Another example is an
agreement dating 1483 between the city and the neighbors (nabuers) of the mill near Diepenheim, just outside town, to organize a
night watch. SAD, Memorieboek, fols. 25 r–v (1483).
28
These wards lacked official political privileges or compentences. Walle, Buurthouden, 15–20.
29
The earliest mention of confraternities is in 1386. Of the hundred known confraternities, only two had their own chapels and houses,
and the rest resided in one of the three parish churches. 55 percent was of a religious, and 36 percent of an occupational nature, and
the remaining 9 percent unknown. 24 percent were of mixed gender, 32 percent male only, and 5 percent were exclusively female.
Luijk, “‘Ter eeren ende love Goodes,’” 26–27. See also Brand, Over macht en overwicht, 20–25. On the general coincidence of religious
and guilds’ spaces see Trio and Smet, The Use and Abuse of Sacred Places, v–x.
30
Such as the curious and parodist Prily brief, documenting the legal establishment of the neighborhood “Prily”. Walle, Buurthouden,
27–30.
31
Later such cases were also documented by the surveyors (royeermeesters), but these records are only exant from the late sixteenth
century on. SAL, 0501A, II, Royeermeesters (1575-1795).
32
“Alle bruggen, dat men die timmeren, maken ende houden sel uper buer cost, die daertoe ghenyghet sijn ende niet upter stede
cost.” Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 10 (1406).
33
Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 138, 147 (1456), 359 (1508). Further, the neighbors around the Vollersgracht in 1438 had to contribute
to the upkeep of a bridge and three piers. SAL, Stedeboek, fol. 90r (1438).
27
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Neighbors in dispute: dataset outline
Legal disputes involving domestic health infrastructures were commonly instigated by accusations of
fellow inhabitants rather than by inquiring urban officials, although a few extant examples suggest that
they too were actively persecuting offenders.34 These cases therefore occur among “civil” or accusatio
court records, which dealt mostly with issues of a financial nature. 35 As Daniel Smail notes for
Marseille, these “civil” case recordings offer a fascinating view into late medieval urban society but, due
to their vast sizes, they are often challenging to work with. 36 Here we therefore must elaborate on the
modes of selection. Ghent’s two colleges of aldermen assumed notarial functions and documented
financial transactions and conflicts in the so-called registers of Keure and Gedele, which grew to massive
volumes during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Relevant documents can be found in the
Jaarregisters van de Keure. As the majority of these registers has not been disclosed and is thus unsuitable
for use here, my survey is limited to those years that have been indexed, namely the first extant
fragmented series dating between 1339-1361, as well as the years 1400-1404, 1405-07 and 1408-09.
Moreover, I have identified eleven additional cases dating between 1378 and 1515 via Johan Decavele’s
study on neighborhoods in Ghent. His method for unearthing them remains unclear. 37 Ghent’s
Jaarregeristers are complemented by a similar series of court records, namely Leiden’s Kenningboeken,
which are extant from 1434 on. For these, I have reviewed two consecutive years for each decade
between until 1477. 38 In addition, Deventer’s archives contain multiple relevant source collections. I
have sampled two Clagheboeken, which document initiations of court cases – verdicts are often absent.
Regarding the first manuscript, dating 1423-1439, I have gathered a representative sample of
approximately fifty percent, based mainly on legibility, which is at times very poor. 39 For the second
Clagheboek (1452-1493), I have sampled around one fifth of the pages, which commonly contain one or
sometimes two cases per page, across the 300 folio-manuscript. 40 I have also reviewed via index city
council rulings (Memoriaal) for the years 1449-1475, which yielded another twelve cases. Finally, I have
surveyed the witness accounts from Deventer’s Getuigenboek (1476-1506) in its entirety. 41
In each of these series of documents, amidst the many cases among dwellers, traders and
especially family members, quarrelling with each other (and with religious institutions) over money,
wares, properties and inheritances, we find every once in a while a case between neighbors about
health infrastructures around their houses. Excluding cases about home ownership and rents, in Leiden
neighborly disputes comprise 11% or 52 of a total of 483 cases in the sample of the Kenningboeken. For
Ghent’s Jaarregisters, the number is much lower. For example, the volume on 1402-1403 contains 1530
(often short) entries, written on a total of 80 large folios. Only 8 cases (0.5%) concerned neighbors in
conflict over health infrastructures. 42 The fact that it often was a last or at least not a first way to
resolve local disputes helps to explain the scarcity of relevant courts cases. Private peace settlements
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Some of the officials discussed in chapter 2 may have detected and reported transgressions. And see several fines levied in Ypres
below.
35
The distinction between inquisitio or criminal convictions and accusatio cases among citizens existed in the administration of all
three cities, but was by no means absolute.
36
Smail, Aspects of Procedural Documentation. Works that are based on Ghent’s registers are for instance Nicholas, The Domestic Life
of a Medieval City; Boone, Dumon, and Reusens, Immobiliënmarkt.
37
SAG, Jaarregisters 301, nr. 1, (1339-1361) [fragments], nr. 16 (1400-1402), nr. 17 (1402-04), nr. 18 (1404-1406), nr. 19 (1406-07) nr.
20 (1408-09); Decavele, Gebuurteleven, 19–20. Ghent’s aldermen’s registers (Jaarregisters van de Keure) typically only briefly recorded
formal resolutions or transactions.
38
The Kenningboeken are extant from 1434 to 1580, in 13 folio-sized volumes. Sampled years: 1436-37, 1446-47, 1456-57, 1466-67,
1476-77.
39
SAD, Clagheboek 5a (1423-1439). Total of 216 folios, numbered per page.
40
SAD, Clagheboek 5b (1452-1493). Sampled fols: 1v–15 (c. 1452), 50v–50r (c. 1457), 98v–107r (c. 1463), 172r–181r (c. 1475), 230r–
240r (c.1482), 280r–290r (c. 1488).
41
SAD, Memorieboek 46a, fols. 1-40r; Getuigenboek 6a (1476-1506).
42
Fights over inheritance and disagreements about transactions such as on home ownership or shiploads of wares occur often. But
even injuries after fights or reputational damage resulting from vile gossip could be framed as financial conflicts. I have not calculated
the percentages for Deventer, but suspect it to be more comparable to Leiden’s registers than to those in Ghent.
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likely comprised the majority of conflict resolutions in these cities. For instance, David Nicholas
estimated that about ten percent of conflicts were resolved in Ghent’s aldermen’s courts. 43
These registers together yielded a total of 183 cases of disputes. The total of cases can be
divided into conflicts about four main “systems,” namely for drainage, walls and woodwork, waste
disposal, and fresh water supply (figure 4.3). These subjects provide the structure for the sections
below. When comparing the three cities to each other (table 4.2), the types and distribution of cases
differ slightly in number but still are rather similar, perhaps apart from disputes on wells, which occur
significantly more often in Deventer. 44 The sections below will analyze the data collectively per theme,
and for each theme juxtapose it with extant municipal regulation from both the core and other
Netherlandish cities. This allows us to establish both a broader image of the various public health
challenges in and around domestic environments, and the details of the negotiations around them as
attested by litigating neighbors.
Type of dispute
Drainage
Walls and woodwork
Waste disposal
Wells
Light and air
Fire
Other
Total

Deventer
26
11
10
21
1
1
3
73

Gent
22
9
11
4
4
2
7
59

Leiden
20
17
6
1
1
1
5
51

Total
68
37
27
26
6
4
15
183

Table 4.2. Neighbor disputes per type and city. Dataset based on Ghent’s Jaarregisters van de Keure (1360-1515), Leiden’s
Kenningboeken (1434-1477), and Deventer’s Clagheboeken (1423-1493), Memoriaal (1449-1475) Getuigenboek (1476-1506).

other
4%

light & air
1%

fire
1%

drainage
36%

wells
29%

walls and
waste disposal
woodworks
14%
20%

Figure 4.3 Total of charges raised between neighbors (n=183). Based on a sample of the three case studies (Ghent, Leiden
Deventer) combined.
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Nicholas, “Crime and Punishment, part I”; Haemers and Ryckbosch, “A Targeted Public,” 210–14.
The neighbor disputes discussed here have strong similarities to those identified by Yvonne Hélène le Maresquier-Kesteloot in
fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Paris. See Le Maresquier-Kesteloot, “Le voisinage.”
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Before we venture into the causes of inhabitants’ discontent, we need to briefly pause to gain
some overview about what mechanisms of enforcement were behind such court cases. Legal disputes
on health infrastructures attest a complex or multidirectional negotiation of biopower. Citizens used
the aldermen’s court to their advantage, and aimed to secure facilities in their domestic environment
via official legal routes. This enabled urban authorities to extend their jurisdiction over health concerns
in domestic and neighbor-shared spaces, and incorporate it into a broader governmental strategy. They
did so not only by performing inspections and passing verdicts, but also by formulating rules on the
construction of houses with an eye to pollution, water quality, preserving flow, and fire safety, in the
name of a public good. 45
Most important when conflicts arose were on-site inspections – as we have already seen in
various forms in previous chapters. In Ghent, domestic building issues were commonly in the hands of
the surveyors (erfscheeders). In the majority of cases, the records explicitly mention that these officials
had visited the houses, inspected the issue, questioned complainants and other neighbors, and reported
back to the aldermen, likely with concrete advice on the verdict. Further, the similarity in phrasing used
in the verdicts to describe this process indicates a rather standardized procedure. Thus, while the coninc
and minions policed the streets and waters to prevent illegal disposal as well as animals and people out
of place, the surveyors were the officials in charge of solving disputes stemming from the construction
of buildings and domestic infrastructures. 46
In Deventer, the aldermen commonly supervised these issues, each in their own ward. 47
Further, based on their competences as checking citizens’ maintenance duties, the public works
overseers (timmermeesters) might have also had a role in inspections or as advisors in legal investigations.
Litigants in Leiden likewise aimed to convince the aldermen in the courtroom with official records of
possession (scepenbrief), and at times explicitly appealed to issued bylaws. Some cases mentioned that the
aldermen went to the site for inspection. 48 In addition, the ward overseers (homans), in charge of both
fire safety and sanitary supervision, may have intervened in or reported on domestic infrastructural and
construction issues. 49 Besides urban officials, regular carpenters and masons might have played a role
in inspections, report in case of conflict, and occasionally acted as witnesses in court hearings. 50 For
example, one Meister Rijkolt, carpenter in Deventer, swore that he was certain that “when they were
working on Griete ter Hegen’s house, that neighbor Claes came by and said: ‘you can make an awning
and install a gutter here, if you don’t alter my wall. If it does not damage me, then it doesn’t bother
me.’” 51 As further explored below, the term damage incorporated a wide range of meanings, including
associations with health and morality.
Finally, there are two caveats to keep in mind. First, since filing a civic complaint was not
affordable or available to every member of urban society, it likely underrepresents the lowest social
echelons. However, the actors in these sources clearly originated from a variety of social backgrounds
and were not limited to urban elites – and involved both male and female litigants. Secondly, the
45

See for example a permission by Leiden’s authorities granted to a citizen to build a gutter across an alley, on the provision that the
street level would not be lowered. SAL, Stedeboek, fol. 1r (late 14th c.). On instrumental use of urban courts see Smail, Aspects of
Procedural Documentation; Idem, Legal Plunder; Camphuijsen, “Scripting Justice.”
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The tasks of the two surveyors also comprised of measuring of property boundaries, organizing public works, and even designing
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carpenters. This is also attested by the fact that the design for a new meat hall in 1408 was made one of the city’s erfsceeders. Baillieul
and Duhameeuw, Een stad in opbouw, 180–82; Boone, Geld en macht, 102–5. See on Deventer’s public works’ masters chapter 2.
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mention the straatschepenen, implying that aldermen had the duty to check upon these issues within their own ward.
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For example, SAL, Kenningboek B, fol. 96r (1447).
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Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 7 (1406). See chapter 2.
50
In fifteenth-century Paris workmen were often asked to report on structures in neighbor’s conflicts. Le Maresquier-Kesteloot, “Le
voisinage,” 48.
51
“[Griete ter Hegen vs. Claes die Quaden] Meister Rijkolt tymmerman ende Dirck Hermanssoen seggehe myt oere waren woirde […]
an geweest hebben in Grietes huys ter Hege voirs., dair sy stonden ende tymmerden, dat Claes die Quade hem dait gewijst heeft ende
segede: ‘macket dair een loyffken ende legget dair een goetken ende breket myne muere nyet, waneer gy my gheen schade en doen,
wat hundert mij dat.’" SAD, Getuigenboek 6a, p. 23.
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fragmentary nature of the source material makes it very difficult to draw conclusions about
developments over time, and the lack of traceable urban locations excludes the option to map the
cases. These records nevertheless provide valuable insight into types of spaces, facilities and
arrangements, as well as discourses and conceptions of health-related issues, that stay largely obscured
in other municipal records. 52 It helps to trace, in other words, how materiality defined health practices
of local communities, and the negotiation of power across private–public divisions.
Waste waters and latrines
In 27 cases (17% of the sample of 183), litigants in Ghent, Deventer and Leiden explicitly tried to
resolve conflicts and hazards stemming from various kinds of waste. These records reveal the variety
of facilities or systems for waste waters, refuse and excrement present in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, and the challenges of utilizing them in ways that caused little nuisance to surrounding people
and the environment. Some of the disputes between neighbors on drainage infrastructures might also
have dealt with waste or forms of liquid dirt (see below). The cases can be further categorized as either
concerning solid waste; kitchen and waste waters; and latrines and sewage. 53
Starting with the latter, in Boccaccio’s Decamerone, one of the protagonists, Andreuccio, falls
from a toilet into the sewer below, which is in fact the gutter between the houses. Boccaccio’s had his
reasons for invoking this presumably repulsive image, relating the physical filth to the immorality of
the character on which the accident befalls. However, such latrines overhanging ditches between
houses and the open sewage beneath them seem to have been rare in the late medieval Low
Countries.54 Many towns in the Netherlands had a separate system to dispose of human excrement,
which should not be confused with drainage constructions (see below) – although the distinction might
have been violated in practice.
There four general options to dispose of human waste in the pre-industrial era. Urban dwellers
living next to waterways would find making an outhouse above the water an easy and cheap solution,
though prone to cause nuisance and unsustainable in the absence of a strong water current. Another
more basic option, recurrent in rural settings and less common when cities’ population (density) rose,
was an outhouse just above a hole in the ground. 55 Thirdly, across the Low Countries people used
cesspits; either with an outhouse above it, or as an end station of pipes coming from one or more
latrines. A cesspit was a rather sophisticated system, designed to have the liquids seep into the ground
while the more solid fecal matter gradually accumulated. 56 The large majority of cesspits in the late
medieval Low Countries were made of stone or brick, while in Deventer, several were also made of
roof tiles (figure 4.4). Although the developments differ per city, there is a general rise in their numbers
in the northern Low Countries during the late fourteenth century.57 One cesspit could potentially be
shared among different domiciles (figures 4.1 and 4.5). But even single latrines in private courtyards or
located in between houses could serve multiple households. 58 Further, a final option was sewage. Pipes
to dispose of excrement existed in a number or cities, but were often covered, larger, and situated
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aanknopingspunten.”
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deeper in the ground than drainage gutters (see figures 4.1 and 4.6). 59 Each of the options came with
significant public health challenges, as local authorities were well aware. Moreover, city inhabitants
sought to secure access to toilet facilities as well as combat nuisances around their houses, as attested
by numerous cases. 60 Let us turn first to the traces of practical experience around them.

Figure 4.4. Cesspits made of bricks and roof tiles in Deventer. Van Oosten, De stad, het vuil en de beerput, 61, 69.

Private latrines are often poorly visible in municipal documentation, but it seems that, unless the house
was large enough to situate the latrine away from living quarters, having it outside was a more sensible
option. 61 Latrines were sometimes – perhaps in the lower social echelons more often than not – shared
between neighbors, connected either by houses, yards, or even further away by alleys or passageways.
Therefore, new tenants or homeowners formed a potential disturbance of routine use. For example,
when the priest Anthonise Muelendyc bought a house in 1409 near the church of Saint Jacob’s
cemetery in Ghent from Jan van Sybellen, who also lived nearby, Anthonise expected access to Jan’s
latrine (cleyne) via a little passage. However, Anthonise’s use of the toilet had been impeded by Jan, “to
his great disadvantage and damage,” which he claimed was unlawful because access “had belonged
since old times to the house.” He added that he intended to use it peacefully (paesivel). After official
inspection, however, the aldermen ruled in favor of Jan, which suggests the new owner should have
arranged – and pay for – access when he purchased the property.62
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Figure 4.5a. Gutters leading to cesspit in Antwerp. (c. sixteenth
century). Oost, “Putten uit putten,” 16.

Figure 4.5b. Gutters or sewers leading to cesspits at a
hospital in Dordrecht. Bartels, steden in scherven, 29.

Thus, access to shared latrines were subject
to negotiations among neighbors, as was the case with wells (see below). When tensions or conflicts
arose, some residents sought through the aldermen’s court an official confirmation of use or
arrangements for disposal and maintenance costs. In Deventer, Johan Nibeen had sold in 1426 to
brother Herman, a clergyman, a piece of land with an outhouse (secreet), located behind their houses in
the Hagesteeg. Johan told the aldermen that the two men had agreed that when the outhouse – or
rather the cesspit beneath it – needed emptying, it was to be done via Herman’s yard – arranged
because of concern about the stench this caused. They would split the costs. They could not make a
deal, however, on the division of materials and labor for maintaining the little building. Nor could they
settle if it would end up after brother Herman’s death as the property of Herman’s home institution
(manhuys), next to which his house was located. 63 Similarly, Leiden’s Kenningboeken document a case
around an outhouse with two pipes leading to a cesspit, standing on a certain Kerstant’s – the accuser
– yard, who wanted it removed. However, his neighbor clearly did not, and protested by stating that he
owned half of this outhouse, and that they shared the responsibility to clean and maintain the cesspit. 64
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SAD, Clagheboek 5a, p. 59 (1426).
No resolution was recorded. SAL, Kenningboek D, fol. 23v (1477).
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Figure 4.6. Late fifteenth-century sewage pipe, Deventer. Bedaux, “Archeologisch onderzoek in Deventer,” 97. See also
Lubberding, “De Noordenbergertoren,” 19.

A rather escalated case around latrine use occurred between the “neighborhood of Saint
John’s hospital” in Ghent in 1405, who collectively arraigned the nearby hospital residents and their
wardens concerning a conflict about the use of the latrines and a ditch or alley (waterganc). The
neighbors had “tried to use peacefully the facilities of the latrines of the hospital, passing in the
morning and evening through the said house and its property, and through a water alley belonging to
the house.” But the brothers and sisters had hindered them by keeping the doors to the alley closed.
This was not only to the neighbors’ “grievance and grave detriment,” but also against old customs. 65
The hospital residents defended their actions by claiming that the neighbors had used the latrines at
ungodly hours and “behaved indecently and unreasonably.” 66 Ultimately, the aldermen ruled in favor
of the neighborhood collective (gebuerte), urging the hospital to let them use the latrines “peacefully”
(paesivel), although they no longer had to tolerate the nightly visits. 67 Finally, while legal claims of
nearby residents to use latrines could cause disturbance, it was at least as disconcerting to be bothered
by the dirt and smells of a latrine one was not even allowed to use, such as Jacop Seys’ neighbors,
mentioned in this chapter’s introduction. And a man in Leiden instigated legal proceedings because he
had “in spite of his official written consent (scepenbrief),” experienced “nuisance and damage” of a
cesspit standing in his yard but belonging to a neighbor, who had to undo this nuisance and reimburse
him. 68 These examples together illustrate that that dwellers strongly valued access to hygienic facilities.
Latrines and other constructs could generate considerable tensions between neighbors, but also
encourage sharing and cooperation.
65
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de dueren ende poerten te slutene of te moghen slutene binnen sonneschine, maer dat vor sonnen noch der naer de vors. ghebuerte
gheene vryheden der inne hebben sullen.” Ibid.
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The reference to written documents as proof – in Leiden it often concerned a so-called “aldermen’s letter” (scepenbrief) – was an
effective tactic of litigants. For example, see SAL, Kenningboek B, fol. 24v (1446).
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Nuisances caused by disposal of excrement were by no means only a concern for litigating
neighbors. Looking at regulation on these issues across the Low Countries, the handling of human
excrement is one of the few examples where cities in the Netherlands took rather different directions
since the fifteenth century. Their policies can be divided into two aspects. First, many bylaws sought to
correct inhabitants’ behaviors and routines. Secondly, cities prescribed or tried to ban certain types of
hygienic infrastructures, and especially worried about sewage. Indeed, the two larger-scale and
common solutions to one of the central waste issues of the premodern city – sewage or cesspits – each
posed distinct problems, as attested by a large array of local bylaws. On the one hand, a network of
sewage pipes, despite its modern sound and consequently positive connotation, dangerously polluted
waterways. Cesspits, on the other hand, had to be regularly emptied – every few years – and the stench
resulting from it was considered a serious health hazard, leading to many authorities’ declaration of the
removal of contents (beersteken) as a nocturnal occupation, though they rarely centralized collection or
hired municipal officials for this task. In Nijmegen, for example, excrement on carts could only be
disposed in summer until four in the morning, and in winter until six, and not during week market days
or fairs. The bylaw in question emphasized that forfeited dung in case of transgressions would be “put
at the disposal of the poor,” an indication of its value, as well adding a moral dimension to such a
transgression. 69
Yet officialdom was often rather ambiguous in their ordinances on human wastes. Demanding
for each household to have certain facilities for disposal would also have been complicated by the great
differences in the standards of living spaces across the social spectrum. Many authorities thus seem to
have evaluated the issue more per specific location rather than developed a city-wide policy. For
example, bylaws from Amsterdam and Nijmegen stated that inhabitants should not pour latrines’
contents into waterways or streets, but the former noted the exception of the “most outer canals and
in the river IJ.”70 In 1336, the town of Hazebroek forbade the construction of sewage pipes in front of
houses, suggesting that they permitted leading them from backyards to waterways. 71 Other cities
remained rather implicit on the subject. Ghent warned in 1338 the night men or gong farmers
(beerstekers) to be careful not to pollute the rivers at night with latrine contents, suggesting that fecal
matter was transported out of the city over water. 72 In the early fifteenth century, the magistrates of
this city annually reminded inhabitants in ordinances not to throw “pig manure, blood or other
uncleanliness in the river,” but they issued no specific prohibitions on leading latrines to waterways
during these and subsequent decades. 73 Further, while we lack evidence on the exact regulation in
Deventer, the cesspits found in excavations indicates that this became a common way of disposing
latrine content in this town during the fifteenth century, as was the case in Leiden. 74 However,
Deventer also had two large sewage pipes emptying into the town moat and IJssel (via the Welle)
respectively (figure 4.6). These were perhaps the same as the gote supervised by cleaners (see chapter 2),
which confirms officialdom’s coordination and interventions against sewage. 75
Other cities imposed more outspoken and uniform regulation, but differed considerably in
their chosen approach. Utrecht did not condemn private latrines (kleynen) piped into the town’s canals
in 1400 – as long as they remained smaller than one square foot. They announced that official
69
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inspections (schouwen) of these outputs (gaten) would happen once a year. 76 Likewise, in Bruges, if a
waterway was nearby, sewage pipes could lead directly into it. Yet in Antwerp cesspits were
increasingly built since the fifteenth century, and Tony Oost argued that likely “every house in [Early
Modern] Antwerp was connected to a cesspit,” often via pipes, although he concluded negatively on
the quality of ground waters because of these cesspits seeping liquids into the soil. However, the
covering of many waterways (ruien) in Antwerp since the late Middle Ages suggests high (perceived)
pollution levels of waterways, which might have been pushed by industrial waste but also latrines
emptying into them. 77
Some cities prescribed what type of facilities houses were required to have, and often aimed
to prevent forms of open sewage. As early as 1267 we find – admittedly rare – traces of enforcement
of such concerns about sewage exits. Ypres’ ciruitores noted that a certain Clais Olivir paid a 3 lb. fine
for having made sewage not according to the aldermen’s prescriptions, and had to shut it down within
a fortnight. 78 And in 1280, six men were prosecuted for “having made their sewages too close to the
fortifications” (suas cloacas nimis prope vestam). The very large fine of 50 lb. suggests that they might have
been representatives of commercial enterprises or guilds. 79 And they were not the only ones that year
who were prosecuted for incorrectly constructed sewers. Two other men, one women and “the
house[hold] of a certain Willelm Zelopere” likewise paid 30 lb. for the very same offence, as did a man
referred to as “Master Symon.” 80 Furthermore, two other men had to pay to redeem themselves
because they had “discarded dung in their gutters.” 81 These examples confirm not only the existence of
such infrastructures well before the fourteenth century, but also that the bylaws on the subject were
enforced. However, Ypres’ authorities did not altogether prohibit the construction of such cloacas, but
only did so when they caused nuisance, in this case perhaps also related to military safety, either by
hindering the watchmen or by making the town moat shallow.
Thus, urban governance impinged on private practices for the sake of the public good and
implying medical reasoning. In 1408, Leiden outright prohibited leading latrines or otherwise emptying
or pouring its contents (using the verbs ghieten, werpen and lossenen) in the city’s waters, and repeated that
prohibition in each new version of the keurboeken until 1545. 82 This seems to entail both building
instructions banning sewage emptying in the canals, as well as correcting transgressive behavior of
(secretly) bringing and dumping contents in the water. Instead, inhabitants had to “throw it on those
lands where people had indicated to want it,” which suggests that human and not only animal
excrement was used as a fertilizer – or perhaps for land elevation. Violators risked public humiliation –
two hours on the pillory (blauwe stien) – yet sampling the criminal convictions did not yield any actual
condemnations. In addition, Leiden’s magistrates prescribed that every rented house should have a
latrine in some form (stilleputten, privaet, pishuys or heymelicheyt) “standing detached in the yard, without
emptying into any canals or waters.” Also, anybody who owned latrines with pipes leading to waters
had to close them, and citizens detecting transgressions ought to report them to the authorities. 83
Thus, in this regard, the neighbors were the government’s eyes and especially noses, although the
extent of compliance remains unknown. As Roos van Oosten’s study has revealed in detail, Leiden
turned around completely on this issue by the end of the sixteenth century, when it started to stimulate
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the use of a sewage system at the expense of cesspits. 84 This ultimately caused major pollution and
deteriorated the water quality of the canals to such an extent that it led to Leiden’s “Great Stink.” 85 But
while Leiden loosened its policy in the early modern period, Haarlem’s authorities made an almost
opposite turn. In 1540, the latter made the possession of a private latrine obligatory for all houses
worth over four Karolusgulden. They repeated the decree several times in the following years, while also
ordaining in 1557 that no latrines were allowed to empty on the canal or any waters.86 The implication
here for ameliorist narratives of hygienic progress is not that there were no changes were realized, but
that the great variety per city renders it impossible and undesirable to sketch one development.
At any rate, illegally constructed latrines particularly unsettled local authorities. Outhouses
were likely to pop up in more sparsely populated urban spaces, such as around the moat and city walls.
As noted in chapter 1, authorities in Amsterdam and Kampen tried to ban pigsties and latrines along
the city walls, since they were seen as both a source of miasma and impeding the watchmen in their
routes. 87 Gouda similarly insisted on removing “disapproved” latrines and pigsties from quays in 1510
– two types of small but notoriously malodorous buildings perhaps commonly grouped together to
avoid stench in other places. Conversely, they also urged the obedience of inhabitants who had been
ordered to construct such facilities. 88 To sum up, authorities intervened in infrastructures for
excrement with an eye to lowering the pollution levels of waterways and main streets, and ban illegal
constructions beyond private properties. They also sought to prevent urinating and defecating in public
places such as the town hall, cemeteries and surrounding walls and ramparts. In an effort to ban the
latter “disgraceful practices” – referring to the civic honor at stake – public latrines were set up, which
appear more often in sixteenth-century bylaws, for instance in Haarlem, Nijmegen, and Bruges, but
were likely present before that era as well. 89
Blocked flows: drainage disputes
Cities across the Low Countries had systems of street gutters or channels, which came in a large
variety, either open or covered (figure 4.7, see also chapter 2). Drainage networks, which started
alongside and in between houses and led through streets to waterways, or to yards, had to be a fluid
“continuum” to function properly (see figure 4.1). Public and private interests joined in promoting a
continuous flow, and in addition to prescribing how drainage constructions ought to be set up in
private space, a large body of regulations aimed to preserve this flow in the larger urban networks of
pipes, drains and ditches, as discussed in chapter 2. 90 Bylaws on the construction and use of gutters
were therefore also often part of building regulations. At least eighteen cities and towns in the northern
Low Countries alone prescribed in bylaws that houses should leave a minimum amount of space for
what is often called an osendrop: a ditch on the ground usually situated in between houses, which
collected the water falling from the roofs. 91
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Figure 4.7. Various types of gutters. Source: Øye, “The Infrastructure of Bergen,” 514.

This small, shared “in-between” space also functioned as a measure against fire hazards. Thatch roofs
needed a ditch on the ground, but roofs made of harder material had other options, such as a gutter
just below the roof. This offered new possibilities to share stone walls and the water infrastructure
interweaved with it, as part of an interrelated development of using harder materials (versteningsproces). 92
The change in building materials might be one of the reasons the minimum prescribed width for these
ditches between houses became smaller during the sixteenth century. 93 However, the large number of
disputes on gutters and ditches in between houses, and the concerns for rot and other damage to walls
strongly suggests the continued existence of (partly) wooden housing and thatched roofs. 94 Some cities
instructed in bylaws how and where exactly for example drainage constructions ought to be built with
respect to property boundaries, ideally taking up equal amounts of space between the properties. 95
Dordrecht, Zutphen and Deventer obligated citizens planning alterations to first consult with their
neighbors. And in case of prolonged absence of nearby residents, an official in Deventer could be
summoned to inspect and grant permission. 96 The aldermen and burgomasters could levy fines for
illegal alterations of street gutters, which implies that they preventatively inspected at least those
constructions that intersected with roads and other more publicly used spaces. 97
Issues of drainage were the most frequently occurring type of conflict (65 cases, or 37%)
between neighbors. The term is defined here as all infrastructures – pipes, gutters, channels, ducts and
ditches – transporting water away from buildings to street ditches or in backyards and gardens, to
92
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waterways, or eventually outside the city. This could concern rainwater, but sometimes also waste
waters, though, as discussed above, likely not latrine contents. 98 Finally, the sample furthermore
contained 34 cases (20%) of unspecified issues of damage to woodworks and stone, especially to walls
(see figures 4.2 and 4.3). In these cases, offenders caused nuisances and damage by altering shared
walls, heightening their houses, or building beyond their property boundary. They may have often been
related to either drainage or waste issues, but are not explicitly mentioned as such. 99
Several types of conflicts were common between citizens around drainage structures. First,
gutters and pipes leading liquid waste from kitchens to outside the house presented a prominent
problem. 100 Authorities did not commonly forbid residents from leading polluted waters from their
kitchen sinks to pipes or gutters, but neighbors often perceived them as nuisances. In Leiden, a certain
Reynier Henricxz had placed a fence in his yard to block the “the water flowing from [his neighbor’s
Jan Claisz’s] yard to a gutter (waterganc).” Jan had built this pipe, presumably across Reynier’s land, “to
connect to a nearby gutter which lies there for the benefit of the common neighbors.” Jan tried to
persuade the aldermen to have it reopened by promising to not cause any pollution, as he claimed to
“desire to lead no other than good rainwater that falls from the sky into it, which is a reasonable thing
[…]. He does not want to discard kitchen sink water (goot water) or any other filth (onreynicheyt).” 101 His
argument suggests that there were multiple ways in which these drainage infrastructures could be used.
What was acceptable depended on negotiation with neighbors and legal rights of possession. For
example, one neighbor in Deventer was charged with illegally making a kitchen drain (stiene) between
two houses, and of using a window to “pour out dirty and impure dirt (drek),” which then landed on
his neighbor’s yard. 102 And Ghent’s aldermen ruled in 1361 that a certain Gillis Ghijs was allowed to
have an outlet from his new house to a ditch shared with a neighbor, on the condition that he would
place a “grating (zeeve) in front of the hole of the water drain in his kitchen so that nothing other than
water would pass through it.” His neighbor Willem then could also construct “a washbasin (lavoir) in
his house, which he can lead to the stone drain between their houses, yet without causing nuisance
(grief).” 103
An elaborate case involving two priests’ houses in Leiden further illustrates such legal
negotiations around gutters and kitchen waters. Priest Gerijt refuted allegations made by fellow priest
Cornelis, who wanted him to close the hole he recently made in the wall fencing off their yards from
the street, through which he had led his gutter. Gerijt claimed that his ancestors had owned this wall
peacefully for over forty years, and that there had always been a pipe leading from the kitchen through
the wall of his house, “through which he daily poured out water from the dishes (vaatwater), fish
residues (vissop water) and other such uncleanliness one pours out of a kitchen.” He rather proudly
framed the disposal in a shared space as an acquired privilege of the house, mentioning that a former
neighbor had often said that “if he would have been able to buy off that gutter he would have gladly
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done so, but the only thing he could do was to ask the former resident of Gerijt’s house for permission
to make a plank to shield off the gutter and prevent dirt splashing too far into [the neighbor’s] yard.” 104
That liquid kitchen wastes and the stench stemming from them were apparently considered a
serious nuisance renders it rather unlikely that discarding urine and excrement in ditches and gutters
would be completely acceptable. Thus, this widely present drainage network feasibly not commonly
functioned as an infrastructure to channel human excrement, as attested by the conscious actions taken
by both authorities and nearby residents to protect gutters’ cleanliness and flow. Moreover, it further
debunks the conception that people routinely emptied their night soil from their windows into the
street gutters. 105
The majority of neighborly disputes on drainage concerned blockages of water
infrastructures as a result of recent alterations to one of the homes. Neighbors negotiated in court
what they claimed were unauthorized changes made in shared walls or to the gutters in the narrow
passages between houses, causing damage because water now gathered in places it was not supposed
to. 106 A case illustrating this is that of Henrich and his wife Griet, who did not get along with their
neighbors, a woman named Heilwich and her daughter Swene. Besides other social frictions occurring
between the two parties, Heilwich had also made adjustments to her home that caused blockage of the
drainage or passage (gate) between the two adjacent houses, which damaged the “fish and cloth”
stacked in Henrich’s house. She had shortened the pipes without consent, and Henrich demanded, like
so many neighbors in dispute with one another, that everything would be restored to the way it once
was. 107 Such drainage issues created both a decrease in value of the property or any stored goods.
Another dweller in Deventer had heightened the square behind his house, and “led his water to [his
neighbor’s] wall, where it would previously not have gone, and now the wall has turned rotten.” The
arraigned man denied having made any changes, claiming – rather typically – that he had used his
property “for a long time in a quiet and peaceful way.” 108
The opposite of peaceful use were alterations that caused others nuisance and damage. When
neighbors led water across or even discarded it unto territories that they did not own, they were fought
in court as trespassing or a breach of ownership rights. 109 It is exemplified by a certain Henrik Beaving,
who issued a complaint against his neighbor in Deventer, who “illegally leads water over [Henrik’s]
land, against his will,” which had caused Henrik “degradation (hoemoet) and damage.” 110 And the dean
of Ghent’s brewers arranged on behalf of the guild for the water pipe (buse) next to the Brewerhouse
(Brouwershuis) to be repaired, elevated and maintained at the cost of the owners of the neighboring
house “De Karre,” in such a way that it would cause no grievance to the brewery. 111 In 1439, one
Berend van Oetmerssen demanded an inspection by Deventer’s aldermen (straatschepenen), seeking to be
compensated for the damage he claimed was caused by his neighbor Geerd. Berend emphasized the
shared responsibility of the gutter or ditch between their houses by reminding the judges that this
104
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construction originated as a joint effort by Geerd and Berend’s father in law. However, now Geerd had
refused to contribute to the overdue reparations. 112 Thus, this case – for which no verdict is
documented – shows that simple structures such as a water ditch materialized social and financial
commitments that could connect neighboring families for multiple generations. In ANT terminology,
they are “actors” in the network of domestic public health practices, impacting and shaping social
relations between neighbors.
Litigants also at times demanded “clearance” (ruyminghe) of waterways or canals, which
suggests that these too could be privately owned or shared spaces. For example, Jan Willems in Leiden
had illegally “dampened a canal which Diert Diericxz uses.”113 And in Ghent, a neighborhood
community (gebuerte) instigated two similar cases shortly after one another, accusing a total of three
men, whose surnames imply connections to brewing. These had made extensions of their yards into
the river “that have narrowed the little river so dramatically that the water could no longer run its
course.” 114 A delegation of seven officials investigated the site “for over twenty hours and much time
more,” after which they reported back to the aldermen, who then decided, in favor of the neighbors,
that the built extensions in the rivers had to be reduced or removed. 115
The notion that the neighborhood peace had been disrupted by neglected or ill-functioning
health infrastructures was a prominent rhetorical tactic used by complainants. Accused neighbors in
their turn defended themselves by claiming they had been using infrastructures in an orderly and
peaceful (rustelic ende paisivel) fashion. Thus, while these disputes clearly concerned infrastructures that
secured hygiene and health around the house, rather than framing nuisances as a communal health
threat, litigants employed terms of peace, order and tradition versus grievance, disturbance and
especially damage. 116 These oppositions could characterize issues on waste, latrine constructions, as
well as water infrastructures. Since the “nuisance” of a latrine was a form of damage, these terms could
entail implicit references to medical reasoning, as stench putrefied air and excrement and filthy mud
contaminated soil. And from a Galenic perspective, stagnant or foul water also formed a health risk as
well, both as a potential source of air corruption – or dangerous for consumption. Moreover, because
houses with wooden and clay walls quickly and seriously dilapidated when badly maintained and
especially when damaged by water and mire, inhabitants faced a real fear of collapse and potential
injuries in addition to property devaluation. 117
That such a discourse was prominent likely related to the general lack of written documents
confirming arrangements of domestic health facilities. It was clearly a major advantage in court if
litigants could prove existing practices, agreed access, or even possession of properties and the
infrastructures around them. People sometimes presented in court written statements, documents of
formal municipal consent or building agreements. However, in many cases they could not, as no record
was likely ever made. In its absence, the authorities questioned nearby residents, as the memory of the
ward or street, about arrangements and material or social changes, or a litigant would summon his or
her neighbors as witnesses.118 It was important for litigating neighbors to prove that infrastructure and
their groups of users had existed for a long time – the claim that a certain construct or practice was old
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helped to define order. For instance, in a case of malfunctioning drainage in Deventer, the
complainant, a certain Henrick van Markell, summoned former inhabitants to help his cause. Witness
Evert Geerts said he
Remembered that 28 or 29 years ago, during the time he was learning his craft, when Johan
lived in the house where said Henrick [the complainant] now lives, that he had clearly heard
Johan’s wife saying to him, ‘Johan, as the head of household you should not accept that we in
this house are bothered by other people’s water.’ 119
One Alijt van Driel contested this and said that, around thirty years ago, she did not know of any water
coming into the house other than from the house [roof] itself. 120 Yet another summoned witness
claimed that fifteen years ago a large waterhole stood behind the house, which, when full, “Johan
Scroeder used to carry away when he lived in the house that [the complainant] later bought from his
children.” 121 All summoned witnesses surely had excellent memories on these practical issues taking
place decades ago, which validity we might question. But at any rate, their statements clearly attest the
intimate connections between different families and residents and their long-term ties of kinship,
linked together also through these material structures in and around their houses. Furthermore, initial
rulings in this case had been ignored, which was not exceptional. Besides acts of malice or active
resistance, such amendments might have been elaborate and costly, and therefore could also have been
stalled by lack of time, money, available materials, or even weather conditions. It thus suggests that the
power of the central authorities was not all-encompassing but a continuous negotiation, both between
neighbors and between governments and inhabitants. 122
Storing solid wastes
In addition to developing infrastructures dealing with water, liquid wastes and excrement, households
sought ways to conveniently dispose of solid waste. Waste (mainly termed vuylnis and onreynicheyt)
included anything from kitchen residues, broken utensils, straw (from the ground and from beds) and
other “sweepings” (veghelquaat), to manure, mud, debris, dead pets and of course the leftovers of the
central source of energy: ashes. These were all organic and far smaller in scale compared with domestic
waste in twentyfirst-century developed or industrialized countries. In addition, since many workshops
were connected to homes, there seems no sharp distinction between domestic and many forms of
artisanal waste, perhaps apart from three main groups of labourers perceived as especially prone to
cause miasmas, and for which there are some indications of zoning: those working with meat, crafting
leather such tanners and cobblers, and – perhaps to a slightly lesser extent – those producing textiles,
such as fullers and dyers 123 As explored in chapter 2, waste was neither worthless or useless. Besides
using manure as fertilizer, debris and other domestic refuse could be used for land elevations, which in
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the water-rich and marshy grounds in many places in the Low Countries was as desirable for water
management and building construction as it was for street paving. 124
Officialdom’s concerns about the potential hazards caused by domestic waste stimulated
policies on three interrelated issues: managing temporary storage in and around domestic
environments; banning disposal in public spaces such as squares and main streets or thoroughfares;
and avoiding pollution of waterways. Temporary storage around the house, the first issue, entailed
gathering waste until it would be collected and transported either to communal waste heaps or outside
the city, or sometimes, in the case of dung, until it was sold to farmers. As many households were
likely responsible to organize waste disposal themselves, it was always easier to get rid of a large pile all
at once rather than making the trip with smaller amounts several times. Officialdom reacted to these
threats to infrastructural flow – for both streets and gutters – as well as the potential stench and civic
dishonor stemming from filthy streets. Across the region urban authorities issued bylaws and routine
calls to inhabitants for weekly cleaning, often on Saturday and before all holidays, of all spaces and
water infrastructures around their house. 125 Moreover, some put a limit on the time it could
accumulate, which was a continuous concern across the investigated period – and likely beyond it. 126 In
late fourteenth-century Aardenburg, for instance, legislators deemed it sufficient to order inhabitants to
keep waste on their own properties (yards) or remove piles on the streets in front of their own doors
within three days, while in Nijmegen, dung brought out to the street had to be removed the next
day. 127
Rather than defining the period of toleration, governing elites in Leiden were most concerned
about the disposal of domestic waste on quays, as waste collection in this town routinely happened
over water with barges. The magistrates threatened with fines between 5 and 20 s. anyone who violated
the prescribed four-foot distance from the water ways. 128 Finally, officials also insisted on street
sanitation in anticipation of festive occasions, mainly processions, when the smooth flow of people
through the streets and the cleanliness of the city were even more important, also in terms of spiritual
purity and civic prestige. 129 On the whole, the short-term goals set in these decrees and the habit of
regularly repeating them do not suggest that that the authorities were fighting a hopeless battle, but
more likely indicates a certain rhythm and routine practice.
Local authorities were particularly concerned with banning disposal on central squares,
waterways, and around gates, which formed the majority of bylaws on this subject. 130 Beyond that, they
also sometimes designated locations where citizens could indeed bring their refuse and dung, another
indication for the coordinated use of waste for land elevations. 131 In addition, city magistrates
occasionally reminded dwellers in repeating bylaws and by heralds not to dispose any filth on other
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people’s properties. 132 For example, anybody in Leiden disposing waste (without consent) in front of
other people’s doors, streets or quays forfeited 12 s. 133 However, in 1487 Leiden’s magistrates noted
that “great complaints [on illegal disposal] daily reaches the court.” Therefore, they reminded citizens
of this bylaw, issued almost a century earlier, by publicly warning all inhabitants to no longer “daily
dispose their ashes, dirt and sweepings in piers, quays, and in front of other houses.” 134 At the usual
penalty, the magistrates urged citizens to “bring it to the ordained places,” but also empowered all
citizens with the jurisdiction to fine “anybody committing transgressions in front of their houses or
yards or quays, as if it was attested by aldermen or witnesses. 135 And while peer pressure was
commonly built into regulations by promising the reporter part of the revenue of the levied fine, this
addition suggests that sometimes authorities resorted to more drastic measures and granted citizens
temporarily the right to act as officials in certain matters. 136
Although the evidence is too fragmented to draw firm conclusions, we see a tentative
development towards more formally designated gathering places, including waste containers. For
example, in 1373, Ghent’s aldermen ordered waste to be brought to “the designated place between the
four poles,” which suggests the city had instituted one such location. By 1488, which was a period with
several plague epidemics, several of these places existed, but they did not avoid health threats in the
ways the aldermen had intended:
To prevent the great dangers coming from the dirt (vuylichede) and from the smell of the dung heaps
(messinghe), lying in the streets, where the good inhabitants daily pass and interact, the magistrates have
demanded that everyone who keeps piles of dung in the streets and any other places where one is not
ordained to construct them, should get rid of them within eight days, at penalty of three pounds and the
dung forfeited. And also, that the designated dung heaps should be cleared according to custom and on
137
penalty of the same fine.

The explicit statement that the dirt, and particularly its smell, was a common danger (dangiere), and thus
a threat to the population’s health, can also be found regarding polluted waterways (see chapter 2).
Moreover, between 1493 and 1543, Haarlem issued thirteen bylaws in which they prohibited dumping
waste on streets and squares and ordaining the construction of waste containers per neighborhood. It
could be regarded as a campaign to keep the city clean in a period in which the number of inhabitants
was growing rapidly. 138
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Although clearly a central target of officialdom’s policies, solid waste did not often appear as
an object of dispute between neighbors. 139 An exceptional formal case, related to drainage, is that
between Albert die Gortemaker and Gese van Kessel in Deventer. The latter had stored a tub behind
her house in which she collected rain water. When the vessel was full, she routinely “poured it in front
of Albert’s road and into his yard, from which it then flowed to his dung heap and dampened it,
causing him damage worth five guilders.” 140 The damage may refer to stench or corruption of
woodworks, but could also suggest that his dung was now devalued. 141 The water rather than the dung
itself therefore posed a problem is this case. Further, illegally storing waste on a neighbor’s property
caused trouble, both as a nuisance and as a form of property usurpation. 142
Yet the sparse references to solid wastes contain important indications about storage practices
and its implications for the perception of spatial boundaries. Residents could own, inherit, divide, sale
or lease streets and alleys, but also courtyards, quays and waterways. Its history of legal use and
ownership renders it very difficult to characterize the status of a street – or waterway, for that matter –
even when taking into account a third option beyond public or private, namely that of semi-private or
neighbor-shared. The division of ownership shifted as relatives died or married, when houses were
altered, when new people moved in or new buildings were built. Past and present practices, including
industrial activities and trades, and the kind of health infrastructures leading through it, or the access it
granted to such facilities, is what gave a certain street or alley its function. Thus, in practice the use and
responsibilities were outright messy in a legal sense, which of could also lead to cluttered streets if not
adequately arranged. Moreover, the importance of historical use and ownership might be a reason why
relatively often clergymen and priests occur in these documented disputes, as they had a slightly
different family status and therefore more fleeting ties to a property than a family-based household.
Several cases highlight the routine practices leading to such legal and socio-spatial complexity.
First, there are some glimpses of the tactics among citizens either to arrange waste storage when they
lacked space on their own properties, or to make some extra money by letting others store waste on
spaces they owned. A place for a waste heap, in other words, could be leased, as exemplified by the
entry Ghent’s aldermen made at the request of Pieter Barit, who had hired a space behind the house of
a widow, for a period of three years “on behalf of his collective neighborhood.” 143
Secondly, litigating neighbors were well aware that waste heaps posed challenges to the flow of
traffic through streets and alleys, and therefore were a valid reason for the authorities to intervene and
rule in their favor. A widow in Deventer named Houdert summoned several witnesses to prove that
she had leased an alley and passage to two men for a period of six years, on the condition that they
would keep the alley “so wide that a cart or a beer keg could pass without causing damage (gebreck) to
anybody, and the dung coming from the horse or other dirt stored there by [the leaseholder] had to be
carried away, without causing damage or complaints.” 144 Finally, Deventer’s Clagheboek documents a
conflict about the removal of a door that closed off an alley “belonging to the city” to prevent “the
accumulation of any sweepings or other dirt from nearby residents (nabueren) or other people dumping
139
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it there.” The neighboring couple had also led their water through the alley, which had “corrupted”
(verderfft) the road as well as the complainant’s wall because it gathered there and did not flow through.
Furthermore, as the litigants pointed out, the alley was also used by the watchmen - who likely had a
key – to reach their tower, making the case a matter of public safety – and a hazard for the watchmen
having to pass the filth.145
Thirdly, while urban regulation on fire safety was abundant, there are only a handful of
disputes about fire hazards among neighbors. 146 It was cleverly used as a tactic by the neighborhood of
Gerard Duivelsteen, named after the nearby stone castle, in Ghent, to ban waste disposal from the
alley and staircase leading to the river. The neighbors had:
Collectively complained that coming and going through the alley in case of emergency, fire or otherwise,
was impossible because of the great amount of filth (vullichheden), which had piled up so high because
147
people dumped waste there daily, day and night, which they were unable to avoid in any way.

The aldermen decided that the alley would be cleaned and sealed off. The neighbors would all receive a
key, provided that no one would lock the gate from inside. All nearby residents who had something to
do with the alley, “especially the neighborhood (ghebuurte)” – suggesting a more or less acknowledged
organization – could use it as they had before, though without storing waste there. 148 In sum, the city
had the power to decide which streets and alleys could be closed off to prevent communal health
hazards, but it often were the surrounding neighbors who initiated these negotiations to improve their
direct environment.
A dispute between a woman named Dynne Slotekens and a barber, master Aernt, provides a
final example of the negotiations around roads and alleys, and also shows that various health concerns
could be seamlessly merged into one court ruling. The two neighbors came before Deventer’s
aldermen in 1452, who ruled that the barber was allowed to “lead water through the alley and to use it
as long as he does not place filth in front of his door or in his alley without Dynne’s permission.” 149
Aernt was not allowed to alter the stone drain for waste water and had to make glass windows instead
of wooden shutters. In addition, he could not “keep animals or dung received from strangers, which
would cause stench in Dynne’s place, but he could keep his own” – here again we see the practice or
leasing waste storage space. Like water and latrine facilities, waste was therefore not only a (f)actor
shaping interactions between urban authorities and their subjects, but also the object of arrangements
among inhabitants. Finally, no one other than he and his family could have the keys to the gate sealing
off their alley. In return, Dynne could keep her shutter windows because her family had owned them
for over forty years, but was not allowed to alter her house in a way that limited the air supply to Aernt
the barber’s property. 150 Although medical reasoning was not explicitly used in the courtroom to
persuade the judges, the litigants’ wish to secure sufficient light and fresh air (there are a few more
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court cases that dealt with deprivation of air and light) 151 and a clean domestic environment can be
related to Galenic or Hippocratic notions of environment and health preservation, as delineated above.
Moreover, as a barber, Aernt enjoyed some medical education and was likely rather aware of the
Galenic implications of the court ruling.
Fresh water systems: wells and communities
So far, we have focused on the “output” of substances from the domestic environment. Solid wastes
had to be carefully stored and disposed of, and rain and waste waters flowed from private into shared
and public spaces, rendering its potentially polluting vessels objects of negotiation and conflict. As
discussed in chapter 2, Ghent, Leiden and Deventer all issued policies consisting of calls for routine
maintenance, followed up by inspections afterwards – and likely prosecuting those in neglect. Besides
these negotiations on waste in various forms and in various spaces, the supply of fresh water formed
another important part of the pursuit of communal health. Indeed, in cities with no natural waterways
nearby, such as some southern-European hilltop towns, fresh water supply could only be realized by
expensive collective efforts and resources, making it one of the cornerstones of premodern public
health practices.152 By contrast, many cities in the Low Countries were more preoccupied with the
challenges of keeping it at bay, guarding its quality, and manipulating its flow – which involved perhaps
as much negotiation of health interests as water scarcity. Yet even within this small region, the
organization of fresh water supply in towns diverged considerable, much like we have seen regarding
the policies on latrines and the disposal of fecal matter. 153
Netherlandish cities likely all had some form of infrastructure for fresh water supplies. In
addition to canals and natural waterways, residents could collect rainwater, use wells or fountains, in a
few cities citizens even had pipe systems at their disposal. Some water supply facilities could be either
private, public, such as wells on squares, near churches, or at commercial halls or municipal buildings ,
or belonging to (religious) institutions, or, as we will see below, shared between groups of residents.
First, the types of systems for supply deserve some elaboration. By the thirteenth century, Bruges had a
network of lead pipes, which tapped a pond outside the city and transported fresh water to fountains
and to the city moat (figure 4.8). Most of these fountains were publicly accessible, but some
institutions and urban elites arranged private access. The municipal engienmeesters oversaw Bruges’ pipe
system. 154 Ypres, a city that did not have many water routes within its walls, had a comparable
infrastructure. From 1280 on, the urban authorities here paid several comites dulcis aquae or pipemestres to
supervise wells and led water pipes. These water officials – from 1304 amounting to four in total –
received a fixed salary and on top of that were reimbursed for reparations and cleaning. 155 We see them
at work in the roles des condamnations, who also documented transgressions on the food markets (see
chapter 3). Ypres punished in 1280 three men with the considerable fine of 5 lb. “because they had
allowed water to flow to their animal pastures (vivario), against the ban of the water masters.” 156
Another two were fined 20 s. “because they did not repair their wells (puteos),” while they had been
ordained to do so by the said officials. 157
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Figure 4.8. Moerbuizen (water pipes) and fountains/wells in Bruges, fourteenth century. Source: Raakvlak - archeologische
dienst Brugge.

In towns that did not have a network of water pipes, local governments sometimes
appropriated the supervision and management of wells. Brussels – also lacking many waterways inside
its walls – had many public wells, since the early fourteenth century already more than thirty. To
supervise their functioning, this city employed a fonteynmeyster, the earliest traces of this office dating
back to the 1350’s. During the fifteenth century, his tasks for cleaning the wells increasingly coincided
with that of the moddermeiers, Brussels’ municipally hired cleaning officials. 158 Likewise, Antwerp’s midsixteenth century map contains depictions of over thirty wells, and well supervisors (putmeesters) are
mentioned in sixteenth-century sources. 159 And Louvain’s inhabitants had to contribute to the city’s
water reservoirs (poelen) and wells, while the local authorities calculated the height of the contribution
per household based on the width of the house facade. 160 Finally, in Zutphen, a town nearby Deventer,
the local authorities assumed jurisdiction over wells and their users. In the fifteenth century, the
magistrates had put into writing the arrangements for around twenty wells, which mainly entailed a
formal delegation of maintenance costs to nearby residents. This “book of wells,” suggests that on
average around a hundred inhabitants (20-25 households) were likely using one well. In addition,
archaeological excavations have identified another 35 individual wells in Zutphen, the oldest of which
dates to the mid-fourteenth-century. 161 These wells may have been therefore omitted in municipal
records because they were possessed and used by a single household – or perhaps many of them were
shared among a few neighbors.
Again the differences between cities are noteworthy, and defer the view of one (lineair)
development. Neither Deventer, Leiden, nor Ghent developed during the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries fresh water pipe systems resembling those of Bruges and Ypres. Nor did they instigate
elaborate supervision of wells in any formal fashion or with specially appointed officials such as in
Brussels, Antwerp and Zutphen. As far as I have been able to establish, wells were not subjected to
regulation or administrated in water-rich Leiden, nor did that city invest in public wells. Ghent’s
authorities, however, did pay for the construction and maintenance of a number of public wells
(burnepitten). 162 For instance, with the construction of the Belfort during first decades of the fourteenth
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century, also a public well was set up. Like several others in the social-political heart of the city, this
well – or a successor – is displayed on the 1576 map of Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg (figure
4.9).

Figure 4.9. Wells on public squares in Ghent. Detail from the 1576 plan by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg.

Combining archaeological evidence and financial records reveals a total of six wells in this area made
between 1320 and 1420, four of which were clearly intended for public use. 163 They are located at the
Zandberg, the Kalandeberg 164 the Belfort, “behind the Halle” – likely the old wool hall on the
Plaetse 165 – near the Kwaadham and at Geraard de Duivelsteen. And mid-fifteenth century, another
well was dug at the town hall. However, six wells would not have provided enough fresh water for the
entire urban population, and many other private or neighbor-shared wells must have existed in the city.
For example, the city negotiated the maintenance costs for a municipally funded well at the
Kalandeberg with the surrounding neighbors. 166 Likewise, in Deventer, archeological evidence suggests
that the construction of wells coincided with the earliest phases of urbanization in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries. This likely developed into a pattern of private and neighbor-shared wells. A late
sixteenth-century map of Deventer (figure 4.10) depicts several wells, especially on and around the
Brink. However, according to Spitzers there is no indication of the existence of public wells in Deventer
in the late medieval period, and I have also not been able to find investments on any of them in
archival records. However, material remnants of wells date as early as the eleventh century, while wells
also appear in agreements between neighbors (see below). 167
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Figure 4.10. Wells on public spaces in Deventer, Detail from the 1582 plan by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg.

To sum up, there was much diversity in fresh water systems, as well as in officialdom’s involvement in
organizing or governing supply. Some cities assumed supervision over most of their fresh water
facilities, some cities did so over a much smaller number of public wells, and some seem to have very
rarely interfered with the fresh water supply other than policing the pollution levels of the
waterways. 168 The question why the magistrates’ strategies on this matter were so diverse requires more
research. The availability and quality of ground water may have been an important factor, which
determined the difficulty to create wells. In addition, the specifics of water infrastructure might have
been played a role – assuming that at least a part of the populace used surface waters to drink (and for
brewing), for cooking as well as washing and cleaning. Moreover, cities which imported water with a
pipe systems or used mostly wells might have employed lenient policies on sewage emptying into
canals. By contrast, cities with strong lobbies of brewers, such as in Gouda, Haarlem, Antwerp, and
Delft, were economically invested in keeping surface waters clean. For instance, in Antwerp brewers
built their own aqueduct early sixteenth century, while in 1450 Philip the Good granted Delft
permission to build a watermill to stimulate the import of clean water for the city’s brewers as well as
facilitate the disposal of polluted waters out of the city. And Gouda eventually resorted to using “water
ships” to import clean water into town.169 In sum, the impact of breweries on urban sanitation deserve
further investigation. 170
Since Ghent, Deventer and Leiden all paid relatively little attention to regulating the use of and
access to fresh water, this part of the urban health infrastructure is therefore primarily visible through
the negotiations between neighbors. Of the sample, 21 cases (13%) concerned fresh water facilities,
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mainly wells. Neighbors came to the courtroom with quarrels about access and maintenance costs
rather than complained about pollution - apart from the outrage one foreign dweller in Deventer
caused by urinating into a well – and being imprisoned and flogged as punishment.171 The legal right to
access a well even had its own term: putgang. The word could also be used to refer to the alley or other
passage that someone used to get to a well. In addition, access to a latrine (cleynegang) could be
negotiated in a very similar way, as indicated above. 172 A putgang was a highly valued part of domestic
health infrastructures. For instance, a newly arrived homeowner in Deventer summoned to court three
witnesses, who confirmed his right to use the well at the end of the street because he had recently
contributed “to a new studded bucket that hangs in the well, like the other neighbors did.”173 In
another case, a certain Beernt complained that his son – living nearby – had to transport water through
his house because their neighbor had blocked other entrances. 174 Further, if necessary, a putgang could
be separately bought, as did one Jan de Vlaminc in Ghent in 1403. A nearby home-owner had sold to
Jan access to the well constructed in his wall, which Jan reached through a small gate at the end of his
yard, with the commitment of having to pay one-fourth of the maintenance costs. 175 However, some
agreements were not arranged as easily as this one and could drag on for years, as exemplified by Johan
Willems, who tried in a series of disputes stretching between 1479 and 1482 to secure his right to a
putgang in Deventer. 176
Besides the negotiations around gaining access to use a well, the social connections created by
these wells are particularly visible in disputes regarding arrangements for maintenance. Similarly to the
term putgang, the contribution to a well’s upkeep had its own term: “well money” (putgelt). 177 In 1486,
for instance, an accuser in Deventer had summoned three witnesses who had lived for three, six and
nine years, respectively, in the house to which he recently moved. The witnesses declared to have been
“exempted from paying well-money (putgelt)” because, as one witness explained, “a certain time ago the
well was so dilapidated that people threw cats and dead dogs (sic) in it.” Yet one Johan Mytter
Vlecken, from the same house, had taken on the initiative to renew the well, on the condition that he
would always be absolved to pay contribution. Thus, other witnesses “had heard from those who
annually made their rounds to help collect the money from the members of the well (putgeld van den
putgenoten), that the house had always been exempted.” 178 This was also confirmed by witnesses Geert
Aelberts and Johan Bruevere, “who helped to gather the money for over nine years.” 179
The final verdict was, as usually in this witness register, not noted, which suggests an informal
settlement outside the courtroom. Also, the total of “members” of the well remains unclear. The latter
was largely irrelevant, as the neighbors surely knew who was part of their specific well-community. In
171
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sum, this was a long-term organization securing access to fresh water, sustained by contributions of
everyone who used it. Although starting from a rather unsanitary situation, it had existed for almost ten
years at the time the case was recorded. Besides routinely encountering each other when fetching
water, the “well members” must have gathered more officially at least a few times during those years to
agree on the height of the payment and who would collect it, and presumably also on who would
organize repairs or hire somebody to do them. These agreements were likely similar to those of other
neighbor-shared wells. They were probably seldom put into writing, as neither the neighbors nor local
authorities took the initiative to do so. Many of such groups may have existed in fifteenth-century
Deventer – and perhaps even earlier. 180 Only when a dispute arose, a written confirmation or
testimony of routines existing for years suddenly became necessary.
In fact, the social/ritual and the practical were by no means mutually exclusive, and as ANT
suggests, in fact could strongly reinforce each other. In this regard, it is hard to overestimate the social
impact of a well. The agency or effect of a well or water pump – the way it functions in its
environment and for its users – was (and is) that it creates a community, it supplied fresh water,
generated tools for personal hygiene and healthy food and drink. Although limited access might have
also served as a vehicle for exclusion or social inequality, some wells may have brought together a
rather socio-economically diverse group of inhabitants.181 Furthermore, its ownership (private, shared,
or public) determined its function or effect on the local community. Moreover, both well-functioning
modern water pumps and medieval wells required certain technologies, expertise and know-how – in
addition to materials – to set it up and to repair, but also for supervision and checkups. 182 Further, the
concepts of putgeld and putgang indicate that a medieval urban well’s “boundaries” could lie way beyond
the material object itself. 183 Finally, using wells to identify a certain location within town is another
indication of their symbolic civic function and their significance in forging social bonds, although they
are not used as much in all cities. 184
Conclusion
This chapter sought to clarify how inhabitants valued and cared for the hygienic facilities and health
infrastructures in their daily environments. Those who lived in proximity to each other often shared
systems for waste disposal, drainage and fresh water. Solid wastes had to be carefully stored and
disposed of, and rain and waste waters flowed from private into shared and public spaces, rendering its
potentially polluting vessels objects of negotiation and conflict. Health interests therefore connected
municipal efforts to more private initiatives, encouraging cooperation and leading to negotiations not
only among neighbors, but also between inhabitants and urban officials. Regarding the former, the
absence of written proof made oral testimonies of practices around domestic health infrastructures of
key importance in legal disputes. It contributed to the use of a discourse revolving around damage or
disturbance versus peaceful use. These terms could entail implicit references to medical reasoning, as
litigants were aware that stench corrupted air, and manure and stagnant water corrupted soil. Further,
long-term agreements between neighbors on health infrastructures were likely stimulating the
formation of neighborhood communities. This aspect thus deserves to receive more attention in larger
discussions on social ties in an urban context. Moreover, in Ghent neighborhoods (gebuertes)
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increasingly gained a more official status in the municipal organizational structures, with an explicit and
important role in sanitation and other public health issues – either at their instigation or that of the
central authorities. And while elsewhere this development is not so clearly present, it is clear that
nearby residents played a role in communal health issues. Indeed, as Cloe Deligne notes, neighborhood
communities might have dealt with pollution and waste issues well before the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, when central governments started to interfere and regulate, of which the communities of
well users might be a tip of the iceberg. 185
Through officials such as surveyors and delegations of aldermen performing on-site
inspections, which were essential to come to a verdict in neighbor disputes, citizens sought to protect
properties and ensure access to health-promoting facilities, while officialdom inserted itself into
domestic spaces. Municipal interventions thus did not stop at the boundaries of publicly used and
accessible space. This process impacted the negotiation of biopower and jurisdictions, and the
perceived divisions between public, private, and neighbor-shared spaces. Investigating disputes over
health infrastructures therefore problematizes the public/private binary in two ways. First, complex
divisions of ownership that mutated over multiple generations impacted the status of streets and other
spaces, and disclosed that some were neither of these categories, but semi-private or shared. Secondly,
as we have also seen in previous chapters, authorities policed the boundaries of publicly used or
municipally owned spaces, especially waterways and streets and fortifications, and sought to ban
“private” invasions, while also calling on inhabitants contributions for upkeep.
The tentative exploration above suggests important differences per city, both with regard to
the pursuit of solutions for latrine contents and the supply of fresh water. While sometimes
functioning imperfectly, these could last for very long periods. In 1881, Antwerp installed a system of
metal water pipes, which gradually substituted the network of public wells that had functioned for
centuries. 186 Bruges, less than fifty kilometers away, had similar lead pipes more than six hundred years
earlier. Most importantly, either when sharing the varying available facilities or fighting nuisances of
those owned by neighbors, disputes discussed in this chapter reveal the agency of health infrastructures
in forging socio-cultural ties between inhabitants, and vice versa. As noted above, a “good
neighborhood” required two strongly related ingredients to preserve local wellbeing: social harmony
and material or infrastructural functionality – a smooth flow. While we have now become more
familiar with the material aspects, they fit into a broader range of actions aimed at eradicating several
forms of physical and moral or spiritual dirt, as well as preserving social order, which are the subject of
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
Miasmas and morality: pigs, prostitutes and public health
The last two decades of the fifteenth century were a period of severe grain shortages, political upheaval
and epidemics in many cities in the Low Countries. In Ghent, they led to a surge in municipal decrees
governing the practical aspects of these crises, including on sanitation, food markets, and the grain
trade. 1 At the same time, the authorities regarded other issues as underlying causes of the present
threats, which centered on the idea that the misery and suffering in the city was a form of divine
retribution for the sinfulness of many of its inhabitants. As one decree put it:
The sins of adultery, blasphemy and other great intolerable vices have free rein in this city, contrary to
and in defiance of God’s commandments. They are so common that many people no longer even
perceive them as crimes. It is to be feared that these sins have caused the rising of plagues in this land,
2
and will continue to do so, worse and worse, when they are not adequately prevented.

The aldermen’s wording here demonstrates a preventative rather than strictly reactionary mindset. They
regarded Ghent’s inhabitants “generally inclined to be more in reverence towards worldly and physical
(cuule) punishments than God’s wrath.” Therefore, a large set of interventions followed, some of which
were explicit repetitions of existing bylaws. 3 Decreed all at once on 19 February 1490, they consisted of
prohibitions on adultery; procuring maidens, widows, or married women by pimps or procuresses;
fathers or mothers prostituting their children; and blasphemy or “evil” oaths – with the addition that
“inebriation will not be regarded as a cause of innocence” and alternative punishments for children
below fifteen cursing in public. This was continued by a ban on (hosting) gaming and gambling, as well
as directives to the House of the Holy Spirit to distribute alms exclusively to “insolvent, poor cripples,
the blind or any person who has [a similar] deficiency of body or mind, and is therefore incapable of
earning their own bread,” thereby even excluding Ghent’s own ablebodied “strong pious poor (ledeche)
men and women.” Moreover, the city urged charitable institutions to stop handing out so many loans
to secular persons, which practices increasingly “destroyed the services, alms and other virtues” these
institutions offered the community. 4 Besides financial penalties in the form of stone donations, the
proclaimed punishments contained both elements of public shaming and religious penitence. 5 Finally,
to avoid anyone feigning ignorance, certified copies of the decree would be posted on several key
places of gathering, including the fish market, town hall, the parish churches and two monasteries.
Similar prohibitions on illicit sexual activities, procuring, blasphemy, gambling and restrictions
on poor relief can be found not only in Ghent, but in law codes in cities throughout the fifteenthcentury Low Countries. It is less common, however, to find them all grouped together to prevent
disease in the city, thus creating associations between health threats that from a modern perspective
would not necessarily be made. Leiden issued a bylaw on adultery in 1579 in very similar terms, noting
that worldly regulation should be in concordance with the laws of Christianity, and that adultery was
“strictly forbidden, as it fiercely evokes the wrath of God over the land and its people, who are
1
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increasingly punished with war, conflict, plague, and other depravities.” 6 Further, every dweller was
made responsible to avert such menaces and to behave like a good Christian – a charitable citizen and
loving neighbor – and to contribute to the preservation of the community’s spiritual health by good
behavior. However, local authorities singled out suspious social groups and harmful practices. These
ordinances therefore demonstrate that the reduction of sin and the prosecution of sinful people were
part of medieval urban public health strategies.
Scholars have long noted the connection between moral or spiritual and physical health, which
can be found in medical tracts, political theories on the body social, and religious texts such as
sermons. 7 Since receiving a cure or contracting an illness was ultimately the will of God, this system of
beliefs related sin to disease and healing to redemption – Salus could thus mean both health and
salvation. 8 This is not to endorse a view of this interrelation as a kind of impeding superstition, as for
instance Edward Muir argues that “the lack of hygiene and accurate medicine” led to obsessions with
sin and fear, and demand for ritual. 9 Rather, the connections between spiritual purity and communal
health can be regarded as mutually reinforcing; inspiring a moralization of medicine, and a
medicalization of morals.
Urban governing elites adopting elements of Galenic thinking, likely also took over these moral
and spiritual associations. 10 As outlined in the first chapter, late medieval medicine strongly connected
the functioning of the body to the built and natural environment, indeed to the cosmos at large, as
reflected in the theory of the six res non-naturales. Public health interests thus prompted authorities to
tackle very practical issues concerning infrastructure and waste disposal. Ingestion and expulsion, the
fifth of the res non-naturales, related to a desire to maintain flow and prevent various kinds of blockage,
which benefitted, for instance, air quality. However, it could also extend to banning morally polluting
presences: the exclusion or disciplining of social marginals and deviant behavior. Moreover, emotional
disturbance, another of these six factors, potentially caused humoral disruption or imbalance and
therefore disease. This could be triggered by seeing physical filth such as a rotting carcass, but especially
by observing sins and vices. This exposed the viewer, in other words, to moral infection or corruption.
In sum, this kind of holism influenced officialdom’s conception of health and the notion of
the common good – a healthy city was therefore both clean, orderly, pious and peaceful. The
preceding chapters have explored this in several key domains: municipal sanitation, health and morality
in the marketplace, and infrastructures in domestic environments. Yet just as dung heaps and clogged
drains were perceived as a hazard to public spaces and good neighborhoods, so were roaming pigs and
stray dogs, and so were also prostitutes, foreign beggars, night walkers and adulterers. Within the
complex combination of religious, cultural-scientific and political views that informed urban public
health practices, this final chapter zooms in on the connections with morality and social order.
It is crucial not to assume that these connections were always made and functioned in the
same way, and therefore to investigate how and in what situations spiritual health and physical health,
as two related rhetorical justifications, were employed to intervene in certain social practices and issues.
Further, these two were situated among a broader set of allusions to the common good, such as by
referring to the protection of order, or economic, political and military interests. Neither of these
categories were mutually exclusive. Illicit sexual practices or the presence of poor migrants, for
example, could be a threat to public morality, to order or peace, as well as a physical health hazard, all
at once. The ambivalence helped or strengthened rather then undermined the point and provided an
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cumulative argument of framing someone or something as undesirable. The thus notion also fits well
into the holistic religious-medical discourse.
The goal of this chapter is therefore to explore two questions. First, why and when did
persons, animals and certain social practices in the late medieval Low Countries become a health threat,
in a physical but also in a spiritual sense? Secondly, how did urban authorities and other policing agents,
including neighbors, instrumentalize these arguments as a tool to control myriad social spaces, thus
spanning spatial, legal and political boundaries? The sections below examine these connections
regarding a wide range of interrelated issues. First, pigs and dogs in particular were perceived as
creating disturbances, hazards and nuisances. These animal types therefore offer excellent case studies
to investigate the relations between physical and spiritual health, as well as between health and public
order and safety. To further examine when and what role health arguments played in authorities’
attempts to reduce morally compromising practices, the subsequent sections survey a range of
connected issues. First, we turn to the developments in policies on the foreign poor and their relation
to attitudes towards “deserving” (local) poor. Next, we move on to investigate the policing of leprosy
and the preservation of spiritual communal health in plague policies. As the decree opening this chapter
notes, fighting illness and epidemics were connected to the regulation of prostitution and adultery,
which is another topic investigated here. Again, spatial policies were a key strategy employed here, as
further exemplified by a brief survey of bathhouses, which also relate to the final topic addressed in this
chapter, namely the pursuit of the good neighborhood as expressed by regulating curfew, gambling, and
public intoxication.
The choice to survey these particular issues is based on the prevalence of specific moral or
health rhetoric in archival documents, such as in Ghent’s decree opening this chapter. 11 Accordingly, it
mainly draws on records of criminal convictions and bylaws from Leiden, Deventer and Ghent, with
additional data (and illustrations) derived from Kampen’s Digestum Vetus, and Gouda’s Vonnisboek. 12
These records contain very few indications of persecution of ethnic or religious minorities, which are
therefore not discussed here. Neither is another related and well-explored subject, namely the
prosecution of violence between inhabitants. 13
As we have seen in the previous chapters, spatial politics were a major component of
magistrates’ strategies of communal wellbeing. There was no direct correlation between urban spatial
and social marginality, which in practice were mixed and intertwined. 14 Neither were there clear
boundaries between public and private spaces. Instead we can frame it as officialdoms’ attempt to
control social space. Places likely hosting morally detrimental and promiscuous activities were often
framed in a discourse of bad (quade) or good (guede), which terms applied to taverns, inns and
bathhouses, but also to specific urban areas, streets and neighborhoods. The nature and topographies
of such undesired presences helps to reveal the connections between the perception of physical and
spiritual health threats. As the previous chapters elucidated, maintaining the flow of health
infrastructures was an essential part of ensuring a salubrious city and the movement of physical dirt
towards the “right place.” However, authorities perceived the wandering of animals, as well as for
certain social groups and individuals, through urban spaces as transgressive, as an undesired presence,
and sought to restrict their movements. Some were impending to urban order when they were “out of
place,” which phrase suggests that they could also be somewhere in their proper place. This was true
11
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for prostitutes, pigs, and poor, impaired, ill and leprous citizens – and even to some extent plague
patients, who commonly ought to be confined to their homes. For all these groups, their free
movement as well as presence in certain social spaces, such as at markets, on the main streets, or in
taverns, was perceived as problematic. However, some others can hardly be called “out of place”
because they were never “in place,” and their presence in any space within the city was deemed
dangerous. It applied to stray dogs and poor unemployed migrants – which harsh approach of “don’t
care where, just not here” has important parallels in the nationalist attitudes towards European refugee
crises of the past years. Moreover, divergences between theory and practice can also be framed in this
way. For instance, while bylaws clearly aimed to ban adultery altogether, in practice it might have been
tolerated as long as it was kept “in place,” that is, away from the public eye and not staining (civic)
reputation.
Finally, some of these subjects, such as prostitution and poor relief, have received considerable
scholarly attention. This allows me to keep discussions short by relying on existing literature and focus
on links with public health as they emerge from archival documents. However, because these themes
are often investigated separately in historiography, their interconnectedness remains obscure.
Therefore, the sections below seeks to investigate how considerations of urban morality and social
order related related to the common good and population health.
Pigs and street politics
In August 1338, the city of Ghent prohibited its residents from keeping any pigs on the streets, or to
dispose of their manure in rivers or public places. Besides regulation related to the consumption of
pork meat, such as market inspections and restrictions on sale, as outlined in chapter 3, such a rule
reveals another side of public health concerns around animals in the city. Fighting nuisances caused by
pig keeping are among the earliest extant governmental interventions that can be related to public
health and street sanitation. While the two earliest extant decrees – 1337 and 1338 – entrusted Ghent’s
city servants (stede garsoene) with the tasks of keeping unsupervised pigs off the streets, from 1350 the
responsibility was handed to the coninc and his minions. 15 There were some difficulties, however, with
this particular extension of their tasks. In a decree dating to 1373, again targeting pig-keeping, the
authorities seem to refer to troubles with enforcement, and added that if the ribaudenconinc and his
companions, in charge of the collection [of fines] and inspection, “poorly executed their tasks or
permitted anybody to leave their pigs in the streets, they risked losing their jobs.” 16 Perhaps the coninc
and minions were not keen on chasing the animals or hesitant to catch them, which was likely not
without its dangers.
These fourteenth-century decrees were not only the first of many on the subject in Ghent
during the later Middle Ages, they also exemplify the large number of municipal rules regarding pigs
issued throughout the Low Countries. 17 Indeed, of all routine nuisances in medieval cities, pigs seem to
have been one of the most prominent. Although authorities elsewhere in Europe often emphasized the
dangers straying pigs posed to the physical integrity of dwellers. Netherlandish towns issued bylaws
mainly with a desire to limit pigs’ movement in and distance from public spaces to avoid damage and
the nuisance of stench as a source of miasma. 18
Many urban households as well as institutions kept a couple of pigs – or sometimes even a few
dozen – in and around their properties. Their meat, which could be preserved for a long period in a
15
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variety of ways, generated some extra income when needed or helped to feed a family through the
winter – a veritable piggy bank. Killed after being fattened, commonly for two or three years, the
animals also served many other purposes, such as providing hair for brushes, bones for glue, and
intestines for making sausages. 19 Owners could outsource slaughtering to butchers or, perhaps more
often, do it themselves. These pigs were not as large as their modern ancestors became through
manipulation in breeding programs, nevertheless they produced blood and offal, and were perceived as
environmental risks, as discussed in chapter 3. Yet also as a mobile, always growing and hungrily
rummaging private possession, pigs posed considerable challenges to their urban surroundings. Unless
chained or contained, pigs – often going about in groups – moved around independently and unaware
of boundaries perceived by officials, owners or neighbors. They plundered crops, their rooting wrecked
yards, ramparts and roads; their sties stank, and their collective wallowing in mud pools along street
sides blocked traffic streams. In addition to creating dangerous miasmas, they were potentially
aggressive and therefore especially a menace to young children. 20 Finally, besides posing a physical
health hazard, animals could also be a “disgrace” or a blemish on civic reputation, an issue clearly in the
minds of Dordrecht’s magistrates. The latter complaimed that the number of dirty and smelly streetroaming pigs, both in the streets and the indecent amount kept within individual houses, was “larger
than in other respectable cities.” This was indecent (ontamelic) and a peril in “good neighborhoods,
which are thereby disturbed.” 21 The references to civic honor and social disturbance thus affirms that
pigs were polluting in a moral sense as well.
With the animal culprit clearly in sight, curbing the dangers pigs posed to communal health
nevertheless appeared in governmental records as a difficult and ongoing challenge for local authorities.
Before we look at the proposed solutions – or instances of governmental interventions – in the form of
regulation and enforcement, there are three main complications that made it such a difficult problem to
solve. First, urban authorities seem to have perceived and accepted pigs as integral to urban household
properties. As much as textiles, cookery, furniture and industrial equipment, animals were part of urban
domesticity, part of what people owned. Therefore, as far as I have been able to assess, based on this
cultural and economic premise, no late medieval city issued a permanent ban on pigs within its walls.
Only during the sixteenth century, some cities starting to further limit pig keeping and eventually
attempted to push them beyond the walls (see below). The reluctance of late medieval policy makers to
issue general bans on pigs was in contrast to rules on larger cattle. Horses and cows – as well as goats
and sheep, although regulation is less clear on the latter animals – grazing dykes, ramparts and even
cemeteries were considered a damaging nuisance, safety hazard, and obstructing flow, and most cities
therefore ordained to keep them on a pasture (stadsweide) outside the city. 22 The removal of pigs
altogether not being a viable option, or perhaps considered too much of an infringement on regulating
private possessions, contributed to a continuous negotiation of their presence, perhaps often without
coming to a sustainable solution. A second complication was that pigs required to be moved on a
regular basis. The animals needed transportation for slaughter or sale, but also to be fed and watered.
This could be done in enclosed sties or yards, but in the absence of sufficient water supply or roaming
space, owners could walk them through town, leading them to troughs and meadows, and even letting
them bathe in riverbeds, as a depicted in Kampen’s Digestum (figure 5.1). 23
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Figure 5.1. Pigs bathing in the river in Kampen. SAK, Digestum Vetus, fol. 120v (1472).

Finally, the roaming privilege of the so-called Saint Anthony’s pigs posed a third major
complication to successfully limiting the presence and mobility of pigs in the city. Saint Anthony’s
hospitals were the home of an order which had spread since the eleventh century across Europe, and
settled in many late medieval Netherlandish towns. 24 Beyond serving as a patron of the poor and a
guardian against disease, this saint was particularly associated with Saint Anthony’s fire, a form of ergot
poisoning often caused by the consumption of rotten rye. The hospitals commonly owned a multitude
of pigs, and feeding them was likely perceived by the general population as an act of charity, as the pork
was donated to hospital patients and distributed as alms to the (sick) poor – thus in itself contributing
to public health. Most importantly, however, these pigs’ charitable function made them a major
exception to banning pigs from urban streets: with the proper markings and bells (figure 5.2), they were
allowed to roam freely. 25

Figure 5.2. Saint Anthony accompanied by a pig with a bell. Follower of Hieronymus Bosch, The Temptation of St. Anthony,
(detail) (c. 1500). Museo del Prado, Madrid

The strategies varied slightly between towns and over time, but generally there were a number
of very similar proposed solutions. Of key importance in most issued rules was that no pigs would be
allowed to roam the streets unsupervised. If this happened, the animals were expropriated: when pigs –
and also dogs – stepped off private property unsupervised, they stopped being private property.
Designated urban officials could confiscate them, a privilege extended in Leiden and Amsterdam to
hospital masters, too. 26 Deventer ordained to make one designated spot for the captured animals, and
to ease confiscations of roaming cattle and pigs “by the city,” Kampen’s council decided that all
innkeepers had to comply by giving access to their stalls for temporary storage of such confiscated
animals. 27
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An elaborate decree from Ghent exemplifies both these arrangements and challenges. At the
very end of the period under investigation, in September 1500, the city of Ghent proclaimed basically
the same prescriptions on pigs as they did around 1350 – illustrating the continuity in regulation across
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The aldermen complained that a large number of people “daily
kept on the streets a great multitude of pigs.” The presence of these animals was a serious threat,
economically, because they “greatly damage the people’s crops and wares.” But also for communal
health, as “the inhabitants experience great stench and bad air and other nuisances and disadvantages,
both in their homes and on the streets, which is not prevented in a way it ought to be.” 28
The following interventions aimed to improve the situation and to prevent disease and
destruction. Everyone who (still) kept pigs on the streets without supervision needed to lock them into
pigsties (cooten) within fourteen days. These sties needed to be at least 40 feet away from any public
roads and “kept in such a way that the neighborhood (ghebuerten) is not exposed to stench or foul air”
under a fine of 10 lb. 29 Finally, anyone calling upon the city’s treasurers at the town hall with a request
to keep pigs, had to pierce the animals with “rings” – likely through the nose, which curbed their
rooting capacities – “and herd them in such a way that they do not cause any damage to the good
people’s crops or otherwise.” 30 Although the addition to neighborhood nuisance was new, as was the
requirement to go to the town hall to receive permission, this could hardly be called an innovation in
governance. The same rules – ban on roaming pigs, locating sties away from public roads, and ringing
the animals – had also been decreed almost a hundred years earlier and repeated at regular intervals
ever since. 31
Offenders risked a 3 lb. fine, of which a third would go to the appointed enforcers: the
conincxkinderen. Yet much like their predecessors 150 years earlier, these minions still either had trouble
with or simply did not feel like running after the animals in the streets to catch them, or preferred to
gloss over transgressions, perhaps motivated by a private financial settlement with pig owners. To ban
either practices, the decree dating to 1500 added that if they would “fail to execute this” and left alone
any roaming pigs, the conincxkinderen again would risk the forfeiture of their salary and uniform, and a
further penalty by the city’s aldermen. 32
Besides potentially reluctant supervisory officials, contradictory policies further complicated
enforcement. In Leiden, Ghent, as well as in other towns, magistrates prohibited the keeping of any
pigs on urban spaces that were accessible to many, such as streets, squares, ramparts and cemeteries –
rooting in the latter especially could result in disturbing situations. On the other hand, they
simultaneously disallowed pigs on streets unsupervised, without a herdsman or caretaker. 33 This issue
could be (partially) solved by setting timeframes, determining when during the day pigs were out of
place. In Ghent, dwellers could transport their animals before or after sunset, while in Kampen a very
similar prohibition targeted the transport of pig manure. 34 Another solution was a municipally
28
“Dat vele diverse personen hemluden vervorden daghelicx te houden gaende groote menichte van verkenen binnen deser stede, die
den lueden groote scade doen in huer vruchten ende waeren ende daer de insetene grooten stanc quade lucht ende andere ongerief
ende achterdeel af nemen, beede in heurlieder huusen ende up de straten ende noch meer, zonder up datter niet inne voorzien en
worde alzoot behoort.” SAG, Voorgeboden 93/26, fol. 22r (1500). See also Ibid., fol. 31r (1509) in Wattyn, “Een politiek-sociaaleconomische analyse van de Gentse Voorgeboden,” 49.
29
“In zulker wijs ghehouden werden als dat huere ghebuerten gheenen stanc noch onreyne lucht der af nemen.” SAG, Voorgeboden
93/26, fol. 22r (1500).
30
“Doen drivene ende bewaerne in zulcke maniere datter de goede luden gheene scade by en nemen in huerlieder vruchten of
anderszins.” SAG, Voorgeboden 93/26, fol. 22r (1500); Gailliard, De keure van Hazebroek, II, 67, 164, 285. See also Coren der stat
Antwerpen, 24.
31
From 1400, prohibition to keep pigs on the streets, dispose pig manure into waterways, and to build pigsties on less than forty feet
of any public road were part of an set of annually repeated decrees. SAG, Voorgeboden 108/2, fols. 5v, 8r, 10r, 13r, 17v, 21r, 22r, 26r,
31r, 39r, 49r, 60r (1404-1417).
32
“Ende by alzo dat sconincx kinderen in ghebreke waren den executie te doene […] dat wair op de boete ende verbeurte van haren
dienste ende cleederen, ende voort op de correctie van scepenen.” SAG, Voorgeboden 93/26, fol. 22r (1500).
33
Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 95 (late 14th c.), 230 (1450), 496 (1420-1450).
34
Voorgeboden Gent, 120 (1373); SAG, Voorgeboden 108/2, fol. 63r. In summer, it was only allowed before six in the morning, in
winter only before dawn or after dusk. SAK, Digestum Vetus, fol. 60r (1466).
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appointed office. For example, as early as 1348, Deventer paid a pastor porcorum: a pigs’ herder. While his
exact tasks remain unclear, recurring payments for this official suggests that urbanites had the
opportunity to let their pigs be herded – likely both inside and outside the city - just as the city’s pasture
overseer (weidegraaf) managed citizens’ cattle and horses. 35 The pigs’ herder likely had to prevent
activities prohibited by the city in the buurspraken, under penalty of confiscation of the animals.
Officialdom forbade inhabitants to “drive pigs into the streets to relieve them of dirt, feed them in
front of one’s door, or let them on the street in any other way,” except for those that were “driven
towards the herd [managed by the herder], to and from the pasture, or to and from their bathing, or
home after bathing.”36
Such arrangements generated tensions, and one more radical solution to keep freely roaming
pigs off the streets was to allow all citizens to confiscate them. For example, in 1461, 1462, 1464 and
1465, Deventer’s aldermen ordained that the city would confiscate any pigs still at large after the
publicly read decree (buersprake). 37 But apparently, they were not satisfied with the results. In 1485 they
decided that all town dwellers could now catch (scutten) any loose wandering pig to their own benefit. 38
Likewise, when the issue became pressing in Ghent in 1346 and 1374, the aldermen also went as far as
to allow every citizen to keep what wandering pigs they could catch. This was quite exceptional,
however, and they returned to the normal procedures of assigning officials with this task shortly
afterwards. 39
Further, urban authorities did not keep their gaze limited to the public streets, but also
intervened in private spheres. First, some limited the number of animals that citizens were allowed to
keep on their own properties. In Dordrecht, the maximum was two for regular citizens, and four for
bakers and brewers, except those living in the harbor, who could have none – likely out of concern for
the harbor’s cleanliness and flow, which was subject to a significant portion of sanitary regulation in
this city. 40 Brussels prohibited in 1341 the city’s barbers from keeping any pigs, presumably fearing that
they would feed them with blood, which likely made their meat perceived as unhealthy to consume.
The practice was also forbidden in Ghent as early as 1338. 41 While a limitation on the number of pigs
per citizen was also employed in Nijmegen, most municipalities seemed to be content when people
kept their animals in their own houses and yards, regardless of the number of animals they considered
suitable to keep within that space. This was, however, on the strict condition that they would do so in a
way that did not bother other members of the urban community. Because when the smell of the sties in
yards and basements travelled beyond one’s property and penetrated neighborly noses, either they
and/or city officials intervened. As a prophylactic to this type of nuisance, some cities said citizens
could not keep pigs in basements with windows facing the street. 42 Finally, as discussed in the previous
chapter, authorities forbade the construction of pigsties on streets, near public buildings and town
fortifications. As depicted below (figure 5.3), such sties were likely semi-open, with a through in front
to easily supply them with food.
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CMRDev, I, 50 (1348), 85 (1349); III-2, 739 (1360); 486 (1410); SAD, Cameraarsrekeningen, 23b, fol. 3r (1460).
“Nyement en sel verkine drijven noch gaen laeten op der strate onrenlicheyt te doene, noch op der strate voer zijn doer voderen,
noch anders op der strate hadde gaan.” SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 6. Repeated at p. 17, 34, 36, 81, 84. “Then sij dat die voir den hyrden
gedreven werden, to velde te gaen, ende vanden velde weder te komen, of myt hoeder ten bade, ende weder vande baede te huyssen
gedreven werden.” Ibid., 79.
37
SAD, Buurspraakboek, pp. 17 (1461), 22 (1462), 32 (1464), 36 (1465).
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SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 79 (1485).
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Voorgeboden Gent, 39 (1346), 128 (1374).
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Fruin, Rechtsbronnen Dordrecht, I, 287 (1446).
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Willems, “Stadsordonnancien van Brussel,” 253 (1341); Voorgeboden Gent, 23 (1338)
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Krom and Pols, Stadrechten van Nijmegen, 29 (1500); Muller, Rechtsbronnen Utrecht, I, 324 (1437). SAK, Digestum Vetus, fols. 23v
(1456), 122v (1472).
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Figure 5.3. A pigsty with trough. SAK, Digestum Vetus, fol. 23v (1456).

Likely due to the on-site or informal settlement of these issues, written evidence of enforcing
pig-related policies is strikingly low compared to the amount of municipal regulation on pig-keeping.
For instance, involuntary confiscation of pigs by officials led to only two public condemnations in
fifteenth-century Gouda. While a certain Martijn Jansz harassed the pig herder by chasing away the
animals he had confiscated, Adrian Gijsz went as far as cutting the rope with which the official had tied
his pig to carry it away after it had been caught on the streets. The latter offender had to donate 5 lb. to
Saint Anthony’s hospital, at the conditional punishment of a penal pilgrimage to the town of Saint Josse
in northern France. The former was forced to undertake a pilgrimage to Aardenburg, about 160
kilometers away, pay the pig herder’s wages, as well as donate 1000 stones each to three institutions: the
Franciscan convent, Saint Anthony’s hospital, and Saint Josse’s hospital. 43 The punitive symbolism is
reminiscent of the convictions for selling spoiled or substandard food issued in Leiden as well as forced
donation of goods to hospitals, both discussed in chapter 3. It also illustrates the association with
specific saints. While Saint Josse or Judoc was a patron invoked against fever, plague and fire, Saint
Anthony, as discussed above, was commonly and explicitly associated with poor and pigs. 44 Thus,
incorporating pigs after confiscation into the local Saint Anthony herd or giving them to hospitals was
an act of mirroring crime and punishment.
Some cities seem to have been increasingly fed up with the exceptional status of the Saint
Anthony’s pigs. Authorities complained about pig owners mimicking the Anthony brandings to avoid
the strict street-banning policies while arranging easy meals for their animals, which was considered a
form of serious fraud. 45 Others started renegotiating and nibbling at the privilege. Eight days after they
had been donated, Saint Anthony pigs had to be removed from the streets in Dordrecht from 1454 on,
an around the same period, Leiden’s city council (vroedschap) had come to an agreement with the order
that no Saint Anthony pigs could be out on the streets, for which the order would be compensated
with 4 lb. per year. 46 Deventer announced in 1485 that the wards of Saint Anthony could keep a
maximum of six pigs around the Berg – a specific neighborhood – while prohibiting anyone else from
keeping them. In 1500, Ghent stated that the forty pigs and ten sows belonging to Saint Anthony’s
Hospital required to have both the sign and bells signaling they belonged to the institution, as well as
the “sign of the city.” The latter had to be collected at the treasurer’s office by the person managing the
Saint Anthony pigs. Any creative inhabitant of Ghent attempting to forge any of these signs would be
harshly punished. 47
Pigs were, however, a concern not only for urban authorities. In addition to disputes on loose
pigs, and as the regulation on pig keeping within private properties suggests, pigs were also the object
of neighbor disputes brought to court. In Deventer, for instance, a house and its surroundings were
said to have dramatically lost its value when a neighbor turned annexes into a pigsty. 48 And a private
accusation against a certain Beernt van Wyndesiin claimed he had aggravated three nearby residents by
43

SAMH, Crimineel Vonnisboek Gouda, pp. 15 (1449), 59 (1460).
St. Joost hospital in Gouda was founded in the early fifteenth century by the town’s porter’s guild. Abels, Duizend jaar Gouda, 148.
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SAG, Voorgeboden 93/26, fol. 22r. (1500); Camphuijsen en Coomans, ”De middeleeuwse stad en zijn varkens.”
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SAL, Vroedschapsboek 381, fol. 46r (1455).
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SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 79; SAG, Voorgeboden 93/26, fol. 22r. (1500)
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SAD, Clagheboek 5a, p. 345.
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blocking a water drain or drain and by “fattening his pigs behind the wall on his half of the ditch, so
that the pigs’ water (verkenwater) flows through their shared road.” Earlier, the plaintiffs continued, it
used to be always just rain water passing through. As in many disputes between neighbors discussed in
the previous chapter, here it was again drainage and the flow of liquid waste that formed the core of the
issue, underscoring a link with public concerns about pollution. Neither a defense nor a verdict
followed; perhaps the threat made by initiating a case and an official on-site inspection had moved
Beernt to a settlement outside the court.49 In a case in Ghent, a certain Jan Weyns and Willem van
Merendree successfully took legal action to have the two pigsties removed that their neighbor built
against their wall, located outside the Zantpoort, near a bakery. The aldermen determined that these
particular pigsties had to be moved away from the litigants’ yard and “forty feet from every street [a
literal reiteration of the bylaw], and [they] should be well enclosed so that it would cause no grievance
to the neighbors.” 50 Finally, Kampen’s city council not only issued a considerable number of
ordinances on pig keeping and the transport of pig manure, but also publicly demanded in 1472 that a
certain Johan Smit remove within four days a pigsty placed too close to his neighbors, who had
complained about its vicinity to their respective properties. 51 In sum, such cases, though infrequent,
suggest that municipal regulation on pigs resonated with or perhaps at times even was instigated by
citizens’ complaints out of concerns for stench and potential public damage, and that litigants used
official decrees on pig-keeping in courts to their own advantage.
To conclude, rather than banning pigs altogether, managing the presence of these and other
animals appears as part of routine sanitary management in the city, yet it made the nuisances caused by
pigs throughout town a difficult problem to solve, but a visible population-level issue to manage. The
great continuity in regulation on pigs and the oral repetitions, with small adjustments, of such rules
suggests an ongoing issue between officialdom and inhabitants – and at times between neighbors –
throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Especially the stench caused by pigs(sties) and their
excrement, as well as concerns for protecting both public and private possessions from reckless
rooting, physical danger and blockage of thoroughfares, demonstrate the perceptions of these issues as
public health risks. But it also highlights their usefulness for local governments, in Foucauldian terms,
as occasions to discipline inhabitants and exercise authority.
Although seemingly integral to medieval cities in the Low Countries, more general prohibitions
on animals within the walls began to appear in the sixteenth century. For example, following a lengthly
offensive against roaming pigs and the illegal construction of pigsties near the city walls, Amsterdam’s
authorities took steps first to direct pigs towards the city’s outskirts in the early decades of the sixteenth
century, and in 1547 banished them altogether in an ordinance that explicitly linked their stench with air
corruption and disease. However, the ban proved difficult to uphold and was violated throughout the
early modern period. 52 Such changes in policy require further exploration, and we should not assume
too quickly that these bans realized a radical change. They may be related to the perception or
experience of demographic pressures, in the context of which the keeping of pigs was increasingly seen
as a problem that needed a solution beyond ordering the animals off the street. There was by no means
an absolute or sudden change – after all, pig keeping was still present in many nineteenth-century cities,
including Leiden, and even New York. 53 But it did seem to have become more associated with
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“Beert voirs. lecht ende mestet syne verkene op oere halven voet an oer muer also dat zijn vercken water doer oir muer dringet
ende let dat verckenwater loepen doer oerre beyder wech, gelick gij ervene heren wall gesien hebt, dat doch van oldes ny geweest en
heeft ende nywerlde anders gien water doer oerre wech geloepen heeft dan dat van den hemmel neder vel, als sij [the aldermen] dat
wall becunden willen.” SAD, Clagheboek 5b, fol. 101r.
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“Dat hij tverken cot sal doen maken eenen voet verre van Willems erve ende 40 voete van elke straten ende dat cot wel doen
beheyne zodat Willem en geen vanden ghebueren grief af hebben.” SAG, Jaarregisters 301, nr. 18, fol. 58r.
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SAK, Digestum Vetus, fol. 122v (1472). Related bylaws are noted on Ibid., fols. 60r (1466), 23v (1456), 120v (1472).
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Van Dillen, Bedrijfsleven en het gildewezen van Amsterdam, I, 183 (1547), 199 (1551); Abrahamse, De grote uitleg van Amsterdam,
294.
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industrial activities such as fullers, brewers, and tanners, not to mention butchers, while domestic pigkeeping was increasingly reserved to the lower social layers of urban society.
Slaying dogs
Around 1450, a woman named Geffe Heerken demanded in Deventer’s urban court that a certain
Herman Scheper repay the damage allegedly caused by his dog, which had come into her house and
snatched meat and bread from the table. According to Herman, he could not be held accountable for
the incident, and regarded it even as unlikely that it actually had been his dog, because “more dogs than
his walk the streets and into houses.” 54 The case – which Herman won – illustrates the openness of
households and the presence of roaming animals in and around domestic environments. Moreover, the
difference between “owned” dogs and stray dogs seems not to have been very distinct. At any rate,
dogs were at least as intrinsic to the premodern urban life as pigs. In medieval perception, they were
deemed very useful for guarding and hunting, while (noble) dames and their children could be
entertained with a “little ladies’ dog,” as one decree from Brussels put it.55 Besides their utility, dogs
created tensions similar to attitudes towards pigs, and were likewise subject to negotiations between
owners and municipalities. More than causing the stench and damage pigs were infamous for, the
perceived dangers of dogs to the populace’s health concerned the infliction of wounds, but also the
spread of infectious diseases. As Leo Noordegraaf and Gerrit Valk argue, more than any other animal,
including rats and other vermin, authorities targeted dogs as potential plague carriers, and killed them
during incipient outbreaks as well as a preventative measure from the early sixteenth until late
seventeenth centuries. 56 However, public health concerns around dogs in the city were much older than
these authors note, and not exclusively linked to plague. For instance, a Dutch vernacular translation
(printed in 1485) of Bartholomeus Anglicus’ thirteenth-century work, which in turn was based on
earlier scholars, described in detail the potential illnesses passing from dogs to humans through bites,
even to spread among inhabitants after a long incubation, also through infecting communal water
sources: “as the dog lets his tongue hang from his opened mouth, so when anything dripping from his
tongue hits the water, anyone drinking from it will become frenzied.”57 Amsterdam’s magistrates likely
referred in 1496 to what we today associate with rabies when they claimed that dogs in the city and its
surroundings, were “stained and infected with the disease, plague and mischief of frenzy (raserie).” To
“prevent the sorrow” stemming from the bites of these dogs, the city administration regularly
appointed someone to kill those wandering through town (see below). 58
Much like pigs, dogs could be a serious nuisance when their numbers grew and control over
their movements diminished. Authorities issued strict prohibitions to combat the presence of stray
dogs roaming the streets, which were deemed a serious health risk. They commonly exempted only
three types of dog-keeping – for hunting, guarding or as small house pets – from a general ban within
cities. For example, Amsterdam’s and Haarlem’s magistrates prohibited the keeping of dogs except for
hunting dogs and the watchdogs of the guards of the cloth frames (ramen), and those “small enough to
fit through the ring of the church door.” 59 Policies on dogs thus contained a clear class bias, and the
legal capacity to own dogs could be very explicitly linked to the owner’s wealth. To ensure they were
54
“Hier op antwort Herman ende seget dat hem vande schade [....] nyet kondich en is, want meer honde dan die sijne opper strate
ende in de husen lopen.” SAD, Clagheboek 5a, p. 312.
55
Vannieuwenhuyze, “Stedelijke openbare diensten,” 140.
56
Noordegraaf and Valk, De gave Gods, 174. See also Bik, Vijf eeuwen medisch leven, 106; Fokker, Onderzoek naar den aard van de
epidemische en contagieuse ziekten, 18–19, 50, 68–69, 73, 75, 83–84.
57
[Citing Constantine the African] “Ende mitten openen monde hangt die tonge nederwaert ende soe waer wat vander tonghen
erghent int water druupt so is dat water geuenijnt ende dye daer af drincken werden rasende.” Bartholomeus Engelsman, Van den
proprieteyten der dinghen, “vande bete eens dollen honts,” fols. 156v–157r.
58
“Bevlekt ende ontstecken zijn mitter ziecte, plage ende misval van de raserie.” Breen, Rechtsbronnen Amsterdam, 315 (1496), 218 (c.
1480).
59
“Zy en mogen deur den rinc van der kerkdeure an den toirne.” Breen, Rechtsbronnen Amsterdam, 52 (1420), 230 (1487). See also
Huizenga, Keurboeken Haarlem, 471 (1562).
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hunting dogs, a late fourteenth-century bylaw from Leiden stated that citizens could only have as many
dogs as they had horses, and had to keep them inside the house. 60 In bylaws dating 1476 and 1508, the
city switched to restricting the number of dogs according not to the number of horses but the tubs of
salt a person owned – which perhaps also illustrates that hunting and horse-owning by then no longer
functioned as the key markers of urban high socio-economic status. 61 Leiden’s authorities may have
been inspired by their colleagues in Utrecht, who issued a very similar rule in 1446 and also exempted
tanners “who need dogs for their craft.” The latter likely referred to the use of excrement in chemical
processes they used to treat the leather. 62
An ordinance from Dordrecht in 1509 carefully explained the problems dogs posed to the
community, perhaps taking the time to discuss its threat at length in public because the authorities were
aware of the unpopularity of such measures.
Because [there is a] great disorder caused by people desiring to keep dogs, large and small, although in
previous times the magistrates have ordered dog slayers, which unfortunately has not improved the
situation, and now the number of dogs is so large, that no one can go about without being disturbed by
them, nor can use the streets at night without fear, if no action is taken. […] Therefore, everybody
should bring or have delivered their dogs before five in the evening, to the ship at the Grote Hooft or at
63
the Vuilpoort. […] and not cuss or mock the skippers transporting the dogs.

The inhabitants were offered two other options: slaying or drowning the dog themselves, or registering
it by name at the Church Masters for 10 stuivers. A year later, the city extended the latter option with an
income requirement of more than 100 Rijnsgulden per year, provided that owners kept the dogs
leashed because, among other issues, “of the great grievance (verdriet) for children.” 64 Although they
included exceptions on certain noble dog breeds, rather than the right kind of dogs, it was the right
kind of owner that mattered most to officialdom.
To get rid of (stray) dogs, many cities hired a special official: the dog slayer (hont/hundeslager). 65
The function appears to be in most cities a fifteenth-century novelty, although Ghent’s accounts list
compensations to five of them as early as 1336 – thus preceding Black Death – “for patrolling the city
for dogs” for two weeks.66 Amsterdam’s keurboeken and Bruges’ hallegeboden mentioned dog slayers in
the 1480’s and 1490’s, while Deventer ‘s financial accounts note compensations in 1417 for a dog slayer
with a bonus (drinkgelde). 67 Brussels decreed such a hiring in 1438, and Dordrecht punished a number of
criminal offenders by fulfilling the task of dog slayer for a period of time. 68 One of the latter
appointments could have been related to the Jubilee festivities the city organized in 1452, which
generated a surge in measures on public health and social order, including a prohibition on keeping
“any dogs on the street during day or night, and in case a pilgrims gets bitten or injured by a dog the
60
“Also menighen hont als hi hout, also menighen heynxt, die men riden mach, sel hi houden.” Hamaker, Rechtsbronnen Leiden, 97
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punishment will be passed on to the owners.”69 And in 1455, a certain Reynier Henrickssoen had
confessed to “indecent behavior” (see below) and to mend his ways, he had to stand in the pillory for
two hours, after which he would lose a “piece of his ear.” The final part of his tripartite public
punishment entailed that he had to serve as the town’s dog slayer until further notice by the aldermen.
And although everybody was likely free to taunt him when displayed on the pillory, the authority
warned citizens not to assault him “because of his office,” suggesting the contested nature of his
work. 70 Rather than other officials performing menial jobs such as gathering waste (see chapter two),
these dog slayers seem to have been hired for certain periods and not permanently integrated into the
municipal apparatus. It remains unclear who supervised their work, but they seem to have commonly
proved their performed tasks by tallying or perhaps even physically showing the number of killed dogs.
The custom of using the office as a punishment is, as far as I was able to assess, only known in
Dordrecht, but it clearly illustrates the low social status of the dog slayers. This was a messy,
undesirable, indeed unhealthy job. First, it involved killing large numbers – dozens, if not hundreds – of
dogs, which was likely bloody, difficult and dangerous, also because they were thought to transmit
disease. Perhaps many dog slayers used an instrument similar to that depicted with a bylaw forbidding
to assault the dog slayer of Kampen – which looks like a club with nails (figure 5.4). Since they
sometimes got paid per animal, perhaps they needed to be gathered and temporarily stored. 71 The
concern for miasma stemming from dead animals, as attested by many bylaws on disposing dead cats
and dogs (pryen or crengen), was another indication that this was perceived as an hazardous job. Finally,
the several bylaws prohibiting to harm the dog slayers or impede their work by hiding dogs or chasing
them away suggest the task was also dangerous because of the angry responses of owners or dwellers
feeling sympathetic to these animals. 72

Figure 5.4. Decree on a dog slayer with depiction of a club. SAK, Digestum Vetus, fol. 123r (1472).

During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Ghent’s aldermen did not issue any regulation
and rarely incur any expenses on policing dogs. Nor did the coninc, who was explicitly made responsible
for pig management, seemed to have anything to do with handling them, or at least no activities are
visible in the sources. During the early sixteenth century, however, Ghent started issuing decrees on the
subject. As in many other cities, they reminded dwellers not to assault the dog slayers or impede their
activities. Moreover, the masters of the House of the Holy Spirit urged people not to give any alms to
beggars with dogs.73 The authorities in Bruges in 1512 and Antwerp in 1499 made the same association
of the (foreign) poor with stray dogs, cutting them off from all charitable efforts if they kept any
69
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animals. 74 This suggests a loose and temporary alliance of the poorest town dwellers with four-legged
friends, when they had the resources to feed them. Perhaps authorities also perceived a strong guard
dog as a weapon that ought to be kept out of the hands of those unsuitable for it. Moreover, dogs kept
by – or at least associated with – people who were mobile and out on the streets were likely perceived
as more prone to pose risks or carry diseases. Finally, the similarities in regulation and governmental
response to stray dogs suggests that cities were aware of policies elsewhere and adapted elements they
deemed helpful to solve health threats in their own towns.
In sum, policies on (the culling of) stray dogs had a strong social bias. More than pigs, dogs
had loose connections with humans, living in town with and without ownership, crossing from private
to public realms, and offering fewer material health and diet benefits. The perceived solution, according
to many authorities, lay in eradicating their presence from the city altogether – with several class-based
exceptions. Bans on dogs were thus not only justified by framing them as physical hazards, but also
connected to concerns over civic prestige and public order. Moreover, there are important parallels
between the attitudes towards stray dogs and poor migrants. As a sort of tipping point, growing
unsettlement about certain issues could trigger the use of arguments of communal health and order in
regulation. As we will move on to explore, we see a similar mutation of using arguments of spiritual
health and physical danger in attitudes towards poor foreigners.
Poverty and public health
During the fifteenth century, a demographic rise in combination with political and economic instability
led to a growing urban presence of both “domestic” poor and migrants with no or low income looking
for opportunities to sustain themselves. This development posed a socio-economic problem that
translated into a moral and health-related problem. As Carole Rawcliffe argues, issues of sanitation and
physical health seamlessly extended to risks of moral degeneracy, or the “disease of idleness”: anything
standing in the way of the moral virtue of honest hard work. 75 In other words, unemployed men and
women had themselves to blame, and were dangerous because of their proneness to sinful behavior,
including gambling, drinking and illicit sexual activities. Besides the city’s “own” poor, destitute
strangers were one group especially liable to actively spread these moral miasmas in town – infecting
others, so to speak, with sin and unruliness. The use of a discourse of threat of (foreign) poor to
communal health intensified in the Low Countries in the second half of the fifteenth century.
Historical studies have long perceived these changes as leading to a radical break in attitudes on
poverty and the reform of poor relief during the sixteenth century, brought about by the impact of
Reformation and Humanism as well as political and economic crises (see below). Yet the present study
subscribes to recent insights in the historiographical debates that emphasize continuities and the fact
that these developments did not occur in a void but departed from late medieval municipal policies
seeking to protect the common good. We thus can look at these attitudes during the fourteenth and
particularly fifteenth century in this broader context of communal wellbeing. 76
Poor strangers in town
A considerable body of rules attests that poor migrants in particular fitted the label of subjects out of
place endangering public health. Cities heavily restricted migrants soliciting alms in the city by limiting
the length of their stay. Further, as the decree Ghent issued in 1490 that opened this chapter illustrates,
it was rendered sinful to administer charity to those who did not deserve it. Foreignness was mainly
defined in this region as not being born in the County, and in practice for the lower socio-economic
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strata as not living in the city – although not necessary by having official citizenship, which made it
disputable when a “foreigner” became an inhabitant. 77 There are in addition some allusions to a
broader belonging to the County, or to even smaller units, such as the parish. In the case of Ghent,
people, “no matter where they are from,” could neither beg inside the city for longer than a day and
required the consent of the local parish’ masters of the House of the Holy Spirit, nor visit any of the
city’s other parishes afterwards. This stood under penalty of imprisonment and expulsion
complemented with a beating with the rod – after which the coninc and companions escorted them out
of the city. 78 A prerequisite to the enforcement of such a rule, as authorities were well aware, was
checking people at the city’s entrance, and accommodate them in specific designated institutions, often
hospitals or houses of the Holy Spirit, so they would not spend more than the allowed one or two
nights. In several cities, citizens were therefore forbidden to host any poor migrants, referred to in a
typically rich vocabulary. 79 Ghent’s aldermen warned citizens not to accommodate in their homes any
unemployed poor immigrants (literally: “empty companions”: ledighe gesellen), not even those claiming to
be on pilgrimage,” who had to leave town again after two days. 80 And Dordrecht’s magistrates urged
citizens in 1534 not to hire any household personnel without inquiring into their “reputation, status
and condition.” 81 Such measures also relate to concerns about inhabitants harboring fugitives or hiding
(political) exiles in their homes. They could develop into an even more elaborate monitoring, including
demands that innkeepers would register their guests at the sheriff’s office, such as in late fifteenthcentury Amsterdam. 82 Finally, the limitations on stay could at times result in orders to all foreign
beggars to leave at once, or a temporary prohibition to come into town at all. 83
These rules stimulated the mobility of a group of migrants, sort of stuck in between cities and
wandering the countryside, which increasingly grew during the last decades of the fifteenth century and
further expanded during the sixteenth. Even when cities saw the idiosyncrasy of their policies of
keeping people continuously on the move, it was in fact reinforced by an awareness of other nearby
cities adopting the same or stricter rules – because none wanted to further attract of unwanted
presences to their respective urban communities by lenient policies. The rise also triggered the use of a
discourse of communal wellbeing, as explored for the sixteenth century by Anita Boele. 84
In addition to provenance, individual health was a key category to determine which poor
dwellers deserved support. This led to the somewhat paradoxical idea, at least from a modern public
health perspective that especially physically and mentally healthy poor migrants were potential threats to
communal wellbeing. It also explains the benefits of being officially diagnosed with a disease such as
leprosy (see below). Ghent, for instance, ordained from 1414 on with striking regularity that healthy
foreign workmen between fifteen and fifty years of age were prohibited from asking of alms (ledigh gaen)
in the city, and those who did so at the moment of decreeing needed to leave within three days – with
exemplary harsh penalties for transgressors.85 Further, the decree for prevention of epidemics and
death opening this chapter stated that temporarily all healthy poor, including pious citizens, were
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forbidden to beg. 86 Similarly, Leiden prohibited in 1459 anybody between the ages of eighteen and fifty
to beg at church doors, with the exception of “poor clergy and schoolboys and those afflicted by
illnesses, pain or deformities,” or people with large families unable to feed their many children.87
Further, referring to a papal decree that prohibited begging for all “vagabonds and others ‘crooks’
(boeve) with strong and healthy bodies” in the counties of Holland, Zeeland and Friesland, Leiden’s
authorities convicted a man for coming into the city to beg while having been assessed as “strong,
healthy and able-bodied.” He was to be nailed to a post with his ear, followed by a two-year
banishment. 88 Deventer likewise arrested an Englishman and another man “for begging in the city for
no good reason with a healthy body.” 89 And while the boundaries between poor and ill inmates in
hospitals were commonly not distinctly defined, and hospitals indeed often served as “pauper
enclosures,” some cities tried to ban healthy strangers from these institutions.90 Thus, strategies
excluding healthy poor subsequently also triggered people to use tactics of obtaining a status either as
part of the city’s “own” poor, or as impaired. However, adopting (feigned) sickness as a tactic also
posed great risks, and the scarcity of convicted frauds suggests such a deed was a taboo and deeply
frowned upon. 91 Moreover, prohibitions stimulated fears of people faking illnesses and gave impulse to
the stereotype of the cheating begging stranger, which was well known in coeval burgher literature
throughout the Low Countries. 92
The distinction between healthy and ill, together with the differentiation between foreign poor
and impoverished city inhabitants, solidified in urban legislation and policies during the fifteenth
century. The evolution is apparent in Leiden’s detailed bylaws. Before 1450, begging was regulated but
only banned from churches and cemeteries, as also several convictions testify. 93 After that date, foreign
beggars were placed under supervision by the sheriff and were obliged to obtain from him a token or
sign (teyken) as proof of their legitimate presence – for a limited time – in the city. 94 These were very
similar to a leper’s vuilbrief (see below). Public convictions attest the enforcement of these measures. For
example, two men were banished for spending the night at the hospital without a token, and a certain
Joest van Mijs for using the same token twice – as well as verbally assaulting the hospital masters when
caught in the act. 95 Finally, whereas the authorities often merely threatened in bylaws offenders with
public humiliation, it was on the foreign poor that they felt most unrestrained to actually mete out
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physical and, in some cases, rather theatrical public punishments such as hoisting and ducking –
spectacles affirming or strengthening social communal cohesion and boundaries.96
Deventer’s extant prison registers (Oorvedeboeken) contain a high number of offenders identified
as coming from other towns and countries, attesting the importance of official policing of foreigners.
Similar to Leiden, Deventer limited foreign beggars by issuing proofs of permission. Around 1480, for
example, the authorities imprisoned a few men for being “unknown beggars” (onbecande bedelers), caught
two men with an expired permission letter for begging (alden bidden brieve), and convicted two other
foreign beggars for being associated with a murder in the countryside. 97 Moreover, some punishments
had similar performative elements, such as the regular imposed punishment of being put “in between
the doors,” likely as a form of pillory, perhaps at the town hall. Finally, authorities were aware of the
potential for social disruption the presence of large numbers of (foreign) poor created. An incident
described as “disorder” (onstuer) in Deventer’s hospital in 1481 resulted in the conviction of eight men,
all from out of town, and implies a small revolt. 98 Ghent also seems to have been concerned about their
proneness to cause unrest, spread rumors and even to join or be recruited for uprisings – situations that
could become particularly explosive in periods of food shortages. 99
During the early sixteenth century, policies and rhetoric concerning poor migrants evolved into
a more explicit association with physical health threats. Especially foreign poor were perceived as
vectors of disease and linked to epidemic outbreaks, which formed part of a rise of a discourse of
poverty as a disease of the body social. Urban authorities increasingly framed problems of poverty
more as a public health issue, arguing for structural solutions to improve education, combat crime, and
reduce disease. It led to an increased stereotyping of foreign poor as diseased and spreading diseases, in
contrast to a healthy yet socially diverse city. However, such ideas also built on existing views on the
moral dangers and rules against the presence of poor migrants.100 One work often used to illustrate the
rise of this paradigm is De subventione pauperum (1526) by Juan Luis Vives (1493-1540), a humanist of
Spanish descent who lived in the Low Countries. In this iconic book on reform in poor relief, he
described how the poor at church entrances offended many of the senses – sight, touch and smell – of
those attending mass, who had to make their way through crowds of beggars:
And they are disfigured by sores, festering boils and scabies and disperse bad breath and air.
Nevertheless, they crowd where many people commonly gather, out of great care for their own benefit,
and that is how much disdain they have for the common wellbeing of the people, that they do nothing
to prevent the infection of anybody by their illness and filth, because such illness are especially
101
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They thus posed a risk of infection to the urban public, by both contracted diseases and more generally
by evaporating dangerous miasmas. But Vives argued that they were also immoral because they
consciously undermined the common good. The presence of a great multitude of paupers, especially
poor immigrants or others who were as a disease of the body social, a “hideous lump that stuck to the
bowels of the community.” Thus, the role of the urban magistrate to the city should mirror that of the
physician to a patient, who, as a good doctor, had to design a suitable preventative regimen, as well as
intervene to surgically remove an “abscess” when circumstances demanded it. 102
While the metaphor of the magistrates as physicians to the urban body was considerably older,
these ideas, also influenced by humanist scholars such as Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536) and Thomas
More (1478-1535), tied in with practical reforms of urban poor relief. The latter occurred in the
sixteenth century throughout the Low Countries, most famously in Ypres in 1525, yet for example in
Leiden in the 1570’s as well. 103 These reforms were initially viewed as radical changes, but recent
historiography has criticized the image of a watershed, in which early-modern innovations are
contrasted with medieval practices. Others have emphasized continuities in both directions: urban
officialdom’s concerns for the poor during the fourteenth- and fifteenth centuries, and the persistant
importance of religious discourses as well as institutions after that period. 104 From the perspective of
the present investigation, we could add to that argument that this switch in paradigm was not inserted
into a void. Rather, it was a mutation of preexisting policies of the governance on the common good,
including population health and sanitation, that existed in municipal governance at least since the early
fourteenth century.
Relieving sickness: deserving poor
The attempts to exclude healthy poor migrants can be juxtaposed with officialdom’s efforts to aid
groups characterized as “deserving” poor, acts perceived as contributing to communal wellbeing. As we
have seen, entitlement to charity was based on provenance, but also on individual health. Both secular
and ecclesiastical authorities regarded downfall beyond self-reliance as a result of lacking or lost health
as one of the main legitimate causes to receive support, besides religious voluntary poor. 105 Urban
authorities at times explicitly claimed to act against soliciting outsiders in order to protect the urban
network of charitable efforts, and therefore the common good. This brings us to the care for the ill and
care for the poor, which have been subject to extensive historiographical debates. Agents involved in
the wide array of urban charitable initiatives might have regarded their efforts not only as spiritually
benefitting the benefactors or their political ties and direct social environments, but the health of the
city or region as a whole – and would therefore qualify as conscious and deliberate public health
interventions. This perhaps included some of Leiden’s or Ghent’s many confraternities, and Deventer’s
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communities of the Devotio Moderna movement. 106 Unfortunately, to further investigate their initiatives,
perceptions and motivations is beyond the scope of the present research, which is limited to the aspects
of poverty that local authorities associated with public health threats.
Rather than instigating these practices, urban governments increasingly inserted themselves
into an existing network of agents and organizations that worked to alleviate the poor and (poor) ill in
Netherlandish cities. 107 Urban municipal interventions during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries can
be characterized as a type of guardianship, consisting of three subjects: medical officials, hospital
supervision, and direct sponsoring. First, as outlined in chapter 1, through medical officials, the city
secured supervision over medical practitioners, and their efforts to care for poor ill, free of cost, can be
regarded as a municipal contribution to poor relief, presumably also with prevention of disease spread
in mind. Second, central from a perspective of disease prevention were officialdom’s supervisory
connections to several urban healthcare and medical institutions. The latter can be subdivided into
three types of institutional provisions: common hospitals offering care for (poor) ill and housing
pilgrims; leprosaria; and almshouses for the elderly. 108 As elsewhere, the institution of hospitals in the
Low Countries followed the wave of urbanization in the twelfth to fourteenth centuries and fulfilled a
typical variety of functions, often combining services, for a range of social groups. Ghent had around
thirty institutions in the fifteenth century. 109 Although built by both lay and ecclesiastical founders and
rarely by urban authorities, the latter commonly sought to extend their governance over hospitals and
poor relief institutions during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 110 They did so by acquiring
privileges to appoint guardians, often for annual terms, who in their turn nominated wardens – male
and female – for a long term or life for the institution’s daily management. In addition, municipalities
provided varying levels of financial assistance and charitable donations to hospitals, yet without fully
incorporating them into the municipal organization. Thus, the interventions in the city’s medical
practices in the fourteenth and fifteenth century diverged from the centralized efforts for health care
and poor relief in later centuries. However, it clearly did not mean there was no intervention at all
during this earlier period. 111
A third type of municipal meddling with healthcare for the poor concerns assistance to a
number of mentally and physically impaired dwellers. These dwellers often received a uniform or
clothing with the city’s arms. It not only protected them against cold weather, but also confirmed a
106
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certain protected social status, in contrast to various foreign beggars as well as able-bodied competitors.
The impaired and poor under municipal wings were never many, nor were they recorded systematically,
but multiple cities seem to have had such an arrangement. For example, Leiden’s council minutes note
the decision in 1465 to give “from now on two or three poor fools a woolen cloak with the city’s
clothing […], and this [donation] will be to citizens and inhabitants of Leiden.” 112

Figure 5.5. Stat kint Volker. SAK, Digestum Vetus, fol. 25r (1457).

In Deventer, authorities imprisoned a vagabond because “he hit crazy (gecke) Goessen, who was
wearing the city’s clothing, and pulled him so hard by the nose that he bled.” 113 That same Gecke
Goesse also received clothing in 1499. 114 In Kampen, the city council announced in 1457 they made a
certain Volker Kay a “city’s child” (stat kint) – the entry in the registers was embellished with a little
portrait of a man holding the city’s arms (figure 5.5). The proclamation in church also warned burghers
“not to lend him any money or act as guarantee, and thus remain undeceived.” 115 Therefore, the
wearing of clothes also served as a reminder not to conduct any business with or hire such a person.
While neither Leiden’s nor Deventer’s municipal administration recorded any direct gifts to
alleviate urban poverty, Ghent’s authorities contributed substantial amounts from the fourteenth
century on.116 Yet several historians have characterized these efforts as mitigated and “unsystematic,”
as they likely did more to consolidate political bonds with religious orders and later also guilds than to
relieve poor inhabitants. 117 In addition to relief offered through various institutions, Ghent’s municipal
account books contain donations – clothing, food or money – given directly to individuals, whose
nicknames offer clues about their identities. These entries appear more frequently during the fifteenth
century, amounting to a few dozen individual gifts per year for poor dwellers as well as for people
112
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characterized as mentally impaired (sotte), mute (stommekin), disabled (cruepel) and blind (blend). In 1446,
for instance, we find alms for “a poor child on the Mude, Rubekin de cruepele; sotte Matte; a poor
woman at the Coepoorte, Willekin de cruepel, sotte Michiel, and blende Bernaert.” 118 Further, the
magistrates compensated citizens who temporarily or semi-formally sheltered foundlings, such as a few
times for a certain Gilisse den Sneert “who guards the orphans,” and in 1486 a man “for caring for a
few children sent by the aldermen to his house.” This was against repeated prohibitions as noted in the
Voorgeboden, which suggests possible discrepancies between rules and practices, but also that urban
governments acted to reduce harm, and as with regard to prostitution, tolerated a lesser evil to avoid
worse sins from happening, in this case infanticide. 119
Spiritual health in plague policies
Religious and lay authorities perceived plague as a spiritual or moral communal illness as much as a
physical threat. This motivated bans on sinful practices from cities to prevent epidemic outbreaks.
However, more practical measures to stop its spread also reflect interests in safeguarding spiritual
health. In addition, the spatial strategies employed to curtail plague connected to many other
interventions examined in this chapter. Starting with the latter, plague was in many respects foremostly
a private health calamity. Individuals and families seeking to avoid or survive infection fell back on care
provided through networks of family, parish, neighborhood, and confraternities. Further, as for other
diseases and bodily afflictions, cities had a “medical market,” with a variety of agents active in
combatting plague and offering care, against varying prices. For instance, plague patients could use the
services of bewaarsters or reeuwsterigen: (mostly female) semi-professional caregivers, or the so-called
order of Alexians or Cellites (Cellebroeders, see below). Orphanages organized care for children with
plague or with infected parents, sometimes temporarily sheltering them with other families, and
hospitals arranged extra beds or appointed special rooms. However, separate healthcare institutions for
plague commonly appeared after 1550. 120 An exception to the voluntary nature of care can be found in
Kampen, where the magistrates ordained that plague-infected house servants had to commit
themselves to the hospital, each in their ward (espel). 121 Urban magistrates then intervened to restrict
the movement of both infected people and their possessions had to be confined to their houses, and
were “out of place” when they went outside. Chapter 3 discussed several of the practical steps taken
and the few traces of enforcement of such local or micro-quarantine. To name one further example, in
August 1484, Leiden punished a certain Jacob Willem Beyersz., of whom it was “truly proven and
testified” that his wife had died of the pestilence, after which he himself also allegedly became infected.
Despite of his illness, “day in and day out he visit[ed] the church and venture[d] into the streets and
other places where people gather without the ordained sign,” most likely the white stick. 122 The
allusion to the conducted investigation suggests that the consultation of medical experts as well as eye
witnesses preceded the verdict. The latter could have been the neighbors, while the diagnosis may have
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been made by the city surgeon. 123 The verdict emphasizes that his presence was especially undesired in
social spaces that were accessible or attended by many, such as markets, main streets and churches.
The latter is closely connected with a second aspect, namely that to preserve the spiritual
health of the urban population at large, it was of great importance that it remained safe to receive
pastoral care and go to church. This need could be protected by creating alternative separate gathering
places for people in contact with plague. The latter often had one designated church or convent to
pray, confess, and receive the Holy Sacraments. For instance, “so that people wishing to attend mass
will not be averted,” Deventer’s magistrates arranged a daily mass at eight at the canon’s chapter house
for people contracted or in contact with plague. They could gather there, white sticks in hand, while
they were no longer welcome in any other church. 124 This was virtually the same in Dordrecht. 125 Yet
banning people from parish churches ostensibly proved problematic in practice, and funeral rites
further complicated such preventative measures. Gouda’s authorities banned plague victims in 1488
from parish churches to worship at a designated alternative location, though with the exception of
funerals of family members, also exempting children and servants who had fled infected households
early enough and vowed to stay away. 126 And “because the plague has gravely expanded lately,” as was
proclaimed by Ghent’s aldermen in 1484, anybody infected or living in infected houses (sterfhuizen) had
to stay away from churches and other public places for at least forty days. Instead, they would be
assigned special places and designated priests, appointed by each of the parish deans (prochiepapen), to
take their confessions.127 Shortly afterwards, the city repeated the rule, urging people to obey and
report transgressions to the bailiff. 128
However, priests also came to infected houses, which suggests that regulations and practice
could diverge considerably. For instance, during the pestilence in Deventer in 1483, Johan Hamaker’s
wife lost her life. Her passing not only left a gap in the family but also unsettled business, which
brought her father-in-law and her pastor to Deventer’s aldermen’s court. The pastor testified that he
had “visited her at home in the Mennestraete to administer the last sacrament, and afterwards she gave
Johan’s brother 25 guilders out of their joint possessions so that her husband could continue to live in
their house,” a payment later challenged by other creditors.129 Such a civic dispute – there are a few
other examples – shows the dealings with plague from a personal perspective. With death rapidly
approaching, people rushed to arrange the necessary religious rituals. But they also undertook
precautions for their worldly possessions; securing property and settling debts, which perhaps for
others provided an opportunity for plunder. In addition, it confirmed that pastors were not only
offering guidance on the verge of the afterlife, but could function as a witness in legal issues. 130
These spiritual caregivers were thus at once a necessity for wellbeing as well as problematic
because they were a potential source of contagion, crossing the boundaries of infected spaces towards
the public spheres of streets and churches. Local authorities thus displayed ambiguity towards the
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Cellites, a small monastic order that provided charitable services including tending to plague victims
and assisting in burials. 131 The Cellites acted largely independently of local urban governments, who
sometimes paid for their services, such as in Ghent in for cleaning and burying two executed criminals,
and increasingly intervened to regulate them. 132 The earliest occurrences in bylaws thus confirm the
order’s status as mobile caretakers during epidemics, yet also assigned them to separate spaces for
mass. The latter may have been a governmental reaction to protect them against a suspicious
community. 133 Thus, local authorities considered them a source of potential contamination for their
environment, while on the other hand recognizing the benefit of this group as volunteers for this
dangerous work. 134
Finally, while safe attendance of mass held a prominent place in medieval plague regulation,
interference with funeral rites to halt infection are largely absent before mid-sixteenth century. 135 For
example, in Antwerp, a combination of over-crowdedness in the city and raging plague epidemics led
to official action seeking to curb health risks stemming from overfilled or shallow graves from 1550
on. 136 However, there is very little evidence of similar concerns in preceding periods. In general,
policies on burial remain notably obscure in late medieval municipal archival records. Some cities,
including Leiden, prescribed in bylaws the minimal depth of graves, which suggests that concerns for
physical health hazards were in the magistrates’ minds. 137 However, urban governments seem to have
largely left supervision on correct burial to urban ecclesiastical authorities. The former mainly
intervened when they considered funeral gatherings to become too elaborate and therefore a threat to
order, because handouts of food and drink at these events apparently attracted too many interested
dwellers. 138 During fifteenth-century epidemics, some urban authorities issued restrictions on funerals
not because of risks of miasma but seemingly mainly to avoid escalation of communal distress.
Dordrecht’s authorities, for instance, admonished not to “depress people even more by the many
deaths daily brought into church, and to avoid plague,” to bury them directly as they entered the
church, after which the funerary service could commence, while the bells could only be tolled for all
death at once at noon. 139 In sum, the spiritual health benefits of ceremonial funerals seemed to have
been more central in fiftheenth-century Netherlandish urban plague regulation than the fear of
potentially increasing physical transmission by these gatherings.
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Examining leprosy
In 1381 a messenger walked from Deventer to Zutphen with a letter requesting a certain master Everd
Johan Soen van der Eeze to come “inspect the lepers present inside our town.” After this physician
arrived at Deventer, the magistrates paid for his food and accommodation, reimbursed the aldermen
accompanying him during his inspection, and compensated him for indeed diagnosing someone as
leprous. 140 The involvement of medical expertise and (urban) officialdom in this examination fits into a
broader trend of leprosy diagnosis during the fourteenth century, usually at the expense of the
competences of priests.141 Yet a few decades later, this on-site examination became rather exceptional,
because regional authorities endowed the cities of Haarlem, Bruges, Louvain and Cologne with the
monopoly of officially diagnosing leprosy, the iudicium leprosorum or schouw. 142 Thus, Deventer’s
authorities also at times sent people to Cologne. 143 And at least once a year, Saint Catherine’s Hospital
in Leiden paid for trips to Haarlem for leprosy inspection, while the hospital masters also incidentally
requested diagnosis on location. 144 The institution of such centers for examination – although at times
also contested by urban authorities – sought to alleviate on a regional level the difficulties of
authorizing the right persons. Applicants either desired to be permanently admitted to a lazar house, or
wanted a license to beg and use the leprosaria as temporary accommodation while travelling from city
to city.145 Although such wandering lepers could often not stay for long, they had some choice on
where to call, as many Netherlandish cities maintained lazar houses outside their walls. For example,
around 1400, wealthy citizens in Leiden founded one outside the Wittenpoort, for which the city
offered financial support and asserted some grip on its management. 146 In 1339, Deventer’s aldermen
contributed to (finalize) the establishment of a leprosarium, often simply referred to as the “sick house”
(zieckenhuys). 147 The oldest traces of Ghent’s lazar hospital (1146), by contrast, likely preceded the more
northern institutions by nearly two hundred years.148
Such municipal concerns made leprosy a relatively highly visible affliction in late medieval
urban records. 149 Although medical discussions about the contagious nature of the disease intensified
after the fourteenth century, it remained mainly perceived as sprouting from a corruption of the
humors. Leprosy could be engendered, for instance, by bad food or corrupted air. According to
surgeon Jan Yperman, it was especially rotten fish that caused it. 150 Therefore, public health policies on
food quality and sanitation, as outlined in chapter 3, were also seen to help prevent leprosy. Yet those
infected with the disease posed several concerns for the community, addressed by two types of policies:
the foundation of urban leprosaria and the regulation of (foreign) lepers soliciting for alms in the city.
Historians initially interpreted these municipal measures as inadequate responses to a contagious
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disease, a flawed policy of segregation.151 However, the works of François-Olivier Touati, Luke
Demaitre and Carole Rawcliffe have fundamentally revised this historiographical contention, and
sketched a complex scale of attitudes informed by religious, political, scientific and social factors,
emphasizing the constructive interaction with rather than exclusion from (urban) society. 152 A telling
example of this difference in interpretation is the function of the clapper, which was a legitimizing
instrument used to attract alms instead of a stigmatizing object of warning driving people away.
Although prevalence of the disease likely diminished after the thirteenth century, there is no
correlation with that decline and the foundation of leprosaria. In Holland, for example, foundations
peak in the fourteenth centuries in the larger cities, and even during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries in the smaller towns, amounting to a total of twenty leprosaria in this county alone. 153
Throughout the Low Countries, and like in French and German regions, urban authorities supported
leprosaria – from donations to revenues from fines. Such direct and continuous financial support
during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was exceptional compared to the municipal ties to other
hospitals or charitable urban institutions, as mentioned above. 154 The location of leprosaria was almost
always suburban, which suggested a desire to exclude them from the urban community. Yet the fact
that they were often in direct proximity to the city, or along main roads, makes it unlikely the locations
were a result of a pervasive fear of contagion.155 Bylaws prohibiting to drink beer, play games or in
other ways interact with the lepers in their dwellings further strengthen an image of routine, if frowned
upon, interaction. Perhaps it was more or as much out of a concern for moral miasma than physical
contagious threat. As explicated in a bylaw from Amsterdam, sharing drinks or placing wagons at the
enclosure to climb them and converse with the lepers, “threatened the health of the city.” 156 One early
study even mentions the involvement of lepers in urban sanitation, although more evidence to confirm
that is lacking. 157 The extramural location may have been more a practical necessity resulting from the
requirement to be self-sufficient and the prohibition to buy – or sell – wares at urban markets. In sum,
these factors – the late emergence of leprosaria, close location, and close involvement of urban
authorities – suggest that urban leprosaria were a demonstration of a collective prestige and concern for
the sick as well as the political aspirations of urban authorities. 158 Moreover, in contrast to measures
against plague, which were largely aimed at containment, the severe restrictions on the stay of foreign
lepers in fact increased the mobility of diseased people within the region.
Part of the general association between disease and sin, and the sick as tested by God, lepers
were especially chosen as “suffering members of the body of Christ.” 159 This strong religious
dimension not only made it very important to create a spiritually wholesome environment, but also
stimulated benefaction by both urban authorities and private donors, who would be commemorated by
prayers during mass at the lepers’ chapel. Such support, together with the transfer of all lepers’ private
possessions upon entering, made leprosaria at times quite affluent. For instance, Ghent’s lazar house
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was nicknamed “the rich hospital” (rijke gasthuis), which distinguished itself from the ackerzieken, a leper
colony living outside the gates consisting of people who did not have citizenship or financial means to
enter the lazar house. 160 Besides being an object of lay charity, leprosaria facilitated care and fulfilled a
disciplining and orderly function. Statutes authorized by urban magistrates detailed daily routines, rules
for conduct and living – no drinking, gambling or prostitutes – and fiscal conditions to enter such
houses. They moreover severely restricted movement beyond the house and yards, and prohibited
entrance to the city, except to solicit during special ceremonies, often fixed at three times per year. 161
Therefore, while we know very little of the decisions and agency of the leprous populations
themselves, some might have preferred a wandering existence to being forced to adapt to a way of life
similar to that of a monastic order by the – at least in theory – strict regularity and discipline of the
leprosarium. In line with attitudes towards poor migrants, governments worried more about the larger
and difficult to define group of mobile “outside lepers” than about the leprosaria’s permanent
residents. The mechanisms to examine and identify this group were closely connected to the severe
restrictions on begging by foreign poor. The fact that foreign lepers were a more acceptable object of
charity stimulated the need for diagnosis and demarcation, not in the least to eradicate schemes of
deception and other abuses, which would also stain the reputation of the ‘real’ lepers. Thus, as
Demaitre notes: “in startling contrast with the stereotypical patient who desperately sought to be
cleared, there were applicants who wished to be judged leprous.”162 They did so not only to be eligible
for permanent residence at a leprosarium, but to become licensed beggars. After official examination,
leprous strangers (vreemde melaatsen) gained a letter of permission (vuilbrief) to temporarily shelter at the
various leprosaria, which had to be renewed with a schouw every four years. For example, the leprosaria
statutes of Arnhem (1437) and Groningen (1434) explicitly demanded a letter from Cologne. 163 Yet
even these certified lepers were commonly welcome for only a few days per year, and were often not
allowed to beg for alms inside cities. For instance, they could not attend Kampen more than four times
per year, and each time they could stay for three days, and were forbidden to beg in the city. 164 These
institutions therefore functioned as a gateway, just as regular hospitals did with regard to presence of
foreign poor. 165 To summarize, leprosaria were expressions of governmental care for urban health and
Christian compassion, but also of a desire to govern and police vagrant poor ill and regulate the
presence of lepers in the city. Clearer boundaries between lepers and other vagrant (diseased) poor ill
not only sprouted from fears of contagion, but also enabled stricter enforcement and helped to uphold
regulation on exclusion of healthy poor migrants.
Sexual deviancy and the good neighborhood
Turning to another aspect of the governmental health strategies of banning moral miasmas, illicit sexual
interactions and arranging sex work were a widespread target of governmental interference. Permanent
or temporary celibacy occurred in various forms in medieval society, and marital terms and conditions
prolonged the single life of many men and women in the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Low
Countries. In order to protect the status of good women – and men – and to decrease the number of
rapes and assaults, authorities generally justified prostitution as a “lesser evil” – a principle propagated
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by, among others, Augustine and Thomas Aquinas. Officialdom therefore tolerated prostitution and to
a certain extent, if uneasily, commercial sex workers were integrated into late medieval urban society.
Prostitutes were referred to as “common” (gemene), temporarily belonging to no man in particular, or as
unemployed or empty-handed (ledighe), having no other source of income. Lower-class single girls could
be forced to occasionally practice prostitution in order to survive, without necessarily assuming that
identity for a lifetime. Especially across northern Europe, prostitution was a more transient and fleeting
activity, depending on life cycle, rather than a fixed and permanent identity – which also made it harder
for officials to detect and control. 166
Besides being affected by a more general association of sexuality with sin and with disease,
prostitutes were tainted with the reputation as vectors of illness and epidemics. 167 Urban policies
therefore may well have been motivated by a desire to reduce physical health risks, in addition to power
interests and financial gain through levying fines. Yet the extant documents from the fourteenth- and
fifteenth-century Low Countries suggests that officialdom predominantly perceived it as a spiritual
health threat, similar to policing poor migrants as undesired presences within the city. Indeed, whether
women were paid or not for sexual encounters outside marriage was at least of secondary importance,
if not irrelevant, in the greater concern for moral miasma such actions posed for the community.
Therefore, urban authorities seem to have been as much interested in banning illegal sexual practices
such as adultery, which were harder to define and control than the – in theory – spatially clearly
designated and contained “common women,” trying to earn money with commercial sex, even if their
identity was more fleeting. Moreover, cities especially threatened to prosecute procurers and others
forcing relatives or young girls into prostitution, thus targeting those who seduced others into sin, and
were therefore a more serious threat to the city’s moral order. 168
To prevent the outbreak of disease as a retribution for a sinful community, urban authorities
sought to reduce sinful practices, and, in ways similar to anti-smoking policies prohibiting
advertisement and designating areas in European cities today, reduce the exposure to its temptation.
Thus, managing sex work entailed no attempt at total eradication but two other things: first, keeping
sex workers into designated places in the city, and second, policing suspect environments to ban
soliciting prostitutes to prevent the moral pollution. Authorities distinguished in decrees and court
records between good or honest (guede) and bad or dishonest (quade) establishments: taverns, inns and
bathhouses (see below) – all places where alcohol was consumed. Yet a neighborhood could also fall in
either of these categories.169 Thus, in Haarlem it was ordained that “no married and unmarried people
should go sit and drink together and no one should keep a bad tavern (quade herrebergen).” 170 These
spatial policies aimed to ban general disruptions of peace and social order, including offering a space of
extramarital exchanges, while it also suggests that common women were perceived as particularly likely
to attract disruptive clientele. 171 Some cities prohibited prostitutes from serving beer (tappen), thereby
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separating their working area from places where food and drinks were available. 172 Although concerns
over disease spread might have encouraged official interventions, it seems most likely mainly part of a
strategy to protect public order and avoid disturbances at night.
As with banning pigs and dogs from the streets, and zoning to contain the impact of polluting
industrial activities, a common policy was to spatially limit commercial sex work. Rather than
establishing municipally managed brothels, or prescribing markers on clothing, which were common in
other European regions, Netherlandish cities tolerated these practices in specific designated areas in the
city. 173 It therefore again confirms the importance of spatial politics, of controlling social spaces, in
governing communal wellbeing. The designated spaces for sex work, usually one or two streets or even
small alleys, were commonly situated – but not always – in the physical margins of town; close to the
city walls or strongholds, or near to polluting industries. 174 Prostitutes were strictly forbidden to solicit
customers anywhere beyond the spatial boundaries to which authorities had confined their work. The
segregation into prescribed places aimed to guarantee the safety and decency of other neighborhoods
and prevented prostitutes from working in culturally and economically central spots associated with
civic identity and prestige. Thus, in Ghent the coninc was to ensure in 1349 that “no prostitutes were
allowed to wander on the Plaetse after sunset, or around the Veebrug, under the penalty of losing her
over garment (overste cleet).” 175
In order not to expose good citizens to bad influences, sex workers were to be neither seen or
heard. “Common women” in Leiden could reside in two places around one of the city’s gates (the
Hagepoort) yet later the authorities deemed that too close to the main thoroughfares. They complained
that the prostitutes kept “public taverns, into which often good honorable persons, both men and
women, enter unaware [of the nature of the establishment], which is inappropriate,” and later again
moved them into certain alleys and towards the city’s ramparts. 176 Similarly, Utrecht’s city council
routinely confined prostitutes to alleys, thus invisible to those using the main streets and crossroads. 177
Amsterdam’s authorities complained about their presence “in the best parts of town” (int schoonste der
stede), and aimed to ensure that the area was positioned in such a way that “good women and maidens”
living nearby and desiring to go to the main streets would “be able to avoid those two alleys […] so
they will not be exposed to the prostitutes’ idle words, nor see or hear their works.” 178 Thus, while
decrees in the Low Countries rarely cite intromission of ugly sights of physical filth as a reason to ban
health hazards, seeing and hearing moral filth was indeed of explicit concern.179
There are some indications of direct supervision or exploitation of houses for sex workers by
urban or county officials, such as by the sheriffs’ servants (for instance Amsterdam’s schoutsknechten), or
executioners. 180 In 1456 the council of Kampen endowed its executioner (scerprichter) with the task of
relocating and governing the town’s prostitutes, while also putting him in charge of the ritual expulsion
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of adulterers. 181 It exemplifies a more general connections between (controlling) sexual deviancy and
hangmen or torturers, who were perceived as a problematic or polluting presence in the city due to the
violent nature of his work. Both were identified, in other words, as a moral miasma. It motivated cities
to “share” an executioner. 182 Thus, strikingly, Kampen’s executioner, a certain master Geert, also
appears in a financial dispute regarding Deventer’s designated prostitution area. He quarreled with a
certain Henrick Kock, whose last name perhaps refers to his work as a torturer. 183 During the
investigation, many of the prostitutes (lichte vrouwe or deernes) testified about how Henrik, together with
his wife Femme, collected weekly the rents for the “little houses and rooms,” which suggest
supervision but also some level of independence for the women working there. 184
The enforcement of regulation on both sex work and other illegal sexual practices reveals more
about the associated interests to safeguard public order. They could therefore be at once a threat to
public morale, order or peace, and a physical hazard of disease spread. These characterizations were not
mutually exclusive. In fact, the ambivalence strengthened the main point, namely that such practices
justified official interventions, and that transgressions needed to be prosecuted. For example, in the
decade between 1476-1486, Deventer imprisoned 218 persons, of whom sixteen men and one woman
were tried for extramarital sex. Deventer’s officials mainly policed male visitors to prostitutes. Most of
them were prosecuted for visits at night (thereby breaking curfew, see below) and during holy days,
while being married, or for causing public disturbances around these places, including assaulting the
women. 185 Jacob Symons from Rotterdam combined two offences as he “absconded at night in the
achterkerspell and had been a non-administered beggar.”186 Besides policing the prostitutes’ clientele, city
officials occasionally arrested dwellers for adultery. For instance, a certain Griet, married, and her lover
Pelgrem were both imprisoned and pilloried, as was a migrant from Utrecht for having been caught
with a woman who also had submitted their child as a foundling. 187 Further, Leiden convicted several
common women, brothel keepers and their clientele for causing disturbances. Such as in 1450, when a
certain Willem and Coen assaulted the girls (deernen) in “Truyde Trompers’ house” and vandalized the
door with a knife after being evicted. 188
Further, we find prohibitions on adultery in a number of urban law codes from the late
fourteenth century on. 189 Leiden issued decrees in 1460 and 1545, granting the sheriff jurisdictions to
prosecute couples “living in adultery or having a household together unmarried,” which he did on
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multiple occasions. 190 One stubborn couple was banished for seven years after repeatedly ignoring
public orders to end their relationship. 191 And a weaver was set as an example in 1446 with a pilgrimage
and a five-year banishment to put an end to his publicly known affair with Lissemoet, married to a
dyer, “as it has been decreed and forbidden many times to commit adultery within Leiden” and thus
their deeds were “unacceptable for the authorities and to the detriment of the Holy Church.” 192 The
recorded cases illustrate the existence of long-term relationships, which, for various reasons, were never
officially sealed with marital bonds. This is also attested by the considerable number of court cases
involving bigamy, which were perhaps at times more born out of practical impediments to have a
marriage officially dissolved, rather than the wish to intentionally deceive two spouses – often in
different towns. It suggests the possibility of a large discrepancy between regulation and enforcement.
We know that public convictions were rather rare in Leiden and Gouda. For Ghent, lacking a similar
register of public court convictions, it is challenging to reconstruct an accurate picture. Yet, as David
Nicholas notes based on civil court cases, authorities at times endorsed divorce, and thus in tolerating
extramarital relationships. Additional tensions such as of neighborhood disturbances, and/or when
public awareness expanded and promoted it to generally known shameful practice, could trigger
interventions in name of the common good. 193
Policies and (modes of) persecution varied considerably per city. Kampen’s authorities were
strikingly – and perhaps exceptionally – fanatic in policing adultery (overspel). Between 1448 and 1478,
they proclaimed 368 convictions, of which 105 people were convicted for illegal sexual activities – by
contrast, Leiden’s and Gouda’s records yielded only a handful of convictions. 194 The authorities on
three occasions even bluntly read lists of known adulterers to proclaim public awareness of their deeds
and how close they were to being punished for them – beyond the public shaming of such an
announcement. 195 Thus, not only the nature of policed offence (adultery, prostitution) but also the
gender balance varied considerably per source type and per town. 196 Kampen also threatened adulterers
with the pillory as well as draconian fines of 80-100 lb. Half of this sum went to the reporter, creating
strong pressure and incentives for neighbors, home owners and innkeepers to inform authorities. 197 Yet
quite contrary to their own prescribed sanctions, the council often banned adulterers from the city for a
limited period only, sometimes a few weeks or several months. 198 The drawing of a pillory with
(naked?) women accompanying the written version of the decree (figure 5.6) might have been more a
fantasy of Kampen’s city scribe than a reflection of reality, but the council did confine a couple caught
“naked and in double adultery,” to the pillory and fined them 80 lb. each. Half of this enormous fine
went to a certain Hanske and his wife. It is one of the rare instances of crime reporters being named
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and paid in written sources, and an important confirmation of the
monitoring of behavior by neighbors and other members of one’s social
network. 199
Thus, rather than an isolated issue, policy makers considered
(illegal) prostitution as a part of the nuisances that surrounded illicit sexual
encounters, and those again with the broader moral menaces of drinking,
leisure, and entertainment. These all potentially gave way to public
disturbances and disorder, and to a more general corruption of the urban
community. The urban public bathhouses provide a particularly relevant
example to illustrate this intersectionality. Late medieval bathhouses were
commonly called stews (stoven), referring to heating and ovens. While their
widespread occurrence in Netherlandish cities has been confirmed, the
evolution and nature of these establishments remain subject to debate. 200
They offered a place for personal hygiene, and thus challenged the image of
the Middle Ages as a “thousand years without a bath.” Health regimens and
surgical tracts incorporated bathing in medical procedures to restore inner
body or humoral balance, which made bathing, in addition to bloodletting –
a procedure common in German bathhouses – a key part of the res nonnaturales of ingestion and expulsion. 201 Stews also served food and drink,
and another common feature, namely the presence of beds, not only
provided the possibility to rest after bathing, but also sparked the idea, both
among Renaissance artists and many twentieth-century historians, that the
premodern bathhouse was above all an urban domain hosting illicit sexual
activities. 202 Indeed, urban legislators during the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries were well aware that interaction – including drinking – between
bathing men and women could potentially lead to such encounters, and
stews therefore occur in municipal records mainly because officialdom
Figure 5.6 Pillory with adulterers.
aimed to ban such practices and keep at least some stews “honest”: free of Illustrated decree in SAK, Digestum
morally compromising practices. The policies to protect their status as a
Vetus, fol 21v.
place of health-promoting practices therefore illustrates the ways in which
spiritual and physical health could be intertwined.
Officially forbidding mixed bathing seems to have been paramount, with the particular
solution of keeping separate stews for each sex. Another option was banning the interaction between
unmarried men and women. Amsterdam’s magistrates, for example, urged that only married couples
could enter together. This was especially important because they had heard “slanderous words within
the city and far beyond in foreign places about the ugly, indecent and sinful practices taking place in the
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stews and brothels, implying that prostitution during daytime, except on Sundays and festive days, might have been tolerated.
Hamaker, Keurboeken Leiden, 22 (1406), 163 (1450).
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stews” – thus stacking moral arguments with concerns for civic pride. 203 Moreover, to avoid concealed
hiring of prostitutes, several city governments restricted the number of bath maids per stew – or their
age. 204 In Deventer, it was publicly ordained that the stews in the Waterstraat would be reserved for
women only, while male visitors had to go to the two stews at the Schomakerspark. Stew keepers (male
and female) who allowed mixed bathing faced a draconian 40 lb. fine, and those managing the men’s
stew had to ensure to hire no maids of ill repute. 205 Both types of establishments were moreover
prohibited to host any members of the opposite sex during the night, which implies that in this town
the stews also functioned as (gendered) inns. 206 Around the same period, the extant council resolutions
record a permission granted to a certain Mette Roethoeffes to exploit a women’s stew at her house in
the Bisschopsstraat, with the same provisions.207 However, five years later, Mette is warned to no
longer keep any stew with indecent company, while the aldermen likewise forbade a certain Alijt to host
any men in her stew in the Waterstraat, with the exception of “married men and their housewives.” 208
The latter addition seems contradictory to the strict gender segregation outlined in the decrees, yet
understandable as part of routine social practices in which families went bathing together. In the case
these two female stew keepers would be caught in violation more than twice, the stew would be
permanently closed down. This happened to a couple in 1476, who had been imprisoned for keeping
“evil taverns by day and night for men and women, so that brawls and other turmoil occurred
frequently.” 209 The conviction illustrates the conceptual overlap between taverns and stews, but, more
importantly, that the threats they posed to communal wellbeing was providing a space for sinful
behavior, extending beyond sexual liaisons to more general social and public disturbance. 210 Similarly,
Utrecht’s city council urged all stew keepers to come to the town hall, also in 1476, and choose whether
they wanted to keep a male or a female stew, in order to avoid “nuisances” (last). 211
We encounter similar arguments of preventing social disorder with regard to neighborhoods.
Neighbors played an important role in enforcing public morality and in judiciary proceedings, acting as
both complainants and key informants for the central urban authorities. 212 Thus, the rhetoric of
peaceful cohabitation as a common good versus disruption or nuisance could be applied to material
infrastructures, animals, as well as undesired behavior and the presence of people perceived as
dangerous, polluting, or out of place. They were all part, in sum, of practices striving for the “good
neighborhood.” For instance, both officialdom and neighbors not only aimed to detect sexual
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“Smadelicker woirde [...] binnen der stede ende verre buten in vreemden landen van den leliken ende ooneerzamen, zundeliken
daden, die in den stoven [badhuizen] binnen der stede gheschien van mannen ende vrouwen, die niet te gader en behoeren ende
onwittelike met malcandere dairin gaan.” Breen, Rechtsbronnen Amsterdam, 9 (1413).
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In Brielle “a women who keeps a stew is allowed to hire two maids and no more.” Jager, Keuren Brielle, 141. Dordrecht prohibited
stew operators from hiring young women. Fruin, Rechtsbronnen Dordrecht, I, 293.
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43 (1471).
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SAD, Buurspraakboek, p. 43 (1471).
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They would forfeit 20 lb. after two reported violations. SAD, Memorieboek, fol. 12v (1465), 17r (1470).
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(1476).
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From the early fourteenth century on, many German towns issued various ordinances against the indecency or dishonesty
(Unehrlichkeit) in the stews, and women were for instance assigned specific weekdays to bathe. Martin, Deutsches Badewesen, 86–87;
Duerr, Nacktkeit, 38. See also: Brundage, Law, Sex, and Christian Society, 165, 204.
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“Dat der stat ghenen last daer of en come.” Muller, Rechtsbronnen Utrecht, I, 188 (1476).
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Examples of neighbors acting in court cases are SAL, Correctieboek C, fols. 113v (1484), 158v (1487); Correctieboek A, p. 70 (1436);
Correctieboek B, fol. 140v (1461). SAD, Oorvedenboek 48b, fol. 36r. See also on this topic Carlier, “Soldariteit of sociale controle?”.
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misdemeanors, but could also intervene to protect the reputation and safety of “good women,” as part
of preserving local order and reputation. 213
Of these general threats to order, the most prevalent were the interrelated vices of gambling,
drinking, and nocturnal disturbances, all of which occurred regularly in registers of criminal
convictions. Games and gambling seem as intrinsic to the recreational side of urban life as much as
clearly forbidden by authorities. Gambling was associated with idleness, brawling and blasphemy, and
thus perceived a form of serious moral miasma. 214 Yet the levying of fines on playing at dice and
several other games was so common that it in many ways resembled formal taxation. 215 Moreover,
policing these issues related to local governments’ strategies to safeguard nocturnal peace in towns,
which also encouraged by installing curfews. While it was commonly not entirely forbidden to be on
the streets after dusk, those wandering at night seem to have been by default morally and socially
suspect. 216 Some cities threatened to double the fine for offences committed at night, including on
waste disposal. Also, as discussed in chapter 3, ignoring both market hours and market space by trading
at night was equally forbidden, while fire safety concerns motivated prohibitions at nocturnal crafting,
especially with combustible materials such as cloth and flax. 217 Moreover, the numerous criminal
convictions in Leiden and Deventer for nocturnal disturbances suggests that local magistrates sought to
gain control over streets and neighborhood after dark. For instance, 64 out of 218 sentences issued in
Deventer between 1476 and 1486 mentioned nighttime. 218 Closely related to nocturnal disorder, then,
was public intoxication. Just “being drunk in public at night” would be a sufficient reason for
incarceration, temporary banishment, or a penal pilgrimage. Some cases concern misbehavior in taverns
and on the streets at night, but that was only a minor part of the misdemeanors drunken men – the
records contain no examples of intoxicated women – were convicted for in Leiden and Deventer,
including trespassing, vandalism, theft, and insulting officials. 219 Deventer in 64 of the total.
Finally, although urban authorities were often detailed and explicit on the reasons why they
condemned citizens, records of criminal convictions also commonly contain often-recurring vague
euphemisms for general “disturbances” or transgressive behavior. Deventer’s authorities – or their
scribes – favored the terms onstuer, Leiden preferred onstantelike saken and “evil doings” (quade
hantieringe).220 As mentioned in chapter three, “useless” (onnutte) behavior – not serving the community
or harming the public good – was a term applied to phenomena as diverse as selling spoiled bacon to
213
Public convictions of sexual assault in Leiden attest that both neighbors and authorities played a role in providing justice for and
confirming the honorable reputation especially of young single women. Examples are SAL, Correctieboek B, fol. 222r (1470);
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any form of disorderly conduct, including breaking curfew and verbal and physical assault. 221 Often the
authorities just added “at night” to the general euphemisms for misbehavior. In sum, that euphemisms
for deviant or morally polluting behavior were sufficient reason for convictions and punishments
illustrates the pervasiveness of the idea that protecting the community’s communal good meant
combatting a wide range of vices.
Conclusion
This chapter has explored the eradication of sin as part of officialdoms’ holistic public health strategies,
and as a final component contributing to recent revisionist historiography seeking to expand an
understanding of public health beyond modern Western conceptions. Surveying a broad range of
subjects and spaces helps to reveal the perceived connections between them that have remained largely
obscured in earlier studies. Individuals, animals, and certain establishments could put jeopardy public
morality, order, and communal health. These categories overlapped or extended towards one another,
governing elites and other policing agents employed and variously combined arguments of spiritual
health and physical health to intervene in certain social issues. While the specific moments triggering
the use of health discourses deserve further investigation, we can gather some conclusions regarding
similarities and differences across the range of issues discussed in this chapter. Starting with the former,
governmental strategies revolved for an important part around spatial politics. In this respect, banning
undesired animals from streets resembled actions taken against certain social groups or individuals. It
further led to a focus on regulating a nexus of (potentially) bad environments that offered a space of
morally detrimental and promiscuous practices. Some subjects were deemed threatening when they
were “out of place” and free to move around. Temptations had to be reduced or removed to limit the
spread of moral miasmas, for example by regulating taverns’ clientele, enforcing curfew and controlling
sex workers. However, for stray dogs, foreign lepers and poor migrants, their presence within the city
was deemed altogether dangerous or undesirable.
With regard to changes or developments over the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the
evidence per subject remains in many cases too fragmented to draw firm conclusions. However,
attitudes towards migrants and poverty exemplify a trend towards increasing tensions and crisis during
the late fifteenth century. Conversely, rules on pig keeping reflect no radical changes, both
chronologically and topographically, while stray dogs seem more of a problem towards the end of the
period investigated here. Most importantly, city policies were likely more adapting to (temporary) local
social and political tensions, for example on keeping curfew and policing plague. The differences
between local approaches could therefore be considerable, as especially notable concerning adultery.
Further, although there is always a discrepancy between rules and enforcements, the visibility of
practices greatly differs per subject. For example, public convictions display the prosecution of foreign
migrants, and formed a strategy of intimidation in itself. However, the large amount of decrees on pig
or dogs lacks any comparable documentation on prosecuted offences, which may be explained by the
fact that these fines were levied right away. Taken together, the evidence undermines an image of
linearity and renders uncertain the possibility to synthesize what we know of various cities into one
image, even for each separate subject. At any rate, the exploration above suggests that the pursuit of the
populace’s moral health was a particularly powerful instrument or justification pursuit of communal
wellbeing. In sum, a good city was a healthy city, and a healthy city was a good city.
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It further related to the moral menace of blasphemy, but also to a broader policing of verbal abuse and conflicts, often referred to
with a similar euphemism of onnutte woirden, which comprise a substantial number in the extant series of criminal convictions. For
instance, Leiden convicted one repeat offender to a pilgrimage to Rome in 1450 for “nuisance and indecent things (onstantelijke
saken), on many occasions, and especially last night in his neighborhood.” SAL, Correctieboek B, fol. 29v (1450).
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Conclusion: urban health expeditions
Anyone walking in the morning through Amsterdam’s city center sees the last efforts of the municipal
sanitary brigade; a tightly organized platoon of sweepers, garbage trucks, and cleaning vans making its way
through the streets and along the canals. Many residents and some politicians perceive the littering
crowds, especially the rising number of tourists flooding the streets, as a pollution or nuisance and as
harmful to the city. The debate on this subject generates clashing ideas of what serves the common good,
as concerns over the miasmas, so to speak, of all these visitors are contrasted with the economic benefits
of the capital they bring into the urban economy. The discussion also relates to the functionality of
contemporary health infrastructures. These are defined by their concealing function – and concealed
functioning – for instance as regards underground waste containers, flush toilets, and hidden drainage,
but also with respect to the management of social marginals such as vagrants, drunks, drug addicts,
prisoners and prostitutes – the latter exceptionally prominent in central Amsterdam. To many of the city’s
dwellers, in other words, invisibility is what defines good infrastructures and health interventions, and the
operation of power behind them.
As this study has shown, urban dwellers and local authorities in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries likewise strove to eradicate health threats and to keep nuisances beyond the reach of their
senses. Much like their modern descendants, different social and political interests led to different views
on the pursuit of a healthy city. But unlike present-day systems rendering waste disposal mechanisms
invisible, the desire to live in a wholesome and unpolluted town often required an active contribution of
dwellers and other local organizations such a neighborhoods and guilds, which helped establish a more
direct and visible connection with many issues of sanitation and communal health. The differences hardly
end here. Earlier urban societies operated within different medical paradigms or health literacies and in
service of political structures diverging from the modern Euro-American democratic nation state. There
is thus no point in trying to teleport premodern practices to modern contexts as innovative solutions –
although late medieval health interventions may deserve that label more often than is usually
acknowledged. However, there are important links between these distant periods. Then as now, the
actions undertaken to improve populations’ health and prevent disease considerably impacted the modes
of urban governance as well as social practices. Yet its function in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
has been insufficiently recognized and investigated, and it is this intervention that this study has aimed to
make.
Joining recent historiographical attempts to broaden, historicize and theorize public health, the
evidence on the late medieval Low Countries presented in the previous chapters supports several
suggestions for revisions and greater regional complexity. First, on chronology: sanitary measures and
investments in health infrastructure as well as policing officials dealing with these issues often occurred
earlier than the advent of Black Death, thus changing the view on plague as a starting point for
officialdom’s care for and governance of communal health (see below). Secondly and perhaps more
importantly, instead of ad-hoc responses to (epidemic) disease, public health interests provided an
argument for governmental interventions in the functioning of the city, which made them a shaping force
in socio-political relations, and in the negotiation of urban social spaces. They were moreover one part in
a broader range of issues related to protecting the common good, which also included striving for peace,
economic thriving, fire safety, socio-political unity and order, and civic prestige or honor. Although local
medical authorities lacked an official advisory status on disease prevention, in a much more general sense,
municipal records contain various traces of the application of some form of medically informed
reasoning. This was true for urban governments as well as for (groups of) dwellers pursuing
improvements of their living and work environments, at times also organized by neighborhood
organizations or guilds. These were therefore by no means exclusively top-down attempts at using
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biopower, defined here as using health interests to intervene in cities and change or discipline the
behavior of its inhabitants.
The arguments on how to preserve communal health were foremost informed by humoral
medical theories or Galenism. This system of ideas on the body and the cosmos resonated in a variety of
late medieval urban contexts. It shaped a holistic conception of health that linked the humoral balance of
the body to its surroundings via the doctrine of the six non-naturals, even to God’s creation at large. But
it also saw a correspondence of the elements with the body’s fluids, and strongly associated spiritual and
physical health. Such views motivated a comprehensive approach of striving towards a salubrious city that
justified interventions regarding a large variety of material objects, activities, individuals and animals. In
practice, motives to preserve health were in complex interplay with economic and political interests, legal
issues of ownership, disputes over property boundaries, and a desire to improve standards of living. If we
want to follow late medieval preventative health practices, and the operation of power emerging from it,
it is therefore crucial to also adopt a kind of holism, that is, to investigate the socio-cultural and the
material together as a dynamic whole. Combining these insights and getting back to this study’s central
research questions, this conclusion proceeds to outline some long-term developments. In what follows
the discussions on health governance and responses to plague are revisited to come full circle with the
proposed historiographical interventions as formulated in the introduction to this study. We end with
some suggestions for further research.
From a Galenic perspective, Netherlandish cities were battling all four material elements to protect the
populace’s wellbeing. As discussed in the first chapter, fire safety measures were a constitutive force
shaping the urban layout, building practices and the negotiation of responsibilities between authorities
and subjects. Secondly, because contemporary medical theory strongly linked stench to the birth of
disease, avoiding the corruption of air by bad odors, stemming from polluted grounds, waters, waste
storage or animals, remained a prominent target of health policies throughout the investigated period.
This involved regular street sanitation, clearing waterways, maintaining drainage constructions and
regulating the use and availability of latrines and cesspits, which subjects were explored both from the
perspective of municipal sanitation in chapter 2, as well as from the view of inhabitants in their domestic
environments in chapter 4. As water was often present in threatening abundance, public health interests
in this region focused more on containment and drainage and the prevention of pollution than on its
provision. Yet too much water involved as much negotiation of political and economic interests as water
scarcity did. This becomes especially clear regarding the larger context of regional water management (see
below). But also inside towns water had to be carefully managed in order to avoid floods, blockage and
stagnant pools. Local authorities and dwellers thus sought to prevent pollution and maintain waterways’
functions as part of the urban infrastructure, and not in the least to protect the fish population. By
contrast, chapter 4 underscored the differences between cities regarding the level of involvement of
governments in organizing access to clean water through wells or pipes.
Preventative health also played an important but understudied role in the victualing trades, as
spotlighted in chapter 3. The attempts to ensure the availability and quality of food offered for sale
influenced relations between authorities and their subject within the urban space of the food market, and
suggest a significant level of applied medical ideas and medicalized conception of food as impacting the
humoral balance of the consumer. More generally, animals were an intrinsic part of premodern
Netherlandish cities, yet also presented several challenges to communal health and residents’ safety. They
were one of the central nuisances threatening the constitution of a “good neighborhood,” as discussed in
chapters 4 and 5. Further, fear of divine retribution for a sinful city in the form of disease and destruction
stimulated the perception of vices as a threat to communal health. It made the banning of morally
corrupting practices and the policing of social groups associated with them part of urban public health
strategies. And since many of these more spiritual health threats took place around domiciles, it
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demonstrates the ways in which protecting communal health justified governmental interventions in
private spheres as well as more intimate aspects of people’s lives.
This brings us to the question of how local authorities confronted in practice this great variety of
issues. As we have seen throughout the chapters, urban magistrates used several mechanisms of
enforcement, and often combined different approaches. First, performing inspections and installing
policing officials offered a means to implement the detailed regulation on health issues established in
urban law codes and decrees. Various overseeing and cleaning officials assigned to economic and political
key spaces formed an important tool to maintain governmental presence on a routine basis, while market
inspectors supervised the detailed regulation on food safety. Finally, the hiring of medical officials,
discussed in chapter 1, helped to enforce such supervision of healthcare facilities as well as ensuring local
medical expertise. Yet since there were never enough policing agents out and about to oversee the city
and catch all offenders, their work was assisted by cooptation, incentivizing and peer pressure, and
authorities commonly promised reporters of transgressions a part of the levied fine. Moreover, the
encouragement – sometimes obligation – to report related to a third mechanism of enforcement, namely
the strategy of delegating tasks and responsibilities to citizens and other urban organizations, such as
guilds and neighborhood communities.
Yet rather than a strictly top-down movement, this was a negotiation around the costs of
maintenance or improvements, for instance on street paving or to clean market halls, of which other
urban agents clearly also recognized the benefits, as we have seen especially in chapter 4. It fits into the
more broadly applied logic that anyone who uses or owns a certain space or object was responsible for its
upkeep and correct functioning. Conversely, by appealing to regulation, notifying officials, and ultimately
through the aldermen’s courts, citizens and neighborhood organizations defined and confronted various
nuisances and negotiated issues of shared use of hygienic facilities. These glimpses of health politics from
multiple perspectives, for instance on latrines, drainage or wells, suggest that informal networks and
neighborhood ties played important roles in securing both physical and spiritual health and, especially in
and around domiciles. Combining regulation with documents of practice demonstrates that rules were
commonly not hollow threats but implemented and enforced policies – in which officialdom also made
considerable investments. Moreover, levied fines and other punishments highlights that authorities
adapted the at times draconic threats formulated in decrees to more realistic sums when prosecuting
offenders.
Cities conceptualized public health as that of their own urban communities. On the one hand,
the similarity in public health policies implies the existence of a network of health knowledge across the
Low Countries. Urban authorities shared and adopted approaches, and occasionally or even routinely
consulted with each other, not in the least to negotiate responsibilities around regional infrastructures.
And as sporadic evidence suggests, they actively exchanged health regulation. On the other hand, the
focus on the urban community as one political and social entity also suggests that local authorities did not
prioritize the potentially negative impact of their policies on other (nearby) towns and cities. There are
hardly any extant discussions, for instance, on the consequences of using rivers for waste disposal. 1143 In
addition, the similarities in local attitudes towards poor healthy migrants as well as foreign lepers were
great, yet they also stimulated streams of people continuously on the move. And regarding plague,
banning market wares from other cities suffering from epidemics or from suspect farmers likewise
confirms this focus on the city rather than regional cohesion, as least from the perspective of the
documents of urban regulation, court records, and finances used here.
What made these specific subjects central in late medieval urban health governance was a
complex interplay between Galenic-informed perceptions of health threats and the political and economic
interests of the governing elites. In other words, it concerned reciprocal or multidirectional relations in
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which health concerns impacted modes of governance of premodern cities, and power interests in their
turn shaped ideas on what public health and the common good entailed. It was reflected by the spatial
organization of the food market, the network of public spaces under guise of sanitary brigades, and the
health infrastructures around domiciles. More than a celebration of officialdom’s accomplishments, the
investigation of public health initiatives therefore offers a window into the structural operation of
governmental power over urban spaces as well as the behavior of its inhabitants, in particular of the
governing technique of biopower. Various urban agents, including local authorities, guilds, and
neighborhood organizations, in the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Low Countries integrated
knowledge on health into the governance of its subjects, utilized it as a disciplining and structuring tool,
and employed it to govern life forces. We therefore see this type of governmentality at work in urban
magistrates’ assertion of moral and judicial authority over urban space and its inhabitants, indeed in their
state-making.
Healthy urban communal living involved continuous negotiations over instigating practices,
appropriating expertise and enforcing policies. Developments in health and hygiene practices were also
path-dependent processes, in which spatiality and materiality are important factors. This study has
therefore sought to connect these aspects – of material environment and urban space to ideas and politics
on the common good and healthy urban life – by using socio-spatial theories inspired, most notably, by
Lefebvre, De Certeau and Foucault. Of these theories, the analysis of space has been most integrated in
premodern urban historiography, and most extensively applied here. It helps us to use a key potential of
urban archival sources, as cities offer, in the words of Charles Tilly, “privileged sites for the study of the
interaction between large social processes and routines of local life.” 1144 Space as a tool to link the
particular to wider processes has proved its value for social urban history, but also, as the present study
and several recent contributions have demonstrated, to a complex and many-sided topic as public
health. 1145 ANT and biopower shaped this study’s conceptual framework, and while their integration into
the chapters has been more tentative, it confirms the potential of these theories in opening new areas of
research and new ways of analyzing and bringing together socio-political and material-spatial aspects.
They deserve deeper and more elaborate reflection in future studies, in public health in particular, as well
as more generally in premodern social and urban history. Conversely, investigating health-promoting
practices can contribute to social theory and urban history, as they form one important locus to explore
various forms of local community formation and the operation of power, and how factors of spatiality
and materiality relate to social ties between dwellers. In sum, these theories offer valuable tools to trace
the history of public health in late medieval cities, which topic in its turn also offers new perspectives
unto and ways to explore broader discussions within social history and theory.
The present study has been foremost an exploration of prominent themes, objects and spaces pertaining
to public health practices in one highly urbanized region of late medieval Europe. It did not aspire to
offer a precise chronological reconstruction of when these started, changed or ended. There are several
reasons to be somewhat hesitant about such endeavors. First, because it is easy to mistake the onset of
written evidence with the onset of practice, especially since data on specific subjects often remains
fragmentary. The earliest traces of a certain intervention could very well be a formalization of something
existing much longer in a similar form. It could also concern an insertion of officialdom’s powers into an
area of health-promoting activities that previously functioned without the involvement of central urban
authorities, and therefore remained under the historian’s radar, such as a group of dwellers digging and
then collectively maintaining a well. However, the moments when urban governments found it necessary
or simply wise to intervene in existing processes or spaces are in themselves indications of change – and
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often of tensions or conflicts. It therefore remains challenging to draw lines of (long-term) development.
Yet with these caveats in mind, we can put forward some tentative conclusions.
It might be helpful to distinguish between the perception of health threats, as voiced in (medical)
literature and urban regulation, and attempts or practices installed to fight them and the material changes
realized in support of communal health. Concerning the awareness of dangers and nuisances, we mostly
see continuities in the late medieval period, which likely extended into the following centuries. Even as
miasmatic theories and scientific views changed, Galenic thought persistently influenced ideas about the
preservation of health and causes of disease. For example, fear of disease caused by stench culminated
with an outright obsession for odors in the eighteenth century, as argued by Alain Corbin, and miasmatic
ideas even echoed in nineteenth-century Dutch urban sanitary policies. 1146
Late medieval public heath regulation attests a strong continuity in the identification of potential
health hazards, and regarding some subjects magistrates held on to proposed solutions for a strikingly
long time. For example, some rules on pig-keeping dating from the early fourteenth century strongly
resembled those made almost two hundred years later. The same was true for prescriptions to clean and
maintain streets and gutters around the house, and the obligation to keep extinguishing tools for fire
safety. 1147 As noted in the introduction, some scholars have interpreted such repetitions of regulation as a
hardheadedness or inability of officialdom to solve issues. And while it might be an indication of the
persistency of some concerns, these repeated rules do not tell us everything about developments in
practices and investments. This is where it gets harder, as many domains of a broadly defined landscape
of public health practices in each city likely had interconnected yet distinct rhythms of continuity and
change.
The benefits of reviewing documents of practice across two centuries consists in offering insights
and evidence that further problematize the idea of progressive (linear) development. For example,
practices to protect water quality and fresh water supply, as well as the use and occurrence of cesspits,
differed regionally and evolved in diverging ways. 1148 One concrete example is the change in the focus of
work as well as the sources of income for municipal officials endowed with tasks pertaining to communal
health. The case study of Ghent’s coninc perhaps illustrates this best. During several decades in the
fourteenth century, the city paid a group of conincxskinderen to clean and supervise central urban spaces,
while during the fifteenth century such payments disappeared, although jurisdictions for levying fines
remained in place and even expanded. The focus in Deventer, by contrast, on cleaning and supervising
certain places, not only grew in number but also moved from the northern gates and Brink towards the
southern harbor at the turn of the fifteenth century, thus showing a different path of change. A second
factor that complicates views of linear progress in public health policies is the fact that crises of various
sorts could impact the availability of capital or willingness to invest in public health policies during
specific periods. At the same time, they could also trigger a temporary rise in policing of hazards. This is
reflected, for instance, by the fluctuations in the number of public condemnations of market
transgressions in Leiden, the temporary strict rules on the sale and storage of grain in late fifteenthcentury Ghent, or the further limits on the presence of foreign poor found across the region during the
1480’s. 1149
Towards the end of the sixteenth century, several cities made changes in the organization of
waste collection, such as by further specializing tasks of municipal sanitary brigades. The latter area of
governance shows more developments than, for instance, the supervision of food safety. The evidence
gathered here suggests notable continuities throughout the late medieval and early modern periods
regarding the supervision over food markets, as negotiated between urban authorities and guilds.
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Moreover, from the sixteenth century onwards, neighborhood communities – and perhaps also guilds –
began to assume more official roles in managing communal health issues, including sanitation, health care
and poor relief. This is not to say, however, that they were uninvolved before; there is a tendency to
mistake changes in administration for radical changes or innovation in practice during the early modern
period. But the rise in extant written evidence attests their more formal status, which also contradicts a
vision of linear developments towards centralization and extension of power by (urban) government.
Finally, their visibility in written documents also gives new options for additional research (see below).
Coming to the end of the present study offers a moment to reflect on the impact of plague, as one of the
main debates in the research field, from the perspective of a more broadly defined spectrum of public
health practices. As outlined in the introduction, the Low Countries present a highly relevant if divergent
case in the larger debates on the effects of plague on preventative health practices. Netherlandish urban
plague policies, extant from around mid-fifteenth century on, suggest that authorities identified multiple
possible vectors transmitting the disease across the city. This prompted interventions on a wide array of
different objects, protecting streets, markets and churches by limiting mobility of both goods and persons
(see especially chapters 3 and 5). Furthermore, the resemblances between local rules issuing quarantine of
infected houses, marking those in contact with patients, and designating spaces for worship, leave little
doubt that cities exchanged policies and adopted elements from elsewhere.
The late medieval measures to fight plague – often taken as exemplary (or indeed exhaustive) of
public health policies in its entirety – have been characterized as anything ranging from apathetic, chaotic,
ad hoc, sporadic, inconsequent, unfocused, ill-informed and conservative, to somewhat effective, wideranging and brutal – especially towards the poor. Rudolf Ladan offers a detailed reconstruction but
emphasized the reactionary nature of municipal plague policies. Leo Noordegraaf and Gerrit Valk stated
that they held early modern measures “in low esteem,” although they “could not rule out that the number
of deaths might have been higher without them.” 1150 Erik Thoen and Isabelle Devos also characterized
medieval municipal responses as ad hoc; mostly lacking foresight and a preventative mindset. Conversely,
scholars have identified the advent of more serious measures, including the institution of separate plague
hospitals, during the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which is the center of gravity of Dutch
plague historiography. For instance, Hugo Soly sketched a bleak image, arguing that urban authorities
never took energetic steps to stop the transmission of contagious diseases. However, he did note that
besides appointing special plague officials, sixteenth- and seventeenth-century measures included the
quarantining of patients; prohibitions to sell goods from infected houses; embargos on persons and goods
from plague-ridden towns; systematic supervision of the meat and fish markets; the installation of dog
slayers; and stricter regulation on waste disposal. 1151 Likewise, Frank Huisman noted the connections
between urban sanitary measures, for instance on pigs, dung and restrictions on begging, in Groningen
around 1500. 1152
While extant evidence for large-scale trade embargos and interventions on burial practices indeed
largely post-dates the fifteenth century, these remarks allude to a crucial but mostly overlooked continuity
with earlier centuries. The concerns for clean air, sanitation and food quality had been a part of municipal
health-improving policies and governance of the common good well before the advent of Black Death. It
suggests that their implementation to fight plague was not a new introduction but rather a continuation
and application of health measures in specific circumstances. Conversely, since we find rules on waste,
food safety, water pollution and animals in context of limiting plague infection, it indeed confirms the
presence of medical reasoning for dealing with issues of urban sanitation. Furthermore, the implied
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narrative of public health improvement during the early sixteenth to eighteenth centuries conflicts with a
view on the disappearance of (public) bathing and changes in hygienic culture put forward especially in
cultural histories of cleanliness. 1153 In this regard, the relation between public and personal hygienic
practices and their developments remain in need of further investigation, especially across the traditional
medieval/early modern divide.
While initially regarded in historiography as the trigger to public health policies in late medieval
cities, recent contributions have problematized the view that (fear of) plague functioned as the motor
behind innovations in population-level health policies. Guy Geltner, for example, argues that the history
of public health in pre-industrial Italy has suffered from a narrow and distorting perspective revolving
around two watersheds: Black Death and the rise of permanent municipal Health Boards. 1154 Also,
Kristen Bowers points out for Iberia the historiographical neglect of other responses not fitting the
traditional Health Board model. 1155 Regarding the Low Countries, the different chronologies between
responses to plague and the appointment of medical officials renders it unlikely that these two were
deeply connected during the fourteenth and fifteenth century. The instalment of medical officials far
preceded Black Death, while collegia medica only appeared in several larger Netherlandish cities in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Moreover, the latter were mainly interfering with hierarchical
tensions between medical practitioners rather than assuming a central role in urban government to
preserve communal health, and thus hardly resembled the Italian Health Boards. 1156 In sum, these insights
undermine the contention that the synergy of these two aspects, fear of plague and the formal
incorporation of medical expertise in urban government, triggered radical changes in preventative
policies.
The application of sanitation and quarantine to fight plague came relatively late, about a century
after the first outbreaks, while the impact on mortality rates was different compared to fourteenth-century
England and Italy. This poses further questions on the relation between plague and population-level
health policies in the Low Countries, and to what extent fear of plague more implicitly or indirectly
motivated policies such as on waste disposal, water quality or food production. Indeed, the bulk of
evidence for such policies in the Low Countries postdates Black Death. It would therefore go much too
far to deny plague epidemics, which recurred practically every decade from 1348 on, any influence at all.
Indeed, Carole Rawcliffe’s reconstruction of public health and sanitation in late medieval England notes
fear of plague as a strong incentive to ban health hazards and improve sanitation. 1157
With regard to plague epidemics, there are some gradual developments in expanding policies by
creating spaces and installing agents dealing with plague, which correspond with developments in several
regions in Europe. 1158 First, we see a gradual development from assigning city surgeons and physicians
with the duty to care for plague-infected citizens towards separate spaces for healthcare, and of specially
appointed medical practitioners, for example barbers for bloodletting and midwives for infected pregnant
women. 1159 However, we should be wary of interpreting the little evidence available as typical for all cities
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and the whole period stretching from the fifteenth to, say, seventeenth century, as the availability of
medical practitioners and the number of hired medical officials varied across period and by no means
formed a steady expansion, as outlined in chapter 1. It is in this regard also important to emphasize that
informal forms of care, as well as activities of religious organizations, for instance burial and care by the
Cellites, existed during the fifteenth century, and continued to exist thereafter. This also brings us to an
important area of change, namely attitudes towards burial. The spiritual health benefits of ceremonial
funerals increasingly generated tension with the physical hazards that the gathering of crowds created.
Magistrates started to restrict more often the rituals and prescribe detailed instructions for burying the
dead after the mid-sixteenth century.
Thus, rather than offering definite conclusions, reviewing attitudes towards and responses to
plague from a perspective of a broadly defined notion of public health opens new avenues for
interpretation, and new narratives of continuity and change. For some developments in public health
policies, epidemic threat might have functioned as a catalyst. First, regulation on sanitation issued during
the fifteenth century suggests a more explicit integration of medical discourse into urban governance. As
we have seen, the Galenic connections between decay, pollution, stench, a corrupted environment, and
disease were present in urban contexts at least since the early fourteenth century. Yet during the later
fifteenth century city magistrates seem to have increasingly employed a health rhetoric in public, explicating
the dangers of, for example, refuse, bad water quality, or spoiled food as a cause for disease. Also, in the
growing suspicion towards (poor) strangers attending cities, we see a rise in the framing as a physical health
threat, in addition to the previous emphasis on the healthy poor migrants as a moral miasma and a threat
to social order. Fear of stench causing plague moreover might have prompted inhabitants to initiate legal
actions countering miasmas stemming from waste or clogged infrastructures. Finally, while medieval and
early modern municipal sanitation efforts contain much more similarities than differences, rather than a
watershed moment, the developments noted above might also have been stimulated by a growing fear of
epidemic outbreaks, but they were not the only reason. We may therefore draw two conclusions. First,
that actions to prevent the spread of infectious disease can be linked to the – often pre-existing –
prophylactic measures discussed in the previous chapters. And second, that both the roles of medical
officials and of plague in thinking about communal health are at least more complex, and perhaps less
central, than previously assumed.
Since the present inquiry has been in many ways a tentative first exploration, some suggestions for further
research are of particular relevance here. One obvious path forward would be to enrich the picture by
examining other cities and areas. Even Holland and Flanders remain little explored, as cities such as
Haarlem, Delft, Bruges and Tournai contain many documents ripe for investigation. 1160 But in all
directions more regions – especially Brabant did not receive due attention in this study – and cities such
as Arnhem, Den Bosch, Antwerp, Maastricht, Louvain and Liege await. Further, adopting a similar
approach of comparing different types of serial documents could benefit from identifying and
incorporating extant council minutes, accounted fines, or the proceedings of lower courts or
neighborhood organizations.
In addition to geographical expansion, it may also be helpful to broaden the horizon by
investigating the relations between regional and urban governance, and between urbanity and rurality.
City governments did not operate autonomous or in a vacuum, but derived their competences from and
in ongoing negotiation with other agents, of which the most important are their county overlords.
Reviewing more records produced by local sheriffs and bailiffs, the court officials in charge of law
enforcement, likely sheds light on these connections. And we can go considerably further back into the
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thirteenth century when mining charter collections, which potentially provide insight into urban
authorities’ legal competences constituting their prophylactic policies. 1161
Furthermore, cites were in close connection with the surrounding countryside. Therefore, the
activities performed by the water boards (hoogheemraadschappen) could offer a fascinating perspective into
both urban and rural population health. Although ties to both count and cities were close, the water
boards were autonomous organizations that from the late thirteenth century on were endowed with the
supervision of regional waterworks, including the jurisdiction to make laws, hold court, and levy fines. 1162
While historiographic discussions regarding their either top-down or grassroots initiatives continue, it is
clear that the water boards fulfilled a widely recognized communal need for regional water management,
which left numerous documents of practice. 1163 They were an important political instrument to assume
power over a region, similar to the ways in which urban magistrates sought to expand authority over
urban space. One of their main practical objectives was to prevent floods through a tightly managed
orchestra of waterways, canals, dikes, sluices and dams. This was especially important since major
changes, particularly caused by peat extraction, impacted the landscape during the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. 1164 This stimulated further negotiation and cooperation across the region, between
both cities and sovereigns - a rather well-explored trope in Dutch historiography. Yet rather than linking
the reasoning behind the function of waterworks to modern perceptions, the function of Galenic thought
and preventative medicine, for example with regard to the dangers of stagnated water and swamps,
deserve further scholarly attention. The oath taken by the members of water boards of Delfland suggests
the presence of medical literacy, as they were to serve the common benefit (gemeenen oirbair) “with the best
of [their] knowledge and with all five senses.” 1165 Pollution posed miasmatic dangers, while dirty waters
also sparked action to protect economic interests. 1166 Finally, the illegal disposal of materials, waste and
dead animals into the water closely related to broader concerns over dredging and clearing water quays
and banks necessary to keep waters navigable and functional within the larger system of drainage
(boezem). 1167 In sum, the role of health interests and attitudes towards pollution motivated water boards’
actions when dealing with environmental challenges, in which cities played complex and multifaceted
roles. Moreover, investigating them helps us to move beyond a strong dichotomy of urbanity and rurality
towards reviewing the in practice much more intertwined and permeable relation between them.
Yet even within cities, many other agents and aspects that remained poorly visible in municipal
records deserve further investigation. One notable example is the relations between health threats and
industrial practices. It is clear that central urban authorities issued rules aimed at limiting industrial
pollution and at times directed those treating meat, crafting leather or producing textiles to specific urban
spaces. However, as we have seen more often in the chapters above, few sources attesting enforcement
survive. Locating records produced by guilds might therefore elucidate the practical negotiation of
responsibilities regarding industrial pollution, but also issues of labor safety. Moreover, archeology can tell
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us more about zoning, the production and storage of waste around commercial spaces and workshops,
and the extent to which industries were intertwined with domestic environments. In addition, while some
initial steps have been outlined here, further investigating guilds related to the various victualing trades
can offer a broader view on the connections between food, drink and health. Most notably, brewers
actively contributed to the establishment of infrastructures for fresh water supply. 1168 These and other
industrial activities also transcended the boundaries of urban space and created infrastructures that
impacted both cityscapes and natural surroundings and therefore are another example bridging urbanity
and rurality.
A final horizon within cities – and beyond – are ecclesiastical institutions. Urban hospitals have
been relatively well-explored regarding their curative and facilitating functions to local communities,
serving the common good and charitable purposes. Yet further examining the extent to which hospitals
and for instance monasteries, confraternities and chapter churches contributed to both ideas and practices
of communal health would likely offer valuable additional perspectives, beyond the view of the worldly
urban powers. It might also clarify some aspects that did not receive much attention in municipal records,
such as customs of burial and perceptions of health risks stemming from cemeteries. Finally, investigating
ecclesiastical influences, including of the secular clergy, might help us to connect more firmly the transfer
of ideas on spiritual and physical wellbeing, for instance from French, German and Italian universities to
Netherlandish urban contexts, into local libraries, and towards the urban public through sermons, health
regimen, and etiquette books.
In sum, in search of public health practices, this study has made several expeditions through the
medieval city. We have encountered in myriad ways the resonance of ideas on wellbeing, communal good,
as well as of organic concepts such as flow, balance and expulsion. We have seen how these views and
beliefs offered guidelines for governing issues in the interest of the community. The practices and policies
instigated in its name were both genuine in health concerns, but also powerful in their social and political
claims. It is therefore not mainly the threat of the dragon that appeared at the start of this expedition that
we have become more acquainted with, but especially the efforts, inventiveness and resilience of the city
and its inhabitants.
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Summary
In Pursuit of a Healthy City: Sanitation and the Common Good in the Late Medieval
Low Countries
Contrary to popular views that medieval cities are pinnacles of disease and dirt, local urban dwellers and
authorities in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries did strive to eradicate health threats and to keep
nuisances at bay – just as their modern descendants. Surely, late medieval cities operated within different
medical paradigms and in service of political structures diverging from the modern Euro-American nation
state. Yet, across these distant periods, there are important and insightful links in the actions undertaken
to improve the population’s health and prevent disease, in the sense that they considerably impacted the
modes of governance of a populace as well as social practices. However, the function of these actions in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries has been insufficiently recognized and investigated, and it is this
intervention that this study aims to make. It seeks to make up for this neglect by reconstructing two
interlinked aspects of public health. First, the practices of preventative health policies and urban
sanitation in an era that is still typically thought of as lacking any of such interventions. Secondly, through
studying these activities, this inquiry illuminates the negotiation of power by local governments over
urban spaces and their inhabitants. It chimes in with a growing international historiography that
challenges the view of the Middle Ages as a period of indifference towards issues of health and sanitation
at the population level. These works have indicated that perceptions of premodern communal wellbeing
and its threats were distinctly different from modern Western conceptions, for instance in that they
closely associated physical and spiritual health. Yet late medieval authorities recognized the promotion of
the population’s health as socio-economically and politically beneficial, indeed as a prerequisite for
survival of their respective communities. Researching this topic thus contributes to a deeper
understanding of the development of late medieval urban society, and can be extended chronologically,
but also, as recent revisionist scholarship has proposed, topically – encompassing much more than the
reconstructed emergence of medical professionals or the impact of major epidemic crises, most notably
plague.
Within these recent extensions and revisions of the history of public health, the Low Countries,
as a highly urbanized region in medieval Europe, have remained little explored. This investigation
therefore contributes to current debates by increasing knowledge on an understudied geographical area,
but also by employing a number of innovative approaches. It offers a comparative survey of various cities
in the Northern and Southern Low Countries, with an in-depth examination of three core case studies:
Ghent, Leiden and Deventer. It focuses on documents of routine practice from the late thirteenth to the
end of the fifteenth century, in order to move beyond the level of ideals as formulated in regulation and
medical tracts. At the same time, it shifts away from curative institutions and epidemiological crises – the
more traditional foci of histories of health. Finally, with the incorporation of theories on space,
governance, and actor-networks, the present inquiry has sought to answer the questions what late
medieval urban communities perceived as challenges to their health; how they confronted these issues;
and how this socially, politically and materially impacted medieval cities.
The evidence on the late medieval Low Countries presented here supports several suggestions for
revisions and greater regional complexity. First, on chronology: as sanitary measures and investments in
health infrastructure, as well as policing officials dealing with these issues occurred notably earlier, often
predating the advent of Black Death. Secondly, actions to prevent the spread of infectious disease,
including plague, can therefore be linked to – often pre-existing – prophylactic measures. It suggests that
both the roles of medical officials and of plague in thinking about communal health are at least more
complex, and perhaps less central, than previously assumed. Thirdly, regarding the nature of intervention
of urban agents, especially local authorities, the evidence presented here suggests that instead of ad-hoc
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responses to (epidemic) disease, public health interests constituted an argument for routine interventions
in the functioning and infrastructures of cities. This made them a shaping force in socio-political relations,
and in the negotiation of public and private spheres, where they intersected with legal issues of
ownership, disputes over property boundaries, and a desire to improve living comfort. Concerns for
health were moreover one part in a broader spectrum of issues related to protecting the common good,
among other interests of economic thriving, military and fire safety, and civic prestige. Finally, concerning
longer term developments, public heath regulation attests a strong continuity in the identification of
potential health hazards, but local responses could vary considerably. Reviewing documents across the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries thus offers insights that further problematize the idea of progressive
(linear) development. For example, crises of various sorts influenced the availability of capital or
willingness to invest in public health policies during specific periods. At the same time, they could trigger
a temporary rise in policing of hazards.
Although local medical authorities lacked the official advisory status they gained in some earlymodern municipal boards, in a much more general sense, municipal records contain various traces of the
application of some form of medically informed reasoning. These arguments of the preservation of
communal health were foremost informed by humoral medical theories or Galenism. These ideas on the
body and the cosmos resonated in a variety of late medieval urban contexts. It informed a holistic
conception of health that linked the humoral balance of the body to its surroundings via the doctrine of
the six non-naturals, even to God’s creation at large, and strongly associated spiritual and physical health.
Such views motivated a comprehensive approach of striving towards a salubrious city that justified
interventions regarding a large variety of material objects, activities, individuals, and animals. Like any
healthy body, a clean and healthy city was imagined then as a city in movement. It needed unobstructed
routes and a continuous “flow” that not only safeguarded economic, military and social functions, but
also enabled dirt to be properly disposed of and/or put into useful place.
A complex interplay between these Galenic-informed perceptions and local political and
economic interests, particularly those of the governing elites, was central in late medieval health
governance. It concerned a reciprocal relation in which health concerns influenced modes of governance
of premodern cities, and power stakes in their turn shaped ideas on what public health and the common
good entailed. They were thus both an objective and a tool in urban magistrates’ assertion of moral and
judicial authority over urban space and its inhabitants, indeed in their state-making. It other words, urban
authorities in the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Low Countries integrated knowledge on health into
the governance of its subjects, and utilized it as a disciplining and structuring tool, also known by
Foucauldian scholars as the governing technique of biopower: Moreover, developments in health and
hygiene practices were path-dependent processes, in which spatiality and materiality were important
factors. Thus, if we want to follow late medieval preventative health practices, and the operation of power
emerging from it, it is crucial to also adopt a kind of holism, namely to investigate the socio-cultural and
material together as a dynamic whole.
Netherlandish cities were battling all four material elements to protect the populace’s wellbeing.
As discussed in chapter 1, fire safety measures were a constitutive force shaping the urban layout, building
practices, and the negotiation of responsibilities between authorities and subjects. Second, because
contemporary medical theory strongly related stench to the birth of disease, avoiding the corruption of air
by bad odors, stemming from polluted grounds, waters, waste storage, or animals, remained a prominent
target of municipal health policies throughout the investigated period. This involved regular street
sanitation, clearing waterways, maintaining drainage constructions such as street and wall gutters, and
regulating the use and availability of latrines and cesspits. These subjects were explored both from the
perspective of municipal sanitation in chapter 2, as well as from the view of inhabitants in their domestic
environments in chapter 4. As water was often present in threatening abundance, public health interests
in this region focused more on containment, drainage and the prevention of pollution than on its
provision. Yet too much water involved as much negotiation of political and economic interests as water
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scarcity did, for example in more southern parts of Europe. In all cities investigated here, water had to be
carefully managed to avoid floods, blockage, and stagnant pools, and thus to prevent the dangers of
pollution, but also to maintain infrastructural viability. By contrast, the nature and level of involvement in
arranging access to clean water differed considerably per city. Moreover, as spotlighted in chapter 3,
concerns over the availability and quality of food offered for sale impacted the relations between
authorities and their subjects within the urban space of the food market. Especially rules on and
interactions around the sale of meat indicate a significant level of applied medical ideas. More generally,
animals were an intrinsic part of premodern Netherlandish cities, yet they also presented several
challenges to communal health and residents’ safety, in addition to potentially damaging their properties.
They were one of the central nuisances threatening the constitution of a “good neighborhood,” as
discussed in chapters 4 and 5. Urban bans on stray dogs reflected associations made between these
wandering animals and the spread of disease, and pig-keeping was an even more prominent object of
contention.
Finally, fear of divine retribution for a sinful city in the form of disease and destruction
stimulated the perception of vices as a threat to communal health. It made the banning of sinful practices
and the policing of social groups associated with them part of public health strategies. In this sense,
attempts to control the presence of foreign migrants, wandering lepers or sex workers were part of a
broader range of actions to fight public disturbances or promiscuous activities, including nightwalking,
procuring and gambling. Since many of these more spiritual health threats took place around domiciles,
the policing of individuals perceived as susceptible to corrupt the city in a moral sense offers another
example of the ways in which protecting communal wellbeing justified governmental interventions in
private spheres, as well as more intimate aspects of people’s lives. Officialdom’s prescriptions as to how
subjects should build and maintain their homes, handle their house fires, not work at inappropriate hours,
and where and how they should keep their animals, thus seamlessly extended to more moral codes of
conduct.
This brings us to the question of how local authorities confronted this great variety of issues in
practice. Urban magistrates used several mechanisms of enforcement, and often combined different
approaches. First, inspections, performed by both installed policing officials and aldermen themselves,
offered a means to implement the detailed regulation on health issues established in urban law codes and
decrees. In addition, as explored in chapter 2, appointing multitasking cleaner-supervisors and investing in
various types of infrastructures formed an active offensive of officialdom to keep health threats at bay.
Likewise, the market inspectors discussed in chapter 3 were appointed to enforce the detailed regulation
on food safety. Some of these (groups of) officials became an integral part of the governmental
organization in the fourteenth- and fifteenth centuries to manage health, safety and sanitation inside the
city. It also provided a means to maintain governmental presence on a routine basis and to monitor the
behavior of the city’s inhabitants. Yet since there were never enough policing agents out and about to
oversee the city and catch all offenders, their work was assisted by cooptation, incentivizing and peer
pressure – local magistrates commonly promised reporters of transgressions a part of the fine.
Such an encouragement to report related to a third mechanism of enforcement, namely the
negotiation of tasks and responsibilities of citizens and other urban organizations, such as guilds and
neighborhood communities. Preventing various kinds of blockage and stagnation was paramount for
preserving the health of the city as a whole, but it was clearly also a key issue in and around domestic
spaces. By notifying officials, and ultimately through the aldermen’s courts, inhabitants defined and
confronted various nuisances and negotiated issues of shared use of hygienic facilities, as explored in
chapter 4. These glimpses of health politics from multiple perspectives, for instance on the storage of
manure, blocked drainage obstructions, or malfunctioning latrines, cesspits and wells, attest that these
were by no means exclusively top-down implemented policies. Indeed, such interactions demonstrate that
informal networks, neighborhood organizations, as well as guilds played important roles in securing
communal health. Conversely, it exemplifies that health-promoting practices can further improve our
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understanding of the various forms of local community formation, and how factors of spatiality and
materiality relate to the more social ties between dwellers. Although there is more evidence on health
practices in this period and region that awaits scholarly attention, such as the relationships between cities
and countryside, the dissemination of medical ideas among urban literates, or the role of guilds and
ecclesiastical institutions, the present study has begun to show how exploring the ways in which local
premodern communities strove for communal wellbeing offers a window on both the wider processes of
development of premodern urban society and the environment they created, as well as the routine
existence of its dwellers.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Op zoek naar de gezonde stad: stadsreiniging en publiek welzijn in de laatmiddeleeuwse
Lage Landen
Hoewel het beeld van de middeleeuwse stad als een smerige modderpoel vol ziekteverwekkers
wijdverbreid is, ondernamen stadsgemeenschappen in de veertiende en vijftiende eeuw wel degelijk een
breed scala aan maatregelen om de gezondheid van de bevolking te beschermen. Dit onderzoek heeft als
doel de preventieve kanten van het middeleeuwse gezondheidsbeleid voor het voetlicht te brengen, met
een focus op de Noordelijke en Zuidelijke Nederlanden. In eerste instantie vallen vooral de verschillen
tussen middeleeuwse stedelijke samenlevingen en hun moderne equivalenten op. In de middeleeuwen
keek men anders aan tegen gezondheidsrisico’s, de ideeën over ziektes waren immers tot stand gekomen
binnen een heel ander medisch paradigma. Daarnaast verschilden de politieke en sociale structuren in de
laatmiddeleeuwse Lage Landen radicaal van die binnen moderne Europese en Amerikaanse naties. Maar
toch zijn er belangrijke paralellen te trekken. Ook laatmiddeleeuwse autoriteiten beschouwden de
bevordering van de volksgezondheid als iets dat het sociaaleconomische en politieke stadsleven ten goede
kwam, of zelfs als een voorwaarde voor het voortbestaan van hun gemeenschappen. Onderzoek naar
publieke gezondheid, als onderdeel van een breder streven in naam van het algemeen belang, draagt
daarom bij aan een dieper inzicht in de machtspolitiek en ontwikkeling van de laatmiddeleeuwse stedelijke
samenleving. De invloed van de acties die lokale overheden en diverse andere actoren zoals gilden,
buurtgemeenschappen en individuele inwoners op dit gebied namen is tot op heden vaak onvoldoende
onderkend en onderzocht, en deze studie sluit aan bij een groeiende internationale historiografie die
hierop nieuw licht wilt werpen. Recente bijdragen over onder andere Engeland, Italië en Spanje betogen
dat de definitie van publieke gezondheid (public health) kan worden verbreed, waardoor ook veel eerdere
en andere initiatieven daarvan onderdeel worden, voorbij de opkomst van medische adviesraden of de
impact van grote epidemische crises, met name de pest.
Bij deze revisie bleef een van de meest verstedelijkte gebieden in middeleeuws Europa, de Lage
Landen, slechts weinig bestudeerd. Dit onderzoek probeert deze lacune te dichten, niet alleen door een
belangrijk geografisch gebied verder te verkennen, maar vooral ook door een vernieuwend
onderzoekskader te hanteren. Deze studie gaat ten eerste uit van een vergelijking tussen verschillende
steden, met een focus op drie case studies: Gent, Leiden en Deventer. Ten tweede richt dit onderzoek zich
op preventie van gezondheidsrisico’s in de meest brede zin, en de invloed daarvan op de sociaal-politieke
en materiele inrichting van steden. Het schuift daarmee weg van het traditionele zwaartepunt van de
geschiedenis van de gezondheidszorg, dat draait om meer curatieve aspecten zoals gasthuizen,
(stads)medici en epidemieën. Daarbij tracht dit onderzoek bovendien verder te kijken dan regelgeving en
ander prescriptief bronmateriaal, door ook sporen van praktijk te onderzoeken: de dagelijkse uitvoering
van beleid, en conflicten die dat met zich meebracht. Door gebruik te maken van theorieën over stedelijke
ruimte, beleid (governmentality en biopower) en actor-networks (ANT), wordt ten slotte antwoord gegeven op
de volgende kernvragen: Welke kwesties, praktijken, objecten en personen beschouwden
laatmiddeleeuwse stedelijke gemeenschappen als een bedreiging voor hun collectieve gezondheid? Wat
ondernamen zij om zich tegen deze gezondheidsrisico’s te beschermen, en hoe werden
verantwoordelijkheden en taken verdeeld? Welke invloed hadden deze acties ter preventie van ziekte op
de sociale en politieke verhoudingen in de stad en de materiele omgeving?
De premoderne gezondheidsleer, die met name gebaseerd was op de klassieke theorieën van
Galenus en Hippocrates, kwam op verschillende manieren tot uitdrukking in laatmiddeleeuws stedelijk
beleid. Deze gezondheidsleer ging uit van een holistische opvatting, waarbij het evenwicht van de
lichaamssappen of humoren – de essentie van een gezond lichaam – werd beïnvloed door de omgeving:
de doctrine van de zes res non-naturales. Tegelijkertijd werd ook geestelijk welzijn en een goed Christelijk
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leven gezien als verbonden aan (collectieve) lichamelijke gezondheid. Vanuit die visie ontstond de
behoefte aan een gezonde stad, waarin het gezonde lichaam kon floreren. Het rechtvaardigde interventies
jegens een grote verscheidenheid aan materiële objecten, activiteiten, individuen en dieren. Net als een
gezond lichaam kon een gezonde stad het beste worden voorgesteld als een organisme in beweging. De
bescherming van haar economische, militaire en sociale functies vroeg om een goed functionerende
infrastructuur met onbelemmerde wegen en doorstroom. Dit idee van doorstroom stond daarom centraal
in het laatmiddeleeuwse publieke gezondheidsbeleid. Door het vuil uit de stad op de juiste manier te
verwijderen of nuttig te gebruiken, zouden ziektes of infectiehaarden kunnen worden weggenomen of
voorkomen.
Nederlandse steden streden tegen alle vier de elementen om het welzijn van de bevolking te
beschermen. Het beleid rondom luchtkwaliteit was cruciaal, omdat laatmiddeleeuwse medische theorie
een direct verband formuleerde tussen stank en het ontstaan van ziektes. Het vermijden van luchtbederf
(miasma), door geuren afkomstig van verontreinigde gronden, wateren, afvalopslag, of overblijfselen van
dieren en slachtafval, was een belangrijk doel van gemeentelijk gezondheidsbeleid gedurende de hele
onderzochte periode. Acties ter preventie van ziekte door stank richtten zich op straatreiniging, het
vrijhouden van waterwegen, onderhoud van drainageconstructies zoals goten en afvoerpijpen, en het
gebruik van latrines en beerputten. Daarnaast waren brandveiligheidsmaatregelen een constitutieve kracht
die vorm gaf aan zowel de manier waarop de overheid grip probeerde te krijgen op de stedelijke ruimte als
in de onderhandelingen over verantwoordelijkheden tussen autoriteiten en inwoners, zoals besproken in
hoofdstuk 1. Water was in de meeste Nederlandse steden overvloedig aanwezig en het
gemeenschappelijke welzijn werd vooral gediend door een veilige toevoer en het voorkomen of beperken
van watervervuiling. Het gaf aanleiding tot uitgebreide sociaal-politieke onderhandelingen. In alle
onderzochte steden moest water zorgvuldig worden beheerd om overstromingen en stilstaande poelen te
beperken en de gevaren van vervuiling te voorkomen, maar ook om de infrastructuur in goede staat te
houden. De aard en het niveau van betrokkenheid van de overheden bij het faciliteren van schoon
drinkwater verschilde echter per stad aanzienlijk. Deze onderwerpen zijn elk onderzocht vanuit zowel het
perspectief van gemeentelijk beleid en voorzieningen in hoofdstuk 2, als vanuit de visie van bewoners in
hun directe huiselijke omgeving in hoofdstuk 4.
Daarnaast vormde het waarborgen van de kwaliteit en beschikbaarheid van voedsel een ander
kernpunt in het publieke gezondheidsbeleid. Dit kwam vooral tot uiting via inspectie op de
voedselmarketen voor vlees, vis, en graan. Dit aspect vormt het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 3, waarin ook
wordt betoogd dat met name het beleid rondom de vleeshandel wijst op een pragmatische toepassing van
medische theorieën. Meer in het algemeen waren dieren een intrinsiek onderdeel van premoderne
Nederlandse steden, maar ze stelden de gezondheid en veiligheid van de gemeenschap ook voor
verschillende uitdagingen. Zoals besproken in hoofdstuk 5 stonden in het bijzonder varkens, met hun
wroetende neuzen en stinkende kotten, en (zwerf)honden bovenaan de lijst van grootste ergernissen van
zowel stedelijke overheden als inwoners. In een goede en gezonde buurt behoorden varkens geen stank te
veroorzaken en al helemaal niet los te lopen, en honden werden gezien als gevaarlijk en in verband
gebracht met het verspreiden van epidemieën, inclusief pest.
Ten slotte werd immoreel gedrag van inwoners gezien als een wezenlijke bedreiging voor het
gemeenschappelijke welzijn. Niet alleen omdat zonde en ziekte in elkaars verlengde zouden liggen, maar
ook omdat men vreesde voor Goddelijke vergelding voor een ondeugdelijke stad in de vorm van
epidemieën, hongersnood, en andere ramspoed. Daarom was het uitbannen van zondige praktijken en het
streng reguleren van sociale groepen die daarmee geassocieerd werden, een expliciet onderdeel van het
volksgezondheidbeleid. Zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 5 waren pogingen om grip te krijgen op de
aanwezigheid en bewegingsruimte van arme migranten, leprozen of sekswerkers onderdeel van een veel
breder scala aan acties om openbare ordeverstoringen of promiscue activiteiten te bestrijden, waaronder
ook alcoholmisbruik, nachtbraken, en gokken. Zulke maatregelen, waarbij ook buren en
buurtgemeenschappen een belangrijke rol speelden, illustreren tevens hoe het beschermen van het
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algemeen welzijn vergaande interventies in de privésfeer rechtvaardigde. Voorschriften over materiele en
praktische zaken, van vuilverwerking, huizenbouw en arbeid tot het houden van dieren, liepen dus
naadloos over in meer morele gedragscodes.
Het in dit onderzoek gepresenteerde bewijs geeft een aanzet voor het herzien van de geschiedenis
van publieke gezondheidszorg. Allereerst wat betreft chronologie. Er werden in de Nederlanden eerder
dan vaak gedacht sanitaire maatregelen genomen en investeringen in de gezondheidsinfrastructuur
gedaan. Ook bestonden er reeds sinds de late dertiende eeuw, dus ver voor de komst van de Zwarte
Dood, ambtenaren die zich met deze kwesties bezighielden. In de manier waarop potentiële gevaren voor
de publieke gezondheid werden geïdentificeerd is over een lange periode een grote continuïteit te zien.
Tegelijkertijd konden de reacties erop per stad aanzienlijk verschillen, net als de investeringen die door de
tijd heen werden gedaan. Het idee van een progressieve (lineaire) ontwikkeling naar een gecentraliseerde
gezondheidsorganisatie wordt hiermee verder geproblematiseerd. Ten derde is er een duidelijk verband
tussen de voorschriften tegen verdere verspreiding van besmettelijke ziekten, waaronder de pest, en de
preventieve maatregelen die al veel langer bestonden. Dit toont aan dat de invloed van zowel
(stads)medici als van de pest op het denken over premoderne collectieve gezondheid complexer zijn en
wellicht minder centraal dan eerder werd aangenomen. Ten slotte kunnen we concluderen dat publieke
gezondheid een voortdurende inspanning vergde voor het functioneren en de infrastructuur van steden,
en dat we niet slechts te maken hebben met ad hoc-reacties op (epidemische) ziekten. Het brede scala aan
preventieve maatregelen om de gemeenschappelijke gezondheid te bevorderen is daarmee een belangrijk
en onderbelicht deel van hoe laatmiddeleeuwse stedelijke samenlevingen werden vormgegeven.
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